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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of Africa’s cities that started during the latter part of the colonial
period and continues with increasing momentum into the twenty-first century has
given rise to a multiplicity of innovative and often transformative cultural
practices, associated primarily with urban life. Not least of these is the emergence
of new urban varieties of African languages. The recent expansion of African
cities can be attributed to general population growth within the continent as a
whole, as well as the increased urbanisation of the population. Urbanisation
constitutes a dramatic change in the way of life and social organisation for African
populations, the results of which can be felt in a variety of domains, including the
social, political, cultural, economic, religious, and linguistic arenas (McLaughlin
2009:1). Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010) have also argued that the cities of the
developing world tend to contain very diverse populations. This heterogeneity in
the ethnic make-up of the urban population is reflected in the varieties of
languages spoken in these urban settings. The heterogeneity is the result of the
migration of people from different ethnic and linguistic backgrounds from
different areas both inside and outside the country.
McLaughlin (2009) writes that due to the influx of migrants speaking minority
languages coming from within the country, from other regions of Africa and from
abroad, African cities are more multilingual now than at any other point in their
history. Specific reference can be made to Abidjan, where Kube-Barth (2009)
observes that the important process of urbanisation of the Ivory Coast in the last
20 years is due to massive migration from rural areas and neighbouring countries,
especially Burkina Faso and Mali. Thirty percent of Abidjan’s population are
migrants and the inhabitants of Ivorian nationality belong to about 60 different
Ivorian ethnic groups. Beck (2010) also notes the likelihood that all 500 languages
of Nigeria will be represented in Lagos. Similar observations have been made in
Kinshasa and other cities in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and
Republic of Congo (Congo-Brazzaville) (Bokamba 2009). In North Africa and
South Africa as well, the urban populations have been fed by migrants from rural
areas with different ethnic and linguistic backgrounds (Hachimi 2009).
As a result of the ethnic and linguistic diversity of African cities, in many cases
one or more urban vernaculars have emerged to become the vernacular
language(s) of the city. The exact properties of these languages differ from one
city to the other (Beck 2010); however, in most cases these are dominant African
languages that show contact with a former colonial language (McLaughlin 2009)
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and other indigenous languages spoken in the city. Lingala, for instance, which is
spoken in Kinshasa and Brazzaville, shows evidence of contact with French and
other local languages spoken in these areas (Bokamba 2009). Similar observations
are also made with regards to urban Wolof spoken in Dakar (McLaughlin 2009,
2008a, Swigart 1992, Beck 2010) and Nouchi spoken in Abidjan (Kube-Barth
2009). In contemporary postcolonial cities in North Africa, koineizing varieties
of Arabic which show evidence of contact with French are spoken (Hachimi
2009). These contact situations create language varieties in urban Africa, which
are different from the original languages spoken in the rural areas.
These observations regarding African cities in general correspond to what is
happening in Accra, the capital city of Ghana, West Africa, which is the focus of
this book. As the most popular urban centre in Ghana in terms of job and other
livelihood opportunities, Accra has attracted migrants from all parts of Ghana
and beyond (Owusu 2008). The city is inhabited by all of the ethnic groups
indigenous to Ghana and is hence the most ethnically and linguistically diverse
of all of the cities in Ghana. Nonetheless, Accra is said to operate on a system of
four languages: Akan, English, Gã and Hausa. Akan is the language mostly used
as the language of wider communication (Kropp-Dakubu 2009, 2005a, and
2005b, Essegbey 2009). The Akan variety used as the language of wider
communication in Accra also shows evidence of contact with other languages in
the city, including different varieties of Akan and English, the colonial language.
Unlike many African cities where the languages that eventually emerged as urban
vernaculars were often the original language of the colonial urban settlements
(McLaughlin 2009:8), Akan is not indigenous to Accra but is a migrant language
with different varieties brought in from the outside. The Akan migrants in Accra
are from different sub-ethnic groups of Akan and therefore speak different
varieties. As Akan has become the lingua franca of Accra, there are numerous
residents of Accra from different ethnic and linguistic backgrounds who speak it
as L2 as can be observed from Essegbey’s investigation reported in Essegbey
(2009). Although the linguistics of the L2 varieties have not been investigated, it
appears that these varieties are very different from the varieties spoken by the
native speakers.
One of the most stimulating questions connected to the development of urban
vernaculars is what happens to these languages as they get more speakers: i.e. L2
speakers as well as those who acquire it as L1 in these environments. Bearing in
mind the role of language contact in these linguistically diverse urban centres and
the fact that in most cases there are more non-native speakers than native speakers
of these urban vernaculars, we can infer that they must be particularly susceptible
to some kind of restructuring (McLaughlin 2009), which makes them different
from the vernacular that is spoken in rural areas. That being said, only a handful
of studies have been done on the structure of the urban vernaculars of Africa, and
in these cases morphological simplification is often cited as the primary
restructuring type. Restructuring of the noun class system is reported for urban
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Wolof (McLaughlin 1997) and urban Lingala (Bokamba 2009). Concentrating on
some selected lexical, morpho-syntactic and phonological variables, this book
makes a contribution to the investigation of the structure of urban vernaculars in
Africa. It discusses the structure of the Akan variety spoken in Accra by Akan
migrants mainly in the framework of new dialect formation or koineisation. Due
to the presence in Accra of other languages like English and Gã which belong to
different linguistic systems, other contact linguistics phenomena such as
borrowing, inter-language, and codeswitching were also considered.
Since this study is the first of its kind in Ghana, the point of departure of the
investigations discussed in this book was to look into the sociolinguistic profile of
the Akan migrants in Accra and their perception of the Akan varieties that they
speak, and to go on to do a detailed linguistic investigation of the Akan variety
spoken by the Akan migrants in Accra concentrating on second generation
migrants. The specific questions addressed in this thesis are:
a) What is the sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra and
how do the Akan migrants perceive the Akan variety that they speak
in Accra when compared to what is spoken in the rural regions of
origin?
b) How different is the Akan variety spoken in Accra from what is
spoken in the rural areas of origin: lexically, grammatically, and
phonologically?
c) Is a new dialect of Akan being formed in Accra, and what is the
status of Akan in Accra currently, given that a new dialect is in the
process of being formed?
d) Can the differences between urban and rural Akan be explained in
terms of ethnic and language contact within the social networks of
the participants in Accra?
Employing various research methodologies from traditional dialectology and
from sociolinguistics to obtain linguistic data from some selected participants, I
approached the linguistic analysis of the variables selected for investigation from
the point of view of the framework of linguistic processes in new dialect
formation. The formation of new dialect usually results from the contact that
individuals have with different varieties of the same languages due to migration
(Trudgill 1986a, 2004). It will become clear to the reader, however, that the
variants which the Akan migrants in this study used, need to be analysed in terms
of linguistic processes that go beyond new dialect formation. This is due to the
fact that languages such as English and Gã which belong to different linguistic
systems and which the participants are in contact with in Accra, are also present
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in the variants the participants used. As a result, other contact linguistics processes
like borrowing and interlanguage were employed in the analysis.
The study casts a wider net by considering the extra-linguistic parameters
necessitating the choice of variants by the second generation migrants in Accra.
Social network types influence language practices (Gal 1978, L. Milroy 2002b,
Milroy and Milroy 1992, Bortorni-Ricardo 1985, Kerswill 1994, and Milroy and
Gordon 2003). Kerswill (1994) further notes the likelihood for the ethnicity of the
network to be decisive for the speech of individuals and for migrant communities
whatever the density and multiplicity of the network. Considering the ethnic and
linguistic heterogeneity of Accra, the main extra-linguistic parameters I selected
are the participants’ ethnic and language contacts in their social networks.

1.1 A GUIDE TO THE BOOK
To tackle my research questions, I have undertaken a number of specific literature
surveys and carried out several field studies. These are addressed in the following
chapters.
Based primarily on relevant studies on the linguistic heterogeneity of Ghana
and Accra, the chapter on Ghana and Accra: a multilingual setting acquaints
the reader with the linguistic heterogeneity of Ghana as a whole and Accra in
particular. It also considers the languages of wider communication. It will become
apparent to the reader that the linguistic heterogeneity of the nation is reflected in
Accra which attracts migrants from all over the country and beyond. I show that,
although the city is said to operate on a system of four languages: Akan, English,
Gã, and Hausa, it is Akan that is mostly used as the language of wider
communication and then English. English, however, occupies a very prestigious
position.
In chapter three, Research design and methodology, the main objectives of
the research, the research design and the various methodologies employed at
different stages of the research are brought outlined. In this chapter, information
on the participants used and how they were selected and involved in the research
is discussed. The linguistic and the extra-linguistic variables selected for
investigation will also be described. Data collection techniques and the
framework and theories employed in the analysis and discussions are also
explored. It will become apparent that this study is methodologically eclectic in
nature as different methodologies are employed at different stages of the
investigation in order to answer the research questions.
Based on a survey of 120 Akan migrants in Accra, the sociolinguistic profile
of Akan migrants in Accra and their perception of the Akan variety that they
speak are discussed in chapter four, The sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants
in Accra. The discussion in this chapter gives a general overview of the contact
that the Akan migrants in Accra have with their native Akan varieties in their
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towns of origin, and the various language varieties that they are in contact with
in their neighbourhoods in Accra. Attention is also given to the languages that
they speak frequently in Accra and the reasons why they speak them. The
perceptions that the Akan migrants have of the Akan varieties that they speak in
the midst of the ethnic and linguistic diversity of Accra will also be outlined. This
chapter sets the foundation for the discussions in the subsequent chapters.
The discussions in chapters five and six are based on linguistic data elicited
through sociolinguistic interview techniques involving both semi-formal and free,
informal conversational interviews from second generation Akan migrants, who
are ethnically Asante and Kwawu. Data were also gathered from participants in
the Asante and Kwawu rural communities to serve as controls. Chapter five,
Urban and rural Akan: lexical variables, and chapter six, Urban and rural
Akan: morpho-syntactic and phonological variables, are dedicated to the
discussion of the variants that the second generation migrants and the participants
in rural communities used for the lexical, and morpho-syntactic and phonological
variables selected for study. The differences in the variants used by these
participants is discussed mainly using the framework of the linguistic processes
found in new dialect formation; however, due to the linguistic situation of Accra,
other contact linguistic phenomena such as borrowing and interlanguage were
also employed in the analysis. Issues regarding second language acquisition and
attrition were also raised in the discussion of the variants used by the second
generation migrants. As will become evident, the variants the second generation
migrants used for the lexical variables reflect the contact they have with different
varieties of Akan and other languages in Accra.
The variants that the second generation migrants used for the lexical, morphosyntactic, and phonological variables are correlated with their ethnic and
language contact within their social networks in chapter seven, Correlating extralinguistic parameters and linguistic processes. The reader will notice that the
participants’ direct contact with particular ethnicities and languages in their social
network, do not have a significant impact on the variants they used. I argue that
the variants the second generation migrants used for the selected lexical, morphosyntactic, and phonological variables are dominant features in the Akan variety
spoken in Accra and therefore direct contact with a particular language or
ethnicity is not a pre-requisite for one to acquire them. These variants can,
therefore, be described as the off-the-shelf changes, which are freely available and
therefore easily borrowed. As a result, these participants adopt them regardless of
the language(s) or ethnicities of those with whom they have direct social contact.
In the concluding chapter, chapter eight, a summary of the main research
questions and findings is given, followed by some issues for further research.
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GHANA AND ACCRA: A MULTILINGUAL SETTING

CHAPTER TWO

GHANA AND ACCRA: A
MULTILINGUAL SETTING

2.0 INTRODUCTION
All African countries are multilingual, and in some of them hundreds of different
languages are spoken. Extended multilingualism is a fact of life on the continent,
and is intensified in cities, which attract a substantial number of people from rural
areas who speak minority languages. This chapter discusses the multilingual
setting of Ghana as a whole, and of Accra, the capital city, in particular. Issues
concerning Ghana and the languages spoken in Ghana, the widely used Akan
and its second language speakers, the position of English, and institutional
support for the indigenous languages (2.1) will be examined. The chapter also
looks into the origin and development of Accra, its ethnic composition,
multilingualism and the languages that are used there for wider communication
(2.2). A conclusion is given in 2.3.

2.1 GHANA
Ghana is situated on the coast of West Africa, a few degrees north of the equator.
It is officially Anglophone and shares borders with three Francophone countries:
Togo, Ivory Coast, and Burkina Faso to the east, west, and north respectively. To
the south is the Gulf of Guinea. The 2010 population and Housing Census
conducted by the Ghana Statistical Service (GSS)1 showed that the total
population of Ghana as of the 26th September, 2010 was 24,658,823 (GSS May,
2012). The country has a size of about 238,537 square kilometres and is
administratively divided into ten regions (Awumbila et al., 2008). These are:
Greater Accra, Central, Western, Eastern, Volta, Ashanti, Brong Ahafo,
Northern, Upper East and Upper West. The political administration and
government of each region is carried out at a local level. Under this system of
1
There has been no national population and housing census since the 2010 population and housing census. The
final result of this population and housing census was published in May 2012.
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administration, each region is divided into a metropolis, municipalities and
districts, depending on the size and population of a particular area. According
GSS (May, 2012) the proportion of the population living in the urban centres of
the country is 50.9% on average. The level of urbanisation varies from region to
region, with the Greater Accra region having the highest proportion of urban
population (90.5%), followed by the Ashanti region (60.6%). The report also
states that the concentration of industries and commercial activities in the Greater
Accra and Ashanti regions has contributed to the urbanisation of these regions.
The remaining eight regions are predominantly rural, with the level of
urbanisation below the national average.

2.1.1 The linguistic heterogeneity of Ghana
The Ghanaian population is very linguistically heterogeneous with a vast range
of indigenous languages. The number of languages spoken in Ghana is between
45 and 80 (Bodomo et al. 2009). The lack of census data explicitly related to
language in Ghana has means that no specific number of languages can be
pinpointed. Different scholars have given different numbers because it is difficult
to draw a clear distinction between what can be classed as a language and what
can be classed as a dialect of the same language. Agbedor (1996), Bodomo (1996,
1997), Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988), and Laitin (1994) have all given
different numbers for the amount of languages that exist in Ghana. KroppDakubu (2005a) and Anyidoho and Kropp-Dakubu (2008) write that there are
approximately 50 distinct, non-mutually intelligible indigenous languages spoken
in the country. Kropp-Dakubu has observed that all of the indigenous languages
spoken within the borders of Ghana are ultimately related and belong to different
branches of the Niger-Congo Phylum. The Niger-Congo Phylum is a family of
genetically related languages. It is one of the four larger language families in
Africa and stretches from Wolof in Senegal to Zulu in South Africa (1988).
Kropp-Dakubu (1988) and Anyidoho and Kropp-Dakubu (2008), state that
the country is linguistically, and to some extent, culturally divided into roughly
two halves. In the Savannah Regions of the country, i.e. the Northern, Upper East
and Upper West regions of Ghana, the languages belong to the Gur or Voltaic
branch of the Niger-Congo Phylum, mainly the Oti-Volta and the Grusi branches
of central Gur. These languages include Dagbane, Frafra, Dagaare-Wale, Mossi,
and Kasem. In the south, from the middle belt down to the coastal regions,
languages predominantly belong to the Kwa branch of the Niger Congo Phylum.
These languages include, but are not limited to, Akan, Gã, Dangme, Guan,
Nzema, and also Ewe, which has recently been classified as East Kwa or VoltaNiger. These languages are spoken south of the confluence of the White and Black
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Volta rivers, although the relationship between them is not very close. They note
that Akan and its many varieties (Asante Twi, Akyem Twi, Akuapem Twi,
Kwawu Twi, Fante, Bono or Brong), Nzema and its close relations, and the Guan
languages are all clearly and closely related, and that there are some similarities
in the customs and beliefs of their speakers. Those to the east such as Gã,
Dangme, Ewe, and most of the languages in the Volta Region are very different
and are only distantly related to each other. It is, therefore, not surprising that
Ewe, which is a Gbe language, has recently been classified as East Kwa or VoltaNiger of the Niger-Congo Phylum, despite being previously placed in the Western
Kwa branch.
Kropp-Dakubu (1988), however, notes that the geographical distinctions are
only approximate, as there are some Gur languages: Deg, Nafaanra and Kulango,
which are spoken fairly far south in the western part of Brong Ahafo, although
their close relatives are spoken in the north. Similarly, there are some Guan
languages such as Nchumburu, Nawuri and especially Gonja, which extend far
into the north, even though their closest Volta-Comoe relatives are found in the
south. There are also some Mande languages: Bissa and Ligbi, which can be
found in the northern part of Ghana and around the middle belt of the country
respectively.
Anyidoho and Kropp-Dakubu (2008) state that the number of people
ethnically affiliated with the various indigenous languages of Ghana differs
greatly from one language to another. Some of the languages have very high
numbers of speakers, while others have barely a hundred thousand speakers.
According to the result of the national population and housing census held in the
country in the year 20002, Akan has more than seven million native speakers and
many more second language speakers, whilst Safaliba, spoken in the far west of
the northern region, has five thousand speakers or less. Most languages fall
somewhere between these extremes. The presence of Akan is felt more strongly
in the southern part of the country. Akan and its close relatives occupy two-thirds
of the country to the south and have had, and continue to have, a strong influence
on the other languages.
Ghana Statistical Service (May, 2012) indicates that the Akans constitute
47.5% of the total population. This figure, however, includes other Volta-Comoe
ethnic groups (and therefore languages) like Nzema, Sehwi, and Ahanta, which
are classified as Akan in such reports due to the similarities in the cultures of these
ethnic groups. Agyekum (2012) refers to Akan as used by the GSS as the
‘ethnographic’ Akan to differentiate it from the ‘linguistic’ Akan. ‘Linguistic’

2

The result of the 2010 population and housing census did not provide detailed information on individual
languages and ethnicities in a particular metropolis as it did in 2000. Therefore in situations where such
information is needed, reference is made to the result of the 2000 population and housing census.
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Akan can be defined as mutually intelligible varieties of Akan. The linguistic
Akan, as a single variety, undoubtedly has the largest number of speakers in the
country, with native speakers accounting for about 43-45% of the total population
(Osam 2003, Guerini 2007, Kropp-Dakubu 2009, and Kropp-Dakubu 2005a).
According to GSS (May 2012, p. xi), the classification of the ethnic groups in the
census report is that which is provided by the Bureau of Ghanaian Languages. It
has been used for various censuses since 1960. By this classification, the
population of Ghana is officially categorised by the Ghana statistical service into
nine main ethnic groups: Akan, Mole-Dagbani, Ewe, Gã-Dangme, Guan,
Gurma, Grusi, Mande, and ‘other ethnicity’. The ‘other ethnicity’ comprises of
all of the minority ethnic groups. Owusu and Agyei-Mensah point out that over
90% of the minority ethnic groups classified as ‘other ethnicities’, are strongly
concentrated in the three regions of northern Ghana. Together with the MoleDabgani ethnic group, northern Ghana’s ethnic groups constitute about 23% of
the total population of Ghana (2011). The overall size of the ethnic groups as
captured in 2000 census is consistent with results of earlier censuses (Engmann
1986, Langer 2007, Owusu and Agyei-Mensah 2011). This is also the case with
the 2010 population and housing census. Table 2.1 presents the estimated
percentages of the major ethnic/language groupings of the country, as given in
the final report of the 2010 population and housing census.

Table 2.1 The ethnic/language composition of the major groupings in Ghana

Language group
Akan
Mole Dagbani
Ewe
Ga-Dangme
Guan
Gurma
Grusi
Mande-Busanga
Others

Percentage (%)
47.5
16.6
13.9
7.4
3.7
5.7
2.6
1.1
1.4

Source: Summary of 2010 population and housing census final
report (GSS May, 2012)
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2.1.2 The classification of the indigenous languages of Ghana
The languages in Ghana have been broadly placed under four branches of the
Niger Congo Phylum: Kwa/Western Kwa, Gur/Voltaic, East Kwa/Volta-Niger
and Mande. Kropp-Dakubu (1988), however, splits the indigenous languages of
Ghana into six specific groups; Volta-Comoe, Gur, Ewe, Central-Togo, GãDangme, and Mande languages. This is presented in table 2.2.

Table 2.2: The classification of the indigenous languages of Ghana

NIGER-CONGO
Broad classification
Sub-classification
Volta-Comoe
Kwa/Western Kwa
Gã-Dangme
Central-Togo
Ewe
East Kwa/Volta-Niger
Central-Togo
Gur/Voltaic

Central Gur/Voltaic

Mande

Mande
Source: Kropp-Dakubu 1988

It is worth noting that, within the Central-Togo language family, some of the
languages are related to Western Kwa, whilst others are related to East Kwa or
Volta-Niger. The mutually intelligible Akan varieties, which are the focus of this
study, fall within the Volta-Comoe language group. This is briefly discussed in
section 2.1.4

2.1.3 Languages in Ghana as a result of immigration from
neighbouring countries and colonisation
In addition to the many indigenous languages of the country, there are other
languages of the neighbouring West African countries that can be found in Ghana
as a result of immigration. According to Awumbila et al. (2008), immigration in
Ghana is generally informal and not fully documented, making accurate data on
the phenomenon very minimal. Nonetheless, the literature available points to a
long history of population mobility both within the country and from outside the
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country. Anarfi et al. (2003) have noted that migration from the rest of the West
African region to Ghana date back to a period long before colonisation. Trading
activities stimulated the influx of traders from neighbouring countries who
brought ivory, kola nuts, cattle, sheep, hides of wild animals and cloth to the
Salaga market for sale. Rouch (1954) makes mention of Wangara migrants in
Ghana in the C15th and C16th. The Wangara migrants were Mande traders from
neighbouring West African countries, who were particularly active in the gold
trade. Anarfi et al. (2003) state that migration for the purpose of trade gained
momentum during the colonial era. This situation was the result of a relatively
peaceful period in the region due to the end of inter-tribal wars and the
establishment of better lines of communication. Commercial migrants came from
Niger, Mali, and Nigeria. In addition, the development of gold mines and cocoa
farms from the late nineteenth century to the second half of the twentieth century
attracted labour migrants to southern Ghana. These migrants came from a variety
of neighbouring countries in response to the labour shortage. Workers came from
Liberia and Sierra Leone and a large number of unskilled labour migrants came
from the French West African colonies of Burkina Faso, Togo, Ivory Coast, Mali,
Benin and Nigeria. From pre-colonial times to the late 1960s, Ghana enjoyed
relative economic prosperity.
This attracted many migrants from the
neighbouring West African countries (Anarfi 1982, Kropp-Dakubu 2005a). In the
1913 population census, it was reported that the number of African migrants
working in the country was 4,142 (Cardinall 1931). All of these migrants migrated
to Ghana and brought their languages with them.
Anarfi, et al. (2000) inform us that after Ghana’s independence in 1957, the
country continued to attract migrants due to its relative affluence and due to its
foreign policy which was geared towards the promotion of Pan-Africanism.
Ghana became the place to be for many African freedom fighters and PanAfricanists. In the 1960s census, non-Ghanaians accounted for 12% of the
population, with immigrants from other African countries constituting 98% of the
foreign population. Although when Ghana experienced an economic down turn
in 1970s and 1980s, immigration from neighbouring territories ceased, many of
the immigrants with their different languages remained in the country.
A few of the languages spoken by these immigrants have been counted as part
of the indigenous languages of the country because they have been integrated into
the Ghanaian linguistic environment. Examples of such languages are Ligbi and
Bissa. Although Ligbi and Bissa are counted as Ghanaian languages, there are
some scholars such as Kropp-Dakubu and Naden (1988), and Bodomo et al.
(2009) who think that the Mande languages found in Ghana, which are basically
Ligbi and Bissa, are not originally indigenous to Ghana. They believe that the
languages may have entered into the country as a result of immigration from
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neighbouring West African countries such as Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, Sierra
Leone, and the Ivory Coast. This is due to the fact that the Mande languages have
millions of speakers in these countries, which have a long history of immigration
to Ghana. Even though there are some Ghanaians who consider these languages
as their native languages, the number is very insignificant. It is possible that they
identify with Ghana because they have lost contact with their original home
countries. What makes this fact significant is that Kropp-Dakubu and Naden have
argued that these languages do not occupy a discrete area of their own but are
spoken by settled communities interspersed among those of another language
(1988). The fact that these languages do not have communities of their own in
Ghana could be an indication that they have survived as immigrant languages.
Bodomo et al. (2009) reiterate that the status of the Mande languages as
indigenous Ghanaian languages is debatable. This suggests that the languages
which do not belong the two large language families of the country: Gur and Kwa,
may not be originally indigenous to Ghana. Rather, they are from neighbouring
West African countries, and have succeeded in integrating into the Ghanaian
linguistic environment as a result of immigration. Naden (1988) also observes that
some varieties of the Gur language family, such as Kulango and Lobiri, which is
not part of the central Gur language family to which the majority of the Gur
languages in Ghana belong, is originally from Burkina Faso.
Furthermore, there are other West African languages spoken in Ghana, such
as the Chadic (Afro-asiatic) language Hausa, which are not indigenous to Ghana
but are widely spoken in the country. Bodomo et al. (2009) suggest that some of
the more widely spoken indigenous languages of Ghana have spread into the
country’s immediate neighbouring regions where they are also regarded as
indigenous. The geographical distribution of Hausa within West Africa shows
that it is completely cut off from Major Hausa areas such as Northern Nigeria and
Niger. This indicates that the language has migrated from a clearly identifiable,
distant area which most speakers of the language regard as their traditional
homeland. Further evidence that Hausa is not indigenous to Ghana lies in the fact
that the language is mainly popular in the migrant quarters in the country known
as ‘Zongos’, where many migrants shift from their own languages to speak Hausa.
Kropp-Dakubu has also noted that Hausa came into the system because it was
the language of command of the colonial army and a lingua franca of the other
ranks. The people belonging to the colonial army came from a wide variety of
places, especially the areas which later became northern Ghana and beyond. After
the Second World War when large numbers of ex-servicemen settled around the
city, particularly in southern Ghana, Hausa became widely used as a lingua
franca. This was especially noticeable among migrants from northern Ghana and,
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more generally, from the savannah regions of West Africa, and also among some
southerners in Accra (2009).
Again, most of the rest of the West African languages in Ghana are spoken
mainly in immigrant communities where these languages are the native languages
of the inhabitants. Some of these people have been settled in Ghana for
generations, and it is possible that they are no longer in contact with their home
communities. Examples of such communities are the Fulanis. Fulani is a West
African Atlantic language which originated in Senegal, but which has spread
across all of West Africa and beyond (Kropp-Dakubu 1988). Their main
occupation in Ghana is the rearing of cattle. Small Fulani settlements are found
throughout the country from Burkina Faso. They maintain their own language,
which is hardly spoken by Ghanaians outside the Fulani community.
Kropp-Dakubu (1988) has also noted that Arabic is mainly used in Ghana as
the language of the Islamic religion. It has a long written tradition which was
brought to Ghana by the Mande (Wangara) traders by the 15th century at the latest
and has been practised there ever since. Many of the people who are literate in
Arabic have been travelling migrants, especially Hausas, but others have been, or
still are, ‘strangers’ of West African origin, who have been settled in what is now
Ghana3 for many generations, or are local Islamic converts. Arabic is taught in
Islamic community schools locally known as ‘Makaranta’ meaning that
knowledge of Arabic is confined to a small religious elite. There are also a few
people who study it as an academic programme at the University of Ghana.
Arabic is also spoken in Lebanese migrant communities in the country.
There are other languages used in Ghana that are clearly not indigenous to
Ghana although some are spoken by large numbers of the population. As a
linguistically diverse community, these languages help people of different
language background to communicate with each other and even with the outside
world. The first of these languages is English; a Germanic (Indo-European)
language. The position of the English language in the linguistic environment of
Ghana is discussed in section 2.1.6.
Aside from English, there are other European languages which are also spoken
in various degrees in the country by some individuals and in very restricted
communities. Even though the country is surrounded by three Francophone
countries, only a few Ghanaians speak French. French is usually acquired
through formal education. French and English are taught as subjects from
primary school through to university, though not all primary schools teach
French. As a result, French is spoken by only a few educated bilinguals (Bodomo
et al. 2009), and by those who have had the opportunity to live in Francophone
countries.
3

Before its independence in 1957, the country was called Gold Coast.
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2.1.4 Volta-Comoe languages
Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988) write that the name Volta-Comoe was first
used by Stewart (1966) to refer to the languages spoken in the forest and the
coastal regions of Ivory Coast and Ghana that are bounded in the east by the
Volta River, and in the West by the Comoe River. Dolphyne (1974) has suggested
that the name Volta-Bandama would be a more appropriate name for this
language group as the western boundary is the Bandama and not the Comoe
River. Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988) further note that in a more recent
classification of the ‘Kwa’ languages of West Africa, Stewart simply calls this
language group the Comoe languages. These languages are bounded in the north
by the Voltaic languages, in the south by the sea and in the south-east by the GãDangme language family.
The languages of the Volta-Comoe group are descendants of one parent
language. Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988) state that the genetic unity of
these languages has long been recognised by linguists who had referred to it as the
Akan language group. Westermann and Bryan (1952) classified the Akan
language group as consisting of the Twi-Fante variety cluster, the Anyi-Baule
cluster and Guan dialect cluster. Stewart subdivided the Volta-Comoe language
family into three major groups: Lower Comoe/Ono language group, Central
Comoe/Tano language group, and Guan. Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1998)
observe that, with the exception of a Central-Comoe language, Chakosi, which is
spoken in the north-eastern part of Ghana, the rest occupy a continuous
geographical area from the south-eastern part of the Ivory Coast to the Volta River
in the eastern part of Ghana. Apart from the Lower Comoe languages, which are
entirely spoken outside the country, the majority of the Central Comoe and the
Guan languages are spoken in Ghana. Table 2.3 presents the classification of
Volta-Comoe/Akan language group as given by Westermann and Bryan, and by
Stewart.
The Twi-Fante cluster as classified by Westermann & Bryan falls roughly into
Stewart’s Central Comoe or the Tano language family. The Central Comoe
family has additional varieties: Anyi-Baule, Chakosi, Nzema, and Ahanta. The
focus of this project is the Twi-Fante cluster as classified by Westermann and
Bryan.
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Table 2.3: The classification of the Volta-Comoe/Akan language group

Westermann & Bryan’s
classification
Twi-Fante cluster

Central Comoe/Tano language group

Anyi-Baule cluster
Guan dialect cluster

Lower Comoe/Ono language group
Guan

Stewart’s classification

Source: Dolphyne and Dakubu 1988:51

2.1.5 Akan and its second language speakers
Akan, or the Twi-Fante variety cluster, is made up of two major dialects or
varieties: Fante and Twi. The Fante variety has many sub-varieties. The main
ones include; Anomabo Fante, Abura Fante, Gomoa, Agona, Ekumfi,
Nkusukum, and Iguae (Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu 1988, Osam 2003). There
are also some minor varieties like Enyan, Breman and Ajumako. The term Twi
is usually used to refer to the major non-Fante varieties: Asante, Akyem,
Akuapem, and Kwawu (Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu 1988). The differences in
these varieties are mainly at the lexical and phonological levels. Akan also
includes other varieties such a Bono, Ahafo, Wasa, Denkyira, and Assin.
Agyekum has found that the native Akan speakers occupy the greater part of
Southern Ghana. Akan is spoken as a native variety in six of the ten regions of
Ghana namely: Ashanti, Eastern, Western, Central, Brong Ahafo, and Volta
regions. The Akans in the Volta region are sandwiched by the Ewe communities
(2012). The Fante variety is spoken in the Central and Western regions.
Akuapem, Akyem, and Kwawu varieties are spoken in the Eastern region. Asante
is spoken in the Ashanti region. Bono and Ahafo are spoken in the Brong Ahafo
region, and Denkyira and Assin are spoken in the Central region.
Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988) note that among the Akan varieties,
Akuapem, Fante, and Asante, have different officially recognised orthographies,
and that these are what are studied in schools. Particularly from primary school
to senior high school level, the orthography that is used is determined by where
the school is located. The schools in the Eastern, Volta and Greater Accra
Regions use the Akuapem orthography; the Asante orthography is used in the
Ashanti and Brong Ahafo Regions, and the Fante orthography is used in the
Central and Western Regions. The Bureau of Ghanaian languages publishes
materials in all three orthographies in order to reach out to the readers of each
variety.
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It is generally accepted that Akan is the most widely used Ghanaian language.
It is the only Ghanaian language which is in widespread use beyond its borders
by both migrants and by considerable numbers of second-language speakers
(Kropp-Dakubu 1976, Osam 2003).
Osam has argued that in terms of usage, Akan covers a wide range of sociocultural domains. In all of the locations where Akan is L1, it is used as the
medium of instruction in schools (particularly from primary levels one to three)
and it is also a subject of study. The status of Akan as an academic subject goes
beyond the primary and secondary school system. It is offered as a course at
university level. Osam notes that in the Western region, the predominant home
of the Bia languages, only Nzema is taught in the primary school system. This
means that those who speak other Bia languages, for example, Ahanta, are taught
Fante, a dialect of Akan. This practise can also be observed in parts of Central,
Eastern, and Volta regions, where there are speakers of Guan languages (2003).
Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988) have written that Akan has considerable
prestige in the language areas adjacent to it. These include the Anyi, Sehwi,
Nzema, Ahanta, and Guan language areas, where, except in the Nzema areas,
Akan is used in schools. They also inform us that to the south and east of the
country, Akan is used in schools in the Guan language areas: Awutu (Efutu), and
Anum-Cherepong-Larteh.
Osam has pointed out that the use of Akan covers several social aspects of
daily life. It is the language used in many churches in the Akan speaking areas, as
well as in some non-Akan speaking areas, which have a high migrant population
of Akan speakers. In the Greater Accra region, for example, where the indigenous
languages are Gã and Dangme, many churches use Akan as the medium of
religious activities (2003). Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988) have also found
that Akan is used in churches in the Anyi, Sehwi, Nzema, and Ahanta areas.
Akan is also used in churches in the Guan language areas: Awutu (Efutu) and
Anum-Cherepong-Larteh.
The use of Akan in the private ‘informal’ sector of the economy4 has also been
observed. Osam (2003) writes that Akan is used in the economic arena. In much
of the informal sector of the economy, Akan is commonly used as the language
of business operations. The author further notes that the recent arrival of private
FM radio stations in the country has increased the domain of use of Akan. An
example of this is Peace FM, which broadcasts predominantly in Akan in Accra,
the capital. In addition to this there are a host of similar FM radio stations in the
Greater Accra region including Adom FM and Oman FM, which broadcast
predominantly in Akan. The use of Akan for trade in the Anyi, Sehwi, Nzema,
4
My use of the private ‘informal’ sector of the economy refers to the sector of the economy that is not fully
regulated by the government. I will continue to refer to this sector as such in this book.
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and Ahanta, and the Guan language areas has also been referred to by Dolphyne
and Kropp-Dakubu (1988). This is an indication that many speakers of Anyi,
Sehwi, Nzema, and Ahanta, and the Guan: Anum-Cherepong-Larteh are
bilingual in their own languages and in Akan.
Furthermore, Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988) suggest that in the Gã,
Dangme, and the Ewe-speaking areas, the prestige enjoyed by Akan is evident in
the amount of borrowing from Akan into Gã, and Dangme. Many vocabulary
items borrowed from Akan relate to sea-fishing, statecraft, and food (KroppDakubu 1973). In Gã, Dangme, and Ewe, there is evidence of considerable
borrowing of Akan personal names, especially of names resulting from the name
of the day of the week on which a person is born, e.g. Kofi and Kwame, which
are names of the male born on Friday and Saturday respectively. Dolphyne and
Kropp-Dakubu (1988) further observe that Gonja is spoken in the north of the
country. Gonja is itself a prestigious language in this area and has a considerable
number of Akan loan words, though not as many as other language areas in the
south.
All of these observations indicate that the situation has not changed much
since Kropp-Dakubu’s work from 1976. In that work, Kropp-Dakubu stated that
in the south Akan is widely known as a second language both east and west of the
Akan speaking areas. Kropp-Dakubu (1976) further informs us that the language
immediately to the east is Awutu, a Guan language, but here the Fante variety is
so dominant that the towns, including Winneba, do not speak Awutu anymore.
In Accra and its neighbourhoods, Gã is not in danger of disappearing, but Akan
is clearly much more widely known. Kropp-Dakubu refers to a survey that she
undertook in Accra of 120 members of a single ancestry where 75% of them
claimed to speak at least a little Akan. Another survey that the she conducted in
the southern Dangme-speaking area also showed that Akan is widely known,
although not as widely known as Gã. Kropp-Dakubu found that farther east in
the Dangme East district in the Greater Accra region, Akan faces strong
competition from Ewe but nevertheless, about 25% of the sample interviewed
claimed to speak it. Moreover, its popularity seems to be on the increase. In the
west of the Akan-speaking area, although no specific surveys have been
undertaken, it is known to be widely used among the speakers of the other VoltaComoe languages, at least within modern Ghana.
These observations indicate that even though no official declaration has been
made, Akan is growing in influence and has the potential to become a national
language, especially as people who speak other languages sometimes use it as a
lingua franca (Osam 2003).
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2.1.6 The English language
English occupies a very prestigious position in the country. This can be traced
back to the contact the British had with the Gold Coast (now Ghana) from the
19th century to the middle of the 20th century. Adu-Gyamfi et al. (2016) state that
the presence of British officials in the Gold Coast dates back to as early as 1821
and in 1874, the British government had full colonial authority of the Gold Coast
colony till 1957 when Ghana gained independence (Graham 2013). After the
British established trade with the Gold Coast, the British colonial power became
more directly involved in the administration of the country. The colonial
government established various social, political and administrative institutions
which contributed to the spread and influence of English. English was, for
example, the only language spoken in the then Cape Coast Castle School. During
the pre-colonial and the initial stages of the colonial period, no grammar was
written for any of the indigenous languages of Ghana; furthermore, due to the
multilingual nature of the country, there was no common indigenous language
which could serve as the national vehicular language for all of the citizenry at that
time. As a result of this, it became relatively easy for English to penetrate various
spheres of life in Ghana and to become the language of education, law, and
government. One could not participate fully in the social, economic and political
life of the urban societies that were emerging without English (Owusu-Ansah and
Torto 2013).
English therefore became the language used for certain purposes by the
educated Ghanaians. These people eventually became an elite group, who had a
lot of influence over the rest of the society. Their influential position was a result
of the fact that they could speak English which made it possible for them to
achieve a high degree of social advancement. Even though these people were
bilingual in English and in their indigenous languages, their political, social and
economic prestige was solely attached to English. English then became the
language of the elite who occupied highly prestigious and remunerative positions.
It was the language of the judges and lawyers in courts above the local councils.
As the language of government, the legal practice, and the administration, English
was socially sanctioned, especially in terms of economic and political benefits
(Owusu-Ansah and Torto 2013).
Owusu-Ansah and Torto (2013) further observed that when Ghana gained
independence in 1957, the importance of English did not cease. Rather, it
increased as many more people who had participated in the educational system
could read and write English. The English language has, therefore, to a large
extent, retained its pre-eminent position in Ghana to this day. As in colonial
times, English is tied to the idea of well-being and of economic development
among Ghanaians. It is the language everyone seeking employment in the civil
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and public sectors of the economy must learn. This is because a certain degree of
competence in English is a prerequisite for holding important and remunerative
offices and in participating in many aspects of national life. Saah (1986:370)
writes that English enjoys great prestige in the country as it is seen as the language
of power and security. Competence in English gives one the power to exercise
authority; it is the key to one’s advancement in society. It enhances one’s chances
of getting a good job. A person who wants to feel secure learns English as it is a
requirement for employment in many areas. However, Saah (1986: 273) informs
us that there is a small portion of the Ghanaian population who disapprove the
use of English in Ghana. In their view, the choice of English as the official
language of the country is a clear sign of its dependence on the British
administration. Although a portion of the Ghanaian population shares this view,
at present, it seems impossible to change the status accorded by the English
language in the Ghanaian economy. This is because English, in its different
varieties, has almost become a global language, and anyone who wants to connect
with the wider international community must learn English.
English plays a very important role in the Ghanaian Educational System.
Serving as the language of education, English is a subject of study at all levels in
schools and colleges in Ghana. It is also the only medium of instruction from
primary school level four (8-9 years) in public schools (Forson 1979, AnamoahMensah 2002). In the private schools, usually referred to as international or
preparatory schools, English is both a subject and a medium of instruction from
the very beginning. Some private schools combine it with the local language of
the region when necessary. Nonetheless, the use of the English language tends to
be preferred over the use of an indigenous language as a teaching medium within
the Ghanaian educational system. This was indicated in a preliminary survey on
language attitude among Ghanaian university students discussed in Guerini
(2007). Andoh-Kumi also states that parents are disappointed when they realise
that their children are studying their own languages at school. Such parents find
it difficult to understand why they should pay high fees only for their children to
learn languages they already speak (1997). It can therefore be inferred that for
many Ghanaian parents, English is the only language considered suitable for use
or study in the local educational system, and the only language worth investing
in. Many Ghanaian parents therefore pay substantial fees in order to send their
children to international schools. They believe that if their children are exposed
to the English language at an early age, as is done in these schools, it will give
them good grounding in the English language. This will in turn give them a better
future because of the privileges attached to it. As a result, in some public
kindergarten schools in Ghana, both the local languages and the English language
are used as medium of instruction, even though the official policy states that the
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area’s local language should be used at this level. Teachers communicate in
English with their pupils and encourage them to speak English. Pupils are also
encouraged to read English language newspapers and story books in order to
improve their proficiency and competence in English (Owusu-Ansah and Torto
2013).
It is the Senior High Schools and the tertiary institutions in Ghana that really
exhibit the full function of English as the language of instruction in Education.
This is because at this point students are expected to develop full competence in
English. It is noteworthy that in Ghana and throughout West Africa, admission
to Senior High Schools and tertiary institutions is impossible without having a
good competence in the English language, or the languages officially adopted as
the medium of instruction (Guerini 2007). Amuzu and Singler (2014) reiterate
that throughout West Africa, colonial languages, whether English, French, or
Portuguese continue to prevail in the realms of formal education. At the moment,
the official language policy of education in the country states that English should
be used in combination with the indigenous language of the area from primary
one to three, and English should be adopted as the only medium of instruction
from primary four onwards (Anamoah-Mensah 2002). This policy attempts to
make sure that anyone who passes through the Ghanaian educational system gets
enough English to function properly in the civil and private sectors of the
economy after completing their education.
Since English is both the medium of instruction and a subject of study in all
schools and colleges in Ghana, Forson (1979) argues that English seems easier to
acquire than a second Ghanaian language. However, due to the fact that English
is usually acquired through formal education, the ability to speak English remains
the prerogative of the minority of the population who have had the opportunity
to attend educational institutions for long enough to develop a reasonable
familiarity with the language (Kropp-Dakubu 1997b: 34). Amuzu (2014) argues
that the level of education is therefore an important index of a Ghanaian’s length
of exposure to the English language. As a result, anyone who is able to speak
English is very much respected and seen as highly educated. As a consequence,
some amount of prestige is attributed to competency in English, which is
commonly interpreted as a signal of high education and good financial conditions
(Guerini 2007).
Presently, the English language performs a special function in the multilingual
system of communication networks that unite Ghanaians and especially educated
Ghanaians. It is still the only official language at the national level and serves as
a second language for almost all educated Ghanaians. As a second language, it is
the most generally spread language throughout the country among the educated.
Almost everyone in Ghana who reads or writes does so in English (Kropp-
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Dakubu 1988). English is the major language employed in television and in daily
newspapers and magazines. Almost all administrative and legal documents
published within the country, as well as in official transactions, are done in
English. This situation also creates a division between the educated and the
uneducated because the uneducated cannot participate in the discourses that are
conducted in English.
Recently, some indigenous languages, especially the government sponsored
ones: Akan, Ewe, Gã, Dagbani and others, are beginning to challenge the position
of English in the mass media, especially on the radio, in their respective regions.
Furthermore, there are some private radio and television stations which operate
predominantly in indiginous languages. Nonetheless, English is widely used in
the country because it is still the language of education, law, international trade,
and government. It is now the major lingua franca of the country, at least among
those who have had some level of education.
It is worth noting, however, that English as spoken by Ghanaians comes in
different varieties. One of these varieties is the Educated Ghanaian English,
which is the variety acquired through formal education and therefore spoken by
the educated. This variety is different from the Standard British English due to the
influence of indigenous Ghanaian languages (for a discussion on this see Torto
2013). In addition to the Educated Ghanaian English variety, there are pidgin
varieties. Huber (1999) identifies two main pidgin varieties in Ghana: uneducated
Ghanaian Pidgin English and educated Ghanaian Pidgin English. The
uneducated Ghanaian Pidgin English (GhaPE) is the Pidgin variety spoken
usually in the streets of multi-ethnic urban areas such as Accra and the educated
Ghanaian Pidgin English is spoken primarily by male students on the secondary
and tertiary campuses and also by the male products of these institutions. The
speakers of the educated Ghanaian Pidgin use it exclusively for their out-ofclassroom communicative needs and also as in-group variety. This variety is
considered an acrolectal manifestation of the uneducated Ghanaian Pidgin
English spoken in the streets (Huber 1999 and Dako 2002)5. Outside the
educational institutions, Ghanaian Pidgin English (GhaPE) plays a very minor
role in Ghana’s linguistic repertoire compared to what happens in Nigeria and
Cameroon. Pidgin English in Ghana has always been considered as a low
prestige, marginal language associated with illiteracy and the deprived multiethnic urban areas of the coastal towns. Today GhaPE is losing out to Twi, as
Twi is assumimg an increasingly important role as the lingua Franca of Ghana
(Dako 2002).

5

For a detail discussion on the linguistic features of these varieties see Huber (1999) and Dako (2002)
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2.1.7 Institutional support for the indigenous languages
Whilst English occupies a prestigious position in Ghana, there are various public
institutions and organisations that work to promote the indigenous languages.
One such institution is the Bureau of Ghana Languages (BGL), which was
established in 1951 as the vernacular literate board. It was established as an
independent statutory corporation by the Gold Coast Vernacular Literate Board
Ordinance 1950. It now falls under the National Commission on Culture
(Agyekum 2012). BGL conducts research into Ghana customs and oral traditions
and has been the major publisher for Ghanaian languages. At the moment, BGL
produces literature in eleven government-sponsored Ghanaian languages: Fante,
Asante-Twi, Akuapem-Twi, Nzema, Gã, Dangme, Ewe, Dagaare, Dagbani,
Gonja, and Kasem. These are the languages with the highest number of speakers
and it is hoped that any information printed in these languages will be able to
serve the linguistically diverse population of the country. The BGL is currently
under-resourced to perform its functions efficiently. This, as noted by Agyekum
(2012), reflects the lukewarm and the negative attitudes of the state towards the
Ghanaian indigenous languages.
These eleven languages are the indigenous languages studied in schools, from
primary school through to the university. The University of Education, Winneba
runs programmes in all of these languages, in addition to Gurne. The University
of Ghana and The University of Cape Coast run programmes in Akan, Ewe, and
Gã. The University of Ghana also runs programmes in Dagaare. The Kwame
Nkrumah University of Science and Technology, which is a recent addition to the
government universities that promotes the study of the Ghanaian indigenous
languages, runs programmes in Akan, and the Presbyterian University College, a
private University, also runs programmes in Akan. The language scholars who
teach at these universities conduct research and publications about these
languages. The Linguistics Association of Ghana (LAG) has an annual
conference where research conducted on these indigenous languages and others
are discussed and published in the LAG journal.
In recent years, the electronic media, especially radio and TV are also
contributing to the promotion of some of these indigenous languages. The
language mainly used on these electronic media is Akan. The Ghana
Broadcasting Corporation (GBC), however, has FM stations that mainly
broadcast six of the local indigenous languages: Akan, Nzema, Gã, Ewe,
Dagbane, and Hausa, in the regions where these languages are spoken.
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2.2 THE ORIGIN OF ACCRA AND ITS DEVELOPMENT
Kropp-Dakubu (2009) indicates that Accra was first founded as a trading town
about 20 miles inland from the shore. It is thought to have been founded in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in order to control the gold trade at the coast.
After its ruling clan had been conquered by an expanding Akan state, the
Akwamus, in the seventeenth century, most of them relocated to the coast where
a fishing community with southern Guan and Dangme dialects had previously
existed. Their relocation to this area was motivated by the desire to facilitate trade
with the European establishment on the coast. Kropp-Dakubu further notes that
during the 17th century, several trading nations: the Dutch, English and Danes,
established trading lodges on the coast. These trading lodges included the Fort
Crevecoeur and the James Fort which were built in 1649 and 1673 respectively,
and the Christianborg, which was taken over by the Danes in 1659. The site was
advantageous to the Gãs as it moved them further away from the Akwamus, who
were their rivals. The move also enabled them to benefit from the protection the
European powers that had established the trading post and were extending to the
coastal towns and villages. Present day Accra was founded on the coast in about
1678, when the people known today as the Gãs, a trading people of a mixed Akan,
Guan and Dangme origins, established themselves there (Kropp-Dakubu 2005a).
Parker (2000) also states that the Gã state, i.e. the present-day Accra, emerged on
the coast of West Africa in the late 17th century. In Hess (2000)’s view, Accra
emerged towards the end of the 16th century as an important commercial
governing centre for the Gã-Dangme ethnic group.
Kropp-Dakubu (2005a) observes that the city grew in several semiautonomous divisions or ‘quarters’ based on trade with the trading lodges, which
were expanded into forts. In around the 1850s, the British bought out all of the
other nations’ trading establishments. The largest British fort was at Cape Coast,
but in 1870s it was decided that Accra would become capital of the nation because
of its favourable weather conditions.
Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, there were several waves of migrants
who became permanent residents of the city. They were absorbed into its existing
sections and subsections. As the rate of immigration increased, especially in the
second half of the 20th century, the proportion of the non-Gã migrants increased
and began to outnumber the Gãs. For this reason, absorption became less
common and permanent non-Gã areas were established on the outskirts of the
city. Among these areas are Adabraka, Sabon-Zongo, New-Town and Nima. The
city grew progressively outwards, and the Gã presence in these newer areas
became less dominant. It does not seem that settlements tended to form exclusive
ethnic enclaves; instead, in most cases, the population was mixed although it was
usually predominantly either northern or southern (Kropp-Dakubu 2005a).
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The growth of Accra can be largely attributed to its designation as the national
capital of Ghana (then the Gold Coast) by the British colonial administration in
1877. This marked a critical phase in the growth and development of Accra as it
attracted huge public and private investment in its infrastructure in relation to
other settlements in Ghana. As a result of the deliberate national policy of
concentration, the city is the epicentre of Ghana’s economy – a major growth
point and the most developed area (Owusu and Agyei-Mensah 2011). Despite
several attempts to spread investment and development across the regions of
Ghana, the Accra metropolitan area continues to attract a disproportionately
large share of investments. Between 2001 and 2008, Accra and its immediate
environs attracted about 84% of the total investment (including agriculture) in
Ghana (ISSER 2009). The industrial survey carried out by the Ghana Statistical
Service (GSS) in 2003 revealed that the Greater Accra region accounted for about
44% of all persons engaged in industry; over 69% of manufacturing output; and
60% of census value added in Ghana (GSS 2006). As a result, Accra remains the
most developed area in Ghana with the least proportion of the poor, despite an
increasing poverty trend in recent years (GSS 2007).
As it is perceived as the most attractive centre in Ghana in terms of job and
other livelihood opportunities, Accra has attracted migrants from all parts of
Ghana and beyond (Owusu 2008). An assessment of the extent of migration to
Accra based on present locality and gender reveals that 45% of residents in Accra
are African immigrants from countries across the African continent6.
Accra serves as the capital of the nation, the Greater Accra region, and the
Accra Metropolitan Area (AMA). It is the anchor of the larger metropolitan area,
the major industrial focal point of the country, and serves as the headquarters of
major financial institutions, government departments, and multinational
corporations. The Greater Accra Metropolitan Area (GAMA) has a population
of about 3,756,423 million, with an urban population of 3,549,039 million (GSS
May, 2012).

6

Wikipedia – accessed on the 25th of April 2016.
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2.2.1 The ethnic composition of Accra
Agyei-Mensah and Owusu state that the cities of the developing world contain
diverse populations. This heterogeneity of the urban population is evident in the
diversity of the ethnic make-up of the population and the varieties of languages
spoken (2010). Accra, being the most urbanised city in Ghana, is inhabited by all
of the ethnic groups indigenous to Ghana and is the most ethnically diverse area
of the country.
As pointed out in section 2.1.1, the classification of the ethnic groups in Ghana
used in the country’s census data is what has been provided officially by the
Bureau of Ghana Languages (GSS May, 2012). The ethnic groups provided are
generic descriptions which cover a wide range of ethnic groupings like Akan, GãDangme, Mole-Dagbani, Ewe, Guan, Gurma, Grusi, Mande, and ‘other
ethnicities’. Accra, being the melting pot of Ghana’s population, contains
members of almost of all these ethnic groups and, therefore, people from different
linguistic backgrounds. The distribution of ethnicity in Greater Accra Region as
a whole as indicated in GSS (May 2012)7 shows that the major ethnic groups in
the Greater Accra region are Akan, Gã-Dangme and Ewe. It is important to note
that, although the Gã-Dangme ethnic group is indigenous to the Greater Accra
region, in 2010 when the census was taken, the Akans formed the majority. The
details are presented in table 2.4.
The predominance of a particular group in the localities of each municipality
in the Greater Accra region may vary. This means that in a particular
municipality or neighbourhood, the dominance of a particular ethnic group may
differ from one locality to the other. This has been noted by Agyei-Mensah and
Owusu (2010:507), who inform us that the urban neighbourhood of Accra in
terms of the proportion of ethnic groups demonstrates a fairly even-spread. The
Location Quotient Index, however reveals both a strong concentration and a very
low under-representation of some ethnic groups in some neighbourhoods.
The Accra Metropolitan Area (AMA), which forms the heart of Accra, reflects
multiple strands of history including race-based town planning. Until 1923,
specific areas were developed to house the elite and as reception centres for
migrants (Weeks et al. 2007). There were also indigenous Gã-Dangme areas, as
the Gã-Dangme are indigenous to Accra. As the city expanded, AMA also
developed middle class neighbourhoods which attracted civil and public servants
(Agyei-Mensah and Owusu 2010).

7
In GSS (2012) the ethnic composition was given by regions only. The ethnic compositions of the metropolis,
municipalities, and districts were not given.
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Table 2.4: The ethnic composition of the Greater Accra Region

Ethnic group
Akan
Ga-Dangme
Ewe
Mole-Dagbani
Guan
Gurma
Grusi
Mande
others
Total

Number
1,528,722
1,056,156
775,332
200,735
73,409
62,435
48,822
28,656
75,568
3,849,837

Percentage (%)
39.7
27.4
20.1
5.2
1.9
1.6
1.3
0.7
2.0
100

Source: Summary of final result of the 2010 population and
housing census GSS (May, 2012)

Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010) further note that the elite areas were
developed for the very rich in Ghana. These residents include top politicians,
senior civil and public servants, top business executives and other higher income
earners. Some of these areas were planned, financed and compulsorily acquired
by the colonial government for expatriate civil servants or leased to European
businesses for their employees. These areas can be described as high-class. After
Ghana attained independence, Ghanaian top civil servants occupied these
suburbs. After the 1980s, some of the high-class neighbourhoods were acquired
by private developers mainly for the rich and wealthy. Agyei-Mensah and Owusu
argue that the Akan ethnic group dominates these neighbourhoods, even though
other ethnic groups are well represented, if one takes into account their overall
representation at the city level. In addition, the Location Quotient Index
calculated by Agyei-Mensah and Owusu indicate that the Akans are well
represented in these neighbourhoods. The proportion of Ewe and Gã-Dangme
ethnic groups is also of significant interest. The proportion of Ewes in these
neighbourhoods is higher than their level both nationally and in Accra. The
indigenous Gã-Dangme ethnic group, on the other hand, is under-represented.
The indigenous Gã neighbourhoods are traditionally occupied by the
indigenous Gã-Dangme ethnic group. Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010) have
observed that most properties are family homes and are, therefore, not usually for
rent. As a result, the neighbourhoods still house a significant proportion of the
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indigenous Gã-Dangme, except in the peripheries, where slightly higher
proportions of Akans could be found. The Location Quotient Index indicates that
the level of Gã-Dangme residents in these neighbourhoods is slightly higher than
that of Accra as a whole. It has very few of the Mole-Dagbani ethnic group
compared to their overall proportion in Accra. The low proportions of migrants
in these areas can be explained by the unavailability of land for migrants. The
higher proportion of Akans in the peripheries can be partly explained by
availability of land and low rents.
There are some neighbourhoods in Accra, which Agyei-Mensah and Owusu
(2010) describe as migrant, low-class neighbourhoods. These neighbourhoods
include Nima, Sabon Zongo, and Accra New Town. The first to arrive and settle
in Nima were Gold Coast troops who returned from the Second World War. They
were later joined by people from northern Ghana and nationals from other West
African countries. Agyei-Mensah and Owusu write that Sabon Zongo was
founded by Hausas; but that the ethnic composition of this neighbourhood has
altered over the years. Pellow (1988, 2002) states that the ethnic composition of
Sabon Zongo has changed to encompass Muslims from northern Ghana and nonGhanaians. Accra New Town was originally settled by Nigerian migrants. Even
though it is home to many Nigerian migrants to Accra, in recent decades a steady
increase in people from northern Ghana as well as other ethnic groups has been
witnessed. The Location Quotient Index of Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010)
indicates that these neighbourhoods have a relatively high representation of the
Mole-Dagbani ethnic group and a low representation of the Gã-Dangme ethnic
group. In all, about one out of ten people is a Gã-Dangme as of the year 2000.
The low representation of the indigenous Gã-Dangme ethnic group in these
neighbourhoods is mainly due to the fact that these neighbourhoods were founded
by migrants from northern Ghana and nationals of other West African countries
(Yankson 2000, Songsore 2003, Essamuah and Tonah 2004, Owusu et al. 2008).
Agyei- Mensah and Owusu note that the Akans are the biggest ethnic group in
these neighbourhoods; however, if one takes the proportion of Akans at the
national level and Accra city level into consideration, their percentage is generally
small. Even though the Akans constitute the largest ethnic group, followed by the
Ewe in Nima, if one adds the other ethnic groups from northern Ghana: Gurma,
Gursi, Mande, and Mole-Dagbane ethnic groups together, then Nima would be
dominated by ethnic groups from northern Ghana (2010).
There are other neighbourhoods, which Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010)
describe as middle-class neighbourhoods. According to them these
neighbourhoods are mainly occupied by city residents, who are mid-level civil
and public servants, and retail traders. Some of these communities began as
indigenous communities for the Gã-Dangme, whilst the majority of these
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neighbourhoods were established from the 1970s onwards as the city expanded.
The authors observe that many of these communities have developed as a result
of the overspill of population from the AMA. The ethnic composition in these
areas is highly determined by the affordability of land and rent prices, as the rents
are higher than those in the migrant low-class neighbourhoods. Agyei-Mensah
and Owusu note that the Location Quotient Index obtained for these
neighbourhoods indicate that the proportion of Akan residents in these
neighbourhoods is almost the same as the whole of Accra. Thus the middle-class
neighbourhoods reflect the overall Akan dominance in the ethnic structure of
Accra (2010).
In summary, according to the Ghana Statistical Service (GSS 2002) as of the
year 20008, AMA, which is the heart of Accra and the focus of this study, has
three predominant ethnic groups: Akan, Gã- Dangme and Ewe. The major ethnic
group among these three is the Akan ethnic group, which accounts for 42% of the
population in this area, followed by the Gã-Dangme and Ewe ethnic groups with
29.0% and 14.8% respectively. Table 2.5 presents the details.
The discussions outlined in this research so far indicate that Accra is ethnically
diverse and therefore has residents with different linguistic backgrounds.
Table 2.5: Ethnic composition of the population of the Accra Metropolitan Area
(AMA)*

Ethnic
groupings
Akan
Gã-Dangme
Ewe
Mole-Dagbani
Other ethnicities
Total

Population

Percentage (%)

633,463
437,193
222,766
84,342
128,900
1,506,664

42.0
29.0
14.8
5.6
8.6
100

*Figures in the table do not represent the total population of
AMA. Ghanaians by naturalisation/
registration and other nationalities have been excluded.
Source: Ghana Statistical Service (GSS) (Agyei-Mensah
and Owusu 2010:507)

8
The summary of the final result of the 2010 population and housing census did not have these details that is why I used
information from the 2000 population and housing census results.
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2.2.2 Multilingualism in Accra
Kropp-Dakubu (2009) points out that Accra has been both urban and at least
trilingual since it was founded. The old ‘Great Accra’ as it is known in the
European records, seemingly had Gã, Akwamu, and Obutu areas, which were
geographically defined but obviously related. Akwamu is a southern variety of
Akan, and Obutu is a variety of Guan, which also belongs to another branch of
the Tano group and therefore bears resemblance to Akan, but it is not intelligible
to speakers of Akan. According to Kropp-Dakubu, Gã (or proto-Gã) was the
language of the ruling clan(s); however, Gã was not a language used for external
communication. Fante or Elmina, and Akwamu, two southern variety forms of
Akan, were quickly established as languages of wider communication. The
Obutu, which is a smaller group, were conquered by the Gã, and those who were
not integrated into the Gã communities were driven to the periphery of the Accra
plains. As a result of this, the Obutu language was removed from the system, but
a European language was added. Commercial Accra has used a European
language ever since: Portuguese was used from the sixteenth to the eighteenth
century. Other European languages, particularly English, were increasingly used
up until the nineteenth century when English substituted all other European
languages used in commerce and also took over the language used in
governmental functions (2009).
Hausa was added more recently. It appears to have become recognised as a
lingua franca in the colonial armed forces, which had its headquarters in Cape
Coast, and then in Accra in the later part of the nineteenth century (KroppDakubu 2009). Given the account of the language situation in Accra in recent
years, Kropp-Dakubu (2005a), notes that until recently, the oldest part of Accra
was strongly Gã speaking; however, there are now many other people, especially
people from other parts of southern Ghana, living in this area. Kropp-Dakubu
makes reference to Akans and Ewes, who are there in roughly equal numbers,
and states that although this part of the city is densely populated, it continues to
attract migrants due to the low rental rates in this area.
Kropp-Dakubu further writes that on the borders of old Accra and beyond are
areas such as Okaishi, Korle Dudor and Adabraka, which were originally settled
by migrants from other parts of southern Ghana, as well as Gãs who moved from
the oldest sections. Reference is also made to areas like Tudu and Cow-lane,
which were originally settled by people from Northern Ghana and beyond,
including, Indians and Lebanese (2005a). This means that all kinds of ethnic
groups and languages, from the south and to the north of Ghana can be found in
this area. This area, therefore, is no longer the preserve of the Gãs although they
are in the majority and their language is very much used by the residents. The
number of languages that residents in this area claim to know has been recorded
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as ranging from one to five or more. This is an indication of the number of
language and ethnic groups that can be found there. A survey conducted in the
early 1990s and discussed in Kropp-Dakubu (1997) indicated that 90% of the
inhabitants in the oldest part of the city including both Gã and non-Gã, speak Gã,
and almost 80% of the people also speak Akan. If they are not ethnically Akan,
they use Akan mainly in the market for buying and selling both on the street and
in the small shops around the market. Gã is also widely used commercially, but
since both buyers and sellers include people from other parts of the city, most
people speak both languages. This means that Akan has a very audible presence
on the streets of these neighbourhoods. This fact leads many Gãs to insist that Gã
is severely threatened by Akan (Kropp-Dakubu 2005a:139).
When one moves out beyond the older suburbs into areas that became
urbanised after the Second World War, (e.g. Nima), Hausa now becomes a major
lingua franca. This is because in colonial times the land in this area was leased
from the Gã families by Hausa and Fulani herdsmen for keeping cattle (KroppDakubu 2005a). Kropp-Dakubu argues that what is more relevant is the fact that
these neighbourhoods were built up and settled by soldiers who, after they were
demobilised at the end of the Second World War, did not return to their homes
for various reasons but found jobs in Accra. Most of them came from northern
Ghana or from the Savannah regions and beyond, as far as northern Nigeria. The
lingua franca of the British West Africa Regiment was Hausa, and because it was
also the language of their landlords, they continued to use it as a lingua franca
when they settled in the area. Their relatives, who came to join them in search of
jobs in the capital, also learned it (Kropp-Dakubu 2005a). This is how Hausa
became a major lingua franca for people living in this part of Accra. As a result,
many migrants from the north and some southerners learn Hausa when they
come to Accra, especially if they live in these neighbourhoods.
The previous discussion clearly shows that Accra has been multilingual from
the onset and is increasingly multilingual to this day.

2.2.3 Languages for wider communication in Accra
Accra has been characterised as operating with a system of four major languages:
English, Akan, Gã, and Hausa. These are the languages with the highest number
of speakers in the city and they are the ones which are most likely to be spoken as
a second language (Kropp-Dakubu 2009, 1997). This has been investigated
further in surveys conducted by Essegbey in 2005 and 2007, which are discussed
in Essegbey (2009). Essegbey’s surveys show that many of the residents of Accra
speak Akan in the streets of Accra irrespective of whether they claim Akan
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ethnicity or not. In what follows I will report some of Essegbey’s findings, which
are relevant to the current study.
The author used a total of 21 and 40 respondents for his 2005 and 2007
surveys. The ethnic/language compositions of his respondents were as follows:
Table 2.6: Ethnicity/language and number of respondents used in 2005 survey

Ethnicity/Language
Gã
Akan
Ewe
Dagomba
Tem/Kotokoli (from central Togo)
Moore (Baukina Faso)
Nyangbo
Krobo
Builsa
Total

Number of respondents
3
5
3
4
2
1
1
1
1
21

Table 2.7: Ethnicity/Language and number of respondents used in 2007 survey

Ethnicity/Language
Akan
Gã
Other ethnic groups (including
those from Nigeria Togo, Burkina
Faso, and Sierra Leone) )
Total

Number of respondents
18
9
13

40

It is worth noting that Essebgey did not only use Ghanaians living in Accra but
also foreigners: Togolese, Burkinabe, Nigerians and Sierra Leoneans.
In the 2005 survey, Essegbey reported that all of the 21 respondents indicated
that they use Akan in the workplace. In addition, 16 respondents also said that
they use English in the workplace. This is an indication that Akan and English
are the languages mostly used by these respondents in their workplaces. Secondly,
considering the total number of respondents and those who claimed to speak
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Akan and English at work, it can be inferred that there are also some instances of
code-switching between Akan and English in the work place. One of the Ewe
respondents stated that when he goes to the Drivers Vehicle and Licensing
Authority (a government agency), he speaks Akan because that is the language
the workers speak to him. Even when he speaks English, they usually respond in
Akan, so he also switches to speaking Akan. Even though Accra is the seat of Gã,
none of the respondents, including the Gãs, said that they would use Gã in the
workplace. This does not mean that no one uses Gã in the workplace in Accra
because I have personally observed situations where people spoke Gã in their
workplace. Instead, it shows the limited use of this language in this domain.
In the 2007 survey, Essegbey reported that 30, 18 and 15 out of the 40
respondents said they speak Akan, English and Gã respectively in the streets of
Accra. However, 29 and 11 of the respondents said they would choose to speak
Akan and English respectively to a stranger. It is noteworthy that none of the
respondents chose Gã even though it is the indigenous language of Accra. These
are indications that Akan and English are the main languages used in everyday
life in Accra; however Akan is spoken more than English. This is confirmed by a
comment made by a 24 year old Gã respondent, who works as a hospital
technician. This respondent said that he speaks Akan because it is the most
common and easily understood language. Another 63 year old Gã said he speaks
both Gã and Akan depending on the ethnic background of his interlocutors. This
respondent added that there are others, probably non-Gãs, with whom he had
attempted speaking Gã with but who could not understand it, and that he had
therefore switched to Akan. This means that for both young and old residents in
Accra, Akan is the language most likely to be used and understood in
communication between people from different linguistic backgrounds.
The Nyangbo respondent reported that he lived in a compound house with
families from different ethnic background but the language they use to
communicate with each other is Akan. When the wife came to join him in the
city, he spoke only Akan with her to increase her proficiency in the language.
Once she had mastered the language enough, he returned to speaking Nyangbo.
The business community in Accra has found that using Akan and English is
advantageous in reaching the wider population through the media. Whilst the
print media is still heavily English, Essegbey has observed that billboards
advertising items in Akan have begun to appear in the city. He reports that in 2005
he drove through the whole of Accra looking for billboards in Ghanaian
languages but that he could only find billboards in Akan. Furthermore, whilst the
print media remains largely English, Akan has recently begun to take over the
airwaves, especially on radio and FM stations. The first FM station to broadcast
predominantly in Akan was Peace FM and there have subsequently been other
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FM stations such as Adom FM and Oman FM, which broadcast predominantly
in Akan. All of these FM stations are in the Accra metropolis. Reference can also
be made to Happy FM and OK FM, which also run their programmes in Akan
including advertisement for businesses and institutions. There are many more
local FM stations, which operate in English but have some of their popular
programs in Akan or a combination of Akan and English. Essegbey has noted
that all of the FM stations in Accra which operate in English have morning
devotions presented by the leaders of churches in the metropolis. The programme
is supposed to be in English, but the preachers generally switch to Akan for parts
of the program. When it is time for listeners to call-in to make contributions to
the program, the contributions are either in English or Akan. In addition, a
number of the English FM stations have some of their programs in Akan. As
Essegbey has observed, Radio Gold, a supposedly English FM station, for
instance, has a breakfast show where the newspaper review is done in English and
Akan and the call-ins are usually also in both languages. It also has a music
request programme dubbed ‘Afrakoma’, which is predominantly in Akan. Accra
has only one FM station, which is predominantly Gã-Dangme, which is ObonuFM. All of the programmes on this station are in Gã or Dangme.
The situation is not very different from what one sees on television. There are
now some private TV stations, which operate mainly in Akan. These TV stations
include Adom TV and UTV. In addition, the TV stations that operate in English
have some programs in Akan. Ghana Television (GTV), which is the national
television station and broadcasts mainly in English, has slots for six Ghanaian
languages: Akan, Gã, Ewe, Dagbãne, Hausa, and Nzema. Each language is given
a day in a week when it is used for broadcasting the major news bulletin and the
discussions on relevant topics, dubbed ‘Adult Education’. In addition to this,
GTV has other programs in Akan such as agorↄ fie ‘home of games’, and ɔbra ‘life’
(an Akan drama), which are sponsored by businesses and financial institutions.
Gã has one such programme called Asanta Obaa.
Private television stations like TV3, Metro TV, TV Africa, though mainly
English, also have some programs in Akan, which are sponsored by businesses.
TV3 has a drama series called efiewura ‘the landlord’, Metro TV has a talk show
called abrabↄ mu nsɛm ‘the issues of life’ and TV Africa has newspaper review in
Akan called ↄman yi mu nsɛm ‘Issues in this country’. These TV stations do not
cover the whole nation, even though efforts are being made to achieve this, but
they do at least cover the whole of Accra. The other Ghanaian languages do not
have such opportunities. This is possibly because as businesses advertise on these
programs, they have a preference for the language(s) that will give them the widest
coverage.
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It is also worth noting that the radio and television stations, which are said to
be operating in English, run business advertisements in both Akan and English.
On both TV and radio/FM stations, the only advertisements that are run in the
six indigenous languages earlier mentioned are those that pass on national
information which is of concern to all. This means that Akan and English are
heard more than any other language in the media in Accra. This in turn implies
that the business world is promoting the use of Akan and English in Accra.
The language used in trotros9 in Accra is predominantly Akan. Akan is the
language that the driver’s mate or the conductor uses to communicate with
passengers. The trotro usually has a radio which the drivers tune for passengers to
listen to and the choice is usually an Akan FM station. Essegbey had noted this
and reported that he took a trotro from community 8, a suburb of Tema, to 37
Military hospital, which is almost at the centre of Accra, and the language used
in the trotro was Akan. He also observed that the FM station they were listening
to was Joy FM, an English FM station. From 37 Military hospital, he took five
more trotro routes within the city: from 37 Military hospital to Nima, which is a
major migrant community for migrants from northern Ghana. Then from Nima
to Accra central, Accra Central to Chorkor, which is a Gã enclave, and back to
Accra Central. Then from Accra Central to Teshie, which is also predominantly
Gã. On all of these routes, Essegbey noted that the FM station the drivers chose
for passengers to listen to was Peace FM, which is a predominantly Akan radio
station. The language the drivers’ mates used to address passengers was Akan.
Only for the route from 37 Military hospital to Nima did the diver’s mate address
passengers in Gã. Essegbey also observed that that even from Accra Central to
Chorkor, which is predominantly Gã area, the language the driver’s mate used to
address the passengers was Akan, even though he later realised that the mate was
ethnically Gã.
Under such circumstances, non-Akan migrants in Accra may well see Akan
as one of the prospective second languages to be learnt in Accra. In a survey
reported in Kropp-Dakubu (1997), Kropp-Dakubu found that the second
languages among the three northern migrant communities: Dagaaba, Bulsa, and
Kusaasi, which she investigated in Accra, are Akan, English, Hausa and Gã.
Akan has the highest percentage of 69.1%, followed by Hausa, English, and Gã,
with 42.8%, 34.1%, and 30.7% respectively. The reason non-Akan migrants learn
Akan in Accra is that they need Akan to get by in the city.
Regarding which language parents in Accra will want their children to learn
first, Essegbey reports that out of the 21 participants in his 2005 survey, 15, 5 and
1 chose Akan, English, and Gã respectively; a similar trend was also observed in
9

A local term for private commercial transports that operate within the Ghana cities, especially Accra and
Kumasi.
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his 2007 survey. This indicates that there are many non-Akan migrants in Accra,
who want their children to speak Akan and English in addition to other languages
in Accra. Guerini (2007) observed that, on average, the individual linguistic
repertoire of non-Akan native speakers tends to be more complex than the
repertoire of their Akan counterparts. This is because minority language speakers
are motivated to develop a good command of national languages in addition to
their native languages and vernaculars. The latter are generally perceived as
lacking socio-economic value, whereas proficiency in a nation-wide language like
Akan and English gives access to education, job opportunities and a better
standard of living, especially to those working in the private ‘informal’ sectors of
the economy in Accra. It goes without saying that this entails a considerable
degree of linguistic convergence in favour of the languages with regional or
national diffusion. Kropp-Dakubu (1997: 54) noted a marked increase from about
50% of survey respondents who claimed to speak Twi, a variety of Akan, in 1989
to 80% of the respondents from Accra in 1992. The same pattern applied to
English in her survey, with an overall rise in the number of speakers from about
half of the respondents in 1989 to almost 80% in 1992. Consequently, the Akan
migrants are under no pressure to learn any language other than English, in
addition to Akan, in order to communicate with people of Accra, since their
language is dominant. Amuzu and Singler (2014) have reiterated that speakers
whose first language is a majority language are less likely to speak a minority
language.
The contrast between Essegbey’s work and that of Kropp-Dakubu’s is that
none of the participants in Essegbey’s survey use Hausa, although Kropp-Dakubu
(1997) has noticed the use of Hausa as a lingua Franca in Accra among her
respondents. This may be an indication that the status of Hausa as a lingua franca
in the whole of Accra is changing, though it is still used as a lingua franca in the
northern migrants’ quarters like Nima, Accra New Town and Sabon Zongo.
As can be seen from the above discussion, English also plays an important role
in the communicative life of the residents of Accra. It is the main language in the
print media and also plays a very important role in the electronic media.
Furthermore, because English is the official language of the country, the language
of all of the official functions of the state, of businesses, and of other institutions
in Accra is English. This implies that anyone who wants to be part of the
information flow in the city and to fully participate in the social and national life
in Accra needs English. That being said, there are some churches in the city that
organise their services in English and employ translators where necessary. This
observation was made by the respondents I used in this study. All of them gave
depictions of the linguistic diversity of Accra.
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In addition to English serving as the official language in the city, it is also used
as a lingua franca among the elite. Many Ghanaians associate English with
modernity, and modernity with Accra. It is also worth noting that the English
language is seen as a symbol of education, modernity and social status in this part
of the world, and Accra is very much tied to these qualities (Yankson 2009). Accra
is the host of all of the multinational companies, financial institutions,
government agencies, NGOs, and higher educational institutions. English is the
language of the people who have been employed to occupy prestigious positions
in these companies and institutions. They use it frequently in their line of work
both in the office and wherever they have to perform any official duty. It is also
very common for them to use it with colleagues outside work, even if they share
the same linguistic background. These are the people who are seen to have
achieved some level of social and economic advancement in life and are very
influential in society.
Furthermore, many students at all levels of education in Accra often prefer to
use English with their peers. The use of English is usually seen as assertion of
prestige based on economic and social class, which usually encourages its use.
For this reason many people feel proud to speak English whether they are
educated or not. Individuals who want to identify with such people in the city
simply try to speak the language associated with the learned regardless of their
level of education. English is, therefore, one of the languages widely spoken in
Accra though at varying degrees of fluency depending on the educational level of
the individual and frequency of use.
Due to this situation, some parents in Accra expose their children to English
at an early age to the neglect of their ethnic languages. The result of the 2010
population and housing census conducted by the Ghana Statistical Service (GSS)
indicated that the number of the 11 year olds and older in the Greater Accra
region that were literate in English only was 1,064,995, which represents 34.9%
of the population in the region within this year group. Those who were literate in
English and Ghanaian language were 1,446,004 and represent 47.4% of the urban
population. Among those who were 15 years and older in the region, 918,560 of
them, which represent 33.3%, said they were literate only in English, and
1,320,966, which represent 50%, said they were literate in English and Ghanaian
language. The details are presented in table 2.8 and table 2.9.
These observations regarding the languages used for wider communication in
Accra support Kropp-Dakubu (2005a and b), who indicates that Akan and
English are strong and getting stronger. Although there is no sign of Gã being
eliminated, it seems unlikely that it will again dominate the whole political state
and its long-term future is a subject for speculation. Hausa seems to be giving way
to Akan among younger migrants from the North, who were once the major
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speakers of Hausa in Accra. The status of Hausa as a lingua franca in the whole
of Accra at the moment is questionable. It seems to be prevalent only in the
immigrant communities in Accra like Nima, Accra New town and Sabon Zongo.
Table 2.8: Population of 11years and older by literacy status in language in the
Greater Accra region

Languages
English only
Ghanaian language only
English and Ghanaian language
French and English
French, English, and Ghanaian
language
Other
Total

Population
1,064,995
134,226
1,446,004
25,853
53,992
12
3,052,327

Percentage (%)
34.9
4.4
47.4
0.8
1.8
0.0004
100

Table 2.9: Population of 15years and older by literacy status in language in the
Greater Accra region

Languages
English only
Ghanaian language only
English and Ghanaian language
English and French
English, French, Ghanaian
language
Other
Total

Population
918,560
128,131
1,320,966
23,785
47,052

Percentage (%)
33.3
5.0
50.0
0.9
1.7

12
2,756,422

0.0004
100

Source: The summary of the final result of the 2010 population and housing census.
Ghana Statically Service (GSS 2012)

2.3 CONCLUSION
Ghana, like many African countries, is highly multilingual, a fact long observed
in the literature. This multilingualism results from the country’s diverse
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indigenous ethnic groups, which have different linguistic backgrounds. In
addition to this, languages from neighbouring West African countries and from
the world over can be found in the country as a result of migration and
colonisation. Among all of the indigenous languages in the country, Akan has the
largest number of L1 speakers and it is also spoken as an L2 by a considerable
number of the population. English also occupies a very prestigious position in the
Ghanaian linguistic context. It is the official language of the country and the
language of education, and is, therefore, spoken in various degrees of competence
by the educated.
The linguistic diversity in Ghana is reflected in Accra, the capital and the most
urbanised city of the country. This is because the population of Accra is fed by
migrants from all parts of the country and beyond which dates back to precolonial and colonial times when it engaged in trade with some European nations:
Dutch, Danes, and English. The growth of Accra, however, is largely attributed
to its designation as the national capital of Ghana (then the Gold Coast) by the
British colonial administration in 1877. This marked a critical phase in the
development of Accra as it attracted huge public and private investment in its
infrastructure in relation to other settlements in Ghana. Accra then became the
most attractive centre in Ghana in terms of job and other livelihood opportunities,
which attracted migrants from all parts of the country and beyond.The population
of Accra is, therefore very ethnically diverse and is made up of people from
different linguistic backgrounds: all languages along the West African Coast can
be found in Accra. The city is characterised as operating with a system of four
languages: Akan, English, Hausa, and Gã with Akan and English as the
languages most used as the languages of wider communication.
Akan is made up of two broad varieties: Twi and Fante. These varieties also
have sub-varieties all of which can be found in Accra due to migration from
different parts of the country to the city. This means that the residents of Accra,
including Akan migrants, are in contact with all of the specific varieties of Akan
in addition to other languages and ethnic groups that are found in the city. If Akan
is, therefore, used as language of wider communition in the city then it will be of
great interest to investigate the variety that performs this function in such
linguistically heterogenous environment where language contact is inevitable. In
the subsequent chapters I begin this investigation by concerntrating on Akan
migrants to find out the Akan variety they speak in this linguistic context.
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH DESIGN AND
METHODOLOGY

3.0 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter, chapter two, has acquainted us with the linguistic context
in which the investigations discussed in this book are carried out. In this chapter
we will look at the various methodologies and theoretical frameworks employed
at the different stages of this research project. Milroy and Gordon (2003) point
out that the questions asked in a research project determine where the researcher
looks to answer them. The main objective of this project is to explore the
comparison between the Akan variety spoken by the Akan migrants in Accra and
what is spoken in the original areas where the language is spoken, specifically, the
rural areas. The chapter therefore begins with the objectives of the project (3.1.)
and continues with the type of data (3.2), and the research area (3.3). Issues
concerning the type of participants (3.4), the sampling method and the number of
participants (3.5) and how I involved them in the research (3.6) are also discussed.
Furthermore, a discussion on the data collection methods (3.7), the linguistic
variables (3.8), extra-linguistic parameters (3.9), the methods of analysis (3.10) are
given. I conclude in 3.11.

3.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The main objective of this study is to look at the effect of language contact on the
varieties of Akan spoken by Akan migrants in Accra. It explores the
sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra and how they perceive the Akan
variety that they speak in comparison with what is spoken in the original areas of
the language. It further considers the linguistic properties of Akan as spoken by
the second generation Akan migrants in Accra, with particular reference to the
linguistic processes found in new-dialect formation, using what is spoken in the
rural areas of the language as the basis for comparison. Finally, the extra-linguistic
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parameters underlying these processes of changes are considered. The following
are the major questions asked:
(a) What is the sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra and how do the
Akan migrants perceive the Akan variety they speak in Accra compared to
what is spoken in the regions of origin?
(b) How different is the Akan variety spoken in Accra from what is spoken in the
rural areas of origin lexically, grammatically and phonologically?
(c) Is a new dialect of Akan being formed in Accra, and what is the current status
of Akan in Accra given that a new dialect is in the process of being formed?
and
(d) Can the differences between urban and rural Akan be explained in terms of
ethnic and language contact within the social networks of the participants in
Accra?

3.2 TYPE OF DATA
Three types of data are used to answer these questions. The first type consists of
data elicited through a questionnaire survey to Akan migrants in Accra in general.
The second and the third types of data were gathered during semi-structured
formal and informal conversational interviews with second generation Akan
migrants in Accra and participants in the rural Akan communities through which
some selected linguistic variables were investigated. The participants in the rural
communities served as controls for the second generation migrants in Accra.

3.3 RESEARCH AREA
The research area for this study is the Accra Metropolitan Area (AMA), which is
the heart of Accra, and the Asante and Kwawu rural communities.
As I noted in chapter two, the Accra metropolitan Area (AMA) is the largest
cosmopolitan area and most modernised city in Ghana and, therefore, attracts
people from all areas of the country. As a result of this it is very ethnically diverse
and is inhabited by all of the country’s major ethnic groups (Agyei-Mensah and
Owusu 2010). This makes the city very multilingual and it is therefore pivotal as
far as language contact is concerned. Kropp-Dakubu (1997) notes that all
languages spoken along the West African coast, from the Ivory Coast to Nigeria,
can be found in Accra. The city has been characterised as operating with four
languages: Akan, English, Gã, and Hausa (Kropp-Dakubu 2009). Nonetheless,
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Kropp-Dakubu (2005b) and Essegbey (2009) state that Akan is the lingua franca
of Accra. That being said, there are some neighbourhoods in Accra where other
language varieties are claimed to be widely spoken than Akan. As discussed in
chapter two, Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010:507) inform us that the urban
neighbourhood of Accra in terms of the proportion of ethnic groups demonstrates
a fairly even-spread. The Location Quotient (LQ) index, however, reveals both a
strong concentration and a very low under-representation of some ethnic groups
in some neighbourhoods. The Akan ethnic group dominates in some
neighbourhoods such as Cantonment, Airport residential area, East Legon,
Adabraka, and Asylum Down. The authors argue that even though other ethnic
groups are well-represented in these neighbourhoods if one takes into account
their overall representation at the city level, the LQ index indicates that Akans
dominate in these neighbourhoods. In the indigenous Gã neighbourhood the LQ
index suggests that the Gã-Dangme ethnic group dominates. In other
neighbourhoods such as Nima, Sabon-Zongo and Accra New Town, the LQ
index calculated by Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010) indicates that these
neighbourhoods have a relatively high representation of the Mole-Dagbane ethnic
group. Although Akans are well represented in these neighbourhoods, if one takes
the proportion of Akans at the city level into consideration their percentage is
generally low. If all the ethnic groups from northern Ghana: Gurma, Gursi,
Mande, and Mole-Dagbane, are put together, then these neighbourhoods,
especially Nima, would be dominated by ethnic groups from northern Ghana.
Since language is one of the primary component of ethnicity, this situation is
suggestive of the fact that the languages of these ethnic groups dominate in the
neighbourhoods where they have higher representation. In the survey discussed
in chapter four, although Akan was mentioned for the majority of the
neighbourhoods represented as the language widely spoken, there were some
neighbourhoods such as Accra New Town, Madina, and Achimota where other
languages: Gã, Hausa and Ewe, were competing with Akan. Kropp-Dakubu
(1997) also makes reference to the oldest part of Accra (i.e. the indigenous Gã
neighbourhoods) and Nima where Gã and Hausa are the respective languages
which are widely spoken in these neighbourhoods. This means that there are some
neighbourhoods of Accra where the use of Akan is dominant and others where it
is less-dominant. Therefore, two sorts of linguistic neighbourhoods: Akan
dominant neighbourhoods, and less Akan dominant neighbourhoods, were
taking into consideration in the neighbourhoods selected in AMA for obtaining
variants for some selected linguistic variables. The choice of these two different
sorts of linguistic neighbourhoods enabled me to see how they impact on the
Akan variety spoken by the Akan second generation migrants who participated
in the research. Based on Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010), the survey discussed
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in chapter four, and by my own personal observations, the Akan dominant
neighbourhoods represented in the study are Dansoman and Alajo, and the less
Akan dominant neighbourhoods are Accra New Town, Kokomlemle, Teshie,
and Achimota. All these neighbourhoods traditionally belong to the Accra
Metropolitan Area (AMA). It must also be hinted that, with the creation of new
municipalities and districts in the year 2012, Teshie now belongs to the
Ledzokuku-Krowor municipality, which is at the peripheries of AMA.
Furthermore, the selection of these particular neighbourhoods was partly based
on the properties of the neighbourhoods where the second generation migrants
who were willing to participate in the study lived. It is worth pointing out,
however, that the questionnaire survey that involved all of Akan migrants was
not restricted to these neighbourhoods. Instead, the respondents were from 33
neighbourhoods located mainly in AMA and a few at the fringes of AMA. These
neighbourhoods are listed in table 4.5 in chapter four.
Some selected Kwawu and Asante rural communities were also used as a base
line for the study of the urban varieties. These communities are Mpraeso, located
in the Kwawu-South district in the Eastern region, and Dum-Anafo in the
Kwabre-East district in the Ashanti region. The linguistic data gathered in these
communities served as a control for the data obtained from the second generation
migrants in Accra, since the parents of these speakers originate from communities
such as these.
The rural communities were selected on the basis of the traditional
dialectology model, which concentrated on locations that were relatively free
from external influence (Milroy and Gordon 2003:12). Kurath (1972: 13) also
suggests that the survey of the traditional dialectologist is confined to the speech
patterns of common people and mainly focusses on rural communities. The
justification for this approach to the research question is the belief that those who
speak the ‘genuine’ or ‘purest’ variety live in these areas (Starks and McRobbieUtasi 2001), to be contrasted with the urban varieties.
Preference was given to Asante and Kwawu communities (and therefore the
related language varieties) because in a pilot study I conducted in 2005 and
reported in Yankson (2009), I observed that there were traces of the Kwawu and
Asante varieties in the speech of the Akyem migrants in Accra that are used in
that study. This research sought to find out about the Akan variety that the Akan
migrants who are ethnically Kwawu and Asante, are speaking in Accra.
Secondly, restricting the research to these varieties also helped to reduce the
amount of variation in the speech of the participants and enabled me to see what
is actually happening in the speech of Akan migrants in Accra, using those who
are ethnically Kwawu and Asante as the sample.
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3.4 PARTICIPANTS
3.4.1 Participants in Accra
Two groups of participants were used in Accra (mainly Accra Metropolitan
Area). The first group consisted of Akan migrants in general who were used to
conduct the questionnaire survey. The questionnaire survey was used to find out
the sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra and their perception of the
Akan variety that they speak in Accra. This means that any Akan migrant in
Accra was a potential participant.
The second group of participants, with whom I carried out conversational
interviews, was very restrictive. I concentrated on second generation Akan
migrants. The aim of the conversational interview was to investigate the actual
Akan variety spoken in Accra by the Akan migrants. Since the Akan migrants in
Accra form a complex and highly diverse group, with new migrants who speak
different varieties joining every day, I decided to restrict myself to the current
second generation migrants. The choice of the second generation migrants was
based on the fact that they are those who learnt their variety of Akan in Accra and
can therefore help us to learn about the actual variety that is spoken in Accra by
Akan migrants. Secondly, in the environment where people who speak different
varieties of the same language are in contact, the speech of this group of migrants
(i.e. second generation migrants) is very crucial. The second generation is the
most interesting stage in new dialect formation process because the linguistic
choices made collectively by the people at this stage are necessarily crucial to the
outcome of the new dialect formation process. This is due to the fact that the
linguistic choices made at this stage provide the input to the next or subsequent
generations focused variety where final selections are made (Kerswill nd Trudgill
2005, Solhiem 2009). Since one of the objectives of this study is to find out
whether a new dialect of Akan is in the process of being formed in Accra makes
this group of migrants very significant. It should, however, be hinted that the
second generation migrants used in this study cannot be described as the stable
Akan second generation migrants in Accra because the in-migration to the city
has been very high for decades with no sign of it reducing.
As well as being second generation migrants, the participants were all females
who were in Senior High School (SHS) or had just completed SHS. Their ages
ranged from 16 to 22. The choice to concentrate on only young females in this
project was made in order to eliminate the variations which would have resulted
from gender and age differences (Labov 2001, Holmes 2013, Shin 2013, and
Holmes 1997). It also helped me to limit overgeneralisations, taking into
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consideration the size of the groups of speakers that I used. According to Milroy
and Gordon (2003), one of the solutions to the problem of generalising on small
samples is to limit the number of social dimensions by which the pool is stratified.
The authors note that if the sample is to be representative of a society that contains
persons of different social statuses, ages, and gender, then the researcher will be
obliged to increase the sample size to include representatives of all of the groups.
This will cause data handling problems especially when the researcher has limited
time at his disposal.

3.4.2 Participants in the rural communities
Two groups of participants were selected in the Asante and Kwawu communities
to serve as controls for the second generation migrants in Accra. The first group
consisted of elderly women of 50 years and above, who have undergone little
external influence. They did not have high school education because during the
colonial days in Ghana, educating women was not considered to be important. I
targeted this group of people due to the fact that high school education in Ghana
is usually operated on the boarding school system. This exposes students to other
communities with different language varieties, which may influence their
individual Akan varieties. Furthermore, it is documented in the literature that in
Ghana, women are significantly less mobile than men (see Reed et al. 2010:771).
Awumbila et al. (2008:18) also observe that traditionally, migration (in Ghana)
involved males. Until the 1970’s, the size of female component of Ghanaian
migration was small. The focus was on male migrants who migrated to coastal
and southern Ghana in general in order to have access to better opportunities
(Sudarkasa 1977, cited in Awumbila et al. 2008:15). This implies that, due to this
migration pattern, there is currently a higher tendency for older Ghanaian women
than for older men to maintain their regional variety. Therefore, if one is looking
for the ‘pure’ or genuine’ regional Akan variety to serve as baseline control for the
variety spoken by the second generation migrants, then it is preferable to consult
older women rather than older men as is usually the case in traditional
dialectology. This approach of targeting older generations with less external
influence is based on the traditional dialectology model, which concentrated on
speakers that were relatively free from external influence (Chambers and Trudgill
1980, Milroy and Gordon 2003). Furthermore, Kurath (1972) writes that the type
of traditional dialectology survey is confined to the speech of the common people
and focusses on the oldest generation living in rural communities. As noted by
Starks and McRobbie-Utasi (2001), the justification for this research attitude is
the belief that these speakers had the ‘purest’ or ‘genuine’ speech.
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The second group of participants that I used in the rural communities were
young females, who are of the same age and educational background as the
second generation migrants I used in Accra. This group of participants enabled
me to address the problem of differences in speech as a result of differences in age
between the second generation migrants and the elderly women in the rural
communities.
The female participants in the rural Asante and Kwawu communities were
chosen as this was consistent with the type of participants chosen in Accra. If I
had used male participants in the rural areas as usually happens in traditional
dialectology model, I would have been comparing the speech of female
participants in Accra with the speech of male participants in the rural
communities. As a result of this, I may have reached false conclusions due to the
gender differences present in language use.
The characteristics of the participants used in both Accra and the rural
communities is summarised in Table 3.1.
I will use the following abbreviations in the following table:
Elderly participants in Kwawu rural community
Young participants in Kwawu rural community
Kwawu in Akan dominant neighbourhood
Kwawu in less Akan dominant neighbourhood
Elderly participants in Asante rural community
Young participants in Asante rural community
Asante in Akan dominant neighbourhood
Asante in in less Akan dominant neighbourhood
Akan migrants in Accra in general

KwRC1
KwRC2
KwAD
KwAnD
ASRC1
ASRC2
ASAD
ASAnD
AKmAG
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Table 3.1: Characteristics of the participants in the various subsamples

Consultants
ASRC1
KwRC1
ASRC2
KwRC2
ASAD
KwAD
ASAnD
KwAnD
AKmAG

Age
>50
>50
16≥x≤22
"
"
"
"
"
Varies

Mobility
Born and bred
in her comm.
"
"
"
Born and bred
in Accra
"
"
"
Varies

Linguistic
Background
Asante

Education
Illiterate

Gender
Female

Kwahu
Asante
Kwahu
Asante

“
Secondary
"
"

"
"
"
"

Kwahu
Asante
Kwahu
Different
varieties of
Akan

"
"
"
Varies

"
"
"
Varies

3.5 SAMPLING METHOD AND NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
Two sampling methods were used:
(a) The convenience sampling method
(b) The quota and judgment sampling method
I used the convenience sampling method in order to select the participants to be
involved in the questionnaire survey. The quota and judgment sampling method
was used to select the second generation migrants in Accra and the participants
in the rural communities to be involved in the conversational interviews.
The principle underlying the quota/judgment sampling approach is that the
researcher identifies the type of speakers to study in advance and then seeks out a
quota that will fit the specified categories (Milroy and Gordon 2003). For this
reason, Milroy and Gordon note that judgment/quota sampling relies on the
investigator’s judgment in determining the structure of the sample and even in
selecting the subjects to fill the quotas. Taking into consideration the type of
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participants needed in Accra and the rural communities for the conversational
interviews, this approach seemed more appropriate than using random sampling.
This is because not everyone who could be randomly selected would fall into the
category of participants that is of interest. Milroy and Gordon (2003:27) cite
Labov’s decision to reject from a large number of randomly selected persons from
his sample because they were not native speakers of the dialect or the language he
was researching. Again, Milroy and Gordon pointed out that native speakers
cannot be picked out easily by just listening to their accent. A random sampling
in such research is therefore problematic. This, then, makes the judgment/quota
sampling method appropriate for this research. Milroy and Gordon (2003: 30-32)
observe that in most cases, judgment sampling is seen to be the most appropriate
for sociolinguistic studies and Chambers (1995) also notes that this view has
become the consensus in the field.
Using the convenience sampling method, 120 Akan migrants in Accra were
chosen to be involved in the questionnaire survey. In addition to this, the
judgement/quota sampling approach was employed to select 16 second
generation Akan migrants, who fall into the categories described in section 3.4
and table 3.1, to participate in the conversational interviews. The number of
participants that were selected for the conversational interview was divided
equally between the two different linguistic neighbourhoods in Accra considered
in this study: i.e. Akan dominant neighbourhoods and less Akan dominant
neighbourhoods. This means that 8 participants were selected from each
neighbourhood, and in each neighbourhood, 4 participants each for ethnically
Asante and Kwawu second generation migrants were selected. In addition, 8
participants were selected in the Kwawu and Asante rural communities. 4
participants each were selected from each community to serve as controls. Out of
these 4, 2 were elderly women and the remaining 2 were young women as I have
described them already in section 3.4.2 and table 3.1. Each of these participants
performed an elicitation task through a semi-structured conversational interview
which was recorded. In addition to this, each participant was also asked to select
one of her close friends or relatives who she can freely chat with in order to form
a pair for free, informal conversational recordings. The main purpose of the
participant selecting their conversation partner for the informal conversational
interview was to help to reduce the tension that usually exists between
participants and researchers. My expectation was that this would help the second
generation migrants and the participants in the rural communities, whose Akan
variety I wanted to observe, to produce as much spontaneous speech as possible.
Hence 4 participant pairs were recorded in the free, informal conversational
interview for the second generation migrants from each linguistic background in
the two different linguistic neighbourhoods. Furthermore, 4 participant pairs each
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were recorded in both the Asante and Kwawu rural communities. In all, 48
recordings were made: 16 in the rural communities and 32 in Accra.
Considering the population of Akan migrants in Accra, as I observed in
chapter two, this number may not look representative enough. This is because, as
Milroy and Gordon (2003) observe, the strength of the conclusion one can draw
from a study depends on how accurately the sample represents the larger
population the researcher studied. They note, however, that achieving
representativeness is the most challenging when studying a highly diverse
population such as is typically found in an urban setting. Nonetheless, the number
of participants chosen in Accra is motivated by the current model used in
sociolinguistic research. Milroy and Gordon (2003) have observed that samples
for linguistic studies tend to be much smaller than those found in other types of
surveys. Large samples tend not to be as necessary for linguistic surveys as for
other surveys. One of the reasons for this is given by Labov (1966:180-1), who
states that linguistic usage is more homogenous than many other phenomena
studied by survey. Sankoff (1980a:51-2) reiterates that if, within a speech
community, people understand each other with a high degree of efficiency, it
tends to place a limit on the extent of possible variation. This imposes a regularity
necessary for effective communication not found to the same extent in other kinds
of social behaviour. The author further notes that both the literature and
experience suggest that, even in complex communities, samples of more than
about 150 individuals tend to be redundant, bringing increasing data handling
problems with diminishing analytical returns. Milroy and Gordon (2003:29)
therefore found that practical considerations play a role in determining sample
size. Thus, the very demanding kind of data handling involved in any linguistic
study limits the number of subjects that can be included. Many of the landmark
variationist (urban dialectology) studies were based on samples that are rather
small by the standards which are common in the field of social sciences more
generally.
In summary, the total number of participants used in both the semi-structured
and in the free, informal conversational interviews for the second generation
migrants in Accra and the participants in the rural communities is 48. In addition
to this, 120 Akan migrants in Accra filled out the questionnaire survey. In all, a
total of 168 participants appear in this project. This is represented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Number of participants

Consultants
ASRC1 - Rural older Asante

Number
2 (+2)

KwRC1 - Rural older Kwahu

2 (+2)

ASRC2 - Rural younger
Asante
KwRC2 - Rural younger
Kwahu
ASAD - Urban younger
Asante in Akan dominant area
KwAD - Urban younger
Kwahu in Akan dominant area
ASAnD - Urban younger
Asante in less Akan dominant
area
KwAnD - Urban younger
Kwahu in less Akan dominant
area
AKmAG - Akan migrants in
Accra in general
Total

2 (+2)
2 (+2)
4 (+4)
4 (+4)
4 (+4)

4 (+4)

120

Tasks
Elicitation +informal
conversation
Elicitation + informal
conversation
Elicitation + informal
conversation
Elicitation + informal
conversation
Elicitation + informal
conversation
Elicitation + informal
conversation
Elicitation + informal
conversation
Elicitation + informal
conversation
Questionnaire

168

3.6 HOW I INVOLVED THE PARTICIPANTS
Native speakers cannot be picked out easily just by listening to their accents
(Milroy and Gordon 2003: 27). For the questionnaire survey, fieldworkers went
onto the streets and into homes in Accra to look for Akan migrants who were
willing to participate in the survey. When such persons were found, the
fieldworkers gave the questionnaires to them and helped them to fill them out.
A networking technique was adopted to approach participants for the
conversational interviews. Milroy and Gordon (2003: 32) write that, as its starting
point, this approach takes the isolated individual who is assumed to represent a
particular age, social class, or gender that is of interest to the study. Furthermore,
it utilises the social networks of participants in the study to recruit potential
participants. In this way, the researcher simply asks the subject to recommend
other people who might be willing to participate in the study. Adapting this
approach, I looked for individuals who represented the category of participants
that I was interested in with regards to the sub-ethnic Akan group, education,
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location of residence, gender, and age. I got the participants for this study by
contacting people in my own social network who I knew could lead me to
potential participants who may be willing to participate in the study both in the
rural communities and in Accra. In this way, I approached participants for this
project not as a complete outsider but more in the role of a ‘friend of a friend’, or
a ‘friend of a relative’ (see Milroy and Gordon 2003, Kerswill 1987, 1993, 1994,
Milroy 1980, 1987a: 35-6, Boissevain 1974, Wolfram and Fasold 1974:38). This
technique serves to reduce the rate at which potential subjects might decline to
participate in the study (Milroy and Gordon 2003:32, see also Kerswill 1994:75,
76, Gordon 2001b).
I located the participants in the Asante community by contacting a former
student of mine who is a native of that community and who I knew was very
active in his community, and a leader of one of the local churches. Being a former
student of Akan at Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology
(KNUST) and currently a teacher in one of the secondary schools, I explained my
research to him and described the kind of people I needed. I also asked him if he
could connect me to a native of his community who lives in Accra and who could
lead me to potential Asante second generation migrants in Accra, which he agreed
to. He arranged the participants in his community for me and a date was fixed for
the interviews. With regards to the contact person in Accra, he gave her telephone
number so that I could contact her after he had already made the initial contact.
When I first called the woman to explain my project and the kind of people I
needed to her, she agreed to help but I could read some amount of scepticism in
her voice. I called her several times afterwards but she always gave an excuse.
Then fortunately, in one of my trips to the rural Asante community (which is her
native community) to conduct interviews, she had visited, and so came to the
interview site. I explained the research to her again and she in turn asked a few
more question with regards to the importance of the research and what I was
going to use it for. I answered her questions and tried to convince her that it is not
for any dubious reasons. Afterwards, I realised that she felt more relaxed and she
told me that she would contact some people for me when she goes back to Accra.
Even though I called often after this encounter it took another month before a
date was fixed to meet her in Accra. When the date was due, I called her and she
said she had an emergency to attend to but that she could give me the telephone
numbers of those she has contacted. I took the telephone numbers and called
those she has already contacted and arranged when and where it will be
convenient for us to meet with them. When the students were on vacation school,
I made another appointment with this contact person. When I got to Accra, she
was again unavailable, but she told me where I could meet the participants and
she joined us later on. This woman (the contact person) lives in a neighbourhood
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where Akan is the majority language. She was able to get 6 Asante second
generation migrants for me in this neighbourhood (Dansoman), and 2
participants in neighbourhoods where Akan is not the majority language (Teshie).
2 of the 6 participants living in the Akan dominant neighbourhood did not fit into
the category I needed (one of them came to Accra when she was 10 and other had
been in Accra for only 5 years) so I had to discard them from the study. The
number of participants she got for me in the less Akan dominant neighbourhood
was not up to the number I needed. 2 more participants were needed; therefore I
contacted a friend who lives in another less Akan dominant neighbourhood
(Accra New Town). I explained the project and the kind of people I needed to
her, and she was able to help me to locate the other 2 participants. All of these
Asante second generation migrants brought one of their close friends or relatives
to form a pair for the free, informal conversational interview.
With regards to the Kwawu participants, I first of all contacted a friend in
Accra whose second generation Kwawu migrants daughter fall into the category
of people I needed for this project. I explained my project and the kind of people
I needed in Accra and the Kwawu rural communities to her. She gave me the
telephone numbers of some of her family members in one of the Kwawu rural
communities after she has made the initial contact. I first contacted my friend’s
sister by phone and then made the first trip to Kwawu to visit the family and to
explain my project to them. The sister agreed to help and promised to contact
some people who fall into the category of people I needed on my behalf. This
contact person arranged the participants and a date was fixed to make my second
trip to Kwawu to meet them. With regards to the Kwawu second generation
migrant in Accra, I first recorded the daughter of my friend in Accra who
connected me to the Kwawu community. Although she tried to connect me with
other Kwawu migrants in Accra, she was not successful as all of them refused to
participate. I therefore contacted one of my cousins whose husband is ethnically
Kwawu. She led me to 3 Kwawu second generation migrants, who live in her
neighbourhood (Kokomlemle) and fell into the category of people I needed. After
I explained the project to them they agreed to participate. Akan is not the majority
language in Kokomlemle; it is predominantly Gã and Ewe, as I was told. I needed
five more Kwawu second generation migrants; therefore, the husband of my
cousin, who is ethnically Kwawu, graciously agreed to help me to get them. A
date was fixed to meet him at his work place in one of the major markets in Accra
so that he could lead me to some second generation Kwawu migrants who have
their shops in the market. I made a trip to Accra on the set date to get the
participants. That day was not very successful as I got only one person. My
contact person then decided to take me to the homes of some potential
participants during the weekend. A convenient date on which this could be done
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was set; however, when I got to Accra on the set date he was attending to an
emergency so a different date was fixed. On the evening of the set date, I went to
the homes of the people he had in mind. When I entered the first house he asked
for one of the young ladies (I realised he was very close to this family); however,
when the young lady came and I explained the project to her, she immediately
refused to participate with this comment: ‘this woman thinks I am a Twi madam’
(she said this in the Twi variety of Akan). After a lot of explanation and
persuasion, however, she agreed to get involved. Whilst I was talking to this lady
and some of her younger siblings, another young lady arrived, I was told by those
present that she fell into the category of the people that I was looking for. She
inquired what we were doing, and after I had explained, she also immediately
refused to participate. After a lot of explanation and the assurance that there was
no dubious intention behind the project, she agreed to participate. The interesting
thing was that after she had participated she led me to another participant, and
persuaded her on my behalf to participate in the project. My contact person led
me to another participant. Contrary to my earlier experiences, this person readily
accepted to participate after I have explained to her what the project was about.
All of these second generation migrants lived in Alajo, a predominantly Akan
neighbourhood. One major challenge I had with the Kwawu participants in Accra
was that only 2 of them brought their friends to form a pair for the conversational
interview. In the area where Akan is not the majority language (Kokomlemle), 2
of the participants I used were sisters so they came together to form a pair for the
free, informal conversational interview. A similar situation occurred in the
community where Akan is the major language (Alajo) where 2 of the participants
said they are friends and that they did not have any other friends they could bring.
They also came together to form a pair for the free, informal conversational
interview. There were other participants who claimed that they do not have any
friend or relative with whom they could chat freely but that they were ready to
chat with me on whatever topic we chose.

3.7 DATA COLLECTION METHOD
The developments of sociolinguistic research which began in the early 1960s share
a common orientation to language data, believing that analyses of linguistic
behaviour must be based on empirical data as opposed to intuition (Labov 1963,
1966, Gumperz 1964, Labov 1981). Following this orientation, I collected
empirical data from the participants through a questionnaire survey and
sociolinguistic interview techniques.
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3.7.1 Questionnaire survey
A questionnaire survey was designed to get information on the sociolinguistic
profile of Akan migrants in Accra and their perception on the Akan variety that
they speak. The major questions asked on the questionnaire include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

The contact they have with their towns of origin,
The language varieties widely spoken in their neighbourhoods in Accra,
The language varieties they often speak in Accra,
The reason they often speak these language varieties,
Whether they speak their native Akan varieties in Accra,
The perception they have of their native Akan variety they speak in Accra,
and
(g) Their perception of the Akan variety generally spoken by Akan migrants
in Accra

3.7.2 Sociolinguistic interviews
One of the defining characteristics of sociolinguistic research is its commitment
to the examination of the language that is actually produced by speakers (Labov
1963, 1966, and 1981). In order to get this type of data with regards to the Akan
variety the Akan second generation migrants in Accra speak and the variety
spoken in the Asante and Kwawu rural communities, I employed sociolinguistic
interview techniques. Although in the literature participants in such interviews
are usually viewed as being ignorant about the fact that their linguistic usage is
under investigation, my participants were made aware that their Akan variety was
being investigated but did not know the specifics.
I designed two different types of conversational interviews:
(a) Semi-structured conversational interviews, and
(b) Free, informal conversational interviews

3.7.2.1 Semi-structured conversational interview
I began the data collection in the Asante community. I made the first trip to the
community in the company of a research assistant. Upon our arrival, the contact
person took us to the home of one of the elderly women. I informed her about the
aim of our visit (although she already knew), and I began the interview. When we
were about to begin the conversation another woman arrived and made a jovial
comment that questioned her security in what she was about to get involved in
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when she realised that we were going to record. With laughter the elderly woman
(the participant) responded ‘well, if it is a dangerous adventure, I have already gotten
myself into it by the courtesy of Mr. A’ (referring to the contact person). She said this
in the Twi variety, specifically the Asante Twi. We all laughed it off and started
the conversation. This shows, however, how people felt when they realised that
their speech was going to be recorded in an interview. We began with the semistructured conversational interview which started with the elicitation of
demographic information: age, date of birth, place of birth, how long she had been
in the community, her educational background, and occupation. As I wanted to
get her to talk, even in this interview, so that the conversation would not be strictly
questioning and answering, I asked her to tell me about herself. If I realised that
some information I was interested in had been omitted then I asked for it. After
covering the demographic information, I continued with the elicitation of some
selected linguistic variables. This part of the interview was specifically designed
to encourage the emergence of some selected lexical, morphosyntactic and
phonological structures. The dataset consisted of descriptions of some selected
video clips and pictures. The morphosyntactic and phonological variables
selected for investigations, were elicited by means of video clips selected from the
fieldwork materials designed by Bohnemeyer et al. (2001: 90-95) and drawings
(pictures) taken from the story book stimulus designed by Eisenbeiss et al. (1999).
The video clips I used were designed for the elicitation of cut and break verbs,
motion verbs, and reciprocal constrcutions. I adapted them, however, to elicit the
syntactic reperesentation of the subject, 3rd person singular animate pronoun, 3rd
person inanimate pronoun, phonetic realisation of the progressive marker, and
the phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural animate. The drawings in the story
book stimulus were designed for the elicitation of External Possessor
Constructions (EPC) and dative constructions. I adapted the drawings for the
elicitation of EPC to elicit the syntactic representation of possession. These videos
and drawings were chosen because I realised that their descriptions will elicit
variants of the variables under consideration. The videos and the drawings were
shown to the participant to describe what she sees. With regards to the elicitation
of variants for the lexical variables, the participant undertook a picture naming
task in which she had to name some selected 31 household items (including food
items), which are referred to differently in the different varieties of Akan. The
pictures of these household items were designed by a colleague in the Department
of Communication Design at the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and
Technology (KNUST) (see appendix 4 for the pictures of these items). These
pictures were shown to the participant to name the items she sees in Akan. This
elicitation aspect of the interview was necessary because, as Starks and
McRobbie-Utasi (2001) note, certain linguistic items may need careful interview
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design in order that sufficient data may be obtained for the study. This interview
format was used for the rest of the participants in the Asante community. These
participants, however, were not interviewed in their homes. This was due to the
fact that, according to the contact person, the environment where they lived was
noisy and since we were going to record, the quality of the recordings may have
been affected. He arranged for us to have the conversations at the premises of one
of the local churches, which the participants were members. The interview was
done in the company of the contact person and of the research assistant, who
usually operated the recording equipment.
The semi-structured conversational interviews organised with the participants
in the Kwawu rural community followed the same format. The participants were
not interviewed in their homes for the same reason that the noisy environments
of where they live would affect the quality of the recordings. The contact person
arranged for them to come to her home which was situated in a very quiet
neighbourhood. The interviews were conducted in the company of the research
assistant.
In Accra, the participants were interviewed at the places which were
convenient for them. The majority of them were interviewed in their homes and
a few (about 3 of them) were interviewed in the shops of their parents where they
were helping their parents to manage the shops. The conversation took the same
format employed in the Asante and Kwawu communities. In addition to asking
about their demographic information: name, date of birth, place of birth,
education, places they have lived in Accra, where they were currently staying in
Accra, the language varieties spoken in the streets of where they lived, and their
towns of origin, I also elicited information regarding the extra-linguistic
parameters (qualitative information) considered in this study for the second
generation migrants. The main extra-linguistic parameter considered here is the
participants’ ethnic and language contact in their social networks. It is worth
noting that this extra-linguistic parameter was not elicited from participants in the
rural areas. This was because this information was needed in Accra where the
participants are in contact with many ethnic groups and language varieties in
order to see what impact this has had on the Akan variety spoken by the second
generation migrants. After the getting the participants’ demographic information
and details regarding the ethnic and language contact in their social network, I
proceeded with the elicitation of the selected linguistic variables.

3.7.2.2 Free informal conversational interview
The semi-structured conversational interviews alone were not enough to elicit
everyday, spontaneous speech. Milroy and Gordon (2003) suggest that the
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interview is far from ideal instrument for gathering data on the natural,
spontaneous everyday speech, which is of interest to sociolinguists. This is
because an interview, as a speech event, is usually considered a formal speech
style and may therefore not encourage casual usage on the part of the participant.
In order to reduce the formality that usually exists in one-on-one interviews so
that participants would be encouraged to produce the natural, spontaneous
everyday speech, I attempted to change the dynamics of the interview. This was
done by using multiple participants, together with a research assistant and myself,
to create a three-way (or sometimes a four-way) conversation between
participant(s) and the fieldworkers, in a free, informal conversational interview.
Milroy and Gordon (2003) state that changing the dynamics of the interview from
the one-on-one format can also facilitate the production of casual speech. This
can be accomplished by having either two or more interviewers or two or more
interviewees. Milroy and Gordon make reference to the North Carolina research
team headed by Wolfram who used pairs of interviewers to create a three-way
conversation which eliminates some of the awkwardness of two strangers having
to speak one-on-one. They also refer to Labov et al. (1968) who studied groups
rather than individuals for their Harlem research, and noted that, although Labov
and his colleagues used both individual recording sessions and group sessions, the
richest data was recorded during the group sessions. I left the choice of the second
interviewee to the participants because Kerswill (1994) has noted that participants
in self-selected groups will be less affected by the presence of a stranger and of
digital-recording equipment.
In the rural Asante and Kwawu communities, the free, informal
conversational interviews were not conducted on the same day as the semistructured conversational interviews. A different date was set. This was done to
enable the participants to prepare their friends or relatives who were going to
participate in the free, informal conversational interview. The conversation
centred on the Akan variety spoken by their townsfolks in Accra when they visit
home. Since I was very much interested in their spontaneous speech, where the
situation permitted and was necessary, the conversation was prolonged with other
topics that the participants felt comfortable discussing.
In Accra, some of the free, informal conversation were organised on the same
day the semi-structured conversations were done because the participants had
already prepared for it. Others were scheduled on a different date. The free,
informal conversational interview among the second generation migrants centred
on their experiences at boarding school during their Senior High School
education. This topic was very engaging for the participants as they recounted
their experiences, and they were, therefore, very relaxed. They also shared their
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views on the Akan variety that they speak in Accra compared to what is spoken
in the rural communities.
The free, conversational interview enabled me to get more data to supplement
what was obtained during the semi-structured interview for the morpho-syntactic
and phonological variables selected for investigation. Cheshire (1982:7) argues
that the analysis of morphological and syntactic variation imposes some specific
constraints on the fieldwork techniques that can be employed. The main problem
is that large quantities of data are necessary in order to ensure an adequate number
of occurrences of the variables. Milroy and Gordon have reiterated that for the
purpose of syntactic study, a much greater quantity of data is required. This is
because syntactic features do not emerge as frequently as phonological features in
conversational interviews (2003:58).
Starks and McRobbie-Utasi (2001) write that the sociolinguistic interview
usually starts with the free, informal conversation, followed by increasingly
formal language tasks. I chose to do it the other way round (i.e. beginning with
the semi-structured conversational interview and ending with the free, informal
conversational interview) for the following reason. Douglas-Cowie had noted that
when interviewed by a stranger, speakers will settle down to a pattern
approximating to their everyday interactional style after about one hour (1978).
Though my interview did not take this long, I realised that in most situations,
after I have completed the semi-structured part of the interview, the participants
felt comfortable with me and spoke freely and with less hesitation. As a result,
most of the free, informal conversational was filled with laughter. This situation
contributed to the production of their natural, everyday speech on the part of the
participants.
Both the semi-structured and free, informal conversational interviews lasted
between 30 minutes and 1 hour for each participant. All of the conversational
interviews were recorded with zoom H2n audio digital recording equipment. In
all, 14hrs:35mins of recordings were made, which were later transcribed and
analysed. The Akan vaieties the researcher and the research Assistant used during
the interviews are the Akyem and Asante varieties.
The combination of the various research techniques of data collection that I
have described, enabled me to discover what is happening to Akan in Accra.

3.8 THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC VARIABLES
Labov defines the sociolinguistic variable as the linguistic variable which is
correlated with a non-linguistic variable of the social context: of the speaker, the
addressee, the audience, and the setting (1972). Three types of linguistic variables
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are identified in the literature. According to Labov (1972) a small number of
sociolinguistic markers rise to overt social consciousness, and become
stereotypes. Stereotypes are socially marked forms prominently labelled by
society. Meyerhoff (2006:23) also writes that these stereotypes are things people
can comment on and discuss, and they often have very positive and negative
opinions about them. She further observes that variables that speakers are less
consciously aware of, and consequently, which have not acquired strong
stereotypes, provide some of the richest data for sociolinguists. They may be
markers or indicators of important social factors in a community of speakers or
of the beginning of language change, and because they are features, which
speakers are not consciously aware of (yet), the variation a linguist finds is
particularly revealing. Markers can be distinguished from indicators on the same
continuum of speaker awareness that differentiates stereotypes and markers.
Speakers show some subconscious awareness of markers, and this is made evident
in the fact that they consistently use more of one variant in formal styles of speech
and more of another in informal styles of speech. Indicators, on the other hand,
show no evidence that speakers are even subconsciously aware of them, and
speakers consistently favour one variant over another regardless of who they are
talking to or where. The relative frequency of one variant rather than another
may, however, differentiate groups of speakers as a whole. Labov has previously
written that markers show stylistic stratification as well as social stratification.
These types of variables may lie below the level of conscious awareness. The
author further notes that some linguistic features show a regular distribution over
socioeconomic, ethnic, or age groups. They are used by each individual in more
or less the same way in any context and these variables are indicators (1972).
The linguistic variables selected for investigation are some lexical,
morphosyntactic, and phonological variables which can basically be referred to
as indicators. This is because these variables were selected on the basis of the fact
that they have variants, which can be identified with the different sub-ethnic
groups of Akan I mentioned in chapter two. The majority of the morphosyntactic
and phonological variables have already been documented in Dolphyne (1988) as
dialectal differences in Akan. The others, including the lexical variables, are my
own observations. In what follows, I will elaborate on these variables and the
variants used in different varieties of Akan. It is worth pointing out that phonetic
transcriptions are used where needed to make the variants of each variable
explicit. The variables are stated in English with the specific variants in the various
varieties of Akan.
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3.8.1 Morphosyntactic variables
Akan is basically thought of as having a unified syntax. Dolphyne (1988),
however, documents some variation in Akuapem, Fante and Asante, at this level.
Among the syntactic variation she documents are the ways in which the subject
of a sentence and the possessor in a sentence are expressed. She also notes the
differences between the Twi and Fante varieties with regards to the use of the 3rd
person singular animate pronoun (ɔno) and the 3rd person inanimate pronouns
(ɛno), which usually occur as prefixes to verbs as ɔ- and ɛ- respectively. In addition
to this, I have personally observed some variation among the speakers of the
Asante variety living in their towns of origin in the use of some morphosyntactic
variables compared to what is used in other varieties. This includes the 3rd person
animate singular and plural pronouns ɔno and wɔn, which occur as pronominal
prefixes on a verb as ɔ- and wɔ- respectively. In this study I investigated these
variables further through semi-structured and informal conversational interviews
as described in section 3.7.2, and also aimed to find out which of the variants of
these variables are used by the second generation Akan migrants in Accra. In
what follows, I elaborate on these variables, how they are used in different
varieties of Akan, and how I have coded them in my data.

3.8.1.1 The syntactic expression of the subject
Generally, in Akan sentences, if there is a full NP in the subject position, there is
no pronominal marker on the verb (Osam 2003:4). However, the literature
indicates that there are instances of Akan when the subject prefix could be on the
verb even when there is a full subject NP in Fante and Bono varieties (see
Dolphyne 1988, Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu 1988, Osam 1993a, and Osam
2003). This implies that there is variation in the way the subject of a sentence is
expressed in the other Akan varieties, and the Fante and Bono varieties.
Let us now consider what happens in the different varieties of Akan, using
examples from Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu (1988) for the Bono variety, and
then examples from Fante, Asante and Akuapem varieties, based on my intuitive
knowledge of these varieties.

Bono
The Bono variety has been cited as the Akan variety that consistently expresses
the subject of a sentence with both noun subject and a concord-marker in the same
noun phrase before the verb (Dolphyne 1988, Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu
1988).
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a1)

Maame no
ɔ-lε
3SG-say
Woman DEF
‘The woman she says ….’
(Source: Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu 1988: 73)

Fante
In Fante, the subject is sometime expressed by both a noun subject and a concordmarker in the same noun phrase, and at other times by either a full NP or a
pronoun (Dolphyne 1988).
a2)

Papa no
ɔ-kɔ
Man DEF 3SG-go.HAB
‘The man he goes to farm.’

a3)

papa no
kɔ
haban mu
Man DEF go.HAB farm inside
‘The man goes to farm.’

a4)

ɔ-kɔ
haban mu
3SG-kɔ.HAB farm inside
‘He goes to farm.’

haban mu
farm inside

In example (a1) maame no ‘the woman’ and ‘ɔ-‘(the 3SG animate pronominal
prefix – s/he) are both the subject of the sentence. This observation can also be
made for example (a2) where papa no ‘the man’ and ‘ɔ-’ (the 3SG animate
pronominal prefix – s/he) are both the subject of the sentence. In addition to this,
the Fante variety can also have only a full NP or only a pronominal prefix as the
subject of a sentence as illustrated in (a2) and (a3). It can be seen in (a3) that, only
papa no (the man) appears as the subject of the sentence, and in (a4), only the
pronominal prefix ‘ɔ-’ occurs as the subject of the sentence, whereas both were
present in (a1) and (a2).
In the Twi varieties (i.e. Asante and Akuapem), however, the subject is
indicated only once with either a full NP or a pronominal prefix. Dolphyne
argues that the Asante and the Akuapem varieties always express the subject
either by a noun or a pronoun (1988:88). This means that, according to the
Dolpyne, (a1) and (a2) do not occur in Asante or Akuapem. It is rather (a3) and
(a4), which can occur. These are illustrated in Asante and Akuapem as follows.
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Asante
a5)

Papa no
kɔ
Man DEF
go.HAB
‘The man goes to farm.’

afuom (afuo.mu)
farm.inside

a6)

ɔ-kɔ
afuom
3SG-go.HAB
farm.inside
‘He goes to farm.’

Akuapem
a7)

Papa no
kɔ
Man DEF
go.HAB
‘The man goes to farm.’

a8)

ɔ-kɔ
afum
farm.inside
3SG-go.HAB
‘He goes to farm.’

afum (afuw.mu)
farm.insde

Osam (2003:4) suggests that the use of the subject marker on the verb in
combination with the full NP subject has been used to argue that Akan must have
been a noun class language in the past. In Osam (1993a), he argues that noun
class systems are concordial. This means, for example, that there is a subject-verb
agreement (as well as agreement between nominals and their modifiers) in noun
class systems. The evidence that Akan had a previous noun class system is derived
from the agreement between the full NP subject and the pronominal prefix on the
verb found in the Fante and Bono dialects currently. Therefore the current subject
prefix on the verb together with the full NP as subject at the same time as in
examples (a1) and (a2) are used as subject-verb agreement markers. He, however,
states that the use of the subject marker on the verb together with the full NP
subject is optional, hence it is possible in the speech of many Fante speakers to
omit the agreement marker on the verb. Marfo (2005a:47), therefore, interprets
similar constructions such as ‘Papa no ɔ-kɔ haban mu’ in the speech of
contemporary Akan speakers as a subject topicalisation construction in Akan, and
refers to the full NP, in this case papa no, as the topicalised constituent. He defines
a topicalised constituent in Akan, as in other languages, as that constituent in a
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sentence which the rest of the sentence is about. He writes that this constituent is
always placed at the left periphery of its functional projection from some
canonical clause position. Subsequently, a topicalised constituent is replaced in
the canonical position by a co-referential pronoun as we see in examples (a1) and
(a2). The fact that the use of a full NP subject in combination with an agreement
marker on the verb at the same time in recent times is optional, as noted by Osam
(1993a), is an indication, in my view, that speakers may use expressions such as
(a1) and (a2) as means to topicalise the subject.
Since Accra is the melting pot of all these varieties, I investigated which of the
variants is used by the Akan migrants, specifically the Akan second generation
migrants in Accra. When defining this variable (i.e. how the subject is
represented) in my data, S0 is used to define the situations where the subject of a
sentence is expressed with both a full NP and a pronominal prefix on the verb.
Where only a noun is used to express the subject, the variant is coded as S1. S2 is
used to define a situation where only a pronoun is used. In situations where a
variant other than those illustrated above occurs, S3 is entered.

3.8.1.2 The possessor
In the context of linguistics, possession is conceived as a relationship between a
possessor and a possessed for which there are specific paradigms of expression in
the languages of the world. On the conceptual side, this relationship ranges from
material possession (alienable) through kinship and body part (inalienable)
relationship (Broschart 2001). Broschart furthermore notes that from the formal
side, a distinction can also be made mainly between attributive possession (e.g.
my house, the man’s house) and predicative possession (e.g. the house is mine,
the house belongs to me, I have a house).
From data in Dolphyne (1988) it is clear that the possessor has different
syntactic expressions in Bono, Fante, Akuapem, and Asante varieties of Akan
when they are expressed attributively. Dolphyne observes that the Bono variety
consistently expresses possession with both a noun possessor and a concordmarker in the same noun phrase. The Fante and Akuapem-Twi varieties,
however, have two different ways of expressing the possessor in a possessive
construction. The possessor can be expressed with both a noun possessor and a
concord-marker in the same noun phrase as it occurs in the Bono variety. This is
illustrated in example (b1).
b1)

Maame
no
ne
Woman
DEF
3SGPOS
‘The woman (her) child.’

ba
child
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In the above construction, it should be realised that the possessor of the child is
expressed both with maame no ‘the woman’ and ne ‘the 3rd person singular
possessive pronoun – her’. In addition to this, the possession can be expressed
with either a noun phrase possessor or a pronoun possessor in the Fante and
Akuapem varieties as illustrated in (b2) and (b3).
b2)

Maame
no
ba
woman.POS DEF child
‘The woman’s child.’

b3)

ne
ba
3SGPOS child
‘Her child.’

The Asante variety, however, only expresses possession with either a noun
possessor or a pronoun possessor as illustrated in examples (b2) and (b3).
With this variation in how possession is expressed in different varieties of Akan,
I investigated the variant used by the Akan second generation migrants in Accra.
In defining this variable in my data, P0 is entered for the situation where both a
noun phrase possessor and a concord-marker are used in the same noun phrase
to express possession. P1 is used to code the situation where possession is
expressed with only a noun. P2 is used when it is expressed with only a pronoun.
In a situation where something else is used, P3 is entered.

3.8.1.3 The 3rd person inanimate pronoun
The literature indicates that the 3rd person inanimate pronoun has different
representations in Fante and the Twi varieties (see Dolphyne 1988 & Osam
2003:4). In the Asante and Akuapem varieties the inanimate pronoun is ɛno,
which occurs as ɛ- when used as a subject prefix, which is different from what is
used for the 3rd person singular animate pronoun in these varieties. The Fante
variety, however, does not differentiate between the 3rd person singular animate
pronoun and the inanimate pronouns. Therefore, independently of whether the
object in question is animate or inanimate, the animate reference ‘ɔno’ or ‘ɔ-’ is
used. These are illustrated in examples (c1), (c2), (c3) and (c4).
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Fante
c1)

Aboa
no
re-dzi
PROG-eat
Animal DEF
‘The animal is eating the food.’

edziban no
food
DEF

c2)

ɔ-re-dzi
edziban no
3SGANI-PROG-eat food
DEF
‘It is eating the food.’

c3)

Edziban no
re-sa
Food
DEF
PROG-finish
‘The food is getting finished.’

c4)

ɔ-re-sa
3SGINA-PROG-finish
‘It is getting finished.’

The subjects in (c1) and (c3) are animate and inanimate nouns respectively;
however, when they were being replaced with a pronoun in (c2) and (c4), both
nouns were replaced with ɔ-, which is reserved for only animate objects in the Twi
varieties. This means that the Twi varieties differentiate between the 3rd person
animate and inanimate objects by using different pronouns. The pronoun ɔno/ɔis used when the object in question is animate, whilst ɛno/ɛ- is used for inanimate
objects (Dolphyne 1988 and Osam 2003). According to Osam (2003: 4), there are
some sub-varieties of Fante which also show this differentiation. I illustrate these
in examples (c5), (c6), (c7), (c8), (c9), (c10), (c11), and (c12).

Akuapem
c5)

c6)

Aboa
no
re-di
Animal DEF
PROG-eat
‘The animal is eating the food.’
ɔ-re-di
aduan
3SGANI-PROG-eat food
‘It is eating the food.’

aduan
food

no
DEF

no
DEF
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c7)

aduan
no
re-sa
DEF
PROG-finish
Food
‘The food is getting finished’.

c8)

ɛ-re-sa
it-PROG-finish
‘It is getting finished.’

Asante
c9)

c10)

aboa
no-o-di10
aduane
Animal DEF-PROG-eat food
‘The animal is eating the food.’
o-o-di
aduane
3SGANI-PROG-eat food
‘It is eating the food’

c11)

aduane no-o-sa
food
DEF-PROG-finish
‘The food is getting finished.’

c12)

ɛ-ɛ-sa
3SGINA-PROG-finish
‘It is getting finished.’

no
DEF

no
DEF

It is clear from the above that in (c5) and (c9), where the subjects were animate
objects, the pronoun used to represent them in (c6) and (c10) was ɔ-, whilst in (c7)
and (c11) where the subjects were inanimate objects, ɛ- was used to represent them
in (c8) and (c12). It is worth pointing out that in (c10), the animate pronoun ɔbecomes o- as a result of the vowel harmony rule in Akan. The vowels in Akan
are divided into two groups depending on whether the root of the tongue is
advanced or retracted when a particular vowel is being produced. This gives us
the +ATR and -ATR vowels. The vowel harmony rule demands that the vowels
in a word should belong to one category of verbs: i.e. + ATR or -ATR. Therefore,
the vowel /i/ in ‘di’ (eat) being a +ATR vowel requires that the preceding vowel
also becomes a +ATR vowel. Hence it selects /o/ which is +ATR.
10
In the Asante orthography, the progressive aspect is marked with re- just as it happens in Akuapem in examples
c5, c6, c7, and c8, however in speech, this maker is realised as the lengthening of the preceding vowel observable in
examples c9, c10, c11 and c12.
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In summary, there is variation in the type of pronoun used for the 3rd person
inanimate pronoun in the Twi and Fante varieties as I have noted in the foregoing
discussion. The Twi varieties use ɛno/ɛ- whilst Fante uses ɔno/ɔ. I investigated
which variants of this variable is used by Akan second generation migrants in
Accra. In defining this variable in my data, ING0 is used for situations where the
ɔno/ɔ- variant is used as the inanimate pronoun, ING1 is entered when ɛno/ɛvariant is used for the inanimate pronoun, and ING2 is entered when something
else is used.

3.8.1.4 The 3rd person singular animate pronoun
The 3rd person singular animate pronoun in Akan, as I observed in the previous
discussion, is ɔno, which occurs as a verbal prefix as ɔ-, and the 3rd person plural
animate pronoun is wɔn, which also occurs as a verbal prefix as wɔ- (Dolphyne
1988 and Osam 2003). These are the forms which are used in the standard
orthography of Akan11. The use of these pronouns is illustrated in (d1) and (d2).
d1)

Ɔ-ba-a
ha
3sg-come-PST here
‘She/he came here.’

d2)
`

Wɔ-ba-a
ha
3PL-come-PST here
‘They came here.’

However, I have observed that there are instances where speakers of the Asante
variety do not differentiate between the singular and the plural forms of these
pronouns especially when they occur as verbal prefixes and that, therefore, it is
possible to hear a speaker say (d2) when what she really meant was (d1). This
means that both ɔ- and wɔ- can be used as the 3rd person singular animate pronoun
in spoken Asante. This situation creates variation between the spoken Asante,
and the other Akan varieties and standard orthography, where ɔno/ɔ-, is strictly
used as the 3rd person singular animate pronoun, and wɔn/wɔ- for the plural. I
therefore investigated which variants of this variable are used by the second
generation Akan migrants in Accra. In defining this variable, 3SING0 is entered
where wɔ- is used as the 3rd person singular animate pronoun, 3SING1 is entered
where ɔ- is used, and 3SING2 is entered when something else is used.

11

In Fante, an additional variant hɔn is available for the 3rd person plural animate pronoun.
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The coding scheme for the morpho-syntactic variables is summarised in Table
3.3.
Table 3.3: Coding scheme for morpho-syntactic variables

Variable
Subject
coding

Variant 1
NP
= S0

Variant 2
Pron
= S1

Variant 3
NP+Pron
=S2

Variant 4
Pron + Pron
=S3

Variant 5
Other
=S4

Possessor
coding

NPPOS
=P0

PronPOS
= P1

NPPronPOS
= P2

Pron+PronPOS
=S3

Other
=S5

3sg
animate
pronoun
3sg
inanimate
pronoun

ɔ
=3SING0

wɔ
= 3SING1

Other
= 3SING2

εno/ε=INP0

ɔno/ɔ= INP1

Other
= INP2

3.8.2 Phonological variables
The variation in the different varieties of Akan is mainly phonological. Since the
entire scope of phonological variation cannot be looked at in a single study, I
selected a few to consider in addition to others that were observed in the lexical
variables that will be discussed in the following section. These variables include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The application of the vowel harmony rule,
The phonology of the 3rd person plural pronoun,
The phonology of the progressive marker, and
The use of the /k/ and /ky/ → [tҩ]12 allophones in some selected words.

3.8.2.1 Vowel harmony rule
The vowels in Akan are divided into two groups depending on whether the root
of the tongue is pushed forward or retracted when the vowel is being produced
(Dolpyhne 1988). This gives us the +ATR vowels; i, e, æ, o, u and the -ATR
vowels; ɪ, ɛ, a, ɔ, ʊ. According to the vowel harmony rule in Akan, all the vowels
in a word should belong to one category. Thus, the vowels in a word should all
12

[tҩ] is the phonetic transcription of /ky/.
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be either +ATR or -ATR, nonetheless, there are exceptions. The Fante variety
has additional vowel harmony called the rounding harmony, which is based on
the rounding of the lips in the production of a vowel, this vowel harmony,
however, still follows the ±ATR harmony rule.
I investigated the use of the vowel harmony rule among the Akan second
generation migrants in Accra since they are in contact with speakers of other
languages like Gã, which do not have the ±ATR harmony rule. Thus this could
be an interesting variable to study contact.
In defining this variable, VH0 is entered when the ±ATR vowel harmony rule
is broken in a word, and in situation where there is harmony, VH1 is entered.

3.8.2.2 The variants /k/and /ky/→ [tҩ]
These two variants are allophonic variants in Akan. Dolphyne (1988: 33) observes
that in all dialects of Akan, /k/ occurs before back vowels and the central vowel
/a/, and it also occurs before front vowels in a few words where the syllable in
which /k/ occurs is followed by another syllable which begins with /s/ or /t/.
Generally, however, /k/ is replaced by /ky/ before front vowels in stem words.
The author further informs us that on the whole /k/ and /ky/ complement each
other in their distribution and that they are different pronunciations of the same
basic consonant. She cites an example where some older speakers of Akan say
[ɔkιna] instead of [ɔkyιna], which is the variants used by contemporary Akan
speakers for ‘tomorrow’. Nonetheless, by my observation, there are a few words
in which the use of /k/ or /ky/ has become dialect specific, and these words
include the Akan equivalents for ‘sugar’, ‘tongue’, and ‘repent’. The Akuapem
variety uses /k/ in these words, Asante and Fante use /ky/, and Akyem and
Kwawu usually use /k/ but they also use the variant with /ky/ for ‘sugar’. The
variants used for these words in different varieties of Akan are presented in table
3.4.
From table 3.4, I can conclude that the Asante and Fante varieties often use
the variant [tҩ], whilst Akuapem, Akyem and Kwawu varieties use the variant
/k/ in these words, although Akyem and Kwawu use [tҩ] in the variant they use
for ‘sugar’. This creates variation in how these words are pronounced in different
varieties of Akan. Therefore I investigated, which variant is used by the Akan
migrants in Accra. In defining this variable in my data, /k/ is defined as 0, /tҩ/
is defined as 1, and 2 is entered when something else happens.
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Table 3.4: The variants for sugar, tongue, and repent in different varieties of Akan

Eng. word
Sugar
Repent
Tongue

Akuapem
[æsikre]
[sakra]
[tεkrεma]

Akyem/Kwawu
[æsikre]/[æsitҩire]
[sakra]
[tεkrεma]

Asante
[æsitҩire]
[satҩιra]
[tεtҩιrεma]

Fante
[esitҩire]
[satҩιr]
[tεtҩιrεma]

3.8.2.3 The phonology of the 3rd person plural pronoun
The 3rd person plural pronoun is written in the standard orthography of Akan as
wɔn/hɔn. It is written in Twi orthography as wɔn. Fante has an additional variant
hɔn (see Dolphyne 1988, Osam 2003). Nonetheless, the wɔn variant has different
phonetic realisations in the spoken variety of different varieties of Akan. The
Akuapems pronounce it [wɔŋ], some Fante varieties pronounce it [wɔn] and the
Asantes pronounce it either as [wɔɔmʊ] or [woomu]. The Akyem generally
pronounce it [wɔŋw], but the Akyem from Begro and its surrounding villages
pronounced it [wɔɲ]. This situation creates much variation among the Akans with
regards to how this pronoun is pronounced. In Yankson (2009), however, I
documented that there is another variant [ɔmʊ], which was widely used by the
participants in Accra used in that study, despite what is generally used in their
sub-ethnic varieties. In the current study I continued this investigation to find out
which variant is used by the second generation Akan migrants in Accra. In table
3.5, I present how I have defined this variable in my data.
Table 3.5: The definition of the variant for the variable ‘the phonology of the 3rd
person plural pronoun in my data

Variant
[wɔn]
[hɔn]
[wɔŋ]
[wɔŋw]
[wɔɔmʊ]
[woomu]
[ɔmʊ]
Other

Code
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
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3.8.2.4 The phonology of the progressive marker
The progressive marker in the standard orthography of Akan is re-, phonetically
presented as [rɪ-]. In speech this morpheme has different realisations in different
varieties of Akan. Dolphyne (1988:92) notes that in Akuapem this marker is
pronounced [rɪ] with an unadvanced vowel irrespective of the tongue root
position of the vowel in the stem; i.e. whether it is an advanced or an unadvanced
vowel. She further suggests that in Fante it harmonises with the vowel of the stem
in both tongue root position and lip rounding, giving it four different realisations:
[rι], [ri], [rʊ], and [ru]. In the Asante variety this morpheme is realised as a
lengthening of the vowel of the preceding syllable, i.e. the vowel that immediately
precedes the position of the progressive marker. It is worth noting that the
lengthening of the vowel also occurs in the Akyem variety. This is illustrated in
the following examples;

Akuapem
(e1)

Abofra no
re-kɔ
Child
DEF PROG-go
‘The child is going.’

Fante
(e2)

Abofra no ro-kɔ
Child DEF PROG-go
‘The child is going.’

Akyem/Asante
(e3)

Abɔfra no-o-kɔ
Child
DEF-PROG-go
‘The child is going.’

This creates variation in the phonetic realisation of the progressive marker among
different varieties of Akan. I investigated, which variant is used by the Akan
second generation migrants in Accra. In defining this variable in my data, PM0
is entered when the variant re- [rι] is used, PM1, when the progressive is marked
by the lengthening of a vowel, and PM2, when something different is used.
The coding scheme for the phonological variables is summarised in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6a: The coding scheme for the phonological variables

Variable
Vowel harmony

Variant1
No ±ATR harmony
=VH0

Variant2
±ATR harmony
=VH1

Variant3
Other
=VH2

The use of /k/
and /tҩ/
allophone
The phonology
of the progressive
marker

/k/=0

/tҩ/=1

Other=2

re- =PM0

Lengthening of a
vowel =PM1

Other
=PM2

Table 3.6b: The coding scheme for the phonological variables: the phonology of the
3rd person plural pronoun13

Variable
Var.1
Var.2
Var.3
Var.4
Var.5
Var.6
Var.7
Var.8
Var.9

The phonology
of the 3PL
[wɔn]
[hɔn]
[wɔŋ]
[wɔŋw]
[wɔɲ]
[wɔɔmʊ]
[woomu]
[ɔmʊ]
Other

Code
W0
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8

3.8.3 Lexical Variables
In addition to the morpho-syntactic and phonological variables, 31 lexical
variables were considered. These include food items and other objects found in
the home. The selection of these lexical variables was primarily based on the fact
that they are indicators, i.e. they are items that have different variants in the
different varieties of Akan. The ability of the Akan second generation migrants in
Accra to identify the Akan name of a particular item with greater or lesser
difficulty was also taking into consideration. In what follows, I list the variables

13

The coding scheme for the phonological variables continues in table 3.6b due to of lack of space.
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in English and give the variants in the different varieties of Akan, and the code I
have given to each variant in my data.

Pepper
This variable has two basic variants in Akan. The Twi varieties call this [mæko]
and the Fantes call it [moko]. In defining this variable, M0 is entered for [mæko],
M1 for [moko], and M2 is entered when something else is used.

Tomatoes
The forms used in the different varieties of Akan for this item is the clipped form
of the English variant, which has been assimilated into the phonology of Akan.
The Twi varieties call it [ntoosi] or [ntoos] and the Fantes call it [tʊmantɪsɪ]. In
defining this variable, NT0 is entered when the variant [ntoosi] is used, NT1 when
[tʊmantɪsɪ] is used, and NT2, when [ntoos] is used, and NT3 is used when
something else occurs.

Onion
The variant used by the Twi varieties for this variable is [gyeene], whilst Fante
uses the variant, [anwʊn], from the English equivalent ‘onion’ (Forson 1979:52)
which has been assimilated into Fante phonology. The variant [anwʊn] can also
be from the Dutch equivalent ‘ajuin’ due to the contact that Dutch had with the
Gold Coast during pre-colonial times. I have defined this variable in my data by
using ON0 for the variant [gyeene], ON1 for [anwʊn], and ON2 when something
else is used.

Orange
This variable has four different variants among the Twi varieties. The variant in
the Asante variety is [ankaa], the variant used in the Akyem and the Kwawu is
[ækutuo], the Akuapems call it [ækutu], and the variant in Fante is [ekutu]. In
defining this variable, AK0 is entered when [ankaa] is used, AK1, when [ækutuo]
is used, AK2, when [ækutu] is used, AK3, when [ekutu] is used, and AK4 when
something different is used.

Lime
This variable has a different variant in almost all of the Akan varieties mentioned
in this project. The Akuapems call this item [abronnɥia], Asantes call it
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[ankæætwadɪɛ], Akyems and Kwawus call it [ankaadwɪaa], and the Fantes call it
[ankama]. In defining this variable, L0 is entered when [abronnɥia] is used, L1
for [ankæætwadɪɛ], L2 for [ankaadwɪaa], L3 for [ankama], and L4 is entered
when something else is used.

Papaya
This variable has four variants in Akan. The Asantes and Akyems call it [bɔɔfrɛ],
the variant in Kwawu is [brɔfrε], the Akuapems and some Fantes call it [brɔfɪrɪ],
and the typical Fante variant is [burosow]. In defining this variable B0 is entered
for [bɔɔfrɛ], B1 for [brɔfrε], B2 for [brɔfɪrɪ], B3 for [burosow], and B4 when
something different is used.

Garden eggs
This object also has three different variants in Akan. The Asantes call it
[nyaadʊwa], the Akyems call it [ntrɔwa], the variant in Akuapem and Kwawu is
[ntɔrιwa], and the Fantes call it [ntrɔba]. I have used NT0 to define the variant
[nyaadʊwa], NT1 for [ntrɔwa], NT2 for [ntɔrιwa], NT3 for [ntrɔba], and NT4
when something else is used.

Cup
There are two variants in the Akuapem, Asante, Akyem, and Kwawu varieties
for this variable. These are [bonsɥia] and [kruwa]. The Fantes call it [kɔɔpʊʊ],
which is the borrowed form of the English equivalent ‘cup’ or from the Dutch
‘kopje’, which has been assimilated into the phonology of Akan. In defining this
variable, K0 is entered for [bonsɥia] K1 for [kruwa], K2 for [kɔɔpʊʊ], and K3 is
entered when something else is used.

Earthenware bowl (a traditional grinding bowl)
The name for this object in the Asante, Akyem and Kwawu varieties is
[apʊtɔyʊwa]. The clipped form [ayʊwa] is also widely used among the speakers
of these varieties. The variant [asanka] is used in the Akuapem and some Fante
varieties, and other Fante variants are [posi] and [yaaba]. In defining this variable,
EB0 is entered for the variant [apʊtɔyʊwa], EB1 for [ayʊwa], EB2 for [asanka],
EB3 for [posi], EB4 for [yaaba], and EB4 when something else is used.
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The small wooden pestle14
The variant in the Asante variety for this variable is [ɛta]. The Akyem, Kwawu,
and the Akuapem varieties call it [tapoli], and the Fantes call it [tapol]. I have
defined this variable by using T0 for the variant [ɛta], T1 for [tapoli], T2 for
[tapol], and T3 when something different is used.

Ladle
This variable has three variants in Akan. The variant used in Asante is [kwantɪrɪ].
In the Akyem, Akuapem and Kwawu varieties, it is called [kwaŋkʊra], and the
variant [taŋkʊra] is also used in Fante and some Twi speaking communities. In
defining this variable, KW0 is entered for [taŋkʊra], KW1 for [kwantɪrɪ], KW2
for [kwankʊra], and KW3 is entered when something different is used.

Bread
This variable has two main variants in Akan. The Asante and Fante varieties refer
to it as [paanʊʊ], which is the Portuguese equivalent ‘paõ’ assimilated into the
phonology of Akan (Kropp-Dakubu 2012:30, and Forson 1979: 51), whilst the
Akyem, Akuapem and Kwawu varieties call it [brodo]. This variant is also from
the Dutch word ‘brood’. In my coding scheme, I have defined the variant
[paanʊʊ] as B0, [brodo] as B1, and B2 is entered when something else is used.

Pillow
This variable is referred to in Asante, Akyem and Kwahu varieties as [sumiɛ], the
Akuapems call it [sumii], and the Fantes call it [sundze] In defining this variable,
I entered SU0 for the variant [sumiɛ], SU1 for [sumii], SU2 for [sundze], and SU3
when something different is used by the participants.

Stew
The variants in the Asante and Akyem varieties for this variable is [abomuu] or
[frɔɪɛ], and the Akuapem, Kwawu, and Fante varieties refer to it as [abom] or
[frɔɪ]. In defining this variable ST0 is used for the variant [abomuu], ST1 for
[abom], ST2 for [frɔɪɛ], ST3 for [frɔɪ], and ST4, when something different is used
by the participants.

14
This is a traditionally designed piece of wood used to grind vegetables and other food items in a traditional
grinding bowl commonly known as the earthen-ware bowl.
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Bottle
The variant used in the Asante, Akyem, and Kwawu varieties to refer to this item
is [pɪntʊa]; however the clipped form [tʊa] is also widely used. The variant in the
Akuapem variety is [tumpaŋ] and the Fante variety refers to this variable as
[bɔdambɔ]. In this work, I define the variant [pɪntʊa] as P0, [tʊa] as P1, [bɔdambɔ]
as P2, [tumpaŋ] as P3, and P4 for anything else, which was used by the
participants.

Sugar
This variable has three different variants in Akan. In Asante, Kwawu, and
Akyem it is referred to as [æsitҩire], the Fantes call it [esitҩire], and the Akuapems
and some speakers of the Akyem variety call it [æsikre]. These variants are the
Portuguese equivalent ‘assucar’ (Huber 1999a) or the Dutch ‘syker’ assimilated
into the phonology of Akan. In defining this variable, AS0 is entered when
[æsitҩire] is used, AS1 is entered for [esitҩire], AS2 for [æsikre], and AS3 is entered
when something different is used.

Key
The variant in the Asante, Akyem, and Kwawu varieties for this variable is
[safʊa]. The variant in Akuapem is [safɪ̃], and the Fantes call it [saafɪ̃ɪ]̃ . These
variants are loan words from the Portuguese equivalent ‘chave’ (Kropp-Dakubu
2012:27). In defining this variable, SA0 is entered for [safʊa], SA1 for [safɪ̃], SA2
for [saafɪ̃ɪ]̃ , and SA3 is entered when something different is used.

Cloth
This variable has four different variants in Akan. The Asantes call it [ntɪ̃ma], the
Akyems and Kwawus call it [ntʊma], and the variants used in the Akuapem and
Fante varieties are [ntama] and [tam] respectively. In defining this variable, NT0
is entered when [ntɪma] is used, NT1 is entered for [ntʊma], NT2 for [ntama],
NT3 for [tam], and NT4 when something else is used.

Sponge
This variable also has three different variants in Akan. The variant used in Asante,
Akyem, and Kwawu varieties is [sapɔ]. In the Akuapem and some Fante varieties,
it is called [sapɔw], and the typical Fante variant for this variable is [sawɪr]. In
defining this variable, SAP0 is entered when [sapɔ] is used, SAP1 is entered for
[sapɔw], SAP2 for [sawɪr], and SAP3 when something different is used.
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Broom
Three different variants are given to this variable in Akan. The variant used in the
Akyem, Asante, and Kwawu varieties is [praɪɛ], the Akuapems and some Fantes
call it [praɪ], and the typical Fante term for this item is [mina]. In defining this
variable, PR0 is entered for [praɪɛ], PR1 for [praɪ], PR2 for [mina], and PR3 is
entered when something else is used.

Mud-stove15
The variant generally used in the Twi varieties for this variable is [mutҩia];
however, the variant [bʊtҩia] is used in some regional varieties of Asante and
[muka] is also used in Akuapem and some Akyem regional varieties. In the Fante
variety, the variant used for this variable is [butҩia]. In defining this variable, M0
is entered for [mutҩia], M1 for [bʊtҩia], M2 for [muka], M3 for [butҩia], and M4
is entered when something different is used.

Window
The variant for this variable in Asante and Akyem is [mpʊma]; however, in the
Akyem variety [mfɛnsɪ̃ɪ]̃ is also used. The Akuapem and the Kwawu varieties call
it [mfrεnsιrι] and the variant used in Fante is [ntokua]. It is worth pointing out
that the variants [mfɛnsɪ̃ɪ]̃ and [mfrεnsιrι] are borrowed from the Dutch word
‘Venster’, which has been assimilated into Akan (Forson 1979:51). In defining
this variable, MF0 is entered for [mpʊma], MF1 for [mfɛnsɪ̃ɪ]̃ , MF2 for [mfrεnsιrι],
MF3 for [ntokua], and MF4 when something different is used.

Towel
The variant generally used in the Twi varieties for this variable is [mpɪpahʊ]. The
variant [towuro], which is derived from English ‘towel’ has been assimilated into
the phonology of Akan. Nonetheless, the typical variant used in the Asante
variety is [bɔɔdʊba], and the Fantes refer to it as [ntuhũ]. Therefore, there are four
different variants for this variable in Akan. In defining this variable, MP0 is
entered for [mpɪpahʊ], MP1 for [towuro], MP2 for [bɔɔdʊba], MP3 for [ntuhu],
and MP4 is entered when something different is used by the participants.

15

This is a traditionally designed stove made of clay and uses firewood
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The long wooden pestle16
This variable has two basic variants in Akan. The Twi varieties call it [wɔma] or
[truba], and the Fantes call it [dwomba]. W0 is entered for [wɔma], W1 for
[dwomba], W2 for [truba] and W3 is entered when something different is used.

Bathroom
This variable has four variants in Akan. The variant in the Asante and Akyem
varieties is [ædwaaɪɛ]. The Kwawu variety refer to it as [ædwarιε], the Akuapems
call it [æguarɪ], and the Fantes call it [egruaɪ]. In defining this variable, GU0 is
entered for the variant [ædwaaɪɛ], GU1 for [ædwarιε], GU2 [æguarɪ], GU3 for
[egruaɪ], and GU4 is entered when something different is used.

Saucepan
The basic variant in Akan for this item is [tҩɛnsɪ̃ɪ]̃ ; however the English word
[silva] has been borrowed and assimilated into the phonology of Akan as [sɪlɪba],
which is also widely used. In addition, the Akuapem variety has the variant
[kantҩɪ̃ɪ]̃ . In all, this gives us three variants for this variable. In defining this
variable, SIL0 is entered for [tҩɛnsɪ̃ɪ]̃ , SIL1 for [sɪlɪba], SIL2 for [kantҩɪ̃ɪ]̃ and SIL3
when something different is used.

Kitchen stool
The variant generally used in the Asante, Akyem and Kwawu varieties is
[akonnwa], and the Akuapem variety refers to it as [akoŋŋua]. The variants
[adamædwa] and [adamægua] are used in the Akyem and Kwawu varieties, and
the Akuapem variety respectively. The Fantes call it [egua]. This gives us five
different variants for this variable in Akan. In defining this variable, AD0 is
entered for [akonnwa], AD1 for [akoŋŋua], AD2 for [adamædwa], AD3 for
[adamægua], AD4 for [egua], and AD5 is entered when something different is
used.

Table chair
This variable is also generally referred to in the Asante, Akyem, and Kwawu
varieties as [akonnwa], and the variant in Akuapem is [akoŋŋua]. However, the
variants [akentennwa] and [akenteŋŋua] are used in the Akyem and Kwawu
varieties, and the Akuapem variety respectively. The variant in Fante is [egua]. I
have defined this variable by entering AK0 for the variant [akonnwa], AK1 for
16
This is a traditionally designed piece of wood used to pound cassava and other food items in a traditionally
designed wooden mortar
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[akoŋŋua], AK2 for [akentennwa], AK3 for [akenteŋŋua], AK4 for [egua], and
AK5 when something different is used.

Bucket
The variant generally used among the Akans for this variable is [bokiti], which is
derived from English ‘bucket’ and assimilated into the phonology of Akan. This
variant is defined as B0, and B1 is entered when something else is used.

Plate
The variant generally used among the Akans for this variable is [prɛtɪ], which is
borrowed from English and assimilated into the phonology of Akan. The Asante
variety has the variant [tafrabɔtɔ]. In defining this variable, TA0 is entered for
[prɛtɪ], TA1 for [tafrabɔtɔ], and TA2 when something different is used.
The coding scheme for the lexical variables is summarised in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7: The coding scheme for the lexical variables

Variable

Var.1

Var.2

Var.3

Pepper

[mæko]
= MO
[ntoosi]
= NT0
[gyeene]
= ON0
[ankaa]
= AK0
[abronnɥia]

[moko]
= M1
[tʊmantɪsɪ]
=NT1
[anwʊn]
=ON1
[ækutuo]
=AK1
[aŋkæætwadɪ
ɛ]
=L1
[brɔfrε]
=B1
[ntrɔwa]
=NT1
[kruwa]
=K1
[ayʊwa]
=EB1
[tapoli]
=T1
[kwantɪrɪ]
=KW1
[brodo]

Other
=M2
[ntoos]
=NT2
Other
=ON2
[ækutu]
=AK2
[aŋkaadwɪaa]

Tomatoe
Onions
Orange
Lime

Papaya
Garden
eggs
Cup
E.ware
bowl
Small w.
pestle
Ladle
Bread

= L0
[bɔɔfɪrɛ]
=B0
[nyaadʊwa]
=NT0
[bonsɥia]
=K0
[apʊtɔyʊwa]
=EB0
[ɛta]
=T0
[taŋkʊra]
=KW0
[paanʊʊ]

=L2
[brɔfιrι]
=B2
[ntɔrιwa]
=NT2
[kɔɔpʊʊ]
=K2
[asanka]
=EB2
[tapol]
=T2
[kwaŋkʊra]
=KW2
Other

Var.4

Var.5

Var.6

Other
= NT3

[ekutu]
=AK3
[aŋkama]

Other
=AK4
Other

=L3
[burosow]
=B3
[ntrɔba]
=NT3
Other
=K3
[posi]
=EB3
Other
=T3
Other
=KW3

=L4
Other
=B4
Other
=NT4

[yaaba]
=EB4

Other
= EB5
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Kitchen
stool

=B0
[sumiiɛ]
=SU0
[abomuu]
=ST0
[pɪntʊa]
=P0
[æsitҩire]
=AS0
[safʊa]
=SA0
[ntɪ̃ma]
=NT0
[sapɔ]
=SAP0
[praɪɛ]
=PR0
[mutҩia]
=M0
[mpʊ̃ma]
=MF0
[mpɪpahʊ]
=MP0
[Wɔma]
=W0
[ædwaaɪɛ]
=GU0
[kyɛnsɪ̃ɪ]̃
=SIL0
[akonnwa]
=Ad0

= B1
[sumii]
=SU1
[abom]
=ST1
[tʊa]
=P1
[esitҩire]
=AS1
[safɪ̃]
=SA1
[ntʊ̃ma]
=NT1
[sapɔw]
=SAP1
[praɪ]
=PR1
[bʊtҩɪa]
=M1
[mfɛnsɪ̃ɪ]̃
=MF1
[towuro]
=MP1
[Dwʊmba]
=W1
[ædwarιε]
=GU1
[sɪlɪba]
=SIL1
[akoŋŋua]
=Ad1

=B2
[sundzɪ]
=SU2
[frɔɪɛ]
=ST2
[bɔdambɔ]
=P2
[æsikre]
=AS2
[saafɪ̃ɪ]̃
=SA2
[ntama]
=NT2
[sawɪr]
=SAP2
[mina]
=PR2
[muka]
=M2
[mfrεnsιrι]
=MF2
[bɔɔdʊba]
=MP2
[truba]
=W2
[æguarιɪ]
=GU2
[kankyɪ̃ɪ]̃
=SIL2
[adamædwa]
=Ad2

Table
chair

[akonnwa]
=AK0

[akoŋŋua]
=AK1

Plate

[prɛtɪ]
=TA0
[bokiti]
= B0

[tafrabɔtɔ]
=TA1
Other
=1

[akentennwa
]
=AK2
Other
=TA2

Pillow
Stew
Bottle
Sugar
Key
Cloth
Sponge
Broom
Mudstove
Window
Towel
The long
Pestle
B.room
S.pan

Bucket

Other
=SU3
[frɔɪ]
=ST3
[tumpaŋ]
=P3
Other
=S3
Other
=SA3
[tãm]
=NT3
Other
=SAP4
Other
=PR3
[butҩia]
=M3
[ntokua]
=MF3
[ntuhu]
=MP3
Other
= W3
[egruaι]
=GU3
Other
=SIL3
[adamægu
a]
=Ad3
[akenteŋŋu
a]
= AK3

Other
=ST4
Other
= P4

Other
=NT4

Other
=M4
Other
= MF4
Other
=MP4

Other
=GU4

[egua]
= Ad4

Other
=Ad5

[egua]
= AK4

Other
=AK5

3.9 THE EXTRA-LINGUISTIC PARAMETERS
Kerswill (1994) has noted that for the purposes of a sociolinguistic study, finding
a set of extra-linguistic parameters relevant to the group of participants is of
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crucial importance. The majority of urban sociolinguistic surveys, for instance
those in Labov (1966) and Trudgill (1974a), have focused on age, sex, and social
class differences as the extra-linguistic parameters they investigated in their group
of participants. In addition to this, the general consensus in the literature is that
the social network types of the individual also influence his or her language
practices (Gal 1978, L. Milroy 2002, Milroy and Milroy 1992, Bortorni-Ricardo
1985, Kerswill 1994, and Milroy and Gordon 2003).
An individual’s social network is defined straightforwardly as the aggregate of
relationships contracted with others, a boundless web of ties which reaches out
through a whole society linking people to one another however remotely (Milroy
and Milroy 1992, L. Milroy 2002, and Milroy and Gordon 2003). The number
and strength of ties which bind an individual to others are not easily determined,
especially in socially and geographically mobile sectors of the economy (Milroy
and Milroy 1985). As a result, for practical reasons, research interest generally
focusses on first-order network ties, which consist of those an individual directly
interacts with. Within the first-order zone, a distinction is made between the
strong and weak ties of everyday life: i.e. ties which connect friends and kin as
opposed to those which connect acquaintances (Milroy 2002:550). Networks
constituted mainly of close-knit, strong (dense and multiplex) ties support
localised linguistic norms resisting pressures to adopt competing external norms.
By the same token, if those ties are weakened, conditions favourable to language
change are produced. A person with a less close-knit social network is more
vulnerable to influences from a publicly legitimised form of speech because the
normative pressure of the network is less strong (Milroy 1980, L. Milroy 2002,
and Kerswill 1994).
Kerswill (1994) further argues that there are also quite separate qualitative
differences between networks. In many cases, these have to do with the
differences in ethnicity or a similar social parameter of the people an individual
has social contact with in his or her network, no matter the density or multiplicity
of the network. In Oberwart, a bilingual village in Austria, Gal (1978a,) found
that a person’s use of Hungarian or German can be largely predicted by the degree
to which his or her social contacts can be regarded as ‘peasant’ or ‘worker’. This
is because ‘peasant’ is associated with the use of Hungarian and ‘worker’ with
German. Secondly, Kerswill (1994) informs us that among the Strill migrants in
Bergen, Norway, a difference related to ethnicity is likely to be relevant to the
variants they use. A Stril migrant’s use of Stril or Bergen variants is influenced by
whether his or her contacts are predominantly Stril or Bergen. This suggests that
for migrant communities, the ethnicity of the social network has the possibility of
influencing the speech of the individual.
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Kropp-Dakubu (1997:57) has also suggested that in an urban domain,
especially a linguistically mixed one such as Accra, a non-domestic social domain
of linguistic interaction that individuals have in places like work, church, school,
and leisure activities depends on networks of linguistic contacts they have in these
domains. The networks of linguistic contacts in these domains are usually
different from what they have with their relatives. Thus the languages that
residents in Accra use to communicate with those they meet at non-domestic
domains may be very different from what they use with their relatives at home.
The residents of Accra use two major types of housing: the ‘self-contained’
housing and the ‘compound housing’. The ‘self contained’ housing is usually a
bungalow or flat with all the facilities: sitting room, bed room(s), kitchen, and
washroom, which a family uses it alone without sharing it with another family.
The compound housing is a kind of housing in Accra and in most urban centres
in Ghana, where usually, different migrant families have rented single rooms (i.e.
just one room) or a chamber and a hall (i.e. a bedroom and a sitting room) in the
same house and therefore share the same compound. Sometimes, these migrant
families may come from different ethnic and linguistic backgrounds. During my
fieldwork, I also came across the family housing system. This is usually a very big
house owned by a family member (e.g. grandparent), which houses members of
the same extended family. In addition to this, intermarriages between the different
sub-ethnic groups of Akan and between Akan and other ethnic groups were also
observed.This situation creates an environment conducive to language and ethnic
contact in the home and contributes to language change. Kerswill (1994) has
already observed that the geographical origin of people in the participants’
household may well be the strongest single influence on speech. Making reference
to HPD (1978)17 and Tandefelt (1988:159), he writes that the results of previous
studies, which deal with the use of majority language groups, suggest that this is
usually the case. HPD (1978) notes that a high level of fluency in German among
foreign guest workers is strongly influenced by marriage to a German. Tandefelt
(1988) also considers exogamy as the strongest single parameter of language shift
to Finnish in Swedish-speaking families in Helsinki.
The urban neighbourhood of Accra in terms of the proportion of ethnic groups
demonstrates a fairly even-spread. A distinction can be made, however, between
neighbourhoods where Akan dominates and those that are dominated by other
ethnic groups (Agyei-Mensah and Owusu 2010). In the survey discussed in
chapter four, the responses also indicated the presence of different languages in
the neigbourhoods of Accra. Bodomo et al. (2009) has also pointed out situations
where the residence of Accra used different languages when communicating with
neighbours depending on their ethnic background. This is an indication of the
17

HPD stands for Heidelberger Forschungsprojekt ‘Pidgin-Deutsch’
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likelihood that the residents of Accra are in contact with different ethnic groups
and languages in their neighbourhoods and therefore may use different languages
in their neighbourhoods from what they use at home.
The multilingual and multi-ethnic nature of Accra is felt in the churches. The
data of Bodomo et al. (2009) suggest that in Accra more children use English at
church even when they are communicating with friends with whom they share
the same first language. They further inform us that the parents of these children
usually opt for the first language (i.e.their native local language) when thay have
to deal with friends with whom they share the same language. Albakry and Ofori
(2011) also point out that all the major languages in Accra including English,
Akan, Gã, Ewe, (and also Dagaare) are used in Catholic Masses. This means that
at church, the residents of Accra can be in contact with different languages and
people from different linguistic and ethnic backgrounds. This situation also
creates an environment conduicive to language contact and change.
Bodomo et al. (2009) show that the number of languages spoken by school
children in Accra range from two to six. This is a reflection of the multi-ethnic
and multi-lingual nature of Accra in the educational institutions. This means that
in the educational institutions in Accra, members are in contact with different
languages and people from different ethnic backgrounds. Nonetheless, due to the
formality of the school system, English is the major language used in the
classroom (Forson 1979 and Anamoah-Mensah 2002). Therefore many school
children communicate in English with friends even if they share the same first
language (Bodomo et al. 2009).
The linguistic heterogeneity of Accra which reflects in the major domains of
contact as I have shown creates environments conduicive to language contact and
change.
Adapting the social network approach with particular attention to the
qualitative differences: specifically the ethnicity of the network, and taking the
linguistically mixed urban domain of Accra into consideration, the extralinguistic parameter I selected for investigation is ‘the participants’ ethnic and
language contact in their informal social networks’. In this study, I define social
network, as those with whom the participants directly interact in their household,
neighbourhood, school, and at church. This includes participants’ ethnic and
language contact in their household, neighbourhood, educational setting, and
church. In each of these domains, I took the language variety/varieties generally
used in these domains into consideration, i.e. the contact settings, ethnic origins
of friends of the participants in these domains, and the language variety the
participants use to communicate with their friends in these domains. I also took
into consideration the contact the participants have with their towns of origin
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where their native variety of Akan is spoken, and whether there is ethnic
association for the sub-ethnic Akan group in Accra of which they are members.
Putting all of these together, I developed four sub-parameters from the broad
extra-linguistic parameter participants’ ethnic and language contact in their social
networks and these are:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Contact with English in the participants’ social networks,
Contact with other local ethnic groups and languages in the
participants’ social network,
Contact with other Akan varieties in the participants’ social network,
Contact with native Akan variety under consideration in the
participants’ social network

The selection of these sub-parameters was based on the ethnic groups, languages,
and Akan varieties that the participants are likely to be in contact with in their
social networks considering the multi-ethnic and multilingual nature of Accra
discussed in chapter two and in this section.
I obtained information on these by asking the participants directly during the
semi-structured and informal conversational interviews that I had with them. This
was the most practical means of obtaining this information due to the complex
social structure of urban areas. Again, the difficulty in trying to directly observe
the kind of people an individual interacts with on daily basis in urban areas, which
are usually not territorially based, makes asking participants to provide me with
such information more feasible. Kerswill (1994) notes these difficulties and states
that without adopting ethnographic methods, obtaining information on a
participant’s social integration in an urban community is difficult for the
following reasons:
(a) The social structure of a city is far more complex than that of a traditional
rural district,
(b) The social networks of urban dwellers are less likely to be strongly
territorially based and therefore more difficult to observe.
(c) Migrants have various important contacts, which are in varying degrees
separate from contacts they have at work and in their neighbourhoods.
These contacts may be relations and friends from their homelands, and
people they have met in the city.
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The impossibility of extensively observing the participants in such studies means
that their networks can only be investigated through direct questioning during
interviews.
The following are the information I sought from the participants with regards
to their ethnic and language contact in their social network.
(a) The ethnicities of the people in the participants’ household, the language
varieties available in the household, and the language variety/varieties
they use as medium of communication.
(b) The ethnicities of the friends of the participants in their neighbourhood,
the language variety/varieties generally spoken in the neighbourhood,
and the language varieties that they (i.e. participants and friends) use to
communicate.
(c) The ethnicities of the friends of participants at the schools they have
attended, the language variety/varieties generally used in their school
environments, and the language variety/varieties that they use to
communicate with their friends at school.
(d) The ethnicities of the friends, of the participants at church, the language
variety/varieties available to them at church, and the language variety or
varieties that they use to communicate with their friends at church.
(e) The contact that the participants have with their towns of origin where
their native Akan variety under consideration is spoken.
(f) Whether there is an ethnic or tribal association of their town of origin in
Accra of which the participants are members, and how often they attend
meetings.
Investigating the ethnicities and the language varieties available to the second
generation migrants in their social networks, and the language varieties spoken in
their environments this way, was crucial in this research. This is because it is
possible for some individuals to live in a linguistically diverse urban community
such as Accra, and to be insulated against its linguistic pressures due to the kind
of people they surround themselves with. Finding the ethnicities of the people
the second generation migrants interact with in their social networks, the
language varieties participants use to communicate with them, and the language
varieties spoken in their environments, helped tremendously in knowing the
language varieties the participants are directly in contact with in the linguistic and
ethnic diversity of Accra, and how this has contributed to the Akan variety they
speak.
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3.10 METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK
The audio digital recordings of both the semi-structured and the free informal
conversational interviews for both the participants in the rural communities and
the second generation migrants in Accra were transcribed. The linguistic variants
used by the participants for the variables selected for investigation were analysed
using basically the linguistic processes in new-dialect formation which result from
contact between linguistic sub-systems (Trudgill 1986). As the linguistic situation
of Accra is complex; having both different varieties of Akan (linguistic subsystems) and other languages (linguistic systems), other contact linguistics
phenomena such as borrowing, interlanguage forms, and codeswitching which
result from contact between different linguistic systems, were also employed in
the analysis. Furthermore, other theoretical issues of interest such as second
language acquisition and attrition were also raised. After the analysis of the
linguistic variants, the information on the extra-linguistic parameters participants’ ethnic and language contact in their social network, which were
taken from the participants in Accra, were also analysed and correlated with the
variants these participants used.

3.10.1 Linguistic variants resulting from contact within the same
system
The variants that the informants used which resulted from contact between
different varieties of Akan (linguistic sub-systems), and which formed the bulk of
the data, were analysed using the linguistic processes found in new-dialect
formation or koineisation. Kerswill and Trudgill (2005:202) note that studies of
new-dialect formation have been conducted in a number of frameworks. One such
framework is linguistic and descriptive in nature, and deals in traditional units of
analysis such as the phoneme. It allows for careful linguistic description: origins
of features are sought in input dialects and in such processes as levelling. Social
explanations are given afterwards and the concentration is usually on
demography.
Adapting this approach, I first, analysed the variants used by the participants
in the rural Kwawu and Asante communities for the linguistic variables selected
for investigation. These variants served as controls for the variants used by the
second generation migrants for the linguistic variables under investigation. I
proceeded to analyse the variants that the second generation migrants used for the
linguistic variables under investigation. The variants used by the participants in
the Kwawu and Asante rural communities served as baseline controls for the
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variants used by their respective second generation migrants in Accra. Therefore,
I compared the variants used by the second generation migrants with variants
used by those in the rural communities. The differences were highlighted and
analysed using the various linguistic processes found in new dialect formation as
documented in the literature (see Trudgill 1986a, Trudgill 2004, Kerswill and
Trudgill 2005).

3.10.1.1 Theoretical interpretation
Kerswill and Trudgill define new-dialect formation as the emergence of
distinctive, new language variety following the migration of people speaking
mutually intelligible dialect to a new location. As such, it is often an extreme and
very rapid form of dialect convergence. The authors further note that new-dialect
formation is characterised by a number of linguistic and social psychological
processes (2005: 196 and 197). The linguistic processes in new dialect formation
described in the literature are mixing, levelling, simplification, inter-dialect forms,
reallocation and focussing (see Trudgill 1986a, 2004, Kerswill 1994, 2002a,
Kerswill and Trudgill 2005). Solheim has observed that the resulting linguistic
processes of new-dialect formation are often summarised as koineisation, which
describes the development of a common, more uniform language (2009:193).
Many scholars have tried to define and explain what koineisation entails (e. g
Siegel 1985, Kerswill 2002a and 1994) and many of these definitions and
explanations can be equated to the definition of new-dialect formation as given
by Kerswill and Trudgill (2005) and outlined above. Kerswill (2002a) defines
koineisation as a contact-induced process that leads to quite rapid, and
occasionally dramatic, change. He further argues that through koineisation, new
varieties of a language are brought about due to contact between speakers of
mutually intelligible varieties of that language. Kerswill states elsewhere that
language change, whether or not contact-induced, does not simply happen
gradually and imperceptibly in every respect, but that it occurs in a social context.
As a result, koineisation, which is a contact-induced phenomenon, typically
occurs in new settlements to which people have migrated from different parts of
a single language area. It is, therefore, most likely a major factor in the early
development of dialects which have been subject to large scale migration of
speakers of related language varieties (Kerswill 1994 and 2002a, see also Trudgill
2004: 84, and Siegel 1985). Trudgill notes that, for this reason, koineisation seems
to be a process that is on the increase in many parts of the world, and is leading
to the growth in the number of new, mixed, and therefore simplified dialects
(1989).
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In what follows I will briefly discuss the various linguistic processes found in
new-dialect formation or koineisation. It is worth noting that in this work the
terms new dialect formation and koineisation are used interchangeably.

3.10.1.2 Mixing
Dialect mixing is defined as the coexistence of features with origins in the different
input dialects within the new community, usually because speakers have different
dialect origins (Kerswill and Trudgill 2005). Trudgill (2004:16) has observed that
there is a clear mix of British regional dialect features in the ONZE (Origin of
New Zealand English) project archive. He writes that the English varieties that
New Zealand had contact with, came from England, Scotland and Ireland.
Therefore there are features in the speech of participants in the ONZE project that
can be associated with the varieties spoken in these areas. For instance, Tudgill
notes that there are many instances of forms that can be associated with the
southwest of England. Some of these features are:
(a) the ‘present tense be’, which occurred in expressions like ‘there be several’,
and
(b) The pronunciation of wasn’t as /wɒdn/
Furthermore, there are forms, which are of Irish origin. This feature is the
perfective grammatical construction exemplified as;
He was after carrying 20 bags of wheat
The above notwithstanding, Trudgill further notes that there are a number of
grammatical forms which are clearly of Scottish origin, such as:
(a) Given the plural form of sheaf as ‘sheaves’, and
(b) The use of nominal rather than verbal negation exemplified as;
i)
ii)

‘They had no ploughs’ instead of ‘they didn’t have any ploughs’
‘They would get no food’ instead of ‘they wouldn’t get any food’

In my analysis, I therefore, looked out for the mixing of variants from different
varieties of Akan in the variants used by the second generation migrants in Accra.
This was achieved by comparing the variants used by the second generation
migrants in Accra and the participants in the rural communities for the linguistics
variables selected for investigation. It was predicted that the second generation
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migrants in Accra would mix variants from the various varieties of Akan due to
the migration of speakers of other Akan varieties to Accra.

3.10.1.3 Levelling
An early use of the term levelling in the context of new-dialect formation can be
found in Blanc (1968), who describes its operation in the development of modern
Hebrew, which he refers to as a koiné (Kerswill and Trudgill 2005). Dialect
levelling is defined as the reduction in the number of realisations of linguistic units
found in a defined area, usually through the loss of geographically and
demographically restricted or ‘marked’ variants (Torgersen and Kerswill 2004:24
and Trudgill 2004:114). This implies that during the levelling process, it is usually
the majority form that survives. Trudgill states, for instance, that New Zealand
English is a variety which is, from a phonological point of view, basically from
the southeast England. This is because individual forms found in the southeast of
England were very often the majority forms in the original dialect mixture, and
therefore survived the levelling process. As a result, there were some south-eastern
English features, which were levelled out because they were in the minority. One
of these features was the merger of /W/ and /M/ as in ‘which’, ‘where’ and
‘white’. Trudgill, therefore, observes that it is the Scottish, Irish, and northern
England form which survived the levelling process as far as this variable is
concerned. He attributes this survival to purely demographic reasons because
there were more speakers who distinguished between /W/ and /M/ than those
who merged them (2004:115 and 117).
In my analysis, I looked for levelling in the variants used by the second
generation migrant in Accra and whether the characteristic of the variants that
are lost can be related to what has been discovered in the literature. I achieved
this by comparing the variants the participants used for the linguistic variables
selected for investigation and what is used in other varieties of Akan. I
expected that the second generation migrants would use variants that exist in
the majority of the different varieties of Akan and the demographically
restricted variants would be levelled out.

3.10.1.4 Simplification
Simplification is a controversial, problematic, and difficult notion since it can
refer to a variety of different processes of change as well as to the final product or
consequences of such changes (Winford 2003, Kerswill 1994, Mesthrie 1993, and
Trudgill 1986a). According to Kerswill (2002a), simplification refers to either an
increase in regularity or a decrease in markedness. Quoting Mühlhäusler (1974),
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however, Kerswill writes that in practice, this means a decrease in irregularity in
morphology and an increase in invariable word forms, to which can be added to
the loss of categories such as gender, the loss of morphologically marked cases,
simplified morphophonemics, and a decrease in the number of phonemes (See
also Mühlhäusler 1980, Trudgill 1986a, Siegel 1985, Mesthrie 1993, and Kerswill
1994). Simplification, therefore, involves the reduction in the number of linguistic
categories as it happens in levelling (Mesthrie 1993), however, this reduction
targets the forms that are complex, marked or irregular. Trudgill (2004: 85) refers
to the reduction in linguistic categories in this manner as unmarking. He suggests
that it is not always the majority forms that are selected during the levelling
process. In some cases, linguistic markedness and regularity or simplicity may be
involved. This means that unmarked and more regular forms may survive even if
they are not the majority form. Fiji Hindi is a Hindi variety which has developed
through a dialect mixture scenario. The form which has usually survived in the
development of Fiji Hindi is the one which is favoured by two out of the three
contributing dialects: Standard Hindi, Bhojpuri and Awadi18. Where there was no
such two-to-one majority, however, the form that was simpler was selected. This
can be realised in the optative first-person plural ending of verbs illustrated in
Trudgill (2004) as follows:
Std. Hindi
-ẽ:

Bhojpuri
-ɪ̃:

Awadi
-i:

Fiji Hindi
-i:

In a three-way competition as it can be seen in this example, the non-nasal ending
survives at the expense of forms with phonologically marked nasal vowels
because that seems simpler and unmarked. Trudgill further notes that the complex
eastern Andalusian eight-vowel system and its concomitant patterns of vowel
harmony did not make it into American Spanish, perhaps because of its
complexity (2004:85, 86 and 1986a:102).
In the analysis of the variants used by the second generation migrants in Accra
for the linguistic variables selected for investigation, I looked out for
simplification processes. This was achieved by comparing the lexical, morphosyntactic and phonological variables found in the variants used by the second
generation migrants in Accra and the participants in the rural communities. In
this case, the expectation was that the second generation migrants will use
variants that are simpler and regular in the variants for some of the variables.

18

This variety is also referred to as Avadhi in some works: e.g. Kerswill 2002a
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3.10.1.5 Inter-dialect forms
Inter-dialect forms are forms which were not actually present in any of the dialects
contributing to the mixture but which arise out of interaction between them
(Trudgill 2004, Kerswill and Trudgill 2005, Millar 2008). Trudgill (2004: 86, 87)
distinguishes between three types of inter-dialect forms as follows:
(a) Inter-dialect forms may be forms which are simpler and more regular
than any of the forms present in the original dialect mixture.
This type of inter-dialect forms can be found in Kerswill (2002a). Kerswill lists
some forms in Odda Norwegian koiné, which can be described as having simpler
and more regular inter-dialect forms if one compares them to the input dialects
(Western and Eastern Norwegian), which generated the Odda Norwegian koiné.

Table 3.8: Inter-dialect forms in Odda, cited from Kerswill (2002a)

Odda
Kɔmә
Sɔ:mә
Vɛgαʁ
ɛlvәʁ

Western
Norwegian
ҫe:mә
sɸ:vә
vɛɟjәr
ɛlvαr

Eastern
Norwegian
kɔmәr
sɔ:mәr
vɛgәr
ɛlvәr

English meaning
‘come’ (present tense)
‘sleep’ (present tense)
‘walls’ (masc. noun)
‘rivers’ (fem. nouns)

In Odda, the forms /Kɔmә/ and /Sɔ:mә/ are used for the present tense of ‘come’
and ‘sleep’ respectively. Kerswill explains that these are simple in the sense that
they do not show the present-tense stem change found in some ‘strong’ verbs in
parts of the south-west, this can be seen, for example if I compare /ҫe:mә/ and
/sɸ:vә/, with the infinitive forms /kɔmα/ and /sɔ:vα/ of these verbs. These are
genuine inter-dialect forms as they combine the simplified eastern stem (i.e.
Eastern Norwegian variant) with the western strong-verb suffix /ә/ (Kerswill
2002a).
We can also refer to the Odda noun plural system represented by the forms
/Vɛgαʁ / and /ɛlvәʁ/ in the last two examples in the data. According to Kerswill,
these differ from the majority western variants, and they show an increase in
morphological regularity. The reason for this is that in West Norwegian dialects,
masculine and feminine nouns fall into two classes depending on whether the
plural ending is /αr/ or /әr/. Kerswill notes that most, but not all, masculine
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nouns like hest ‘horse’ take /αr/ (implying that a few masculine nouns in west
Norwegian like the one in the data take /әr/), whilst feminine nouns like seng
‘bed’ tend to take /әr/ (implying some takes /αr/ as seen in the variants for West
Norwegian in the above data). Kerswill observes that in Odda this pattern has
been generalised to all masculine and feminine nouns, leading to the new interdialect forms /Vɛgαʁ/ and /ɛlvәʁ/ (Kerswill 2002a). This type of inter-dialect
form is similar to simplification.
(b) Furthermore, inter-dialect forms may be intermediate forms. These are
forms which are phonological, morphological or syntactic variants which
are novel and intermediate between the contributing forms in the mixture
(see also Penny 2000:41 and Trudgill 1986a).
In illustrating this type of inter-dialect form, Trudgill (2004:94) cites an example
from Mougeon and Beniak (1994:26). Mougeon and Beniak (1994) makes
reference to intermediate compromise forms in Canadian French. There are three
different French forms of gens ‘people’, the standard /ʒã/, Picard /ʒẽ/ and
Saintongeais /hã/. These forms have combined to produce the Québécois /hẽ/,
which, as can be seen, is an intermediate of the variants for the Standard, Picards
and the Saintangeais variants. A further example of inter-dialect form of this
nature comes from Norwegian. Rekdal (1971) investigated long term
accommodation by speakers from Sundal to Oslo, after being resident in Oslo
from one to five years. He noted the occurrence of a number of ‘hybrid’ forms in
the speech of her participants that are found in neither Oslo nor Sundal
Norwegian. An example included is the verb ‘to work’ illustrated as follows;
Sundal
/jub/

Oslo
/jɔbә/

inter-dialect
/jubә/

From the above example, we can see that the inter-dialect form /jubә/ is the
combination of the initial part of the variant from Sundal ju- and the final syllable
of the variant from Oslo –bә.
It is worthy of note that interdialect is not the only source of intermediate
forms. There are variants in some varieties which may naturally be linguistically
intermediate compared to variants that occur in other varieties. Such forms
usually survive in dialect mixture scenarios. Samuels (1972) shows that forms
entering into a dialect mixture which happen to be intermediate between other
contributing forms may be more likely to survive, even if they are in a minority,
simply as a result of their linguistically intermediate status. An example of this
form is found in colonial English of 15th century and 16th century Ireland which
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resulted from a mixture of regional English forms derived from Herefordshire,
Gloucestershire, Somerset, Devon, Shropshire, Cheshire and Lancashire.
Samuels (1972) suggests that the form euch ‘each’, originally from southern
Hereford and a minority form survived in Anglo-Irish because it was a convenient
compromise form between the northern uch ‘each’ of Lancashire and Cheshire
and the southern ech ‘each’ of Glocestershire, Somerset and Devon.
(c) Inter-dialect forms may also be forms which are the result of hyper
adaptation. The best known form of this is ‘hypercorrection’ in which
speakers attempt to use forms from higher status accents but employ an
incorrect analysis and extends changes to items where they are
inappropriate.
Trudgill (2004:95, 96) noticed that a common inter-dialect feature on the
ONZE tape is hyper-adaptive, where initial /h/ is used in words like and, I, and
apple. As an example, Trudgill cites a participant who begins almost all stressedvowel initial words in her speech with /h/. Secondly, nearly all words which
begin with /W/ actually begin with /M/ in her idiolect. Trudgill explains this as
an inter-dialect form which results from misanalysis during the course of
accommodation.
In the analysis of the variants the second generation migrants used for the
linguistic variables selected for investigation, I looked out for forms that could be
described as inter-dialect forms. This was achieved by comparing the variants the
second generation migrants used with what occurs in the various varieties of
Akan. It was expected that the second generation migrants would use some
variants which do not exist in any of the different varieties of Akan but which
arise as a result of interaction between the varieties that can be found in Accra.

3.10.1.6 Focussing
Focussing is the process by which the new variety acquires norms and stability
(Trudgill 2004:88, see also Le Page and Tabouret-Keller 1985). Trudgill (2004:88)
argues that, although focussing follows levelling, i.e. the reduction in the number
of variants, the reverse is not the case. This is due the fact that a reduction in the
number of variants does not in itself lead to stability and societally shared norms.
Focussing has usually been observed as occurring in the speech of the third
generation of migrants, i.e. the grandchildren of the first migrants (Trudgill 2004,
Kerswill 2002a). Kerswill (2002a), however, referring to data from Milton Keynes
(see also Kerswill and Williams 2000, Kerswill 1994b, and Cheshire et al. 1999)
state that focussing can be fully achieved in the speech of the children of the first
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migrants. He notes that particular conditions may mean that focussing takes place
earlier, later, or not at all (Kerswill 2002a).
The kind and level of social integration can affect the speed with which
focussing takes place. A socially homogenous community is likely to koineise
faster than one with considerable social divisions (Kerswill 2002a). Kerswill notes
that in the early years of Hɸyanger’s existence, there was considerable social
segregation between the families of the managers, professionals, and workers,
with housing being located in different part of the town. More importantly, whilst
the workers came mainly from the same county as Hɸyanger, the managers and
professionals came from the east of the country. This meant that the linguistic
convergence between the two groups could only take place later, as social and
geographical allegiances became more oriented towards the new community
(Kerswill 2002a).
The degree of the (linguistic) differences between the input varieties can also
affect the speed with which focussing takes place. Kerswill notes that in Milton
Keynes, unlike the other cases considered, the dialect differences are for the most
part subtle, being restricted to minor sub-phonemic variations. As a result, most
of the usual heterogeneity found among first-generation children is simply
bypassed, given sufficient opportunities for contact among children and
adolescents, and focussing toward a new variety is accelerated. Children’s access
to a peer group is, therefore, crucial to the time with which dialect contact and
dialect mixture produces a focused variety (2002a).
In my analysis, I wanted to see if focussing has taken place in Accra. I achieved
this by comparing the linguistic variables selected for investigation in the variants
used by the second generation migrants to see if all the second generation
migrants will use the same variants for the variables. I predicted that focussing
would not yet have taken place in Accra considering the linguistic difference in
the input varieties. There is, however, the possibility that the second generation
migrants would use the same variants for some of the variables.

3.10.1.7 Reallocation
Trudgill (2004:87, 88) writes that occasionally, even after levelling, more than one
competing variant left over from the original mixture may survive the focusing
process. Where this happens, reallocation will occur such that variants originally
from different regional dialects will become social class variants, stylistic variants,
or in the case of phonology, allophonic variants in the new dialect. In Trudgill
(2004:124), He cites an example in Australian English, which also developed from
a colonial dialect contact situation, where two pronunciations for the vowel in the
lexical set of DANCE; /a: / and /æ/ have been retained after levelling and
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reallocation. He noted that the /a: / vowel has been associated with more
prestigious varieties and /æ/ with lower status varieties.
I looked out for variants, which originally belong to different varieties of Akan,
but which have now been re-functionalised in the Akan variety spoken by the
second generation migrants. There were no such variants as focussing had not yet
occurred.

3.10.1.8 Stages in new-dialect formation
New dialect formation or koineisation is not instantaneous, therefore, it is
possible to isolate the chronological stages through which it must pass before
reaching completion (Kerswill and Trudgill 2005). Three different chronological
stages of new-dialect formation process, which may also correspond to three
successive generations of speakers, have been identified in the literature. These
are stages I, II, and III (see Trudgill et al. 1998, Trudgill 2004, Kerswill and
Trudgill 2005, and Solhiem 2009). In what follows, I discuss the stages and the
linguistic processes that are expected to occur in turn.

Stage I
The first stage (also the pre-koiné stage) is the unstabilised stage at the beginning
of new dialect formation. It involves the initial contact and mixing between adult
speakers of different regional and social varieties in a new settlement (Siegel 1985,
Trudgill et al 1998:38). This pioneer generation, largely adult, on their arrival
speak the dialect of their places of origin (Millar 2008:242, Solheim 2009). In
addition they accommodate, in some degree, to one another in face-to-face
interaction, which leads to rudimentary dialect levelling. The levelling at this
stage involves mostly minority, very localised traditional dialect features which
may diminish mutual intelligibility (Truddgill 2004, Baxter et al 2009:263).
Kerswill and Trudgill (2005) found some levelling among adult migrants at Stage
I as they avoided what they perceived as ‘marked’ forms. Kerswill and Trudgill
suggested that the motivation for this type of levelling is both maintenance of
intelligibility and avoidance of stigma. Mougeon and Beniak (1994:2) also cite the
difficulties of comprehension between speakers of different seventeen-century
French Patois as playing important role in levelling out some variants. Trudgill
(2004:91) argues that the fact that rudimentary dialect levelling of localised
features occurs at stage I can be inferred indirectly and readily from the Origin of
New Zealand English (ONZE) project corpus. A significant number of the
emigrants to New Zealand were agricultural workers who were usually rural
traditional-dialect speakers. This presupposes that such features made it way onto
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the boat, which was carrying emigrants to New Zealand. There were, however,
many features of 19th-century British Isles traditional-dialects which were not even
present superficially in the ONZE project corpus, and in Modern New Zealand
English, South Africa English and Australia English. One such feature whose
absence from the ONZE corpus can be ascribed to rudimentary levelling is the
merger of /v/ and /w/ as /w/, which produces village as willage. This feature
made its way into a number of other colonial varieties such as those of Tristan da
Cunha and the Bahamas.
Linguistic accommodation by the adult migrants at Stage 1 of new-dialect
formation may also lead to the development of inter-dialect forms. Interdialect
forms are usually generated by partial accommodation and or misanalysis on the
part of adult speakers. As a result, although most of the work of new-dialect is
carried out by children at Stages II, and III, interdialect forms arise mostly at Stage
I, where mixing and accommodation by adults play a significant role (Trudgill
2004:94). Inter-dialect forms are of three types: intermediate forms, simpler or
more regular forms and hyperadaptive forms as already discussed in this section.
Trudgill (2004:94) informs us that the simpler or regular forms, and hyperadaptive
forms result from misanalysis or reanalysis during accommodation on the part of
adult in-migrants. One of the common inter-dialect features on the ONZE data is
hyperadaptive, specifically the hypercorrect initial /h/. One out of ten informants
have some instances where they insert initial /h/ in words such as and, I, and
apple. Trudgill makes mention of Mrs McKeany, one of the informants, who
begins almost all stressed-vowel-initial words with /h/, and all words which begin
with /W/ such as witch actually begin with /M/ in her idiolect. Trudgill argues
that the high occurrence of this phenomenon in the speech of the ONZE project
informants indicates that they inherited such features from the speech of people
of their parents’ generation amongst whom it was unusually widespread as a
result of misanalysis during the course of accommodation.

Stage II
Stage II of new dialect formation usually represents the second generation
migrants, i.e. the first generation to be born in the new settlement. The second
generation is the most interesting stage in the new dialect formation process
because the linguistic choices made collectively by people at this stage are
necessarily crucial to the outcome of the new dialect formation process. This is
due to the fact that the linguistic choices made at this stage provide the input to
the next or subsequent generation’s focused variety where final selections are
made (Kerswill and Trudgill 2005:207,Solheim 2009). This stage is characterized
by extensive diversity and variability because of the mixing of people from
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different dialect origins that occurred in the previous generation (Stage I), and
further levelling. Kerswill (2002a) examines five cases of koineisation: New
Zealand English (Trudgill 1998), Hɸyanger (Omdal1977), the speech of children
in English New Town, Milton Keynes (Kerswill & Williams 2000, Kerswill
1994b, Cheshire, Gillet, Kerswill, & Williams 1999), Modern Hebrew (Blanc
1968), and children’s speech in the Norwegian Artic territory, Spitbergen
(Mæhlum 1992) to see the extent to which the diversity and variability of speech
associated with Stage II is true. He concludes that there are broad similarities
among the speakers of this generation and suggests that focusing typically belongs
to the following or subsequent generation(s). In situations where there is no single,
stable adult model to follow and with no particular reason to select one over the
other, children are able to choose from a wide variety of adult models (Trudgill
1998, 2004, Solheim 2009). Furthermore, in the absence of a stable peer-group
variety, as it is usually the case at Stage II, adult, especially parents and caregivers,
will have a greater than usual influence on children’s speech (Trudgill et al., 2000,
Solheim 2009). In such situations, one can expect individuals to make novel
selections of features from the available choices (Kerswill 2002a). As a result,
children at the Stage II of new dialect formation demonstrate considerable interindividual and intra-individual variability. This is because they have considerable
freedom to select variants from different dialects spoken not only by their parents
but also by everyone else in the community and form them into new
combinations. Trudgill (2004:103) characterizes this new combinations of
features into three types: original combinations, intra-individual variability, and
inter-individual variability. I discuss these in turn.

Original combinations
As already pointed out, the children at Stage II, have different adult models to
follow due to the mixture of people from different dialect origins they came to
meet. As a result these children have consideration freedom during language
acquisition to select variants from different dialect at will (Trudgill 2004:103).
This would mean that these children would be free to combine features from
different dialects origins present in the contact situations to previously nonexistent
combinations. These new combinations, however, are likely to be many and
individual rather than unique and society-wide (Trudgill 1986a). There were a
large number of instances of such combinations in the ONZE project corpus
(Trudgill 2004:104). One of such combinations is found in the speech of Mr.
Malcolm Ritchie, whose parents were Scottish. This participant combines
features of Irish and/or Scottish origins with features that are obviously English
English. He often realises /θ / and /ð/ in his speech as dental stops as it happens
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in Irish English and syllable-final /l/ may also be clear, as in Irish English. On
the other hand, however, he also has H dropping, which never occurs in Irish
English. Secondly, the H dropping of this informants is combined with the
presence of the distinction between /M/ and /w/ as in which and witch, a
combination that is currently totally unknown in the British Isle. This informant
also pronounces wasn’t as wadn, a pronunciation, which is typically of the
Southwest of England. Similarly, another informant, Mrs. Ritchie, combines
Scottish features with some very non-Scottish features. Her accent is rhotic, and
/r/ is realised in most environment as partially unvoiced tap [ɾ̥], and pronounces
words like which with /hw/. She also has a Diphthong Shifted realisation of /au/
and /ai/, which are typical of south England generally. These combinations strike
the British Isle listener as highly anomalous.

Inter-individual variability
The fact that the new combinations of feature from different dialect origins
children at stage II acquire are many and individual, and not society-wide
presupposes that there will be inter-individual variability at this stage of new
dialect formation. The extents of the variability is seen in the extent to which
individuals who grew up in the same place at the same time may differ markedly
from one another. Trudgill illustrates this variability in the recordings of nine
speakers from Arrowtown in the ONZE project data. All the speakers knew each
other well, and in many cases were related and /or had grown up together,
nonetheless, there was variation in the variants they used for some variables.
Trudgill realised that some of the speakers have H Dropping but others do not
and some are rhotic whilst others are not. Furthermore, Trudgill noticed four
quite distinct realisations of /r/: [ɾ̥], [ɹ], [ɻ] and [ɾ] among the participants. Again
some of the speakers distinguish between which and witch, whilst others fail to
make such distinction. Some have clear /l/ and dark /l/ distributed
allophonically and some speakers produce the inter-vocalic /t/ with voice and
flap, but others do not. Similar observations are made in Hɸyanger. Omdal (1977)
informs us that the first generation to be born in Hɸyanger do not have a uniform
dialect, but have a spoken language that to a great extent bears the imprint of their
parents dialect. As a result, there is a good deal of variation between individuals.

Intra-individual variability
Speakers who have grown up in a complex dialect mixture situation, such as it is
found at the Stage II of new dialect formation, are likely to demonstrate idiolects
with considerable intra-individual variability, to a much greater extent than
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speakers from more stable homogenous speech communities (Trudgill
1986a:108). There is intra-individual variability in the idiolect of many of the
informants of the ONZE project data at the Stage II of new dialect formation.
Trudgill cites the following intra-individual variation in the speech of Mr. Riddle,
one of the participants.
(a) This participant realises /æ/ in TRAP as either [ɛ] or [a].
(b) /i:/ as in FLEECE varies between the short monophthong [i], typical of
Scots, and a long diphthong [әi], typical of southern England, and
individual lexical items can occur with both pronunciations.
(c) /ei/ and /ou/ as in FACE and GOAT alternate between very Scottish
monophthongal pronunciations, with [e] and [o], and very un-Scottish
pronunciations, with the wide diphthongs [æι] and [ʌʊ].
(d) /æι] as in PRICE, alternates between a typical Scottish diphthong [ει] and
an open central monophthong [ʌ:].
Trudgill suggests that the most likely explanation for this development is that this
participants grew up in a community providing both English English and Scottish
English models, hence for these phonological variables he acquired both variants.
These observations made with regards to the variability of the speech of the
children at the second stage of new dialect formation is an indication of the extent
of the mixture of people from different dialect origins among the immigrants
adults at the stage I of new dialect formation.
Kerswill and Trudgill (2005) have, however, noticed less variability in the
speech of the children at the Stage II of new dialect formation. A careful phonetic
analysis and quantification of the variants the participants of the Milton Keynes
project used for the variable /ou/, which refers to the realisation of the offset of
the vowel /әu/ as in GOAT, which is currently fronted in the southeast of England
confirm this. They realised that the 4-year-olds display some level of interindividual variability as it occurs at the Stage II of new dialect formation in the
ONZE project data: they use different degree of fronting for this variable. Kerswill
and Trudgill (2005) attribute this variability to the fact that these children follow
the models of their parents and caregivers who originate from various part of the
British Isle, and therefore would be expected to use a range of variants for this
variable both from the southeast and elsewhere. They are at the stage of their
socialisation where parental models are still strong. The older children (8- and 12
year olds), however, who no longer follow parental models but partly settle on
external norm are more homogenous in the variants they used: all of them, on the
average, have a higher fronting score than the caregivers. This presupposes that
focusing seems to have taken place among these children for this variable at stage
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II. Kerswill and Trudgill (2005) attribute this homogeneity to the following
reasons:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

The linguistic differences involved in the variable studied are less in
Milton Keynes than in any of the settlements that have been
investigated. The dialect differences in Milton Keynes are for the
most part subtle, being restricted to minor sub-phonemic variations.
As a result, most of the usual heterogeneity found among firstgeneration children is simply bypassed, given sufficient opportunities
for contact among children and adolescents, therefore focusing
towards a new variety is accelerated (see also Kerswill 2002a).
The children studied in Milton Keynes may already have a stable (or
stabilising) norm they are aspiring to: not from their parents, but
from older children and teenagers.
Milton Keynes is not an isolated community and therefore differs
sharply from other settlement studied.
Milton Keynes lies between two regions that have been identified as
the most dialectally levelled in England and most of the in-migrants
come from these regions.

These observations are suggestive of the fact that the level of variability in the
speech of children at Stage II of new dialect formation may not be universal.
Instead, it depends on the social and linguistic characteristics of the community
concerned and also the level of variability in the variants of the variable under
consideration.

Levelling
At Stage II of new dialect formation, a process which resembles levelling also
takes place. There are some variants which may occur in the speech of the
immigrant adults at Stage I of the dialect mixture but which may not be sufficient
enough to be acquired by children at Stage II. Trudgill (2004) suggests that there
were some features which were possibly brought to New Zealand by significant
numbers of immigrant speakers but which were not acquired by the second
generation migrants because they were not in sufficient quantities. These were the
use of the FOOT vowel in the lexical sets of both FOOT and STRUCT, which led to
a 5-short vowel system instead of 6, and the centralised kit vowel of Lowland
Scottish English. Trudgill argues that many forms of Scottish English have the
KIT vowel as low or mid central vowel and therefore can be assumed that they
were present at the Stage I of the dialect mixture but it was not prevalent enough
for the children at Stage II to acquire them. Furthermore, the 5-short vowel system
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is normal in the speech of middle-class as well as working-class accents in almost
all of northern England from Bristol Channel to the Wash. As a major and
widespread accent feature in the speech of many people, this vowel system was
certainly present at Stage I but not in sufficient quantities as a result of the underrepresentation of immigrants from the north of England to New Zealand. The
inability of the children at Stage II to perceive and acquire these variants because
of the low frequency with which they occurred further reduced the variants which
were present at Stage I in Stage II. Trudgill refers to this type of levelling apparent
levelling.

Stage III
At the third stage, which corresponds to the third and subsequent generations, the
new dialect appears stable, crystallised, and focused. This stability is usually
achieved by the grandchildren of the first adult in-migrants through further
levelling which leads to the reduction of the variability at Stage II. The large
numbers of the variants from the different varieties involved in the mixture are
reduced in number until usually one variant remains for each variable (Trudgill
2004). The salient features in the varieties in contact are levelled out in favour of
more frequent and widespread forms (Solhiem 2009). Trudgill (2004), comparing
the speech of the ONZE project data with the stable Modern New Zealand
English suggests that the final shape of the New Zealand English is the result of a
levelling process which, for the most part, consists of the loss of demographically
minority forms. It is usually the variants in the majority that survived. He states
that basically, Modern New Zealand English is from the phonological point of
view a southeast-of-English sort typologically because individual forms found in
the southeast of England were very often the majority forms in the original dialect
mixture. For instance, 75% of the participants of the ONZE project data have
phonologies which are characterized by Diphthong Shifting or at least some
diphthongs, therefore this feature survived in Modern New Zealand English.
Although it is usually the majority variants that survive in the focused variety
at Stage III of new dialect formation, the prestige associated with a particular
variants also plays a role. Solhiem (2009) states that the character of today’s
Hɸyanger dialect (which is also a koiné variety) is basically a West-Norwegian
variety because about 75% of the inhabitants came from the neighbouring western
Norwegian communities. This supports the fact that it is the majority variants that
usually survive in the focused variety. Nonetheless, the 17% of the inhabitants
that came from the eastern part of the country had considerable influence. The
standardized eastern Norwegian forms and features survived in the focused
variety because of their status and prestige, in spite of their minority position. For
example, the traditional (western Norwegian) diphthongs hɸyre ‘to hear’ and
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meir ‘more’ are pronounced with the monophthongised standard forms hɸre and
mer respectively. This shows that sometimes, cultural values and social relations
also contribute immensely to the outcome of the new dialect formation process.
After the koine has been established, two or more competing variants for the
same variable in the dialect mixture may survive. This only happens if these
variants acquire distinct functions in the new dialect. In other words, the variants
which were originally from different regional dialect may avoid extinction by
acquiring different sociolinguistic or, in the case of phonetic, allophonic
functions. Britain and Trudgill (2005) discuss several cases of variants of the same
variable which survived the levelling process in koineisation and have been
reallocated social and stylistic function from the English Fens. One of such cases
involves the vowel in the lexical set of ‘room’, ‘broom’, and ‘groom’, which have
three different phonologically distinct pronunciations in the Norwich urban
dialect, which resulted from in-migration from the surrounding rural
communities to the city of Norwich. These lexical set are pronounced with /u: /,
/ʊ/, /ʉ: / in the west, south, and north and east of Norwich respectively, but have
been refunctionalised in the city dialect of Norwich with clear social status
difference. The pronunciation with /u: / has a higher status than /ʊ/, which in
turn has a higher status than /ʉ: /: the pronunciations with /u: / and /ʊ/ are used
by the middle class and /ʉ: / is used by the working class. Britain and Trudgill
suggest that the variant with /u: / has the highest social status in the city dialect
because it coincides with the RP pronunciation.
The stable and crystallised variety at the end of the focusing process is a mixed
dialect, a linguistic blend created as a result of intensive dialect contact in the new
settlement. After focusing, the stable dialect contains linguistic element from
different regional and social dialects which makes it distinctive because of the
unusual combinations of variants from different origins. This variety is usually
considered as a neutral variety or indeterminate variety due to the many linguistic
compromises that were made during the focusing phase of the new dialect
formation (Solheim 2009).
The levelling process that leads to a stable variety at the Stage III of new dialect
formation has been attributed to group linguistic accommodation between
speakers in face-to-face interaction. Accommodation theory states that
interlocutors converge linguistically when they have to show solidarity and
diverge when they do not want to (Giles 1977). When speakers of mutually
intelligible but distinct dialects of the same language come into contact in a new
settlement, the differences in the dialect are likely to be exploited consciously or
passively as part of linguistic accommodation. This can explain the mechanism
behind the survival of majority forms in koiné. In a more stable social situation
and with a more restricted set of variants to choose from, children selected from
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the variants they were confronted with on rational basis. They select in most cases
the variants which are the most common. There will be more act of linguistic
accommodation involving the adoption of majority rather than the minority
variants because there are more conversational contexts in which this can take
place (Kerswill 2002a, Trudgill 2004, Britain and Trudgill 2005). This complex
accommodation process gradually leads to the focusing of the new dialect
(Solheim 2009).
It is worthy of note that there is a great deal of variability in the time-depth of
koineisation, with focusing being possible at stage II as we observed among the
second generation migrants of Milton Keynes, and the absence of focusing
sometimes persisting over several generations of Stage III. Kerswill (2002a)
informs us that particular conditions may mean that focusing takes place earlier,
later, or not at all, and these are:
(a)

(b)

(c)

The kind and level of social integration of the new community: a
socially homogenous community is likely to koineise faster than one
with considerable social division.
Children’s access to peer groups: child speakers must interact freely
with other, probably, older children for them to be able to establish
norms in the absence of a stable adult model.
The degree of the linguistic differences between the input varieties:
this will affect the amount of accommodation that individuals have
to engage in. If the differences are less, accommodation will be less
and therefore koineisation will take place faster.

Since the participants in Accra are second generation migrants who usually
belong to the Stage II of new dialect formation, I expected that their speech will
show variability as discussed in this section. This variability, however, will
include variants from different linguistic systems and sub-systems taking into
consideration the linguistic heterogeneity of Accra.

3.10.2 Linguistic variants resulting from contact between linguistic
systems
Other language contact phenomena such as borrowing, interlanguage, and
codeswitching were employed to analyse variants which resulted from contact
between linguistic systems (different languages).
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3.10.2.1 Borrowing
Borrowing is the incorporation of foreign features from another language to a
group’s native language by speakers of that language (i.e. the native language).
The native language is maintained but it is changed by the addition of the
incorporated features (Thomason and Kaufman 1988). Gal (1979) has noted that
these borrowed items most often undergo some phonological and semantic
changes. Occasionally, however, the borrowed items do not undergo any
changes. This is reiterated by Hudson (1996) who observes that it is common for
the borrowed items to be assimilated in some degree to the items already in the
borrowing variety with foreign sounds being replaced by native sounds.
Hudson (1996:57-8) cites the English word ‘restaurant’ as an example of a
borrowed word from French which has undergone some changes and states that
‘restaurant’ lost its uvular /R/ at the word initial position when it was borrowed
from French into English. He further notes that assimilation need not be total.
This is because, although ‘restaurant’ has lost it uvular /R/ at the word initial
position and has been replaced by /r/, many English speakers still have a nasal
vowel at the end, which would not have been there had the word not been
borrowed from French. Therefore, ‘restaurant’ has undergone a partial
assimilation from French into English. Hudson (1996) further notes that partial
assimilation of borrowed words is an extremely common phenomenon both in
English and in other languages.
Items that are borrowed from one language to another can also undergo a
complete assimilation. An example of this type of borrowed items is the Costa
Rican Spanish word ‘chinchibi’, which is the English word ‘ginger beer’ that has
been thoroughly transformed in shape, as noted by Winford (2003:42).
Furthermore, some borrowed items are close imitations of the foreign items
that have been borrowed. Their form is kept almost intact in the borrowing
language without any change, as observed by Gal (1978b). An example of this is
the English word ‘rendezvous’ borrowed from the French word ‘rendez-vous’
cited in Winford (2003:42). Table 3.10 presents the summary of these kinds of
assimilations.
The examples cited so far are borrowed lexical items undergoing some
phonological transformation. Thomason and Kaufman (1988:37) note that in
borrowing situations the first foreign elements to enter the borrowing language
are words. Borrowing, however, may also involve the levels of syntax and
semantics without involving pronunciation at all (Hudson 1996). Hudson (1996)
cites an example from Bloomfield (1933:457) to illustrate this. He notes that the
English expression ‘I’ve told him I don’t know how many times’ is a direct
translation of the French expression ‘Je le lui ai dit je ne sais pas combien de fois’.
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This indicates that the English expression has borrowed the syntactic structure of
the French expression.
Table 3.9: Types of assimilation of borrowed words

Foreign
Language/source
language
French
Rendez-vous →
[Rãdevu]
French
Restaurant
→[RεstɔRã]

English
Ginger beer →
[ʤιnʤәbιә]

Native
language/receptor
language
English
Rendezvous →
[randιvu]
English
Restaurant →[restrant]
– change of uvular /R/
at word initial position
to /r/
Costa Rican Spanish
Chinchibi → [chinchibi]

Type of
assimilation
Close imitation
of foreign item
Partial
assimilation

Complete
transformation
/assimilation

In my analysis, I looked out for variants which have been borrowed from other
languages into the Akan variety spoken by both the second generation migrants
in Accra and the participants in the rural communities. It is expected that both
the second generation migrants in Accra and the participants in the rural
communities will borrow words from English and other European languages that
were in contact with the Gold Coast (Ghana) during pre-colonial and colonial
times. However, the degree to which the words they borrow are assimilated with
the phonology of Akan will differ. It is expected that the participants in the rural
community will completely transform the English words they borrow to comply
with the phonology of Akan, whilst the second generation migrants will have little
or no such transformation. In addition, due to the linguistic situation of Accra,
the second generation migrants may borrow words from other languages present
in Accra.

3.10.2.2 Interlanguage
Interlanguage is a concept in second language acquisition. Kerswill (1994:6)
describes interlanguage as the characteristic imperfect production by people in the
process of acquiring a second language and writes that an interlanguage, though
variable and restricted, is a self-contained system different from both the speaker’s
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L1 (native language or dominant language) and L2 (second language or target
language). This is because, as (Ellis 1986: 29) notes, a high proportion of learner
errors are not simply the result of interference from their L1 but include features
unique to the interlanguage. These features are construed not as mistakes but as
learner’s strategies (Kerswill 1994). There is, however, some degree of
interference from the speaker’s L1. This manifests itself in the introduction of L1
features into the developing version of the L2 (Winford 2003). Such influence
appears in phonology, noun-compounding strategies, and in the expression of
spatial relations (Klein and Perdue 1997).
I adapted the concept of interlanguage and inter-dialect discussed in section
3.10.1 to explain the variants that the participants in this study used which
resulted from interaction between an Akan variant and a variant from other local
languages: i.e. a variant that originates from other local languages, but has some
influence from Akan and therefore do not typically belong to any of the languages
concerned. I expected the second generation migrants in Accra to use variants
that can be described as interlanguage considering the linguistic situation of
Accra.

3.10.2.3 Code switching
Bilinguals (and multilinguals) exploit the resources of the languages they
command in various ways for social and stylistic purposes. They achieve this by
alternating between these languages or by mixing them in different ways. The
alternation and mixing of languages by bilinguals (and multilinguals) have
received considerable attention in scholarly works and have been categorised in
various ways in the literature (e.g. Auer 1995, Hudson 1996, Meyerhoff 2006,
Holmes 2013). Hudson (1996) makes a distinction between situational code
switching, metaphorical code switching, and code mixing, which he also refers to
as conversational code switching.
Situational code switching is usually seen in community multilingualism
where the different languages are used in different circumstances in these
communities. Usually, one language is reserved exclusively for use in more
formal situations like school and work, and another is used at home and in the
wider community. The choice of which language to use in every situation is
governed by rules which members of the community learn from experience and
become part of their total linguistic knowledge (Hudson 1996, Meyerhoff 2006).
For example, Sauris, a village in northern Italy, is a multilingual community
where situational code switching is practiced. In this community, everyone spoke
German within the family, Saurian (a dialect of Italian) in the wider community,
and Standard Italian to outsiders and in formal village settings such as school,
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church, and at the workplace (Denison 1971). Due to this linguistic division of
labour in the community, the residents switch codes several times in the course of
the day, and the switches between languages always coincide with changes from
one external situation to another (Hudson 1996).
Multilinguals in multilingual communities sometimes use their choice of
language to define the situation. This usually happens when the situation is not
very clear. In such cases, the choice of language depends on the topic under
discussion but not the place of interaction. Metaphorical code switching,
therefore, is when speakers switch between languages because the topic under
discussion has changed (Blom and Gumperz 1971, Hudson 1996). This type of
alternation between languages is explained by Blom and Gumperz (1971) with an
observation they made in Hemnesberget, a diglossic community, in northern
Norway. Norway has two Standard Norwegian: Nynorsk and Bokmål. In
Hemnesberget, Bokmål is the Standard variety used in formal settings and
Ranamal, a local dialect, is the low variety used in informal settings. Blom and
Gumperz stated that in the course of a morning spent at the community
administrative office, they noticed that the clerks used both Bokmål and Ranamal
phrases depending on whether they were talking about official affairs or not.
Likewise, when the residents approach a clerk’s desk, greetings and enquiries
about family affairs are exchanged in Ranamal, whilst the business part of the
transaction is carried out in Bokmål. This is an indication that speakers are able
to manipulate the norms governing the use of varieties in just the same way as
they manipulate those governing the meanings of words by using them
metaphorically.
Code mixing or conversational code switching is when bilinguals switch
between languages in the same conversation without any change in domain. The
changes generally take place more or less randomly as far as the subject-matter is
concerned, but they seem to be limited by the sentence structure (Hudson 1996).
The following is an example of conversational code switching of Puerto-Rican
speaker living in New York quoted by Labov (1971). The translation of the
Spanish stretches are put in brackets.
Por eso cada [therefore each …], you know it’s nothing to be proud of, porque yo no
estoy [because I’m not] proud of it, as a matter of fact I hate it, pero viene Vierne y
Sabado yo estoy, tu me ve hacia mi, sola [but come (?) Friday and Saturday I am,
you see me, you look at me, alone] with a, aqui solita, a veces que Frankie me deja
[here alone, sometimes Frankie leaves me], you know a stick or something…
In this extract it can be seen that stretches in Spanish and English are alternating
within the same sentences.
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Code switching, then, is a cover-term for quite varied types of bilingual
language mixture resulting from different social circumstances and motivations
(Winford 2003). Poplack (1980), however, informs us that the term code
switching is often used for switches restricted to the grammatical and lexical levels
as observed in code mixing or conversational code switching already discussed.
She argues that since there is no mixture of any sort within the stretch before or
after the switch, the switch can by definition only take place at a point on the
syntagmatic dimension where the syntax of one code does not conflict with that
of the other. Usually, where the two languages are syntactically very different,
switches are often claimed to be restricted to points between major constituents
such as noun phrases and clauses. In contrast, where the two language varieties
are syntactically similar, switches can, in theory, occur almost anywhere.
Poplack, however, argues that in practice, code switching normally takes place
between sentences or clauses. When switches between smaller constituents are
possible, these switches are best described as borrowing.
Different patterns of code switching, as described by Poplack, have been
identified in the literature. Winford (2003) states that researchers who focus their
attention on the structural aspect of code switching have defined the phenomenon
in different ways, depending on their own theoretical perspective. Muysken
(2000), surveys the data on code switching presented in the literature and
identifies three patterns of code switching (which he refers to as code mixing).
Muysken states that these patterns produce much of the variation in mixing
patterns encountered and they correspond to dominant models for code switching
that have been proposed. These patterns are:
(a) Insertion of materials (i.e. lexical items or entire constituents) from one
language into the structure of another language
(b) Alternation between structures from (different) languages
(c) Congruent lexicalisation of material from different lexical inventories
into shared grammatical structure
These patterns are constraint by different structural conditions and are operational
to a different extent in different ways in specific bilingual settings. These patterns
will be looked at in turns.

Insertion of lexical items or entire constituent
The process of code switching as insertion is conceived as something similar to
borrowing, which is the insertion of a foreign lexical or phrasal category into a
given structure. Muysken (2000) informs us that approaches that depart from the
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notion of insertion view the constraints of code switching in terms of the structural
properties of some base or matrix structure (Myer-Scotton 1993a). With regards
to this approach a single word or constituent is inserted into a frame provided by
the matrix language. Muysken (2000) explains insertion as a code switching
pattern with the following examples.
(1)

Kalau
When

dong tukan
they always

personen dek
person and

bikan dong tukan
make they always

orang cuma
then people

nganga
only look

bikin voor
make for

acht
eight

dong maken
they eat

‘When they [cook], it is for eight people, and then they only look at it,
they eat…’
(Moluccan Malay/ Dutch, Huwaē
1992)
(2)

Na’iish-crash
lá
1sg’passout-crash EMPH
‘I am about to pass out’
(Navajo/English, Canfield 1980:219)

In example (1) the Dutch prepositional phrase voor acht personen ‘for eight people’
is inserted into Moluccan Malay sentence. Moluccan Malay is the matrix
language (ML) and Dutch is the embedded language (EL). In example (2) the
English verb stem crash is used in a complex Navaho structure. Navaho is the ML
and English is the EL.

Alternation between structures from different languages
Alternation is a special case of code switching as it takes place between utterances
in a turn or between turns. This pattern of code switching is seen as the
replacement of one language with the other halfway through the sentence
(Muysken 2000). Approaches that depart from alternation view the constraints on
code switching in terms of compatibility or equivalence of the languages involved
at the switch point (Poplack 1980). Muysken (2000) explains the pattern of
alternation in code switching with the following example.
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(3) Maar’t hoeft niet li-‘anna
ida sěft
But’it need not for when
I-see
‘But it need not be, for when I see, I …’

ana…
I…

(Dutch/Moroccan Arabic Nortier 1990:126)
A complete switch from Dutch to Moroccan Arabic involving both grammar and
lexicon can be seen in example (3). None of the languages involved can be said to
be embedded in the other as observed in examples (1) and (2).

Congruent lexicalisation
Congruent lexicalisation underlies the study of style shifting, and dialect and
standard variation (Labov 1972 and Trudgill 1986). It refers to a situation where
the two languages involve share a grammatical structure which can be filled
lexically with elements from either language. In this pattern of code switching
there is largely a shared syntactic structure lexicalised by elements from either
language (Muysken 2000). The following example from Crama and van Gelderen
(1984) illustrates this pattern of code switching.
(4) Weet jij [whaar] Jenny is?
‘Do you know where Jenny is’ [Dutch: waar Jenny is?]
(English/Dutch: Crama and Van Gelderen (1984)
Muysken (2000) explains that the sequence where Jenny is could easily be English
in structure as well as Dutch. Secondly, where is close to Dutch waar, especially
when pronounced by bilinguals. Furthermore, ‘Jenny’ is a name in both
languages and ‘is’ is homophonous.
Codeswitching between English and Akan has received considerable attention in
academic research (e.g. Forson 1979, Quarcoo 2012, and Amuzu 2012). This
study sought to make a contribution to this research area by finding out the
perception of the Akan migrants on mixing Akan and English in the Akan variety
they speak in Accra. It is expected that the Akan variety Akan migrants speak will
be perceived as a variety that engages in code mixing considering the linguistic
and social structure of Accra.
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3.10.3 Other theoretical issues in the analysis of the linguistic
variants used by the participants
Other theoretical issues that were raised in the analysis of the variants used by the
second generation migrants are second language acquisition and language
attrition.

3.10.3.1 Second language acquisition
Second language (L2) acquisition is generally defined as the acquisition of a
language after the native language has already become established in the
individual (Ritchie and Bhatia 1996:1). Winford (2003:208-209) however, notes
that researchers traditionally make a distinction between ‘natural’ second
language acquisition and foreign language acquisition. Natural second language
acquisition involves the learning of a language in ‘natural’ settings, for example
by immigrants who have to acquire the dominant language of the host
community. Foreign language acquisition usually refers to the learning of a
foreign language through formal instruction (i.e. in the classroom). Research,
however, has shown that the learning processes of both natural second language
acquisition and foreign language acquisition are similar in many ways. My use of
second language acquisition in this study specifically refers to the acquisition of a
second language by migrants who acquire the dominant language of a host
community in a ‘natural setting’. This takes place in a community setting where
learners attempt to acquire the target language (TL) through more or less direct
interaction with its speakers or with those who have learnt it usually without
benefit of instruction (Winford 2003:209). In such a situation, the primary aim is
communication and not the acquisition of optimal knowledge of the TL (van
Coetsem 1988). As a result of this, learners freely adapt the TL in the ways that
best facilitate their needs for communication. Winford (2003) notes that this
adaptation falls into three categories:
a) L1 or substratum influence on the learner version of the TL.
b) Various kinds of simplification of the TL structure.
c) Changes that are internal to the learner version of the TL system.

3.10.3.2 L1 or substratum influence on the target language
It has long been recognised that the learner’s version of a TL is subject to varying
degrees of influence from their native language or the primary dominant language
(L1). In the simplest scenarios, learners may retain features of the L1 to
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compensate for their unfamiliarity with the equivalent features of the TL. The
influence can be seen at various levels of the language including the lexicon,
phonology, morphology and syntax (Winford 2003).

Lexicon
Nemser (1991) notes that learners of a second language often create loan
translations employing L2 forms combined in accordance with an L1 pattern. To
illustrate this, he cites an example ill-car for ambulance which can be described as
a loan translation of German krankenwagen (literally meaning sick-car) used by
some German-speaking Austrians in their L2 English.

Phonology
Winford (2003) observes that Spanish learners of English may substitute their
native /i/ for both /iy/ and /ι/ of English, and hence pronounce both ship and
sheep as /ʃip/.

Morphology
Dusková (1984) notes that Czech learners of Russian tend to substitute L1 bound
morphemes for Russian ones in their L2 Russian. Therefore they produce words
like rabotnice ‘workman’ with the Czech suffix –nice instead of Russian –nicy.

Syntax
English-speaking learners of L2 French often generalise the SVO word order for
simple declaratives to sentences containing pronominal objects, which must
precede the verb in native French (Winford 2003). To illustrate this, Winford
(2003) cites the following example given by Gundel and Tarone 1983:292).
il n’est [sic] pas prend le
‘He doesn’t take it’

3.10.3.3 Simplification of the target language structure
As noted in section 3.10.1, simplification is a controversial, problematic, and
difficult notion as it can refer to a variety of different processes of change, as well
as to the final product or consequences of such changes (Winford 2003, Kerswill
1994, Mesthrie 1993, and Trudgill 1986a). According to Kerswill (2002a)
simplification refers to either an increase in regularity or decrease in markedness.
Winford (2003) uses simplification as a cover-term for processes that include
reduction of the TL structure, rule regularisation, and other strategies aimed at
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achieving ease of perception and production. Winford (2003) writes that these
processes interact with both L1 influence and with changes that are internal to the
developing L2 grammar. Learner versions of the TL are typically reduced in
lexicon and structure and cases of reduction may be partly due to L1 influence.
To illustrate this, Winford (2003) writes that learners may eliminate phonemic
or morphemic oppositions in their version of the TL because their own native
language lacks them. He cites as an example the three-way phonemic distinction
between /i/, /ü/, and /u/ in Dutch, which is usually reduced to a two-way
distinction: /i/ and /u/, in L2 Dutch of English speakers because Eglish does not
have /ü/.

3.10.3.4 Changes that are internal to the learner version of the TL
system
Learners of the target language do not just adopt elements from their L1 and the
TL in their attempt to achieve communication in the TL. They also creatively
adapt the resources available to them to expand their developing L2 grammar.
The strategies they use include various kinds of regularisation of grammatical
structure that compensate for their limited knowledge of TL grammar (Winford
2003).
Overgeneralisation of rules is noted as one of the common strategies of
regularisation. Nemser (1991) cites examples of these in the L2 English of his
German-speaking Austrians. He observed early learners overgeneralising the
regular past tense suffix –ed to irregular verbs and producing forms such as leaved
for left, buyed for bought, and thinked for thought,.
As Accra has residents who speak L2 Akan varieties, it is likely that the
substratum variants of these varieties will occur in the speech of the Akan
migrants. It is therefore likely that the second generation migrants may use
variants resulting from influences from members of other ethnic groups who
speak L2 Akan varieties.

Language attrition
Language attrition is the process of decay that speakers of a language experience
due to lack of use. This process is governed by two factors: the presence and
development of an L2 system and the diminished exposure to and use of the L1
(Schmid and Köpke 2007). Winford (2003) has observed that the decision to give
up an ancestral language (AL/L1) and cease transmitting it to one’s descendants
signals the start of serious attrition in the language. This is a period of decay both
in individual idiolects and in the communal language. One of the basic
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predictions of psycholinguistic research with respect to L1 is that language loss
can be attributed to language disuse (Köpke 2007).
The stage where individuals cease to transmit their ancestral language
(AL/L1) to their descendants is associated with the emergence of speakers with
limited proficiency in the AL/L1. The degree of proficiency they have in the
AL/L1 depends on how they acquired the AL/L1 and the opportunities they
have to use it (Winford 2003). Limited proficiency speakers are classified into two
broad categories: Formerly fluent speakers and Semi-speakers (Dorian p.c cited
in Sasse 1992b:77). Semi-speakers can further be divided into two groups:
(a)
(b)

Those who acquired the AL/L1 as children but abandon it at
school, and
Those who experienced limited acquisition due to inadequate
exposure to the language.

Those who experienced limited acquisition due to inadequate exposure to the
language are referred to as the ‘prototypical’ semi-speakers (Winford 2003). The
various types of Semi-speakers are the primary producers of decayed language.
Menn (1989) writes that their performance in the ancestral language ranges from
reasonably fluent speech to distorted output.
The decay of a language (attrition) manifests itself first and most obviously in
the vocabulary of the speakers (i.e. their lexical access and their mental lexicon)
(Schmid and Köpke 2009). Winford (2003) further notes that language decay
manifests itself in an increase in the replacement of L1 elements with L2
counterparts along with various kinds of reduction and simplification in the L1
itself. These include the loss of morphological and morphophonemic apparatus
such as verbal and nominal inflection and derivation. This development has been
observed in the semi-speaker variety of Kore, a language spoken on the Lamu
Island off the Kenyan coast. Dimmendaal (1992) reports the loss of nominal
affixes marking number and gender in this variety. Furthermore, the verbs used
by these semi-speakers are invariable, having lost the inflectional markers of tense,
aspect, and negation, as well as number and person agreement. Sasse (1992b:7071) reports similar kinds of morphological simplification in a semi-speaker variety
of Arvantika.
Various kinds of levelling in decaying languages have also been observed at
the phonological level. Dimmendaal (1992:129-130) observes that semi-speaker
varieties of Kore have lost the opposition between voiceless plosives and voiced
implosives, as well as distinctions in the length and tongue root positions of
vowels.
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In my analysis, I looked for variants used by the second generation Akan
migrants that may result from their limited proficiency in Akan due to the
inadequate exposure that they have to Akan in Accra. As the second generation
migrants acquired their Akan variety in Accra where many other languages are
available, there is the possibility that they may have a diminished exposure to
their Akan variety and may therefore produce Akan variants that can be described
as decayed.

3.10.4 The analysis of the extra-linguistic parameters
The analysis of the four extra-linguistic sub-parameters was based on the
information that I got from the participants with regards to their ethnic and
language contacts in their social networks. This includes the ethnic background
of those in their household and their friends in the various contexts considered in
the study, the language variety or varieties that they use to communicate with
them, and the language variety or varieties commonly used in these contexts: their
households, neighbourhoods, schools, and church. The aim of the sub-parameters
was to find out how the participants’ ethnic and language contact in their social
network influenced the linguistic processes (variants) that they used with regard
to the linguistic variables selected for investigation.
As the information I obtained from the participants on their ethnic and
language contact in their social network was qualitative in nature, there was the
need to devise a means to measure them. This is because a quantitative approach
is required to allow a comparison between the participants’ ethnic and language
contact in their social network and their speech. Milroy (1987a) observes in her
study that since a quantitative approach is required in order to allow a direct
comparison between the language of speaker A and speaker B, she also needs a
means of measuring the network patterns of A and B so that she can examine
possible links with linguistic patterns. Milroy further argues that this is, in fact, a
complicated matter; however, it is possible to construct a measure which she calls
a network strength scale. Milroy (1987a) calculated a participant’s network score
by assigning him one point for each of the selected conditions that he fulfils.
Kerswill (1994) also used a similar approach. He developed the scale for his social
network parameters: (i) integration of participant’s family in rural districts and (ii)
the ‘Strilness’ and ‘Bergenness’ scales of his Stril migrants in Bergen by designing
some criteria and assigning points to each criteria a participant fulfils.
Adapting to this approach, I constructed a scale with reference to the ethnic
and language contact patterns of each of the second generation migrants in her
social network for each of the four sub-parameters. As noted in section 3.9, the
selection of these parameters is based on the ethnic groups, languages and Akan
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varieties that the participants are likely to be in contact with in their social
networks considering the multi-ethnic and multilingual nature of Accra that I
discussed in chapter two. The parameters from which the scales were developed
are:
(a) Contact with English in the participants’ social network,
(b) Contact with other local ethnic groups and languages in the participants’
social network,
(c) Contact with other sub-ethnic Akan groups and Akan varieties in the
participants’ social network, and
(d) Contact with the native Akan variety under consideration in the
participant’s social network.
The ethnic and language contact patterns of the participants are selected as the
criteria and points are scored for each of the criteria a participant fulfils. Each of
the participants is assigned a score at some point on the scale according to which
criteria she fulfils. Using scatter grams and Spearman’s rank order correlation for
bi-variate data, the scores of the participants for each of the four sub-parameters
were correlated with the linguistic processes (variants) that they used which
originate from that sub-parameter. This was to investigate how the ethnic and
language contact patterns of the participants in their social networks affected the
linguistic processes (the variants) they used.

3.10.4.1 Off-the-shelf changes
The main extra-linguistic parameter selected for investigation in this study is
participants’ ethnic and language contact in their social networks. Social network
being defined in this study as the participants’ ethnic and language contact in their
household, neighbourhood, school, church and the contact they have with their
towns of origin, as I have discussed in section 3.9.
In the analysis and discussion of how the participants ethnic and language
contact in their social networks influenced the variants they used, the possibility
of these variants being dominant and highly available in the Akan varieties spoken
in Accra was taking into consideration. Under such circumstances, the second
generation migrants can use them even if they do not have direct contact with the
languages and ethnicities from which such variants originate in their social
network. Such variants can be described as off-the-shelf changes. Off-the-shelf
changes are often highly visible and hence easily borrowed, which means that one
does not require repeated exposure and regular social interaction with a particular
language or group of people to acquire them (Eckert 2003 and Milroy 2007).
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Milroy (2007:152) has observed that off-the-shelf changes are relatively freely
available to appropriately position social actors as a stylistic and social resource,
regardless of the structure and location of their primary social networks. Milroy
(2007) further writes that such changes abound and cites examples including a
number of British youth norms which are thought to have diffused mainly from
London working class speech to a number of midland and northern British cities.
These changes include the vocalisation of /l/ in coda contexts as it occurs in
words such as ‘cool’ and ‘feel’. Another example is the TH-fronting which has
produced a merger between /f/ ~ /θ/ as in ‘fin’ ~ ‘thin’, and /v/ ~ /δ/ as in
‘lava’ ~ ‘lather’. Milroy (2007) further notes that a highly visible non-phonological
example of a recent off-the-shelf type of change, particularly among adolescents
and young adults, is the rapid spread of the quotative complementizer LIKE,
which occurs in expressions such as:
“We’re like ‘if that’s meant to be a joke it isn’t funny’”
Off-the-shelf changes are often popularly associated with contemporary
globalisation and mobility phenomena, and particularly, with the influence of
broadcast media (Milroy 2007).

3.11 CONCLUSION
The main objective of this study is to look at the effect of language contact on the
varieties of Akan spoken by Akan migrants in Accra.
Various research methodologies were employed at various stages of the
research to answer the questions asked. A questionnaire survey was conducted
among Akan migrants in Accra in general to investigate their sociolinguistic
profile and their perception on the Akan variety they speak.
Then, employing the research tradition of traditional dialectology, which
considers the variety spoken in the rural areas as the ‘genuine’ or ‘purest’ variety,
participants were selected from the Asante and Kwawu rural communities to
serve as controls for the Akan variety spoken by the Asante and Kwawu second
generation migrants selected for the investigation. The quota/judgment sampling
methodology was employed to decide on the type of participants that were needed
and a network approach was used to involve them. I used the sociolinguistic
interview techniques which include both semi-structured conversational
interviews and free, informal conversational interviews to collect linguistic
variants the second generation migrants in Accra, and the participants in the rural
communities, used for the linguistic variables selected for investigation. In
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addition, information on the extra-linguistic parameter of the participants’ ethnic
and language contact in their social networks was collected from the second
generation migrants.
The framework of new-dialect formation, which is linguistic and descriptive
in orientation, was used to analyse the linguistic variants that the participants used
as most of the variants they used resulted from contact between linguistic subsystems. In addition, due to the linguistic situation of Accra, other contact
linguistic phenomena such as borrowing, interlanguage, and code switching were
also employed in the analysis. Furthermore, issues regarding second language
acquisition and attrition were also raised in the analysis and discussion of the
variants that the second generation migrants used for the variables selected for
investigation.
In order to explain how the ethnic and linguistic diversity of Accra influenced
the variants used by the second generation migrants, there was the need to make
a comparison between the variants used by the second generation migrants and
the ethnic and language contacts in their social network. Since the data collected
on the extra-linguistic parameter was qualitative in nature, a quantitative
approach was devised to analyse them. A scatter gram and Spearman’s rank order
correlation for bi-variate data was used for the correlation between the variants
the second generation migrants used and their ethnic and language contact in their
social network. Off-the-shelf changes, which are readily available and therefore
do not require repeated exposure and regular social interaction with a particular
language or group of people before one can acquire them, were also investigated
in order to explain the variants that the second generation migrants used.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC PROFILE OF
AKAN MIGRANTS IN ACCRA
4.0 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra, based
on a survey conducted among 120 Akan migrants in Accra from different subethnic groups of Akan. The survey sought to discover dimensions of the
sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra and their perception of the native
Akan variety that they speak, as well as of the Akan variety generally spoken by
Akan migrants in Accra, to set the themes of the discussions in the subsequent
chapters. The chapter begins with the number of respondents and fieldworkers
(4.1). It then follows with the background of the respondents (4.2), the
sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra (4.3), their perception on the
Akan variety they speak (4.4), and some conclusions (4.5).

4.1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The survey took place in Accra in July 2013. Unlike the surveys discussed in
chapters 5, 6, and 7, which were restricted to some specific participants, this
survey considered all Akan migrants as pontential participants. This is because it
aimed at seeking the views of Akan migrants in general on the Akan variety they
speak in Accra. The Akan migrants who responded to the questionaires were
mainly from communities in the Accra Metropolitan Area (AMA) and a few from
communities at the fringes of AMA (see section 4.2.5). A total of 120 Akan
migrants were surveyed by means of written questionnaires that were distributed
by two fieldworkers. Two fieldworkers, who are residents of Accra, administered
the questionnaires. The fieldworkers are females, in their early twenties, and had
studied Akan as one of their elective courses in senior high school. This academic
qualification of the fieldworkers was considered necessary so that the fieldworkers
could assist the respondents to write down the Akan examples that they gave
where necessary. They dressed casually and approached respondents in Akan,
whilst administering the questionnaires. They first did a pilot of 10 questionnaires
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each, which I checked and discussed portions of that needed further explanation,
before they administered the bulk of the questionnaires.

4.2 BACKGROUND OF RESPONDENTS
4.2.1 Gender
Out of the 120 respondents, 64 were males and 56 were females. This is
represented in table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Gender

Female
Male
Total

Frequency
56
64
120

Percentage (%)
46.7
53.3
100.0

4.2.2 Age
The age of the respondents ranged from 15 to 65. 42 of the respondents,
representing 35% of the total, were between the ages of 15-25 years and 48, which
represent 40%, belonged to the 26-35 age group. 21 and 8 speakers, which
represent 17.5% and 6.7%, were in the 36-45 and 46-55 age groups respectively.
Only one of the respondents was between the ages of 56 and 65. Thus a high
percentage of the respondents (75%) were between the ages of 15 and 35, and, as
a result of this, this research was primarily concerned with younger speakers.
These statistics are presented in table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Age

15-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
Total

Frequency
42
48
21
8
1
120

Percentage (%)
35.0
40.0
17.5
6.7
0.8
100.0
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Table 4.3: Educational level

Primary
SHS/VOC/TECH
Tertiary
Postgraduate
MSLC
Total
Unknown
Grand Total

Frequency
13
43
58
1
2
117
3
120

Percentage (%)
10.8
35.8
48.3
0.8
1.7
97.5
2.5
100.0

4.2.3 Education
The respondents had different levels of education. Their levels range from the
primary school level to the postgraduate level. The majority of the respondents
were at the tertiary level. The number of respondents in this category was 58,
constituting 48.3% of the total. The second major group were those with Senior
High School (SHS)/Vocational (VOC)/Technical (TECH) school education. The
amount of respondents in this group were 43, which represents 35.8%, whilst 13,
representing 10.8%, have primary school education. One of the respondents has
a postgraduate degree, and two have a Middle School Leaving Certificate
(MSLC)19. Some of the respondents did not indicate their educational levels. This
data is summarised in table 4.3.

4.2.4 Sub-ethnic Akan group
The respondents were natives of six different sub-ethnic groups of Akan: Akyem,
Akuapem, Kwawu, Asante, Fante and Bono. These groups have their own
unique Akan varieties, especially at the lexical and the phonological levels,
though there are similarities between the varieties of Akyem, Asante, and
Kwawu. The respondents, who are ethnically Akuapem and Fante, constituted
the majority, with a percentage of 36.9% and 27.0% of the total respondents
respectively. These ethnic groups share a border with the Greater Accra Region.
The ethnically Asante respondents were 18.0%. There were 2 of the respondents,
who indicated that they are natives of two sub-ethnic Akan groups as a result of
inter-marriage. One cited Akuapem and Fante and the other listed Asante and
Bono. The details of the statistics of the sub-ethnic Akan groups represented in
the survey and the number of respondents in each group is presented in table 4.4.

19
The middle school was part of the old Ghanaian educational system, which was phased out about three
decades ago. The middle school level may be equated to the present day junior high school in Ghana.
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Table 4.4: Native Akan varieties of respondents

Sub-ethnic Akan
groups
Akyem
Akuapem
Kwahu
Asante
Fante
Bono
Total

Reponses
Number
8
45
8
22
33
6
122

Percentage (%)
6.6
36.9
6.6
18.0
27.0
4.9
100.0

Table 4.5: Where respondents live

Neighbourhood
Asylum down
Pig farm
Madina
Nima
Adabraka
Labadi
North Ridge
Alajo
New Town
Dansoman
Avenor
Tesano
Caprice
Kokomlemle
Kaneshie
Kanda
Abeka

Freq.
8
3
6
3
3
2
1
4
8
2
2
4
2
1
2
4
3

Perc. (%)
6.7
2.5
5.0
2.5
2.5
1.7
0.8
3.3
6.7
1.7
1.7
3.3
1.7
0.8
1.7
3.3
2.5

Neighbourhood
Kotobabi
Santa Maria
Legon
Shukura
Lapaz
Dome
Adenta
Achimota
Ashaley Botwe
Spintex
Mamprobi
Osu
Labone
Roman Ridge
Akweteyman
Ashongman

Freq.
2
2
11
1
6
3
19
4
4
1
2
2
1
2
1
1

Perc. (%)
1.7
1.7
9.2
o.8
5.0
2.5
15.8
3.3
3.3
0.8
1.7
1.7
0.8
1.7
0.8
0.8

Total

120

100.0
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4.2.5 Neighbourhood
The respondents lived in 33 different neighbourhoods in Accra. The majority of
these communities were located in the Accra Metropolitan Area (AMA), which
is the heart of Accra. A few of them, however lived in neighbourhoods located in
the municipalities which are at the peripheries of AMA. The neighbourhoods and
the number of respondents who lived there are given in table 4.5.

4.2.6 How long respondents had been in Accra
The respondents had been in Accra for different number of years, which ranged
from between 1 and 10 years, to 41 years and above. The majority of the
respondents had been in Accra between 11 and 20 years. The number of
respondents in this category was 57, constituting 47.5% of the total; the second
highest were those who had been in Accra between 21 and 30 years. The details
of the statistics are presented in table 4.6.

Table 4.6: How long respondents have been in Accra

1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41+
Total

Frequency
29
57
32
1
1
120

Percentage (%)
24.2
47.5
26.7
0.8
0.8
100.0

4.3 THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC PROFILE OF AKAN MIGRANTS IN
ACCRA
4.3.1 Contact with towns of origin
The Akan migrants in Accra, who responded to the questionnaire, had varying
degrees of contact with their towns of origin, and therefore varying degrees of
contact with the actual native Akan variety spoken in their towns of origin. There
were 37.5% of them who claimed they had never been to their towns of origin.
This implies that these respondents had little or no contact at all with the actual
Akan variety spoken in their towns of origin. The majority of them, however,
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who constitute about 61.7%, stated that they have lived in their towns of origins
at some point in their lives. These respondents have therefore had some contact
with their native Akan variety. One of the respondents did not answer this
question. The statistics of these responses are presented in table 4.7.
Although many of the respondents claimed that they had lived in their towns
of origin, the period of time that they have lived there differs. This implies that
the amount of contact that these Akan migrants have had with the Akan variety
spoken in their towns of origin also varies. The contact that some of these
respondents have had with their towns of origin was limited to the visits that they
paid to their relatives. A few, however had had prolonged contact with their towns
of origin. These respondents stated that they had lived in their towns of origin
until they had completed senior high school or become independent (had a job).
The majority of the respondents, however, claimed that they had lived in their
towns of origin during their primary and secondary school education. These sets
of information indicate that there are many Akan migrants in Accra who have
little or no contact with the actual native varieties spoken in their towns of origin.
The details of the statistics of how long respondents have lived in their towns of
origin are presented in table 4.8.
Table 4.7: Have you lived in your town of origin?

Yes
No
Total
Unknown
Total

Frequency

Percentage (%)

74
45
119
1
120

61.7
37.5
99.2
0.8
100.00

Table 4.8: When respondents lived in their towns of origin

Period of time
During my primary school education
Until I completed secondary/
middle school
Until I was independent
(had a job)
I pay visits
Total

Frequency
36
21

Percentage (%)
48.6
28.4

3

4.1

14
74

18.9
100
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Table 4.9: Have you lived in a community where other varieties of Akan are spoken?

Yes
No
Total
Unknown
Grand Total

Frequency
33
81
114
6
120

Percentage (%)
27.5
67.5
95.0
5.0
100.0

4.3.2 Contact with other Akan communities where different
varieties are spoken
Only a few of the Akan migrants used in this study had had contact with other
Akan communities where other Akan varieties, which are not their native variety,
are spoken. These respondents constitute 27.5% of the total respondents. This
implies that, for the many of the Akan migrants in Accra, the knowledge that they
have of other Akan varieties is what they have heard, and probably acquired,
elsewhere, but not in the communities where the varieties are traditionally
spoken. These statistics are presented in table 4.9.

4.3.3 Language varieties the respondents (Akan migrants) are in
contact with in the neighbourhoods of Accra
The Akan migrants represented in this survey are in contact with about seven
language varieties in the neighbourhoods of Accra. These language varieties are:
Akan, Gã, English, Ewe, Hausa, Guan, and Gã-Twi. Among these language
varieties, Akan (including all varieties) was the language variety most listed by
the respondents. 116 of the 120 respondents listed Akan as one of the languages
spoken in their neighbourhoods. In addition to this Gã, the indigenous language
of Accra, and English were the languages that most of the respondents claimed
are spoken in their neighbourhoods. The details of the language varieties and the
number of respondents who listed these are presented in table 4.10.
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Table 4.10: Language varieties widely spoken in the neighbourhood of respondents

Language
varieties
Akan
Gã
English
Ewe
Hausa
Guan
Gã-Twi
Total

Number
116
90
59
26
19
1
1
312

Responses
Percentage (%)
37.2
28.8
18.9
8.3
6.1
0.3
0.3
100.0

Although the respondents are in contact with all of these language varieties, one
can infer from the responses that the major languages that these Akan migrants
are in contact with are Akan, Gã and English. This confirms Kropp-Dakubu’s
observation that Accra can be characterised as operating with a system of four
languages: English, Akan, Ga and Hausa. She also states that these are languages
with the largest number of speakers in the city (2009:19, 1997). Although Hausa
is cited by only a few of these respondents, its presence in the city is evident as
some of the respondents indicated that it is widely spoken in their
neighbourhoods. The fact that the responses I gathered found that Akan was more
widely used than all the other languages in these neighbourhoods also confirms
Essegbey’s observation in surveys he conducted in 2005 and 2007, which are
reported in Essegbey (2009). In these surveys the Essegbey discovered that Akan
is the language mostly used by the residents of Accra.
Despite Akan being used in all the neighbourhoods, the number of languages
listed for each neighbourhood represented in the survey ranges from 2 to 5. These
languages are Akan, Gã, English, Ewe, and Hausa. In all the 33 neighbourhoods,
Akan (including all varieties) was mentioned. Gã was mentioned for 31 of the
neighbourhoods, English for 22, Ewe for 13, and Hausa is listed for 7 of the
neighbourhoods. This implies that all of the respondents (Akan migrants) are in
contact with ‘some’ variety of Akan in Accra in addition to one or more other
language varieties. The neighbourhoods, languages reported by respondents as
being widely spoken, the number of respondent(s) who listed each language
variety in the neighbourhood, and the number of respondents who lived in that
neighbourhood are presented in table 4.11.
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Table 4.11: Communities, languages widely spoken, and number of respondents

Communities
Asylum down
Pig farm
Madina
Nima
Adabraka
Labadi
North ridge
Alajo
New town
Dansoman
Avenor
Tesano
Caprice
Kokomlemle
Kaneshie
Kanda
Abekã
Kotobabi
Santa Maria
Legon
Shukura
Lapaz
Dome
Adenta
Ashaley Botwe
Achimota
Spintex
Mamprobi
Osu
Labone
Roman Ridge
Akweteyman
Ashongman
Total

Akan
8
3
5
3
3
1
1
4
7
2
2
4
1
1
2
4
3
2
2
11
1
6
3
19
4
4
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
116

Gã
3
2
5
2
3
2

English
1

Guan
1

4

Hausa

Ewe

2
3
3

3

GãTwi

1

1
1

1
6
2
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
2
2
9
1
6
3
14
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
1
90

1
1

6

2

3
2
1

1
3

1
1
11

1

1
1

1

1
2
2
6

4
3
12
4
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
59

4
1
1

1

19

26

1

Nr. of
resp.
8
3
6
3
3
2
1
4
8
2
2
4
2
1
2
4
3
2
2
11
1
6
3
19
4
4
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
120
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4.3.4 Language varieties that the respondents (Akan migrants)
often speak in Accra
The language varieties that the respondents claimed they often speak in Accra
includes almost all the languages that they listed as being widely spoken in their
respective neighbourhoods. This implies that the language varieties that Akan
migrants speak often in Accra is influenced by the languages that are widely
spoken where they live. In the following sections the language contact situation
is discussed in more detail.

4.3.4.1 Akan
As pointed out earlier, in all 33 neighbourhoods, Akan (including all varieties)
was mentioned as one of the language varieties that is widely spoken. All of the
respondents but one, claimed that they often speak ‘some variety of Akan’ in Accra.
However, the respondents referred to the ‘Akan’ they speak differently. Akan is
an umbrella term that covers all of the varieties of the language; however, it is
interesting to note that not all of the respondents used it to refer to the ‘Akan’ they
often speak in Accra, but preferred to cite the specific variety of Akan that they
speak. 15 of the respondents referred to their variety as Asante, 8 referred to it as
Akuapem, and 1 respondent referred to his variety as Bono. Some of the
respondents, however, used broad terms that cover a wide range of sub-varieties
to refer to the variety they speak. For instance, all the respondents who claimed
to often speak Fante in Accra used the broad term Fante. None of them
mentioned any sub-variety of Fante. The number of respondents in this category
is 8. Again, there are other respondents who used Twi, which is also a broad term
that covers some sub-varieties of Akan, to refer to the language or one of the
languages they often speak. There are 37 such respondents. Nonetheless, many of
the respondents listed Akan, the umbrella term, as the language, or one of the
language varieties that they often speak in Accra. There are 55 such responses
representing 25.0% of the total. With the exception of Bono, these varieties, or
terms, were also used by the respondents to refer to the variety spoken in their
neighbourhoods.

4.3.4.2 Other languages
Many of the respondents claimed that they often speak other languages, in
addition to the Akan varieties they cited, in Accra. These languages are also
named as languages widely spoken in the neighbourhood where they live.
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From the data we can see that some of these Akan migrants claimed that they
often speak Gã in Accra. There are 30 respondents in this category, which
represent 13.6% of the total responses. It is worth noting that 29 of these
respondents lived in neighbourhoods where Gã is named as one of the languages
spoken in the streets. Secondly, the majority of these respondents had been in
Accra between 11 and 30 years. These periods are long enough for anyone who
wants to speak the indigenous language of Accra to do so, especially if the person
has close contact with Gã, as seems to be the case with these respondents.
There are some of the respondents, who claimed to speak Hausa often in
Accra; all of these respondents lived in neighbourhoods where Hausa is listed by
the respondents as one of the languages spoken there. These respondents have
been in Accra from 11 to more than 20 years. Although Hausa is usually
associated with northern Ghana, it is documented in the literature that the
southerners (and northerners alike) who speak Hausa in Accra usually learn it in
Accra (Kropp-Dakubu 1997:163 and 2005a:146). Supposing these respondents
learned this language in Accra, these periods of years are long enough for them
to be able to learn to speak it, especially when they are in close contact with the
language in Accra.
English is also one of the languages mentioned by many of the respondents as
what they speak frequently in Accra. The majority of these respondents live in
neighbourhoods where English is claimed to be one of the languages spoken in
the street. There are also a few respondents who stated that they often speak
English in Accra even though English is not one of the languages spoken in their
neighbourhoods. This implies that these respondents often speak English in
different domains in Accra such as school, church and in the workplace, where
English is predominantly used. English is the official language of Ghana as well
as the language of education (Forson 1979, Owu-Ewie 2006). As a result, English
is used in many formal sectors of Ghanaian society as well as in some informal
sectors like the church (Albakry and Ofori 2011). Some of the second generation
migrants, whose speech I will discuss in the subsequent chapters, mentioned using
English at school and in church.
A few of the respondents mentioned Guan as one of the languages that they
speak often in Accra. One of these respondents lived in Asylum down, a
neighbourhood where Guan is listed as one of the languages being spoken,
according to these respondents. The respondents who made this claim indicated
that they are ethnically Akuapem; however, my suspicion is that these
respondents may also be Guans because the Hill Guans (i.e. Larteh and
Kyerepong), who live on the Akuapem Ridge, as well as the East Guans (i.e.
Anum), speak the Akuapem variety as a second language and usually label
themselves as Akuapem. According to a Ghana Television documentary on the
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history of Akropong20 presented on Wednesday, the 18th of May 2016, the
Akuapems are originally the Guans who moved to reside on the mountains
(currently, the Akuapem ridge).
The above information indicates that the majority of these Akan migrants are
at least bilingual in Akan and another language or languages, which in a way
reflects the linguistic ecology of Accra. However, not all the languages the
respondents listed as spoken in their neighbourhoods, are spoken by the
respondents themselves. Ewe and Gã-Twi, for instance, were mentioned by the
respondents as being spoken in their neighbourhoods, yet none of the respondents
cited any of these languages as one of the languages that they speak often in Accra.
Table 4.12 presents the language varieties often spoken by respondents in Accra,
the number of responses for each language variety, and their percentages.

Table 4.12: Language varieties respondents often speak in Accra

Responses

Akan
English
Asante
Twi
Gã
Fante
Guan
Hausa
Akuapem
Bono
Total

20

Number

Percentage (%)

55
60
15
37
30
8
2
4
8
1
220

25.0
27.3
6.8
16.8
13.6
3.6
0.9
1.8
3.6
0.5
100.0

This documentary was presented by Godwin Adje, a research fellow at the Institute of African Studies,
University of Ghana.
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4.3.5 The Respondents’ native Akan varieties and the Akan variety
they often speak in Accra
As I stated in section 4.3.4.1, although all of the respondents are ethnically Akan,
not all of them used the term Akan to refer to the variety they speak. Instead,
some preferred to refer to the specific variety they speak. The respondents who
are ethnically Akyem or Kwawu either used the umbrella terms Akan or Twi to
refer to what they speak in Accra. It is worth noting that though these varieties
are very closely related to Asante, and the uninitiated ear may think that they are
speaking Asante, none of these respondents referred to the variety they speak as
Asante, nor did any of them refer to it as Akyem or Kwawu.
The ethnically Akuapem respondents used various labels to refer to the Akan
variety they speak often in Accra. These labels are Akan, Twi, Akuapem, Asante,
and Fante. The majority used the umbrella term Akan and Twi, which cover their
native variety; however, a few of them referred to their variety as Akuapem. Only
one referred to his variety as Asante, and the respondent, who claimed that he
often speaks Fante is both ethnically Akuapem and Fante as I noticed in section
4.2.4.
The Asante respondents referred to the Akan variety they speak in Accra as
Akan, Asante, Twi, and Bono. The majority of these Asante respondents used the
umbrella term Akan to refer to what they speak in Accra. Many of those who did
not use Akan, however, preferred to refer to their variety as Asante instead of
using Twi, which is also a broad term that covers their variety. Only a few
respondents labelled the variety they speak as Twi. This development can be
considered as a trace of the ethnic pride that the Asantes instil in their culture and
language. Although the Akan tradition generally instils pride in the Akan
language, the Asantes are particularly known for this. Essegbey has pointed out
that the Akan traditions instil more pride in the Akan language than do the
traditions of other ethnic groups for their languages. This is mainly attributable to
the Asantes, who constitute a subset of the Akan group. The Asante king speaks
only Asante Twi to all including dignitaries even though he is a well-educated
man who can speak good English (2009:29). The respondent, who named Bono
as one of the language varieties he speaks in Accra, is both ethnically Asante and
Bono as I noted in section 4.2.4.
The Bono respondents used the broad terms Akan and Twi to refer to the
variety they speak in Accra. One of them named both Bono and Asante as the
language varieties he often speaks in Accra, which indicates the perceived
difference in these two varieties. This is the same respondent who self-identifies
as both ethnically Asante and Bono that I referred to above.
The Fantes displayed a lot of diversity with regards to the Akan variety they
often speak in Accra. They mentioned five different varieties: Akan, Asante, Twi,
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Fante and Akuapem, to refer to the Akan variety they often speak in Accra. The
majority of them used the broad term Akan, and others also referred to their
variety as Twi. A number of these Fante respondents, however, were specific with
the particular Akan variety they often speak. Some of them referred to their
variety as Asante and one, who is both ethnically Fante and Akuapem named
Akuapem. Nonetheless, there are some of the Fante respondents, who mentioned
Fante, as the variety they often speak in Accra.
One thing that can be observed from this discussion is the unity in diversity
displayed by the majority of the respondents as they used the umbrella term Akan,
or the broad terms Twi and Fante to refer to the Akan variety they often speak.
There are also a few respondents who were specific with the particular Akan
variety they often speak. This also indicates the variations these respondents see
with regards to the Akan variety they often speak and what is spoken by others.
The Fante, Akuapem and Asante varieties, for instance, are clearly distinct and
can easily be identified by the majority of the Akan population. I also realised that
some of the respondents are bi-dialectal as they listed different Akan varieties as
the varieties they often speak in Accra. This situation indicates the mixture of the
various varieties of Akan in the linguistic melting pot of Accra.

4.3.6 Reasons for often speaking some language varieties in Accra
There are several reasons why these Akan migrants often speak the language
varieties they mentioned in Accra. However, the major reasons they gave are:
(a) The proficiency they have in the language varieties they mentioned,
(b) The language varieties spoken in the streets of Accra,
(c) The languages they speak at home.
A number of them also attributed their use of some language varieties in Accra to
marriage. Many of the respondents gave more than one reason. The reasons, the
number of respondents who mentioned each reason and their percentages are
presented in table 4.13.
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Table 4.13: Reasons why respondents often speak some language varieties in Accra

Responses
Proficiency
Languages spoken in the streets of Accra
Language(s) spoken at home
Married to a native speaker of the lang.
variety
I like the language
The language I was brought up with
Total

Frequency
98
84
73

Percentage (%)
35.4%
30.3%
26.4%

18

6.5%

3
1
277

1.1%
0.4%
100.0%

These reasons are elaborated upon in the following sections.

4.3.6.1 Proficiency
The majority of the respondents claimed that they often speak the language
varieties they mentioned because of the proficiency they have in them. The
language varieties these respondents referred to are Akan (including all the
varieties), English, Gã, and Hausa.
Considering, first of all, the various varieties of Akan that the respondents
mentioned as what they often speak in Accra. The majority of the respondents,
who referred to the Akan variety they speak as Akan, Twi, Asante, Fante, and
Akuapem, claimed that they often speak these varieties because they have good
proficiency in them. There are, however, a few of the respondents, who did not
cite this as the reason for speaking these varieties; therefore, this category of
respondents may speak these varieties for some other reason but not because they
think they have good proficiency in them. As I realised earlier in section 4.3.5,
some of the respondents referred to some specific varieties, which are not their
native variety. There are some ethnically Fante respondents, for example who
stated that they often speak Asante in Accra. Another reason may be that as we
are dealing with a migrant group, there will be some speakers who will have
limited proficiency in their native variety because they have moved away from
the communities where their native varieties are spoken, to an area which is
linguistically heterogeneous. These respondents may speak the varieties that they
indicated out of necessity but not because they have good proficiency in them.
Furthermore, the attitudes that some people have towards the local languages can
also play a role in this development. There are some people who prefer to say they
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cannot speak the local languages, but rather do well in English because of the
prestige associated with the later.
The majority of those who mentioned other languages: English, Gã, and
Hausa, indicated the proficiency that they have in these languages as the reason
for speaking them in Accra often. As I have already observed in chapter two,
English is the official language of Ghana and it also occupies a very important
position in the Ghanaian educational system. It is both a subject for study from
kindergarten onwards and the only language of instruction from primary four
(Forson 1979, Anamoah-Mensah 2002). As all the respondents who claimed to
speak it often were at some level of the Ghanaian educational system, it is possible
for them to have good proficiency in it. However, as I pointed out earlier, we
cannot ignore the attitudes that some have towards English due to the prestige
associated with it. The most interesting are the respondents who said that they
speak Gã and Hausa often in Accra. This is contrary to the views that some others
share that Akans do not speak the languages of other ethnic groups. 27 of the 30
respondents who claim to speak Gã, and 3 out of 4 respondents who speak Hausa,
claimed that they speak these languages because they have good proficiency in
them. This means that although these respondents are not native speakers of Gã
or Hausa, they were, according to their own claims, able to master these
languages. Essegbey (2009:125) also observed from his data that some of his Akan
respondents claimed to speak Gã, which is a confirmation of the fact that there
are some Akans who speak the language(s) of other ethnic group. The remaining
respondents, who did not cite this reason, may also speak these languages out of
necessity but not because they have good proficiency in them.

4.3.6.2 The language often spoken in the streets of Accra
The second major reason that the respondents mentioned is the language variety
spoken by those they interact with in the streets of Accra. This reason is referred
to by 84 of the respondents, representing 30.3% of the total responses. Many of
the respondents who mentioned Akan, Twi, and Asante claimed that they speak
these varieties because of what is spoken by the people they often interact with in
the streets of Accra. One of the respondents specifically stated that he speaks
Asante because that is the variety spoken by his friends in Accra. Another
respondent, who is ethnically Fante, said he speaks Twi often in Accra because
everyone in his neighbourhood speaks it. Only a few of the respondents who
claimed they speak Fante, Akuapem, and Bono in Accra indicated this as the
reason for speaking them. The respondents who mentioned Bono did not indicate
this as his reason for speaking it. This is an indication that these specific varieties
are not vehicular varieties in the streets of Accra.
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The majority of the respondents who mentioned other languages as part of the
language varieties they often speak in Accra referred to the language varieties
spoken by those they interact with in the streets of Accra as the reason for speaking
them. These languages include English, Gã, and Hausa, which implies that these
languages are very much in use at various degrees in Accra. This further confirms
Kropp-Dakubu’s observation that Accra can be characterised as operating with a
system of four languages: English, Akan, Hausa, and Gã. Kropp-Dakubu further
argues that these are languages with the largest number of speakers in the city and
are by far the most likely to be used as second languages (2009:19, 1997).

4.3.6.3. The language(s) respondents speak at home
Another major reason given by the respondents is the language varieties they
speak at home. 73 of the respondents, which represent 26.4% of the total
responses, indicated this as the reason for often speaking the languages they
mentioned in Accra. A sizable number of those who speak Akan, whether they
used the broad terms, Akan, Twi, and Fante, or cited specific varieties like Asante
and Akuapem, indicated the language(s) they speak at home as the reason for
speaking them. This implies that many of these Akan migrants in Accra use Akan
(including all varieties) as the means of communication at home. There are a few,
however, who do not use Akan at home even though it is their native language,
but rather use other language(s). A number of those who claimed that they often
speak English, Gã, Hausa, and Guan often in Accra indicated that the reason for
this is that they are the language(s) they use at home. Although some of these
respondents may use these languages in addition to Akan, there are others, who
use these languages more frequently, and ignore Akan. This is not surprising,
because it is an observable fact in Accra and other urban centres of the nation that
some of the elite prefer to use English instead of their ethnic languages with their
children at home in order to enable the children to get a good grounding in the
language, and also to enjoy the prestige associated with it. There are others,
however, who also consider it as the neutral language to use at home especially
where the parents are from different ethnic backgrounds.

4.3.6.4 Married to a native speaker of the language variety
There were only a few of the respondents who speak the languages they
mentioned in Accra because of marriage to a native speaker of that language
variety. It is observed from the data that a very few of the respondents, who
mentioned Akan or any of the specific varieties of Akan mentioned marriage as
one of the reasons for speaking these language varieties. Despite the fact that all
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of these respondents are ethnically Akan, it can be inferred that this category of
respondents are encouraged to speak the specific Akan varieties they mentioned
in Accra because their spouses are also native speakers of these varieties. One
example of this is a Kwawu respondent, who mentioned only Twi as the language
he speaks in Accra indicated this as one of his reasons. A secondly example is 2
Fante respondents who mentioned Twi and Asante as part of the language
varieties they often speak in Accra, and also indicated marriage as one of the
reasons for speaking them. Furthermore, a few of those who often speak English,
Gã, Hausa, and Guan in Accra cited marriage as the reason for speaking these
languages.
The implication here is that, though the majority of the respondents did not
cite this as the reason for speaking some languages in Accra, there may be a few
who do so because they are married to a native speaker of the language.

4.3.6.5 I like the language
A few of the respondents also claimed that they speak the language varieties they
mentioned because of the emotional attachment they have towards them. This
reason was indicated by only 3 of the respondents, which represent 1.1% of the
total responses. The language varieties listed by these respondents were Akan,
Asante, Gã, and Hausa. This implies that there are some Akan migrants, who
speak the languages of other ethnic groups in Accra not out of necessity or because
they have good proficiency in them but because they like speaking them. This is
contrary to the the commonly held belief (of non-Akans) that Akans are not
interested in the languages of other ethnic groups.

4.3.6.6 The language I was brought up with
This reason is also mentioned by only one respondent, who mentioned only
Asante as the language variety he often speaks in Accra. He is ethnically Asante.

4.3.7 Akan migrants’ use of their native Akan variety in Accra
The majority of the Akan migrants used in this survey claimed that they speak
their native Akan varieties in Accra. The number of this category of respondents
is 95, which represent 79.2% of the total respondents. There are also a few
respondents who stated that they do not speak their native Akan varieties in
Accra. The statistics is presented in table 4.14.
A closer look at the data indicates that there are a number of the respondents
who speak their native varieties elsewhere – for instance when they visit their
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towns of origin- but not in Accra. There are 8 such respondents. The statistics are
presented in table 4.15.

Table 4.14: Do you speak your native Akan variety in Accra?

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
95
25
120

Percentage (%)
79.2
20.8
100.0

Table 4.15: Respondents’ use of their native Akan variety elsewhere and in Accra

Do you speak your native
Akan variety in Accra?

Yes
No
Total

Do you generally speak your
native Akan variety?
Yes
No
Total
94
1
95
8
17
25
102
18
120

4.3.7.1 The relationship between Akan migrants’ use of their native
Akan varieties in Accra and the contact they have with their towns of
origin
There is some relationship between Akan migrants’ use of their native Akan
variety in Accra and the contact they have with their towns of origin. A higher
percentage of the respondents, who have lived in their towns of origin, claimed
that they speak their native Akan varieties in Accra. The number of respondents
in this category is 62. There are also a few of those who claimed they have some
contact with their towns of origin but who do not speak their native Akan varieties
in Accra. A more indepth look at the data indicates that the majority of these
respondents are those who lived in their towns of origin during their primary
school education, and those who just pay visits. These respondents may be
justified in the sense that the amount of contact they have had with their towns of
origin is not enough for them to get acquainted with their native varieties.
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This notwithstanding, there are others who have never been to their towns of
origin but who claimed that they speak their native Akan varieties in Accra.
Though the claim of these respondents cannot be substantiated, it suggests that,
in the midst of the linguistically heterogeneous environment of Accra, some Akan
migrants have access to their native Akan varieties and are able to use it even
though they have never been to their towns of origin. There are also a few
respondents who claimed that they have never lived in their towns of origin and
do not speak their native Akan varieties in Accra. This is an indication that there
are some Akan migrants who were born in Accra and have not had the benefit of
being exposed to their native varieties by their parents. This is a sign of attrition.
Winford (2003:261) notes that the decision to give up an ancestral language (AL)
and cease transmitting to one’s descendants signals the start of serious attrition in
the language. In table 4.16, it can be realised that 13 of the respondents who have
never lived in their towns of origin claimed that they do not speak their native
Akan variety. The statistics of when respondents lived in their towns of origin and
their use of their native Akan variety in Accra are presented in table 4.16 and 4.17.

Table 4.16: Living in town of origin and speaking native Akan variety in
Accra

Do you speak your native
Akan variety in Accra?

Have you ever lived in
your town of origin?

Yes
No
Total

Yes
62
32
94

No
12
13
25

Total
74
45
119
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Table 4.17: When respondents lived in their towns of origin and speaking native Akan
varieties in Accra

Do you speak your native
Akan variety in Accra?

When respondent
lived in his/her
town of origin

During my basic
school education
Until I completed
middle/secondary
school
Until I was
independent (had a
job)
My stay there has
usually been on a visit
Total

Yes

No

Total

29

7

36

20

1

21

3

0

3

10

4

14

62

12

74

4.3.7.2 The domains in which respondents use their native Akan variety
in Accra
The family seems to be an important component when it comes to using native
Akan varieties in a linguistically heterogeneous environment such as Accra.
From the data it can be seen that the majority of the respondents stated that they
use their native Akan variety in Accra with the members of their family: parents,
siblings, children and spouse. 70 of the respondents, who claimed that they speak
their native Akan varieties in Accra, said that they speak it with their parents, and
61 speak it with their siblings. These represent 24.4% and 21.3% of the total
responses respectively. The number of those who claimed to use their native
Akan variety with their children and spouses is far lower than those who speak it
with their parents and siblings. This development can be linked to the fact that a
higher percentage of the respondents (about 75%, see section 4.2.2) were between
age 15 and 35, and as a result, may have neither spouses nor children.
In addition to respondents using their native Akan varieties with their family
members, many of them also claimed to use it with those who speak the same
Akan variety as theirs. This group of respondents is 66 in number, which
represents 23.0% of total responses. This implies that these Akan migrants use
their native Akan variety to identify with members of their native Akan variety in
the linguistically heterogeneous environment of Accra and also to show solidarity
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in an environment where members of their native variety may not be readily
available.
There were a number of the respondents who stated that they use their native
Akan variety with everyone they meet in the streets of Accra irrespective of their
native language varieties. 46 respondents gave this answer and they represent
16.0% of the total responses. This implies that these respondents assume that
anyone they speak their Akan variety with in the street of Accra will be able to
understand them which is, in turn, an indication of the widespread use of Akan
in Accra.
One respondent claimed that he speaks his native variety with anyone who
interacts with him in Akan, irrespective of the particular Akan variety his
interlocutor speaks. It is interesting to note that some the respondents only speak
their native variety when it becomes necessary, as one of the respondents hinted.
Many of the respondents gave more than one domain within which they use
their native variety. The statistics are presented in table 4.18.

Table 4.18: The domains respondents use their native Akan varieties in Accra

Responses
Contexts
With my parents
With my siblings
With my children
With my spouse
With my family
With those who speak the
same Akan variety
Always (with everyone on the
street)
With those who interact with
me in Akan
When the need arises
Total

Frequency
70
61
21

Percentage (%)
24.4%
21.3%
7.3%

20
1
66

7.0%
0.3%
23.0%

46

16.0%

1

0.3%

1

0.3%

287

100.0%
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4.3.7.3 Reasons some Akan migrants do not speak their native Akan
variety in Accra
As I noted earlier in section 4.3.7 and table 4.14, some of the Akan migrants used
in this survey reported that they do not speak their native Akan varieties in Accra.
Four main reasons were given by these respondents to explain their inability to
speak their native varieties in Accra. These include;
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The lack of proficiency they have in their native variety,
The Akan variety often spoken in the streets of Accra,
Stigmatisation, and
Adulteration from other languages.

The majority of the respondents attributed their inability to speak their native
Akan variety in Accra to the lack of proficiency they have in it. The number of
respondents in this category is 18, which represents 48.6% of the total responses.
Some of the respondents reported that they had never been to their towns of origin
and that their parents in Accra did not teach them because they do not speak it at
home. This observation is an indication that there are native speakers of some
Akan varieties who are shifting, or have already shifted, from their native Akan
varieties to other varieties. This situation usually happens to the minority subethnic Akan group like Bono which have come into contact with the more
dominant varieties like Asante and Akyem. I have realised that some of these
minority groups feel that their speech is stigmatised in the presence of these
dominant varieties and therefore prefer to speak these varieties instead. An
ethnically Bono, who grew up in Accra, told me that his parents never encouraged
them to learn the Bono variety because they considered as a lower prestige variety.
As a result, they always spoke the Asante variety at home. In addition to this,
others are also shifting to English, as they prefer to speak English at home due to
the prestige and the economic advantages associated with it (see Bodomo et al.
2008). Winford (2003:257-8) notes that a variety of social forces come to play in
compelling minority groups to assimilate to the dominant language and culture.
The cultural, political, and socioeconomic superiority of the dominant group is
one such factor. This is usually reflected in the lower status ascribed to the
minority language, often by language policies that stigmatise it and deny it a place
in education, politics and other important spheres of life. This observation made
by Winford has contributed to the situation I have observed above. The Asante
variety is the language of the Asante Kingdom and it is also one of the Ghanaian
governmentally approved indigenous languages that is studied in schools and so
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has some prestige. The Bono variety is not studied in school and in the
geographical areas where Bono is spoken, the Asante variety is the variety that is
taught in schools. As a result of this, when some of the ethnically Bono come into
contact with the Asante variety, they feel that their speech is stigmatised. English
is the language of education in Ghana, as we have observed in chapter two and it
is also the language used in the formal sectors of the economy. These policies
accord English much prestige over the indigenous languages, which encourages
its use.
The second major reason given was the Akan variety spoken in the streets of
Accra. They claimed that those they interact with in the streets of Accra do not
speak their native Akan variety hence preventing them from speaking it. This
reason was given by 14 of the 25 respondents, which represents 37.8% of the total
responses given by those who do not speak their native Akan varieties in Accra.
Stigmatisation also seems to play a role in the inability of some respondents
to speak their native Akan varieties in Accra. This is can be inferred from the data
where a few of the respondents claimed that their native Akan variety is
stigmatised in Accra and therefore this prevents them from speaking it in Accra.
The impact that the linguistic heterogeneity of Accra has on language varieties
also prevents some Akan migrants from speaking their native Akan varieties in
Accra. Some of the respondents feel that their native Akan varieties have been
influenced by Gã and, it is therefore difficult for them to speak it.
It is worth noting that some of the respondents gave more than one reason.
These statistics are presented in table 4.19.

Table 4.19: Reasons some respondents do not speak their native Akan varieties in
Accra

Reasons for not speaking native
Akan variety in Accra
I do not have good proficiency in it
Those I interact with in Accra don’t
speak my native Akan variety
It is stigmatised in Accra
The Ga language has affected my
native Akan variety
Total

Reponses
Frequency
18

Percentage (%)
48.6%

14

37.8%

4

10.8%

1

2.7%

37

100.0%
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4.3.7.4 Akan varieties spoken by those who do not speak their native
Akan varieties in Accra
Different Akan varieties were referred to by these Akan migrants as the variety
they speak in Accra in place of their native varieties. Some of the respondents
used terms like ‘the normal one’ or ‘the normal Twi’ to refer to the Akan variety
they speak. Others also claimed they do not know which of the Akan varieties
they speak, and a few referred to what they speak as a ‘Mixed Twi’. Some
respondents, however, were specific with the particular Akan varieties they speak
in Accra instead of their native variety. These varieties included Asante,
Akuapem and Fante. A critical look at the data indicates that some of these
respondents who claimed to speak these specific varieties have lived in the regions
where the varieties they claimed to speak are spoken.
It is worth of noting that the respondents who used terms like ‘the normal one’,
‘the normal Twi’, ‘Mixed Twi’, and even the one who claimed he speaks Asante,
may be referring to the same variety. There is a common view among some
residents of Accra that the Akan variety spoken in Accra is the Asante Twi
because of the intonation of this variety compared to Akuapem and Fante. As we
will soon realise in this chapter and in the subsequent chapters, however, this
variety is a mixture of variants from different varieties.
It should be pointed out that some of the respondents did not indicate which
Akan variety they speak in Accra. The statistics of the varieties and the number
of the respondents who claimed to speak them are presented in table 4.20.

Table 4.20: Akan varieties spoken by respondents who do not speak their native Akan
varieties in Accra

Variety
The normal one (normal Twi)

Frequency

Percentage (%)

8

38.1

2

9.5

1

4.8

Asante

8

38.1

Akuapem

1

4.8

Fante

1

4.8

Total

21

100

I don’t know which of the
Akan varieties I speak
A mixed Twi
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4.3.7.5 Reason respondents speak these varieties
The respondents gave three main reasons for speaking these varieties instead of
their native one. These are:
(a) The Akan variety spoken by most people I interact with in Accra
(b) The proficiency they have in these varieties
(c) It is easy to acquire
For the majority of this category of respondents, the Akan variety they speak in
Accra is determined by the variety spoken by those they interact with most often.
This includes the variety spoken by their friends as well as those they meet in the
streets of Accra. One of the respondents specifically stated that the variety he
speaks is what everyone speaks in Accra. This shows the desire that some
individuals have to identify with others when it comes to language use, instead of
sounding different.
Proficiency also determines which language variety one chooses to speak.
Some of the respondents stated that they speak the variety they indicated because
they are proficient in it.
Another reason that can be related to this is the language variety that
individuals perceive as easy to acquire. One of the respondents claimed that he
speaks the variety he referred to because it is easy to learn. There are many
residents of Accra who perceive the Twi variety spoken in Accra as easy to learn.
During my fieldwork, I encountered some L2 Akan speakers, who claimed that
they speak Twi instead of other languages because they find it easy to learn.
Essegbey (2009:125) also reports a comment made by one of his Gã respondent,
who said he speaks Akan to anyone he meets in the streets of Accra because it is
the most commonly used language and is easier for others to understand and
interpret.
It is worth noting that some of the respondents gave more than one response.
This is presented in table 4.21.

Table 4.21: Reasons respondents speak the Akan varieties they cited instead of their
native Akan varieties

Reasons for speaking other varieties
The variety spoken by most people I
interact with in Accra
I can speak it better/proficiency
It is easy
Total

Response
Frequency Percentage (%)
31

80%

7
1
40

17.5%
2.5%
100.0%
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4.4 THE PERCEPTION OF AKAN MIGRANTS ON THE AKAN
VARIETY THEY SPEAK IN ACCRA
Having established the sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra, I will
now look into their perceptions regarding the Akan variety that they speak in
Accra. This will be done from two different perspectives: their perception of their
native Akan varieties that they speak in Accra, and of the Akan variety generally
spoken by all Akan migrants in Accra.

4.4.1 The perception of their native Akan variety they speak in
Accra
As we observed in section 4.7.3, a high percentage of the interviewed Akan
migrants claimed that they speak their native Akan varieties in Accra. The
perceptions of these respondents on whether the native variety they claim to speak
in Accra is exactly the same as what is spoken in their towns of origin differ. Some
of the respondents, claimed that their native Akan variety that they speak in Accra
is the same as what is spoken in their towns of origin. The number of respondents
in this category is 77, which represent 82.8% of those who claimed that they speak
their native Akan varieties in Accra. A few of these respondents, however,
perceived that their native Akan variety that they speak in Accra is different to
what is spoken in their towns of origin. There are 15 of such respondents, and
they represent 16.1%. It is interesting to note that although 1 of the respondents
claimed he speaks his native variety in Accra, she could not tell us whether what
she speaks is the same as what is spoken in her town of origin because he claimed
he has never been there. The statistics are presented in table 4.22.

Table 4.22: Is your native Akan variety you speak in Accra the same as what is spoken
in your town of origin?

Yes
No
I cannot tell
Total

Frequency
77
15
1
93

Percentage (%)
82.8
16.1
1.1
100

Similarly the respondents, who claimed they speak a different Akan variety in
Accra instead of their native variety, have different perceptions with regards to
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what they speak in Accra compared to the variety spoken by the native speakers.
Some of these respondents claimed that the variety they speak is the same as what
is spoken by the native speakers; however, there are others who perceive it
differently from what the native speakers speak. Interestingly, there are some of
the respondents, who did not associate what they speak with any specific variety
(or ethnic group); claiming that the variety they speak is not the native variety of
anyone. Table 4.23 presents the statistics.

Table 4.23: Do you think that the Akan variety you speak in Accra instead of your
native variety is the same as what the native speakers speak?

Yes
No
It is not the native variety of anyone
Total

Frequency
7
8
4
19

Percentage (%)
36.8
42.1
21.1
100.0

4.4.2 Some perceived differences between the native Akan
varieties respondents speak in Accra compared to what is spoken
in their towns of origin
The respondents who claimed that the native Akan variety they speak in Accra is
not exactly the same as what is spoken in their towns of origin were able to give
examples of what they think differentiates the variety they speak in Accra and that
spoken in their towns of origin. In the same vein, those who claimed that the
Akan variety they speak in Accra instead of their native variety is not the same as
what the native speakers speak gave a few examples of what they perceive to be
the differences. Some of the respondents gave specific linguistic examples of the
differences, whilst others explained what they think the differences are. In what
follows I discuss the examples of the differences given by the respondents in detail.

4.4.2.1 Linguistic differences
The linguistic differences the respondents gave can be categorised as lexical,
phonetic, and syntactic. However, there were more examples with regards to
lexical and phonetic differences than syntactic differences. These are elaborated
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as follows. It is worth noting that phonetic transcription is given where necessary
and where this is applicable they have been put in phonetic brackets.

Lexical differences
The respondents gave five lexical differences with regards to the use of certain
words and how they refer to certain items in Accra compared to what is used in
their towns of origin. These words include the Akan equivalents for earthenware
bowl, yes (as in responding to a question), two, the name of a local dish prepared with
fermented corn dough, the use of the verbs eat and drink in Akan, and greetings for the
different times of the day. These are explained in turn.

Earthenware bowl
This is traditional piece of equipment used for grinding/mashing vegetables and
other food items. This object has different variants in different varieties of Akan.
One of the respondents claimed that in Accra he refers to it as ayewa – [ayɪwa],
whilst the variant used in his town of origin is Asanka. Ayewa originates from
[ayʊwa] the variant in some Twi varieties such as Akyem, Kwawu and Asante
for this item, and Asanka is mainly used by Akuapem and some varieties of Fante.

Yes (as in responding to a question)
The typical Akuapem variant for Yes is yiw, whilst the variant for Akyem, Asante
and Kwahu is aane - [aanɪ]. One of the respondents claimed that in Accra he uses
aane, whilst the variant used in his town of origin is yiw.

Two (as a cardinal number).
This word has different variants in different varieties of Akan. The variant for
Akuapem is abien – [æbieŋ], the Fante variant is ebien – [ebien], and the variant
for Akyem, Asante and Kwahu is mmienu. One of the respondents, being a native
speaker of Akuapem, claimed that in Accra he uses mmienu, whilst the variant
used in his town of origin is [æbieŋ].

The name of a local dish prepared from fermented corn dough
The name of this local dish has different variants in Akan. The variant for Fante
is mbɔr or ɛtsew – [ɛtsɪw]; some Twi varieties call it mmɔre – [mmɔrɪ], whilst others
refer to it as [bænku]. One respondent claims that in Accra he calls it [banku],
whilst the variant used in his town of origin is mmɔre. It is worth nothing that the
variant this respondent claims to use in Accra, [banku], may not be a typical Akan
variant, because it breaks the vowel harmony rule in Akan. The vowels in Akan
are divided into two groups +ATR vowels and -ATR vowels. The +ATR vowels
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are i e æ o u and the -ATR vowels are ɪ ɛ a ɔ ʊ. The vowel harmony rule in Akan
requires all the vowels in a word to belong to one group, either +ATR or –ATR.
However, the vowels /a/ and /u/ in the word under consideration belong to ATR and +ATR respectively, and therefore break the vowel harmony rule in
Akan.

The use of the verbs di ‘eat’ and nom [nʊm] ‘drink’
In Akan the verb nom ‘drink’ is usually used when what one is eating is a liquid
food like porridge and soup, whilst di ‘eat’ is used for solid food like rice, bread,
potatoes, etc. One respondent, however, did not acknowledge this difference in his
native Akan variety when he speaks it in Accra. As a result, he uses expressions
like medi koko ‘I eat porridge’ in the variety he speaks in Accra, whilst the variant
used in his town of origin is menom koko – literally meaning ‘I drink porridge’.

Greetings for the different times of the day
Akan has greeting forms for the different times of the day such as maakye –
[maatҩɪ] ‘good morning’, maaha ‘good afternoon’, maadwo ‘good evening’, and da
yie ‘sleep tight’/ ‘good night’. Maadwo ‘good evening’ can be pronounced
[maadwʊ]/ [mæædwo] depending on the variety in question. One respondent
claimed that in Accra he uses the English forms of greetings for the different times
of the day, whilst the variants used in his town of origin are the Akan variants.

Phonetic differences
The respondents also gave examples that relate to some phonetic/phonological
differences in the variety they speak in Accra and what is spoken in their towns
of origin. These variations include: the phonetic realisation of the progressive
marker re- [rɪ-] and the initial consonant of the Akan equivalent for bath, and the
Akan equivalents for some individual words like food, the name of a local dish
prepared from cassava (fufu /fufuo), and the expression I said… These are explained
in turn.

The phonetic realisation of the progressive marker re- [rɪ-] and the use of
/dw/ and /gu/ in the Akan equivalent of ‘bath’
The progressive marker has different phonetic realisations in some Twi varieties
(such as Asante, Akyem, and Kwahu), Akuapem, and the Fante varieties. Asante,
Akyem, and Kwahu varieties replace the form of the progressive marker with the
lengthening of the vowel that precedes the position of this marker, whilst the
Akuapem variety maintains the form of the marker as it is. One of the respondents
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who is a native speaker of Akuapem, claimed that in Accra he uses expressions
like meekodware ‘I am going to take my bath’, whilst the variant used in his town
of origin is merekoguare. This implies that in Accra he uses the lengthening of the
vowel for the progressive marker as it happens in Akyem, Asante, and sometimes
Kwawu, whilst in his town of origin the form re- [rɪ-] is maintained. A critical
look at the whole clause indicates that the variation is not only in the phonology
of the progressive marker but also the phonology of the initial consonant of the
verb in the clause. The Akuapem variant for bath is [guarɪ], which has the
labialised voiced velar plosive [gu], whilst that for the other Twi varieties is
[dwarɪ], which has the labialised voiced palatal affricate [dw]. The example given
by the respondent shows that he uses the variant [dwarɪ] in Accra, whilst [guarɪ],
is the variant used in his town of origin.

Food
This word has three variants in Akan. The variant for Akuapem is aduan [æduaŋ], whilst the coastal Fantes call it edziban. The variant for Akyem, Asante
and Kwawu is aduane – [æduanɪ]. One respondent, who is a native speaker of
Akuapem, stated that he uses the variant aduane in Accra, whilst the variant used
in his town of origin is aduan – [æduaŋ].

A local dish prepared from cooked cassava
This dish has two variants in Akan. The Fantes and the Akuapems call it fufu,
whilst the variant in Akyem, Asante and Kwawu is fufuo. One respondent who is
a native speaker of Akyem claimed that in Accra he uses the Fante and Akuapem
variant fufu, whilst the variant used in his town of origin is fufuo.

The clause ‘I said…’
This expression has different realisations in Akan. The Akuapems use the variant
mise – [mísè], some sub-varieties of Fante use mese – [mɪ́sɪ̀], whilst the Fantes from
Gommoa use the variant melɛ - [mίlὲ]. The Akyems, Asantes, and Kwawus use
the variant mesee – [mɪ̀sɪ́ɪ]́ . One respondent, who is a native speaker of Akuapem,
claimed that in Accra he uses the variant mesee, whilst the variant used at home is
mise. Another respondent, who is a Fante, stated that in Accra he uses mese, the
variant for the other sub-varieties of Fante, whilst the variant used at his town of
origin is melɛ.
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Syntactic variation
The following expressions were given by one respondent to explain the difference
between the variety spoken in his town of origin and what he speaks in Accra.
(a) Mene
wo
n-ni
2SG NEG-eat
1SG.CONJ
‘I will not play with you’
(b) Me-m-fa
wo
n-ni
1SG –NEG-take 2SG NEG-eat
‘I will not play with you’

agorɔ
play

agorɔ
play

The respondent claimed that in Accra he uses expression (b), whilst expression
(a) is what is used in his town of origin. Syntactically, expression (a) is what is
generally used and accepted in Akan. Expression (b), therefore, may be a variant
typical to Accra. In my own observation, expressions like (b) are heard in the
speech of some residents of Accra. For instance, I have sometimes heard people
say Memfa wo ndware ‘I will not bath with you’, and Memfa wo nnidi ‘I will not eat
with you’, whilst the standard expressions in Asante and related varieties (e.g.
Akyem) are mene wo nnware and me ne wo nnidi respectively.

4.4.2.2 Explanations of the differences
Some of the respondents explained what they think the differences between the
native Akan variety they speak in Accra and that spoken in their towns of origin
or other areas are.
Two respondents claimed that the variety they speak in Accra is a mixture of
the different varieties of Akan. This claim seems to be confirmed by the examples
of the linguistic differences given by some of these respondents which I have just
elaborated.
Another respondent made reference to the use of politeness strategies in the
native Akan variety that he speaks in Accra, compared to what is spoken in his
town of origin. He stated that the use of ‘please’ is limited in the native Akan
variety that he speaks in Accra. As a result, the respect shown for elders through
the language seems to be lost in her native variety spoken in Accra.
Reference was also made by one respondent to the way he pronounces some
words in the native variety that he speaks in Accra. This respondent claimed that
some of the words in the native variety that he speaks in Accra are pronounced
‘wrongly’, compared to what is spoken in his town of origin.
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4.4.3 The causes of these differences
These differences are attributed to a number of factors, the most fundamental of
which being the interactions that these participants have with people from
different linguistic and cultural backgrounds in Accra. The majority of the
respondents attributed the difference between the native variety they speak in
Accra and what is spoken in their towns of origin to the Akan varieties spoken by
the people they interact with in Accra. The respondents claimed that because
these people speak different varieties of Akan in Accra, their varieties have
infiltrated into their own speech, therefore causing the differences. One of the
respondents categorically stated how those who speak Akan as L2 in Accra have
affected his variety. This respondent said that he lives among Hausas, and
therefore (has to corrupt) the native variety he speaks in order to communicate
with them. A reference was also made to the different cultures in Accra as causing
some of these differences. As individuals interact with people from different
cultures, they are influenced by their way of life and this eventually affects their
language use. The amount of respondents in this group is 13, which represent
54.2% of the total responses.
The frequent use of English by some of the residents of Accra also has had
some influence on the native Akan variety of these people. There are a number of
the respondents who claimed that their frequent use of English in Accra has
affected the native variety they speak in the sense that they usually mix it with
English any time they speak it. There are 5 of such responses (20.8%).
The fact that some Akan migrants cannot maintain sustained contact with
their towns of origin is also seen as the cause of some of the differences between
the native Akan variety they speak in Accra and what is spoken in their towns of
origin. I discovered from the data that some of the respondents attributed the
difference in the native variety they speak in Accra and what is spoken in their
towns of origin to their inability to visit home frequently. The number of
respondents in this category is 4, which represents 16.7% of the total. This concern
was also raised by one of my participants during my fieldwork in Accra, who
attributed the differences in the Akan variety Akan migrants speak in Accra and
what is spoken in the regions of the language to the inability of some Akan
migrants to visit home frequently.
Stigmatisation also plays a role in the differences between the native varieties
some Akan migrants speak in Accra compared to what is spoken in their towns
of origin. Although no specific examples were given, some of the respondents
claimed that some aspects of their native Akan variety are stigmatised in Accra,
and as a result, they have had to replace them with more acceptable forms. These
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replacements have brought about the differences between their native variety that
they speak in Accra and what is spoken in their towns of origin. There are 2 of
such responses representing 8.3% of the total.
The statistics are presented in table 4.24. It should be pointed out that some of
the respondents gave more than one reason.
Comparable reasons were given by the respondents who
claimed that the different variety of Akan they speak in Accra instead of their
own, is different from what the native speakers speak in their towns of origins.
These are presented in table 4.25.

Table 4.24: Reasons for the differences in the native Akan variety respondents speak
in Accra and what is spoken in their towns of origin

Responses
Frequency

Percentage (%)

Interacting with those who speak different varieties
of Akan in Accra.

13

54.2%

I often speak English in Accra and this has influence
the native Akan variety I speak in Accra

5

20.8%

I have lost touch with my native Akan variety for a
long time, hence I have forgotten some aspects of it

4

16.7%

2

8.3%

24

100.0%

Some aspect of my native Akan variety is
stigmatised in Accra so I have replaced them with
more acceptable forms

Total
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Table 4.25: Reasons for the differences in the different Akan varieties respondents
speak in Accra instead of their native Akan varieties

Responses
Frequency
Percentage (%)
I learned it in Accra and Accra is made up of
different varieties

6

50.0%

I interact with people who speak different varieties
of Akan in Accra

7

41.7%

1

8.3%

12

100.0%

The Akan variety we speak in Accra is mixed with
English

Total

4.4.4 Their perception on the Akan variety generally spoken by all
the Akan migrants in Accra
4.4.4.1 One specific variety of Akan
The respondents had different perceptions of the Akan variety that all Akan
migrants generally speak in Accra. A few of the respondents, who constitute
23.3% of the total respondents, claimed that all Akan migrants in Accra generally
speak one specific variety, whilst the majority, who constitute about 76%, thought
otherwise. The few who claimed that all Akan migrants in Accra speak one
specific variety could not agree on the specific variety which is spoken by all the
Akan migrants, and referred to different varieties. These varieties included
specific varieties like Asante, Akyem, and Akuapem. Others also referred to
combinations of varieties like Asante/Akyem/Kwawu, and Asante/Kwawu,
which implies that the specific variety these respondents are referring to is a
mixture of these varieties. Some of the respondents also referred to this variety as
‘normal Twi’. This raises the question of which of the Twi varieties is the ‘normal
Twi’, because Twi comprises of different sub-varieties, and Gã-Twi which, in my
opinion, refers to a Twi variety which is specific to Gã, i.e. Accra, or a variety
that has some influence from Gã, the indigenous language of Accra, is also
mentioned. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that the majority of these respondents,
constituting about 64.3%, named Asante, as the variety generally spoken by all
the Akan migrants in Accra. In table 4.26 and 4.27, I present the statistics on
whether all Akan migrants speak one specific variety, and the specific varieties
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some of these respondents claimed is spoken by all Akan migrants in Accra
respectively.

Table 4.26: Do all Akan migrants in Accra speak one specific variety of Akan?

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
28
92
120

Percentage (%)
23.3
76.7
100.0

Table 4.27: The specific Akan variety all Akan migrants speak in Accra

Asante
Akyem/Asante/Kwahu
Gã-Twi
The normal Twi
Akyem
Akuapem
Asante/Kwahu
Total

Frequency
18
3
2
2
1
1
1
28

Percentage (%)
64.3
10.7
7.1
7.1
3.6
3.6
3.6
100.0

4.4.4.2 Reasons for claiming Akan migrants speak these varieties
Three reasons were given by the respondents to explain why they think all Akan
migrants in Accra generally speak these varieties. These are: it is the commonest, it
is the easiest, and it is prestigious.
All of the 28 respondents claimed that the variety they cited as being generally
spoken by all the Akan migrants, is the commonest variety of Akan in Accra. This
is particularly interesting because seven different varieties are cited by these
respondents, and all of these respondents view the variety they cited as being most
commonly used variant in Accra. This is an indication of the similarities between
the varieties that these respondents cited, and, although they used different labels,
they may possibly be referring to the same variety. This response represents 51.9%
of the total responses.
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There are others, who also think that the variety they cited is the easiest to
learn among all of the Akan varieties, and therefore the Akan migrants in Accra
are able to speak it even if it is not their native variety. During my fieldwork, I
encountered some L2 Akan speakers in Accra, who also share a similar view that
it is more easy to learn to speak Twi than other languages. This may be the case
because of the widespread use of the Twi varieties in Accra, though, as we will
see in the subsequent discussion in this book, this Twi variety spoken in Accra is
unique in its own right. There are 22 of such responses representing 40.7% of the
total responses. However, these observations confirm what one of Essegbey’s Gã
respondents said, namely that he speaks Akan in the streets of Accra because it is
the commonest and the easiest (2009:125).
A few, however, associated the variety they cited with prestige, claiming that
the Akan migrants generally speak the variety they cited because it is prestigious.
The number of this response is 4 and it represents 7.4% of the total responses.
The statistics is presented in table 4.28. It should be noted that some of the
respondents cited more than one reason.

Table 4.28: Reasons Akan migrants in Accra speak this variety

Responses
It is the most common
It is the easiest
It is prestigious
Total

Frequency
28
22
4
54

Percentage (%)
51.9%
40.7%
7.4%
100.0%

Table 4.29: Is the Akan variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra a mixture of the
various varieties of Akan?

Yes
No
Total

Frequency
110
10
120

Percentage (%)
91.7
8.3
100.0
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4.4.4.3 A mixture of the various varieties of Akan
The greater majority of the respondents think that the Akan variety spoken by
Akan migrants in Accra is a mixture of the various varieties of Akan. The number
of this category of respondents is 110, which represent 91.7% of the total
respondents. However, there are a few who think otherwise. This is presented in
table 4.29.
An indepth look at the data indicates that the majority of the respondents,
who claimed that Akan migrants in Accra speak one specific Akan variety, also
think that the Akan variety generally spoken in Accra by all the Akan migrants is
a mixture of the various varieties of Akan. This means that for these respondents,
the specific Akan variety they named as generally spoken by Akan migrants in
Accra is a mixture of the various varieties but not the actual variety spoken in the
traditional areas of the varieties they mentioned. There are 21 of such
respondents. This idea reflected in the kind of variety some of these respondents
cited as the specific variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra. As I noted earlier,
varieties such as Akyem/Asante/Kwahu and Asante/Kwahu cited by some of
these respondents implies a variety which is a mixture of these varieties. A similar
interpretation can be given to other varieties such as the normal Twi and Gã-Twi
mentioned by some of these respondents. Only 7 of the respondents who claimed
that Akan migrants in Accra speak one specific variety do not agree that the Akan
variety spoken in Accra by Akan migrants is a mixture of the various varieties of
Akan.
Furthermore, there are a few others who did not agree that all the Akan
migrants in Accra speak one specific Akan variety and also did not think that the
variety generally spoken by Akan migrants in Accra is a mixture of the various
varieties. These respondents are 3 in number. The statistics is presented in table
4.30.
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Table 4.30: One specific variety or a mixture of the various varieties in Accra

Do Akan migrants in Accra in
general speak one specific
variety of Akan?
Is the Akan variety
spoken by Akan
migrants in Accra a
mixture of the various
Akan varieties?

Yes

Yes
21

No
89

Total
110

No

7

3

10

Total

28

92

120

4.4.4.4 The variable
In order to have an empirical evidence for the perceptions these Akan migrants
share on the Akan variety that Akan migrants speak in Accra, I investigated the
use of the allophonic variants /k/ and /ky//→ [tҩ]21 in certain words in Akan,
which has become dialect specific, to some extent, with these respondents.
Describing the phonological environment in which these variants occur,
Dolphyne (1988: 33) writes that in all dialects of Akan /k/ occurs before back
vowels and the central vowel /a/, and it also occurs before front vowels in a few
words where the syllable in which /k/ occurs is followed by another syllable
which begins with /s/ or /t/. Generally, however, /k/ is replaced by /ky/ before
front vowels in stem words. The author further notes that, on the whole, /k/ and
/ky/ complement each other in their distribution and they are different
pronunciation of the same basic consonant. She cites an example where some
older speakers of Akan say [ɔkιna] instead of [ɔkyιna], which is the variants used
by contemporary Akan speakers, for ‘tomorrow’. However, by my observation,
there are a few words in which the use of /k/ or /ky/ has become dialect specific,
and these words include the Akan equivalents for sugar, tongue, and repent. The
Akuapem variety uses /k/ in these words, Asante and Fante use /ky/, and
Akyem and Kwawu usually use /k/ but also use the variant with /ky/ for sugar.
The following table presents the variants used in the different varieties of Akan
mentioned in this chapter for these words.

21

[tҩ] is the phonetic representation of /ky/.
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Table 4.31: The variants for sugar, tongue, and repent in different varieties of Akan

Eng. Word
Sugar
Repent
Tongue

Akuapem
[æsikre]
Sakra
Tɛkrɛma

Akyem/Kwawu
[æsikre]/[asitҩire]
Sakra
Tɛkrɛma

Asante
[æsitҩire]
[Satҩɪra]
[Tɛtҩɪrɛma]

Fante
[esitҩire]
[Satҩɪr]
[Tɛtҩɪrɛma]

I investigated this variable by writing the English equivalent on the questionnaire
and asking the respondents to tell me how they say it in Akan in Accra.

4.4.4.5 Mixture of variants from different varieties
Sugar
The respondents used several variants for this variable. In addition to using
variants with /k/ or /ky/→ [tҩ], which were my primary interest, some of the
respondents used other variants which I had not initially considered. The variants
the respondents used included [æsiҩire], [æsitҩile], [esitҩire], [sitҩire], [shitҩiri],
[sitҩile], [æsikre], and sugar. Nonetheless, [æsitҩire], which is the variant used in
the Asante, Akyem and Kwawu varieties, is the variant used by the majority of
these respondents. The number of the respondents who used this variant is 65,
which represent 54.2% of the total respondents. In addition to this, one of the
respondents used [æsitҩile]. It should be noted that [æsitҩire] and [æsitҩile] are
free variant allophones because in Akan, speakers can choose freely between /r/
and /l/ sounds which occurs in the last syllables of these variants out of personal
habit.
The second major variant used by these respondents was [esitҩire], which is
the Fante variant for this variable. 21 respondents, which represents 17.5% of the
total, used this variant.
The variant [sitҩire], which does not typically belong to any of the traditional
varieties of Akan, was also used by a number of the respondents. My investigation
shows that the Gãs, the indigenous people of Accra, call sugar sikli; therefore, one
can infer that [sitҩire] is an inter-language form between the Gã variant sikli and
Akan variants [æsitҩire]/ [esitҩire] because the deletion of the initial vowel in
[æsitҩire]/ [esitҩire] is influenced by the Gã variant sikli, which has no initial
vowel. There are as many as 20 respondents, who used this variant, and they
represent 16.7% of the total respondents. In addition to this, other variants such
as [shitҩiri] and [sitҩile] were also used by a few of the respondents. All of these
variants can be considered as inter-language forms between sikli and [æsitҩire]/
[esitҩire]. 2 of the respondents used shitҩiri, whilst 1 used sitҩile. It should be noted
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that [sitҩire] and [sitҩile] can be treated as free variants allophones as I explained
earlier with regards to [æsitҩire] and [æsitҩile].
A few of the respondents used [æsikre], the Akuapem variant for this variable,
which is also used in Akyem. The number of respondents who used this variant
is 3, which represent 2.5%, and the English equivalent, sugar, was also used. 6 of
the respondents did not answer the question.
The statistics is presented in table 4.32.
Table 4.32: The variants respondents used for sugar in Accra

Variants
[æsitҩire]
[æsitҩile]
[esitҩire]
[sitҩire]
[shitҩiri]
[sitҩile]
[æsikre]
Sugar
Total
Unknown
Total

Frequency
65
1
21
20
2
1
3
1
114
6
120

Percentage (%)
54.2
0.8
17.5
16.7
1.7
0.8
2.5
0.8
95.0
5.0
100.0

Tongue
The variants that the respondents used for tongue in Accra revealed interesting
outcomes with relation to the use of /k/ and /ky/→ [tҩ] allophonic variants. The
variant that the majority of the respondents used was [tɛtҩιrɛma], the typical
variant for this variable in the Fante and Asante varieties, which has [tҩ]. The
number of respondents in this category is 77, which represents 64.2% of the total.
The second major variant used by the respondents was [tɛkrɛma], the variant
typically used in the Akuapem and Akyem varieties, which has /k/. 27 of the
respondents used this variant, and they represent 22.5% of the total.
In addition to these two main variants, there were six other variants that the
respondents used. These include [kɛtrɛma], a variant used in some Asante
regional varieties, and five other variants, which cannot be immediately
associated with any particular variety of Akan. These variants are: [tɛtsrɛma],
[tɛkɛma], [tɛtҩɛma], [tatҩιrama], and [takrama]. Each of the variants [tɛtsrɛma],
[tɛkɛma], and [tɛtҩɛma] were used by 2 respondents, and [kɛtrɛma], [tatҩιrama],
and [takrama], were used by 1 respondent each.
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It should be pointed out that 7 respondents did not answer this question. The
statistics are presented in table 4.33.

Table 4.33: The variants respondents used for tongue in Accra

Variants
[tɛtҩιrɛma]
[tɛkrɛma]
[tɛtsrɛma]
[tɛkɛma]
[tɛtҩɛma]
[kɛtrɛma]
[tatҩιrama]
[takrama]
Total
Unknown
Total

Frequency
77
27
2
2
2
1
1
1
113
7
120

Percentage (%)
64.2
22.5
1.7
1.7
1.7
.8
.8
.8
94.2
5.8
100.0

Repent
As we observed in the two variables I have already discussed, in addition to the
use of the /k/ and /ky/ →[ tҩ] allophonic variants that were my primary interest,
in the Akan equivalent for repent, a few of the respondents used other variants.
The variants used by these respondents for repent were: [sakra], [satҩιra], [satҩιr],
[satҩιrι] and [satҩιrɛ].
The majority of the respondents used [sakra], the variant used in almost all the
Twi varieties: Akuapem, Akyem, Kwawu and Asante. The number of these
respondents is 76 and they represent 63.3% of the total.
The second major variant used by the respondents was [satҩιra], the variant
which is typically Asante. The number of the respondents who used this variant
is 20, and they represent 16.7% of the total. One of the respondents used [satҩιr],
the Fante variant.
As I have already pointed out, some of the respondents used other variants
which, do not in fact typically belong to any of the varieties of Akan. These
variants are [satҩιrι] and [satҩιrɛ]. These variants can, however, be traced to the
Fante variant [satҩιr]. In the phonology of Akan generally, consonants do not
occur at word final position, with the exception of a few, including /r/, which
occurs at this position in Fante only (Dolphyne 1988:31). Therefore, usually,
when speakers of the different varieties of Akan borrow a word from another
language, which has a consonant at the word final position, they assimilate it into
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the phonology of their variety by inserting a vowel at the word final position. This
explains the insertion of a vowel at the word final position of [satҩιr] to produce
[satҩιrι] and [satҩιrɛ] by some of these respondents. 3 of the respondents, which
represent 2.5%, used [satҩιrι], and 1 respondent used [satҩιrɛ].
A number of the respondents also used sesa, which occurs in all of the varieties
of Akan and is similar in meaning to the variants described above. 1 respondent
used the English equivalent, repent, and 8 did not answer this question. An
overview is presented in table 4.3.
Table 4.34: the variants respondents used for repent in Accra

Variants
[sakra]
[satҩιra]
[satҩιr]
[satҩιrι]
[satҩιrɛ]
[sιsa]
repent
Total
Unknown
Total

Frequency
76
20
1
3
1
10
1
112
8
120

Percentage (%)
63.3
16.7
0.8
2.5
0.8
8.3
0.8
93.3
6.7
100.0

4.4.4.6 The Native Akan varieties of respondents and the variants they
used
Sugar
There is an indication of a clear mixture of the various varieties of Akan in the
Akan variety spoken by the Akan migrants in Accra. It was observed from the
data that there was at least one respondent from each of the Akan varieties
represented who used a variant from a different Akan variety, which is not his
native variety. In addition, I can also find a native speaker of each of these
varieties, who used a variants that can be described as an inter-language form
between the Gã variant sikli and the Akan variants [æsikre]/ [æsitҩire]/ [esitҩire].
Looking at the variants the respondents from the different sub-ethnic groups
represented in the survey used, I realised that the Akyem respondents used 3
different variants, which are [æsitҩire], the variant used in Asante, Akyem and
Kwawu, [æsikre], the Akuapem variant, and [sitҩire], which can be considered as
an inter-language form as I explained earlier in section 4.4.4.5. A similar
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observation was also made regarding the ethnically Akuapem respondents, who
used 5 different variants. The majority of them used [æsitҩire], the variant in
Asante, Akyem, and Kwawu. In addition to this, the Fante variant, [esitҩire], the
inter-language forms [sitҩire] and [sitҩile], sugar, the English equivalent, were also
used. Furthermore, the Kwahu respondents also used 3 variants: [sitҩire], an interlanguage form, and [æsitҩire] and [æsitҩile], which are free variant allophones in
Asante, Akyem and Kwawu. The ethnically Asante respondents also used three
different variants. The majority of them used [æsitҩire], the variant in Asante,
Akyem, and Kwawu; in addition the Fante variant [esitҩire], and the interlanguage form [sitҩire], were also used. The Fante respondents used 4 different
variants. These are: [æsitҩire], the variant in Asante, Akyem, and Kwawu,
[esitҩire], the variant in their own variety, and [sitҩire] and [shitҩiri], which are
inter-language forms. The number of the Fante respondents who used [æsitҩire],
the Asante, Akyem, and Kwawu variant, are more than those who used the Fante
variant. The Bono respondent also used 3 variants: [æsitҩire], [sitҩire], and
[æsikre].

Tongue
Just as we observed in the variants used for sugar by the respondents who are
natives of a particular Akan variety, there is, at least one respondent from each of
the Akan varieties represented who used a variant from another variety, which is
not his native one. In addition to this, there are natives of Akuapem, Kwahu,
Asante and Fante who used variants that typically do not belong to any Akan
variety. This is also an indication of the mixture of variants from various varieties
of Akan in the Akan variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra.
Firstly, the respondents who are ethnically Akyem, used two variants:
[tɛkrɛma], the variants in Akuapem and Akyem, and [tɛtҩιrɛma], the Fante and
Asante variant. Secondly, the Akuapem respondents used 5 different variants.
The majority of respondents used [tɛtҩιrɛma], the variant in Fante and Asante,
and some used the Akuapem and the Akyem variant [tɛkrɛma]. A few of them
also used [tɛtsrɛma], [tɛkɛma], and [takrama], which are innovations and can
therefore be described as phonological variants that are not variety specific.
Similarly, the ethnically Kwawu respondents used 3 variants, which include
[tɛtҩιrɛma], [tɛkrɛma], and [kɛtrɛma], a variant, which is used in some Asante
regional varieties. Four different variants used by the Asante respondents are
[tɛtҩιrɛma], the variant in their native variety, [tɛkrɛma] the Akuapem and Akyem
variant, and [tɛtҩɛma] and [tatҩιrama], which do not typically belong to any
variety of Akan, and can be described as innovations that originate from the
Asante and Fante variant. The respondents who are ethnically Fante, also used 3
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Finally, the Bono

Repent
It can also be observed from the data that there were respondents from the various
varieties of Akan represented who used variants from other Akan varieties for
repent, instead of what exists in their native varieties.
To begin with, the respondents who are ethnically Akyem, used two different
types of variants. These are [sakra], the variant in their native variety, and
[satҩιra], which is the variant in Asante. Secondly, the Akuapem respondents used
three different variants which include [sakra], the variant in their native variety,
[satҩιra], the Asante variant, and the English equivalent repent. A similar
observation was also made with regard to the ethnically Asante respondents who
used three different varieties: [sakra], [satҩιra], and [satҩιrι]. The majority of the
Asante respondents, however, used [sakra], the variant which is used in almost
all of the Twi varieties. Unpredictably, only a few of the Asante respondents used
[satҩιra], the typical variant in Asante. Furthermore, one of the Asante
respondents used [satҩιrι], a variant which does not belong to any of the varieties
of Akan, but can be traced to the Fante variant, [satҩιr]. As I explained earlier in
section 4.4.4.5, in the phonology of Akan generally, consonants do not occur at
word final position, with the exception of a few cases including /r/, which occurs
at this position in Fante only (Dolphyne 1988:31). As a result of this, usually,
when speakers of the different varieties of Akan borrow a word from another
language which has a consonant at the word final position, they assimilate it into
the phonology of their variety by inserting a vowel at the word final position. This
explains the insertion of a vowel at the word final position of [satҩιr] by this
Asante respondent to produce [satҩιrι]. The ethnically Fante respondents also
used 4 different variants: [sakra], [satҩιra], [satҩιrι], and [satҩιrɛ]. The majority of
them used [sakra], and others also used [satҩιra], the Asante variant. Surprisingly,
only 1 of the Fante respondents used [satҩιr], the typical Fante variant for this
variable. Furthermore, a few of them used [satҩιrι] and [satҩιrɛ] which do not
typically belong to any of the Akan varieties, though they can be traced to [satҩιr]
the variant in Fante. Finally, both the Kwawu and the Bono respondents used
two variants, which are [sakra] and [satҩιra].
All of this is a clear indication of the mixture of the different varieties of Akan
in the Akan variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra. It should be pointed out
that some of the respondents used [sιsa], which occurs in all the Akan varieties.
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4.4.4.7 Reasons Akan migrants in Accra speak a mixture of various
varieties of Akan
The respondents gave three main reasons to explain why the Akan variety that
Akan migrants in Accra speak is a mixture of various Akan varieties. These are:
(a) The contact between native speakers of different varieties of Akan in Accra,
(b) Inter-marriages between different sub-ethnic groups of Akan,
(c) The contact between native speakers of Akan other ethnic groups in Accra.
The respondents attributed the mixture of various varieties of Akan in the Akan
variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra to the interactions that speakers of
different varieties of Akan have with each other in Accra. These interactions cause
the interlocutors who speak different varieties of Akan to accommodate by
borrowing variants from each other. This borrowing causes the mixture of
different variants from different varieties of Akan in the speech of the individual.
This observation was also made by some of the second generation migrants whose
Akan variety will be the focus of our discussion in the subsequent chapters.
Another reason the respondents gave, which is very much related to the above
reason, is inter-marriages between natives of different varieties of Akan in Accra.
If the couple speaks different varieties of Akan in the home, they will compromise
on some of the variants in their native variety if one of them does not shift
completely to speak the variety of the spouse during the time of their marriage.
This eventually creates a mixture of variants in the variety that they speak.
A few connected the nature of the Akan variety Akan migrants speak to
influences from other ethnic groups in Accra who speak Akan as L2. Some of
these respondents claimed that because these L2 speakers acquire Akan in their
friendship groups, they speak Akan by translating directly from their respective
native languages. This results in the creation of varieties, which are very different
from what the natives speak, and causes some of the Akan migrants who interact
with these L2 speakers to adapt to their varieties. One of the respondents
categorically stated that the Akan migrants who live in neighbourhoods where
other ethnic groups dominate are influenced by the L2 varieties spoken by these
ethnic groups, and that this has contributed to the nature of the Akan variety Akan
migrants speak in Accra. The way in which Akan is acquired by L2 speakers in
Accra is identical to what Winford (2003:209) refers to as ‘natural’ second
language acquisition. Natural second language acquisition takes place in
community settings where learners attempt to acquire the target language (TL)
through more or less direct interaction with its speakers (or with others who have
learnt it), usually without benefit of instruction. In many situations, the primary
aim of language use by these speakers is communication, not acquisition of an
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optimal knowledge of the TL (Van Coetsem 1988:19). Hence, learners may freely
adapt to the TL in ways that facilitates their need for communication. It has long
been recognised that learners’ versions of the TL are subject to varying degrees of
influence from native or primary dominant language (Winford 2003:209). If the
sociocultural conditions are suitable, these forms resulting from their imperfect
learning may be taken up by the native speakers (Thomason and Kaufman
1988:43 in Cheshire et al. 2011:153), as is observed by these respondents among
some Akan migrants in Accra.
Some of the respondents cited more than one reason. The statistics of the
number of respondents and the reasons they gave are presented in table 4.35.

Table 4.35: Reasons why the Akan variety Akan migrants speak in Accra is a mixture
of the various varieties of Akan

Responses
Frequency Percentage (%)
Contact between the native speakers of
different varieties of Akan in Accra

148

60.9%

Inter-marriages between native speakers
of different varieties of Akan in Accra

91

37.4%

4

1.6%

243

100.0%

Contact between native Akans and other
ethnic groups in Accra
Total

4.4.5 Matching perception and production
We have seen in the discussion so far that there is every indication that the Akan
variety the Akan migrants in Accra speak is a mixture of the various varieties of
Akan as perceived by the majority of the respondents. At this juncture I am going
to match the perception of those who did not agree that the Akan variety Akan
migrants speak in Accra is a mixture of the various varieties of Akan with the
variants that they used for these variables to see if this group of respondents speak
a specific Akan variety. In addition, I will also look at those who mentioned some
specific varieties as what they speak in Accra and the variants that they used for
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the variables we have considered to see if their perception matches with the
variants that they used.

4.4.5.1 Those who do not agree that the Akan variety Akan migrants in
Accra speak is a mixture of the various varieties and the variants they
used
Sugar
The respondents who claimed that the Akan variety spoken by Akan migrants in
Accra is not a mixture of the various varieties did not agree on the Akan variants
for sugar in Accra, although the majority of them did use the same variant. The
majority of these respondents used [æsitҩire], the variant for Asante, Akyem, and
Kwawu. These respondents are 7 in number and they are natives of different Akan
varieties: Akuapem, Asante, Fante and Bono. The remaining 3 respondents,
however, who are ethnically Akuapem and Kwawu used [sitҩire], an interlanguage form.

Tongue
Similarly, these respondents did not agree on the variant that Akan migrants use
for tongue in Accra. The majority of these respondents, who are ethnically diverse,
used [tɛtҩιrɛma], the variant in Fante and Asante, and a few used [tɛkrɛma] the
Akuapem and Akyem Variant.

Repent
The respondents who claimed that the Akan variety Akan migrants speak in
Accra is not a mixture of the various varieties of Akan22, used 2 variants: [sakra]
and [satҩιra]. 5 of them, which constitute the majority, used [sakra], and 2, who
are ethnically Asante, used [satҩιra].

4.4.5.2 The Akan varieties some of the respondents claimed they speak
in Accra and the variants these respondents used
Sugar
The respondents who claimed that they do not speak their native Akan varieties
in Accra mentioned some varieties they speak. Some of them mentioned specific
varieties such as Akuapem, Asante and Fante, whilst others referred to the variety
22

One of these respondents used sesa, the synonymous word.
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they speak generally as ‘The Normal Twi’ or ‘Mixed Twi’. A few also said that
they do not know which Akan variety they speak.
A closer look at the data indicates that the variants the majority of these
respondents used did not correspond to the variety they claimed they speak in
Accra. For instance, only 2 of those who claimed to speak Asante in Accra used
[æsitҩire] the variant in Asante, and other Twi varieties like Akyem and Kwawu.
The others used [esitҩire], the Fante variant. Secondly, the respondent who
claimed that he speaks Akuapem, used [æsitҩire], the variant for other Twi
varieties, and two respondents each, who said they speak Asante and Fante, used
and [sitҩire], an inter-language form. Those who referred to the variety they speak
in Accra generally as ‘The Normal Twi’ used four different variants: [æsitҩire],
[æsitҩile], [sitҩire], and [sitҩile], which included variants from Twi varieties and
inter-language forms. The one who referred to his variety as mixed Twi used
[æsitҩire] and those who stated that they did not know the variety they speak used
[sitҩile] and [æsikre], an inter-language form and the Akuapem variant
respectively.

Tongue
Some of the respondents who mentioned specific varieties: Akuapem, Asante and
Fante, as what they speak in Accra used variants for tongue which do not belong
to the varieties they claimed they speak. The respondent who claimed he speaks
Akuapem, used [tɛtҩιrɛma] which is the variant in Asante and Fante, but not
Akuapem. Similarly, some of the respondents, who claimed that they speak
Asante used variants from other varieties, which include [tɛkrɛma], the variant for
Akuapem and Akyem, and [tɛkɛma] a variant which does not belong to any
particular variety of Akan. The one who claimed to speak Fante and a few of
those who speak Asante, however, used the variant in these varieties for the
variable under consideration. The respondents who referred to the variety they
speak generally as ‘The Normal Twi’ used variants from different varieties, which
include [tɛtҩιrɛma], the variant in Fante and Asante, and [tɛkrɛma], the variant
for Akuapem and Akyem. In addition to these, [tɛtsrɛma], which typically do not
belong to any variety of Akan, was also used. The respondents, who said they do
not know the variety they speak in Accra used [tɛkrɛma], and [tɛkɛma] is used by
the respondents who referred to his or her variety as a ‘Mixed Twi’.

Repent
Again, a closer look at the data indicated that some of the respondents who
mentioned speaking a specific variety in Accra, used variants which do not
correspond to the variant for repent in the variety they claimed to speak. The
majority of those who claimed that they speak Asante used [sakra] which exists
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in all Twi varieties, i.e. Akuapem, Akyem, Kwawu and Asante. Only one of them
used [satҩιra], the typical Asante variant. In the same vein, the respondent who
claimed that he speaks Fante did not use the Fante variant, but rather, used
[satҩιra], the Asante variant. Nonetheless, the one who said that he speaks
Akuapem, used [sakra], the variant in Akuapem and other Twi varieties. The
respondents who referred to the variety they speak as ‘The Normal Twi’ used 3
different variants: [satҩιra], [sakra] and repent ; one of the respondents who stated
that they do not know which variety they speak in Accra, used [sakra]; and the
one who referred to the variety he speaks as a ‘Mixed Twi’, used [satҩιra].

4.4.6 English in the Akan variety Akan migrants speak in Accra
In addition to the respondents perceiving the Akan variety the Akan migrants
speak as a mixture of the various varieties of Akan, there is also the perception
that it includes a lot of English. There are 61.7% of the respondents who think
that the Akan variety Akan migrants speak in Accra has a lot of English in it. The
statistics of the perception of the respondents is presented in table 4.36.

Table 4.36: Does the Akan variety Akan migrants speak in Accra have a lot of
English?

Yes
No
Total
Unknown
Total

Frequency
74
38
112
8
120

Percentage (%)
61.7
31.7
93.3
6.7
100.0

As we realised in chapter two, English is the language of education in the
Ghanaian educational system. It is, therefore considered as the language of the
elite because, the higher one goes on the educational ladder, the more exposed
the person gets to its use. Kropp-Dakubu (1997b:34) argues that because English
is acquired through formal education, the ability to speak English remains the
prerogative of the minority of the population who have had the opportunity to
attend educational institutions for long enough to develop a reasonable familiarity
with the language. Therefore the level of education is an important index of a
Ghanaian length of exposure to English (Amuzu 2014). One would therefore
expect that a far higher percentage of respondents with higher levels of education
will perceive the variety that Akan migrants speak in Accra as having more
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English than the others. This is because they are the ones who have the potential
to use English in the Akan variety they speak. The basic formal education received
by the Akan in Ghana, however, includes English as a subject and as a medium
of instruction (Forson 1979, Owu-Ewie 2006). This makes the average Akan with
formal education a bilingual in Akan and English and a potential code-switcher
(Forson 1979, Amuzu 2012). Amuzu (2012) states that bilinguals use code
switching consciously in their informal discourse to construct their social
identities and desired discourse intentions. He further discusses various contexts,
which include informal interactions at home, semi-formal discussions in study
group meetings at school, and interactions on radio talk-show, in which EweEnglish bilinguals and Akan-English bilinguals employ code switching.
It is also possible for a few Akans to be bilingual in Akan and English without
formal education. These include illiterate labourers, drivers, and others who work
in multilingual cities such as Accra, and therefore have to use some form of Pidgin
English to be able to get along. This functional English consisting mainly of a few
lexical items and little or no elements of Standard English grammar is picked up
on the job and in the streets (Forson 1979). Two main types of Pidgin English
varieties spoken in Ghana have been identified in the literature: educated
Ghanaian Pidgin English (also called Student Pidgin English) and the uneducated
Ghanaian Pidgin English (Huber 1999 and Dako 2002). The uneducated
Ghanaian Pidign English is the pidgin variety spoken in the streets of multilingual urban centres as identified by Forson (1979). The educated Ghanaian
Pidgin English is acquired and transmitted in secondary and tertiary institutions
and therefore primarily spoken by male students and products of these
institutions. This variety is an acrolectal manifestation of the uneducated variety
(Huber 1999 and Dako 2002). Users of Pidgin English also often get involved in
code-switching (Forson 1979 and Dako 2002). Dako (2002) illustrates code
switching between Standard English, Student Pidgin English, Gã, and Fante, a
variety of Akan.
Considering the various forms of English usage in the linguistically
heterogenous environment of Accra, it was not very surprising that the perception
of these participants on the use of English in the Akan variety Akan migrants
speak in Accra, was not so much determined by their levels of education. The
respondents with tertiary education however had a higher percentage of
respondents that share this perception than the others. 71.4% of the respondents
with tertiary education, perceived that the Akan variety spoken by the Akan
migrants in Accra contains a lot of English, and the respondents with a
postgraduate degree also shared a similar perception. That being said, there was
also a high percentage of 61.5%, 60.5%, and 50% of the respondents with basic,
senior high/vocational/technical school education, and middle school leaving
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certificate (MSLC), respectively who shared this perception. These statistics are
presented in table 4.3.

Table 4.37: Educational levels of respondents and their views on English in the Akan
variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra

Does the Akan variety spoken in
Accra by Akan migrants have a
lot of English words?
Educational
Level

Basic
SHS/VOV/TECH
Tertiary
Postgraduate
MSLC
Total

Yes
8
23
40
1
1
73

No
5
15
16
0
1
37

Total
13
38
56
1
2
110

4.4.6.1 The word classes of some English words found in the Akan
variety Akan migrants speak
The respondents who perceived the Akan variety spoken by Akan migrants in
Accra as a variety with a lot of English words, listed more than a hundred isolated
words as examples of English words which are frequently used in this variety. The
words which frequently occurred in the examples the respondents gave, include
okay, sorry, please, alphabets, number, school, phone, compute, and greetings (i.e.
greetings for the different times of the day – good morning, good afternoon, good
evening). In addition to these, there were many other individual words including
pen, table, cup, ladle, plate, bowl, shoes, key, envelope, and milk (see the appendix for
the full list of these words).
In order to discover which word class occurs most often in the Akan variety
Akan migrants speak I tallied the individual words in their respective word
classes. In all, nouns and adjectives are the word classes, which occurred
frequently in the examples given by the respondents. The details are presented in
table 4.38.
These findings confirm an observation I made earlier in Yankson (2009:92-3)
that more English nouns and adjectives were used in the Akan variety spoken by
the participants in that study in Accra. Forson (1979:14-16) also reports the use
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of isolated English items, which included mostly nouns, in the Akan variety
spoken by his participants.
The frequent use of English nouns and adjectives in the Akan variety spoken
by the Akan migrants in Accra fits into the ‘hierarchy of borrowability’ constraints
where open-class content items like nouns and adjectives lend themselves most

Table 4.38: Word classes and examples of some English words mentioned for the
Akan variety spoken in Accra

Nouns
Adjectives
Adverbs
Preposition
conjunctions
Verbs
Interjections
Total

Responses
Frequency Percentage (%)
146
51.6
59
20.8
50
17.7
10
3.5
9
3.2
6
2.1
3
1.1
283
100.0

easily to borrowing. Winford (2003:51) notes that there are structural (linguistics)
constraints, which condition the degree and type of lexical borrowing. The most
general constraint involves the well-known ‘hierarchy of borrowability’ according
to which open-class content items like nouns and adjectives lend themselves most
easily to borrowing while closed-class function items like pronouns and
conjunctions are least likely to be adopted. He cites the most comprehensive
hierarchy given by Muysken (1981b) as follows:
Nouns > adjectives > verbs > preposition > co-ordinating conjunctions
> quantifiers > determiners > free pronouns > clitics pronouns >
subordinating conjunctions
Winford further explains that part of the reason for the greater accessibility of
nouns and adjectives lies in the fact that they form less tightly knit subsystems of
grammar than functional morphemes do. Moreover, they occur frequently in
contexts where they can be isolated and extracted as loans. At the same time, the
open-ended nature of these categories in the recipient language makes them more
receptive to new additions. By contrast, the structured nature of classes such as
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pronouns and preposition makes them highly resistant to borrowing. These
observations can be in relation to some of the English items that the respondents
cited like computer, laptop, television, air-conditioner, salad, flask, charger, chalk, phone,
and wig (see the appendix). These words can be considered as new additions to
Akan, since there are typically no Akan words for them. The examples cited by
these respondents did not include any pronouns, and there were only a few
prepositions.

4.4.6.2 Reasons why the Akan variety Akan migrants in Accra speak has
English elements
The respondents attributed the use of English in the Akan variety spoken by Akan
migrants in Accra to several causes.
The majority of the respondents claimed that the Akan migrants in Accra
speak Akan with English because some items are more easily referred to in
English than in Akan. These includes new scientific and technological inventions,
for which Akan either has no words or if it does, they are not readily available to
these urban dwellers and therefore, it becomes easier for them to use the English
equivalents of these words. Words like computer, laptop, air-conditioner, salad, flask,
wig, phone and the like, which I cited earlier in section 4.4.5.1, do not have Akan
equivalents. Forson (1979:120) also notes that discourses involving topics that fall
under politics, academic subjects, and international sports are considered more
difficult to address in monolingual Akan. For topics of a non-indigenous nature
such bilinguals are more likely to use code-switching than when the setting is
suitable for a discussion that is ostensibly in Akan. In such situations, not only
English lexical items are picked but also longer chunks of the language. This is
because it is often lot faster to carry the foreign items or concepts over in a whole
phrase or clause in English than in Akan.
Related to the above, is the view of some respondents that some Akan words
are too outdated to be used in a modern city like Accra, and anyone who uses
such words is considered uncultured. Although no specific examples of such
words were given by the respondents, Forson (1979:120) has noted that items that
appear to be culturally ‘private’ terms not meant for regular public use like terms
related to the bathroom and toiletries are preferred in English even if they are
more complex. He further writes that it generally appears to be more convenient
to cover ‘unpleasant’ concepts in another language.
There are some of the respondents, who claimed that the majority of the
residents of Accra use the English equivalents for some items and therefore
individuals eventually begin to use them. This development has resulted in the
limited proficiency of some younger Akan migrants in Accra in Akan. Some of
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the respondents stated that most of the young Akan migrants do not know the
Akan words for some items because the English equivalents are what everyone
uses. As a result, they prefer to use the English forms, which have become the
norm in Accra and do not feel motivated to learn the Akan equivalents.
The position of English in the Ghanaian educational system is also considered
as a reason for the use of English in the Akan variety spoken in Accra. Some of
the respondents claimed that because English is the language used at all levels in
the Ghanaian educational system, those who have received some formal
education get better acquainted with using English than Akan and that this has
affected the use of the language (Akan). A similar observation has already been
made by Forson in the 1970s, who, referring to the use of English at all levels of
schools and colleges in the Ghanaian educational system and its effect on the use
of Akan by the individual, notes that the amount of formal education the average
Akan (or, for that matter, the average Ghanaian) gets is fairly proportionate to the
extent to which he is exposed to the use of English. His exposure to, and use of,
English, has a high correlation with how often he switches between Akan and
English. This may not only be due to the extent of his acculturation and therefore,
the breadth of his vocabulary in English, but may also be due to the frequency
with which he uses English in his daily activities both in and outside the school
setting, and his relative competence in it. As a result of this, in many situations,
Akans with higher education, e.g. university students or graduates, are found to
be far more at home in English than in their first language. The same can be said
of Akans who have to use English in most of their daily activities in multilingual
or in cosmopolitan areas (1979:113-114).
The attitude that some people have towards English and the local languages
is cited by one of the respondents as the reason for the use of English in the Akan
spoken by some people in Accra. English is the symbol of education and status in
Ghana. As a result, there are some people who use English when speaking Akan
to identify themselves with these qualities.
It is worth noting that some respondents gave more than one reason. The
statistics are presented in table 4.39.
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Table 4.39: Reasons why Akan migrants in Accra speak Akan with a lot of English

Responses
Frequency

Percentage (%)

The English words are easier to use
than their Akan equivalents

74

46.8

That is what the majority of the
residents of Accra use

66

41.8

Some Akan words are outdated to
use in a modern city like Accra

9

5.7

7

4.4

1

0.6

1

0.6

Most young people do not know the
Akan equivalents for many words
and they do not feel motivated to
learn them
The prolonged use of English in our
educational system has affected
Akan and other local languages
Some people use the English
equivalents to show off/attitude
Total

158

100.0%

4.5 CONCLUSION
The Akan migrants in Accra have varying degrees of contact with their towns of
origin and hence with the native Akan varieties spoken there. Some had lived in
their towns of origin for a longer period of time before they moved to Accra;
however, there are others who were born in Accra and have never been to their
towns of origin. A few have also had contact with other Akan communities where
different varieties of Akan are spoken. As a result of this, for the majority of the
Akan migrants in Accra the knowledge they have of other Akan varieties is based
on what they have heard in Accra or elsewhere.
The majority of those who had lived in their towns of origin claimed to speak
their native Akan varieties in Accra. Some of those who had never lived there also
claimed they speak it. There were also a few respondents who acknowledged that
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they do not speak their native Akan varieties in Accra due to lack of proficiency
and stigmatisation.
The Akan migrants in Accra are in contact with several languages in their
neighbourhoods. The major ones are Akan, Gã, English, Ewe and Hausa, and
the language varieties they often speak in Accra are usually determined by the
language varieties spoken in the streets of their neighbourhoods. Others also speak
these varieties due to the proficiency they have in them.
Regarding the perception of the Akan variety they speak in Accra, the majority
of those who claimed to speak their native varieties in Accra claimed that what
they speak is the same as what is spoken in their towns of origin. With regards to
the Akan variety generally spoken by all the Akan migrants in Accra, however, a
higher percentage of them perceived this variety as a mixture of the various
varieties of Akan. A linguistic production test conducted confirmed this
perception. There were also variants that can be described as inter-language forms
between Akan and Gã. In addition to this, others also perceived the Akan variety
generally spoken by Akan migrants as having a lot of English borrowings.
The findings from this questionnaire survey indicate that the Akan variety
spoken by Akan migrants in Accra is a mixture of the various varieties of Akan.
Mixing variants from different varieties of the same language (i.e. linguistic
subsystems) is a linguistic process in new-dialect formation. This suggests that the
Akan variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra is undergoing new-dialect
formation; however, because they are in contact with other languages in the
neighbourhoods of Accra in addition to the different varieties of Akan, there are
English borrowings and traces of inter-language forms between Akan and Gã in
the Akan variety they speak. The findings from this survey provide an overview
of the origin and nature of the Akan variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra.
In the subsequent chapters this is investigated in more detail with second
generation Akan migrants who are ethnically Asante and Kwawu.
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CHAPTER FIVE

URBAN AND RURAL AKAN:
LEXICAL VARIABLES

5.0 INTRODUCTION
Having established some sociolinguistic profiles of Akan migrants in Accra and
the perceptions they have of the Akan variety they speak in Accra in chapter four,
in this chapter I will focus on a number of lexical variables that I studied among
some selected second generation migrants who I have already described in
chapter three. The selection of the lexical variables considered for this study was
primarily based on items that have different variants in the different varieties of
Akan. This notwithstanding, the ability of the participants in Accra to identify the
Akan name of a particular variable with greater or lesser difficulty was also
considered. A total of 31 household items (including some food items) were
selected for a picture naming task for both the participants in the rural Akan
communities (Kwawu and Asante) and those in Accra. The pictures of these items
were designed by a colleague at the Department of Communication Design at the
Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST) (see appendix
4 for the pictures). I will briefly summarise the methodology and the number of
participants used for the investigation in section 5.1 (see sections 3.2 to 3.7 in
chapter three for a detailed description of participants and the methodology used).
This will be followed by an outline of the variables that were referred to with the
same variants by all participants in the Kwawu and Asante rural communities
and their respective second generation migrants in Accra (5.2), and then the
variables the participants used different variants (5.3). This will be followed with
a discussion on the general linguistic processes observed in the variants used by
the participants for these variables (5.4) and a conclusion (5.5).

5.1 METHODOLOGY
The discussion in this chapter is based on the elicitation of some selected lexical
variables through a picture naming task in a semi-structured conversational
interview. In addition, variants of these variables that occurred in a free, informal
conversational interviews I organised with participants were also considered. The
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data collection took place between July and December 2013 and October and
Decmeber 2014.16 second generation Akan migrants, who are ethnically Asante
or Kwawu, were used. These participants lived in two different linguistic
neighbourhoods in Accra: Akan dominant neighbourhoods and less Akan
dominant neighbourhoods. There was an equal number of participants in these
two different linguistic neighbourhoods, with 4 Asante second generation
migrants from Akan dominant neighbourhoods (ASAD) and 4 Asante second
generation migrants living in less-Akan-dominant neighbourhoods (ASAnD)
being used in this study. In addition, an equal number of Kwawu second
generation migrants living in Akan dominant neighbourhood (KwAD) and those
in less-Akan-dominant neighbourhood (KwAnD) were also used. All of these
participants are females who were in Senior High School or had just completed
Senior High School. Their ages ranged from 16 to 22 years.
Furthermore, 2 elderly female participants, who were above 50 years, and 2
young female participants, who fell within the category of the second generation
migrants, were selected from an Asante rural community (ASRC) and a Kwawu
rural community (KwRC) to serve as baseline controls.
In all, 24 participants were used for the semi-structured conversational
interviews. 16 participants in Accra, and 4 each in Asante and Kwawu rural
communities. The free, informal conversational interviews were organised in
groups where participants brought their friends or relative to form a pair together
with the fieldworker and a research assistant. The aim of this interview format
was to encourage the production of the natural spontaneous, everyday speech on
the part of the participants. It should be noted that the dataset discussed in this
chapter relates solely to the variants produced by the 24 participants already
described. The interviews were conducted by me and a research assistant who
operated the recording equipment. In all 14hrs:35mins of recordings were made
and transcribed accordingly.

5.2 VARIABLES FOR WHICH ALL THE PARTICIPANTS USED
THE SAME VARIANT
There are a few variables for which all participants used the same variant, i.e. the
same phonetic realisation of the same lexeme, irrespective of their linguistic
contexts and ethnic backgrounds. These variables are sponge, broom, and long
wooden pestle23’, and the respective variants used by all participants are [sapɔ],
[praɪɛ], and [wɔmma].
23

As I have already explained in chapter 3, this is a traditionally designed piece of wood used to pound cassava
and other food items in a traditionally designed mortar.
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5.3 VARIABLES FOR WHICH THE PARTICIPANTS USED
DIFFERENT VARIANTS
I will now discuss the variables for which participants used different variants. The
variation in the variants used for these variables involves the use of the same
lexeme with different phonetic realisations, and different lexemes. Some of these
lexemes are variants from different varieties of Akan, and others are Old Dutch
loans and English loans which were borrowed during the pre-colonial and
colonial times and assimilated into the phonology of Akan. The forms of some of
the English loans were, however, maintained, at least in the context of Standard
Ghanaian English, by some of the participants. In situations where a participants
used an English form without any assimilation, a broad phonetic transcription,
which reflects how the participants pronounced it in the context of Standard
Ghanaian English is given. In Standard Ghanaian English, most words are
articulated on the basis of their spelling (Torto 2003: 168), and sometimes, with
some interference from the phonology of the L1 of the individual. The phonetic
transcription of the other categories of variants the participants used is also given.
This is to enable us to observe where the variations are, especially in situations
where the participants used the same lexeme with different phonetic and
phonological realisations. In discussing the variants participants’ used for these
variables, the variants are grouped according to lexemes from which these
variants originate. It is noteworthy that some of the phonetic realisations of some
lexemes are variants in specific varieties of Akan for the variables under
consideration. In such situation the variant that is chosen as the lexeme is the
basic or the unmarked form24.
As I noted in chapter three and in section 5.1 of this chapter, the group of
participants in the different linguistic contexts used in the study have been
abbreviated as KwRC, KwAD, KwAnD, ASRC, ASAD, ASAnD, and these will
be used in the discussions.

24

Small caps is used for the lexemes to differentiate them from the different phonetic realisations through out the
discussion.
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Table 5.1: Forms used for ‘Tomato’ in the sample

KwRC
NTOOS
[nto:s]
[ænto:si]
[ento:si]
[ento:s]
[into:s]
[into:z]
[intso:s]
[ɪnto:s]
TOMATO
[tomantos]
[toma:tos]

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4

3

1
1
1
1
1

1
2

2
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1

5.3.1 Tomato
The participants used two different lexemes: NTOOS, which is the variants
generally used in the Akan communities, and TOMATO, an English loan, with
different phonetic realisations.
The forms used for ‘Tomato’ are presented in table 5.1.
The lexeme used in the Kwawu rural community was NTOOS with different
phonetic realisations, which involved prefixing or not prefixing a vowel to the
initial nasal consonant. Prefixing a vowel to the nasal consonant that begins a
noun has been documented for the Asante variety. Dolphyne writes that in the
Asante dialect, nouns that begin with a nasal consonant are often pronounced
with a vowel prefixed to the nasal in the citation forms ( i.e. when pronounced in
isolation), or in emphatic speech (1988:82). The majority of the participants in the
Kwawu community, whose phonology has barely been studied, also prefixed a
vowel to the nasal consonant that begins this lexeme. However, there was
variation in the vowels they used. There were variants with /e/ and /i/ prefixed
to the initial consonant of NTOOS to produce [ento:s] and [into:s] respectively. It
is worth noting that both vowels are advanced tongue root (+ATR) vowels and
therefore correspond with the vowel harmony rule of Akan.
Secondly, it must be pointed out that Akan does not usually have consonants
in word-final position. The only consonants that occur in this position are nasals,
the trill /r/, and the semi-vowel /w/ (Dolphyne 1988:31). As a result, if a word
borrowed into the language ends with a consonant, the native speakers will
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usually assimilate the word into the phonology of Akan by inserting a vowel in
word final position. This phonological process is observed in [ento:si]. It must be
noted that /i/ inserted in word final position agrees with the tongue root position
of the vowels in the word (ATR harmony).
The Kwawu second generation migrants used NTOOS and the English loan
TOMATO, with different phonetic and phonological realisations. Nonetheless, the
majority used NTOOS with /i/ prefixed to the nasal consonant that it begins with
to produce the variant [into:s]. However, there was an instance where [ento: s],
which has /e/ prefixed to the initial nasal consonant was also used. Furthermore,
there was one variant [into:z], which has the voiced alveolar fricative /z/ in word
final position instead of the voiceless /s/ in the lexeme NTOOS. It is noteworthy
that /z/ does not occur in the phonology of Akan. In addition to these variants,
[tomantos] and [toma:tos], which are different phonetic realisations of the lexeme
TOMATO, were also used.
In the Asante community, the lexeme NTOOS was also used with different
vowels prefixed to the nasal consonant that the word begins with. This confirms
Dolphyne’s (1988:82) observation that nouns that begin with a nasal consonant
in the Asante variety, are often pronounced with a vowel prefixed to the nasal in
the citation forms (i.e. when pronounced in isolation) or in emphatic speech.
However, there was variation in the vowels used. These vowels were /æ/, /e/,
/i/ and /ɪ/, which generated the variants [ænto:si], [ento:s], [into:s], and [ɪnto:s]
respectively. It must be emphasised out that all of these vowels agree with the
tongue root position of the vowels in the word with the exception of /ɪ/, which
creates a two-span-harmony: unadvanced-advanced tongue root in [ɪnto:s]. In
addition, the form [ænto:si] has a vowel inserted in word final position, which, as
explained earlier, is usually a requirement in Asante phonology (Dolphyne
1988:31).
The Asante second generation migrants also used NTOOS and TOMATO with
different phonetic and phonological realisations, but the main variant was [into:s],
which has /i/ prefixed to the nasal consonant that the word begins with.
However, [intso:s], which has the alveolar affricate /ts/ instead of alveolar plosive
/t/ at the onset of the second syllable, was also used. It is worth noting that /ts/
occurs only in Fante and only before front vowels (Dolphyne 1988:35). Yet /ts/,
as used in this variant, occurs before back vowels and may, therefore, be
considered as an inter-dialect form between Twi and Fante. Furthermore,
[tomantos] and [toma:tos], which are different phonetic realisations of TOMATO,
were also used. There was also intra-individual variation, i.e. some of the
participants used diferent variants at different times.
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Table 5.2: Forms used for ‘Pepper’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4
1

2

2

2

2

3

MAKO

[mæko]
[amæko]
[æmæko]
[ɪmæko]
[meko]
[mako]
[moko]
[mɔko]

2
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

5.3.2 Pepper
The participants used the lexeme MAKO with different phonetic realisations,
which included [mæko] and [moko], the variants for this variable in Twi and
Fante varieties respectively.
Table 5.2 presents the forms used for ‘Pepper’.
The form [mæko], which is generally used in the Twi speaking communitiues,
was the variant mainly used by all of the participants in the Kwawu rural
community. However, the variant [amæko], which has /a/ prefixed to the nasal
consonant that begins the word, was also used, with intra-individual variation.
There was variation in the variants used by the Kwawu second generation
migrants. The variants the second generation migrants used were [mæko],
[moko] and [meko]. The form [mæko] was the variant mainly used in the Kwawu
rural community. This variant also occurs in many Twi speaking communities
including Akuapem and Akyem, and [moko] is the Fante variant for this variable.
Although [meko] does not typically belong to any variety of Akan, it has some
influence from Fante. Dolphyne (1988:2) has documented that in Akuapem and
Asante, there is a tenth vowel quality, which may be symbolised as /æ/, which
usually occurs before syllables with /u/, /i/, and /o/. Dolphyne further observes
that the Fante dialect has the front mid-vowel /e/ in the environment where
Asante and Akuapem have /æ/. This phenomenon is observable in the following
words.
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Twi
[ænim]
[ædɥianɪ]/[ædɥian]
[ædwuma]
[ædwaɪɛ]/[æguarɪ]
[mædi]
[æsikyire]

Fante
[enyim]
[edziban]
[edwuma]
[egruaɪ]
[me:dzi]
[esikyire]
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English
face/front
food
work
bathroom
I have eaten
sugar

The variant [meko] adopts this phenomenon by having /e/ in place of the central
vowel /æ/ in [mæko]. Thus, the form [meko] can be considered as an inter-dialect
form, which is between Twi and Fante.
The basic variant used in the Asante rural community was also [mæko].
However [æmæko] and [ɪmæko], which have /æ/ and /ɪ/ prefixed to the initial
nasal consonant (Dolphyne 1988), were also used. It must be pointed out that /ɪ/
is an unadvanced tongue root vowel and, therefore, does not agree with the
tongue root position of the vowels in the word. This creates a two-span-harmony
in [ɪmæko].
The Asante second generation migrants displayed a lot of variation in the
variants they used; nonetheless none of them prefixed a vowel to the initial nasal
consonant. Their variants included [mæko], [moko], [meko], [mako] and [mɔko].
The variant [mæko] was one of the variants used in the Asante rural community
and [moko] was the Fante variant. The form [meko], as explained earlier, can be
considered as an inter-dialect form between the Fante and the Twi varieties. The
realisation [mako] does not typically belong to any variety of Akan; however, in
the Twi orthography, the word for pepper is written mako. If one pronounces it
the way it is written, it sounds foreign because it breaks the ATR vowel harmony
rule of the language. This variant [mako] may, therefore, result from the influence
of L2 speakers who may not be conversant with the phonology of the language,
and therefore pronounce it as it is written. In addition, [mɔko] does not belong to
any variety of Akan and it also breaks the vowel harmony rule because the vowels
in the word have different tongue root positions [+advanced]. These two variants:
[mako] and [mɔko] may be considered as typical Accra variants with influence
from L2 speakers or as a result of limited acquisition on the part of the second
generation migrants.

5.3.3 Onion
Two alternative lexemes were used by the participants; GYEENE, used in the Twi
communities, and ONION, the English form.
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Table 5.3 presents the forms used for ‘Onion’.
Table 5.3: Forms used for ‘Onion’ in the sample

GYEENE
[gye:ne]
ONIONS
[onιɔns]

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4

4

4

4

4

3

1

All of the participants referred to this as [gye:ne], however, there was one occasion
on which [onιɔns], was used by one of the Asante second generation migrants.

5.3.4 Lime
The participants used three alternative lexemes: ANKAADWEA, ANKAATWADEƐ
and LIME, for this variable. The lexeme ANKAADWEA is usually used in Akyem
and Kwawu communities, and ANKAATWADEƐ occurs in Asante. These two
lexemes were used with different phonetic realisations.
The forms used for ‘lime’ are presented in table 5.4.
Three different variants were used in the Kwawu community for this variable,
they are [aŋka:dwɪa:], [akankʊadwɪa:], and [aŋka:dwʊa]. The forms
[akankʊadwɪa:] and [aŋka:dwʊa] are variants of [aŋka:dwɪa:], which occurs in the
orthography as ANKAADWEA.
The Kwawu second generation migrants displayed a lot of variation in the
variants they used for this variable. Their variants were [aŋka:dwʊa],
[aŋke:twadɪɛ], [aŋke:twɪrɛ:], [aŋka:twadɪɛ], and [laιm], the English equivalent.
The variant [aŋka:dwʊa] occurred in the Kwawu rural community. The rest of
the variants, with the exception of [laιm], originate from [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ], the
variant in Asante for this variable, which occurs in the orthography as
ANKAATWADEƐ. The variants [aŋke:twadɪɛ] and [aŋke:twɪrɛɛ], however, adopt
the phenomenon in Fante where the front mid-vowel /e/ is used in the
environment where the Twi varieties would have used /æ/. As a result of this,
these variants can be described as inter-dialect forms between the Asante and
Fante varieties.
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Table 5.4: Forms used for ‘Lime’ in the sample

ANKAADWEA
[akankʊadwɪa:]
[aŋka:dwɪa:]
[aŋka:dwʊa]
ANKAATWADEƐ
[aŋkæ:twadɪɛ]
[twadɪɛ]
[aŋkæ:twarɪɛ]
[aŋke:twadɪɛ]
[aŋketwadɪɛ]
[aŋke:twɪrɛ:]
[aŋkaatwadɪɛ]
[aŋkaatwɛdɪɛ]
LIME
[laιm]

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

1
1
2

1

1

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

1

1
2
1

1

1

1

1

2
1
2

1
2

2

1

Furthermore, Dolphyne (1988:20) notes that when the open central vowel
/a/, which is an unadvanced tongue root (-ATR) vowel, occurs after a palatal
consonant such as /tw/, the syllable that precedes it usually has advanced vowels.
This situation normally creates two-harmony-spans: advanced – unadvanced, for
such words. This phenomenon is observed in [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ] and [aŋke:twadɪɛ]
because both /æ/ and /e/, which precede the syllable ‘twa’ in these words, are
advanced tongue root vowels. The form [aŋka:twadɪɛ], however, tries to correct
the disharmony in this word by having the unadvanced vowel /a/ in the syllable
that precedes ‘twa’. It is worth highlighting that in the Asante orthography, this
word is written ‘ankaatwadeɛ’ as noted earlier; however, if one pronounces it the
way it is written, it sounds foreign because it does not follow the phonological
rules of the language. Therefore, this variant may be considered as an Accra Akan
variant with either influence from L2 speakers who are not conversant with the
phonology of the language, or as a result of limited proficiency on the part of the
participants themselves. Finally, the English equivalent, [laιm], was also used,
with some intra-individual variation.
There was variation in the variants used in the Asante rural community for
this variable. These variants were [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ], [twadɪɛ], [aŋkæ:twarɪɛ], and
[aŋka:twadɪɛ]. The form [twadɪɛ] is the clipped form of [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ]. Secondly,
the variant [aŋkæ:twarɪɛ] differs from [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ] in the onset of the last but
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one syllable where [aŋkæ:twarɪɛ] has the trill /r/, whilst [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ] has the
voiced alveolar plosive /d/. These two sounds sometimes operate as free
allophonic variants in the language and speakers can therefore use them
interchangeably without causing a change in meaning. Furthermore, as explained
earlier, [aŋka:twadɪɛ] tries to correct the disharmony by placing the unadvanced
vowel /a/ before the syllable ‘twa’ (see Dolphyne 1988:20).
The Asante second generation migrants displayed a lot of variation in the
variant they used for this variable. Their variants include: [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ],
[aŋketwadɪɛ], [aŋka:twɛdɪɛ], [aŋka:dwʊa], and [laιm]. The variant [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ]
occurs in the Asante community. The variant [aŋketwadɪɛ] is an inter-dialect form
between Fante and Asante as a result of having /e/ in place of /æ/ as explained
earlier. This variant has the short vowel /e/ in the second syllable instead of the
long vowel /æ:/ in the original word; furthermore, [aŋka:twɛdɪɛ] harmonises the
tongue root position of the vowels in both [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ] and [anke:twadɪɛ] as has
already been explained. In addition to this, it has the front mid-vowel /ɛ/ after
/tw/ instead of the open central vowel /a/ in the variants seen so far. This variant
does not belong to any variety of Akan and may, therefore, be considered as a
typical Accra Akan variant with influence from L2 speakers, or by means of
limited proficiency of these second generation migrants. The variant [aŋka:dwʊa]
occurred in the Kwawu community and was also used by some of the Kwawu
second generation migrants. Lastly, [laιm], the English equivalent, was also used.

5.3.5 Orange
Two alternative lexemes; AKUTU and ANKAA, were used for this variable. The
lexeme AKUTU, was used with different phonetic realisations which included
[ækutu], [ekutu] and [akutu], the variants for this variable in Twi, Fante, and Gã
respectively.
The forms the participants used for ‘Orange’ are presented in table 5.5.
All of the participants in the Kwawu rural community used [ækutu] for this
variable; however, the Kwawu second generation migrants used different
variants. These variants are [ekutu], [ekutuo], [akutu], and [ækutsu]. The form
[ekutu] is the Fante variant for this variable and [ekutuo] can be described as an
inter-dialect form, which combines the Fante variant [ekutu] and the Asante
nominal suffix /o/ (Dolphyne 1988:83). The realisation [akutu] is the variant in
Gã and [ækutsu] does not typically belong to any variety of Akan but does
originate from [ækutu], the Akuapem and Kwawu variant. The difference
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Table 5.5: Forms used for ‘Orange’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

AKUTU

[ækutu]
[ækutuo]
[ækutsu]
[ekutu]
[ekutuo]
[akutu]

4
1
1
2
1

1
1
2

1
2

ANKAA

[aŋka:]

4

1

4

between these variants is in the onset of the last syllable. The realisation [ækutu]
has the voiceless alveolar stop /t/, whilst [ækutsu] has the voiceless alveolar
affricate /ts/, which occurs only in Fante and before front vowels. The variant
[ækutsu] may, therefore, be considered as an inter-dialect form between
Akuapem/Kwawu and Fante.
All the participants in the Asante rural community referred to this variable as
[aŋka:], but there was variation in the variants the Asante second generation
migrants used. Their variants included: [aŋka:], [ækutuo], [ekutuo], and [akutu].
The variant [aŋka:] occurred in the Asante community and [ækutuo] may be
described as an inter-dialect form depending on how one looks at it. The form
[ækutu], the variant used in the in the Kwawu community, also occurs in
Akuapem; however, Akuapem does not have the Asante nominal suffix /-o/. As
a result of this, if one looks at [ækutuo] as a combination of the Akuapem/Kwawu
variant and the Asante nominal suffix /-o/, then [ækutuo] can be described as an
inter-dialect, which is between Akuapem/Kwawu and Asante. Akyem, which
also has the nominal suffix /-o/, may use [ækutuo], however, they also have
[aŋka:]. Furthermore, [ekutuo], the inter-dialect form between Fante and Asante
varieties, and [akutu], the Gã variant, were also used.

5.3.6 Pawpaw/Papaya
Two alternative lexemes were used for this variable: BRƆFRƐ and PAWPAW. The
lexeme BRƆFRƐ was used with different phonetic realisations, which included
[brɔfrɛ] and [bɔ:frɛ], the variants in Kwawu, and Akyem and Asante varieties
respectively.
Table 5.6 presents the forms used for ‘Pawpaw’/’papaya’.
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Table 5.6: Forms used for Pawpaw/papaya in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

2
1
2

1
1

1
1

4

ASAD

ASAnD

BRƆFRƐ

[brɛfrɛ]
[brɔfrɛ]
[bɔ:frɛ]
[bɔfɪlɛ]
PAWPAW
[pɔ:pɔ:]

2
1

2

2

3

2

Different variants were used for this variable in the Kwawu rural community,
namely [brɛfrɛ], [bɔ:frɛ] and [brɔfrɛ]. The variant without /r/ is not from Kwawu,
but is in fact from Akyem which shares borders with them. The variants used by
the Kwawu second generation migrants were [brɔfrɛ], and [bɔ:frɛ], and, in
addition, the English equivalent, [pɔ:pɔ:].
All participants in the Asante community referred to this variable as [bɔ:frɛ]
but the Asante second generation migrants used different variants. These were
[bɔ:frɛ], [bɔfɪlɛ], and [pɔ:pɔ:]. The variant [bɔ:frɛ] occurred in the rural Asante
community and [bɔfɪlɛ] may be considered as a variant for this variable which is
typical of Accra and is the result of limited proficiency.

5.3.7 Garden-eggs
Three alternative lexemes were used for this variable. These were NTƆREWA
and GARDEN-EGGS. The lexemes NTƆREWA and NYAADOWA were
used with different phonetic realisations which included [ntɔrɪwa], [ntrʊwa], and
[nya:dʊwa], the basic variants in Kwawu/Akuapem, Akyem, and Asante
varieties respectively.
The forms used for ‘Garden-eggs’ are presented in table 5.7.
Different variants: [ntɔrɪwa], [ɛntɔrɪwa], [ntrʊwa], and [nya:dʊwa], were used
in the Kwawu rural community for this variable. The form [ntɔrɪwa] is the basic
variant in Kwawu with [ɛntɔrɪwa] having the vowel /ɛ/ prefixed to the initial
nasal consonant. The forms [ntrʊwa] and [nya:dʊwa] are the respective variants
in Akyem and Asante.
The variants that the Kwawu second generation migrants used for this variable
were [ɛntɔrɪwa], [ɪntɔrɪwa], [ɪntrʊwa] and [na:dʊwa]. The realisations [ɛntɔrɪwa]
and [ɪntɔrɪwa] result from the basic variant [ntɔrɪwa] in Kwawu with the vowels

NYAADOWA,
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/ɛ/ and /ɪ/ prefixed to the initial nasal consonant. The form [ɪntrʊwa] is the basic
Akyem variant [ntrʊwa] with the vowel /ɪ/ prefixed to the nasal consonant that
Table 5.7: Forms used for ‘Garden-eggs’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

NTƆREWA

[ntɔrɪwa]
[ɛntɔrɪwa]
[ɪntɔrɪwa]
[ntrʊwa]
[ɪntrʊwa]

2
1

1
2

1

1
1

3

1

NYAADOWA

[nya:dʊwa]
[nya:dɪwa]
[inya:dʊwa]
[na:dʊwa]

1

4
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

GARDENEGGS

[ga:dιn-εgs]

1

begins the word. The entire vowels prefix to the initial nasal consonant harmonise
with the tongue root position of the vowels in the word. Finally, [na:dʊwa]
originates from [nya:dʊwa], the Asante variant. The form [na:dʊwa] has the
alveolar nasal /n/, whilst the Asante variant has the palatal nasal /ny/ in word
initial position. However, [na:dʊwa] does not belong to any variety of Akan and
can be considered as a typical Accra Akan variant with influence from L2
speakers or as a result of limited proficiency on the part of the second generation
migrants.
The variants used in the Asante community for this variable were [nya:dʊwa]
and [nya:dɪwa], which differ in the vowel in the last but one syllable. The Asante
second generation migrants, however, displayed a lot of variation in the variants
they used. Their variants included: [nya:dʊwa], [inya:dʊwa], [na:dʊwa],
[ɪntɔrɪwa], [ɪntrʊwa], and [ga:dιn-egs]. The variant [nya:dʊwa] was one of the
options used in the Asante rural community and [inya:dʊwa] is this variant with
/i/ prefixed to the nasal consonant that begins the word. It is worth pointing out
that /i/ is an advanced vowel and therefore does not harmonise with tongue root
position of the vowels in the word. This creates two-harmony-spans: advanced -
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unadvanced, for this variant. As pointed out earlier, [na:dʊwa] is a typical Accra
Akan variant and [ɪntɔrɪwa] is the basic variant [ntɔrɪwa] in both the Kwawu and
Akuapem varieties with /ɪ/ prefixed to the initial nasal consonant. The Akyem
variant [ntrʊwa] was also used with /ɪ/ prefixed to the nasal consonant that
begins the word to render it as [ɪntrʊwa]. The form [ga:dιn-εgs] is an English loan.

5.3.8 Cup
Three alternative lexemes were used by the participants for this variable. These
are KRUWA, BONSUA, and CUP/KOPJE. The lexemes KRUWA and BONSUA are
used in the Akan communities. In addition, CUP, an English loan, or KOPJE, a
Dutch loan, was used with different phonetic realisations.
The various forms used for ‘Cup’ are presented in table 5.8.
The variants [kruwa], [kɔ:pʊ], [kɔp], and [kʌp] were used in the Kwawu rural
community, with [kruwa] being used most frequently. The forms [Kɔ:pʊ] and
[kɔp] are different phonetic realisations of the English loan ‘cup’ or the Dutch
loan ‘kopje’ which have been assimilated into the phonology of Akan, but [kɔ:pʊ]
observes the phonological process of having a vowel inserted in word final
position (see Dolphyne 1988:31). The English equivalent [kʌp] was also used,
with some intra-individual variation. All of the Kwawu second generation
migrants used [kʌp]; however, in addition to this, there was an instance where
[bonsɥia] was also used, with intra-individual variation.
The form [kruwa] was the variant used in the Asante rural community and all
of the Asante second generation migrants used [kʌp], the English equivalent
Table 5.8: Forms used for ‘Cup’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4

4

KRUWA

[kruwa]

3

4

BONSUA

[bonsɥia]
CUP/KOPJE
[kɔ:pʊ]
[kɔp]
[kʌp]

1

1
1
1

4

4
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Table 5.9: Forms used for ‘Plate’ in the sample

KwRC
PLATE
[prɛtɪ]
[plɛ:tɪ]
[pre:ti]
[ple:ti]
[ple:t]

KwAD

KwAnD

1
1
1
2

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4

4

2
1
1
4

4

5.3.9 Plate
The lexeme used for this variable was PLATE, an English loan, with different
phonetic realisations.
The various forms used for ‘Plate’ are presented in table 5.9.
The variants used in the Kwawu community for this variable were different
phonetic realisations of PLATE assimilated into the phonology of Akan. These
variants are: [prɛtɪ], [plɛ:tɪ], [ple:ti], and [pre:ti]. What these variants have in
common is that they conform to the phonology of Akan by having a vowel
inserted in word final position (see Dolphyne 1988:31). The vowel inserted into
the word final position harmonises with the tongue root position of the vowels in
each variant. There is, however, variation in the use of the lateral /l/ and the trill
/r/. The realisations [plɛ:tɪ] and [ple:ti] have /l/, whilst [prɛtɪ] and [pre:ti] use
/r/. Nonetheless, it should be noted /l/ and /r/ usually work as free allophonic
variants in Akan. All of the Kwawu second generation migrants used [ple:t].
The variants used in the Asante community are different phonetic realisations
of PLATE: [pre:ti], [ple:ti], and [plɛ:tɪ], which were also used in the Kwawu
community. The Asante second generation migrants used [ple:t].

5.3.10 Saucepan
Four lexemes were used by the participants for this variable. These are KYƐNSE25,
DADESƐN, SILVER, and SAUCEPAN. The lexeme KYƐNSE is what is usually used for
this variable in Akan and DADESƐN is a type of cooking pot in Akan communities,
usually different from what we are considering here. The term silver is also used
for this variable in Akan communities because the type of saucepan we have is
usually made of materials with silver colour. The lexeme SILVER was used by the

25

The name for ‘lihgt metal’ in Akan is kyεnse, therefor any product made light metal is usually named kyεnse
with some modification.
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participants with different phonetic realisations. Secondly, pan, which is a clipped
form of saucepan, was also used.
The various forms used for ‘Saucepan’ are listed in table 5.10.
Different variants: [kyɛnsɪ̃:], [sɪrɪba], [sɪrɪva], and [sι:lva], were used in the
Kwawu community for this variable. The form [kyɛnsɪ̃:] is the Akan variant that
is used in most Akan communities for this variable. The forms [sɪrɪba] and [sɪrɪva]
are different phonetic realisations of the lexeme SILVER, which have been
assimilated into the phonology of Akan. It is worth noting that Akan does not
usually have consonant clusters, hence where this exists in a word which has been
borrowed into the language, native speakers will usually insert a vowel in between
the cluster to break it up. This is observable in both [sɪrɪba] and [sɪrɪva]. Akan does
not have the voiced labio-dental fricative /v/. As a result, if a word which is
borrowed into the language has this sound, it is usually replaced with the voiced
bilabial plosive /b/. This phonological process is observed in [sɪrɪba]. The English
form [sι: lva] was also used, with some intra-individual variation. The variants
used by the Kwawu second generation migrants were [kyɛnsɪ̃:], and the English
equivalents [sι:lva], [sɔ:span], and [pa:n].

Table 5.10: Forms used for ‘Saucepan’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

2

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

KYƐNSE

[kyɛnsɪ̃:]
DADESƐN

[dadɪsɛɲ]
SILVER
[sɪrɪba]
[sɪlɪba]
[sɪrɪva]
[sι:lva]
SAUCESPAN
[sɔ:span]
[pa:n]

2
1
1

1
1
1

2

1

1

1
1

1

3

3
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Table 5.11: Forms used for ‘Earthenware bowl’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

4

3
1

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

1
2

4

2

4
1

APOTƆYƱWA

[apʊtɔyʊwa]
[ayʊwa]
[ayɪwa]

1

ASANKA

[asaŋka]

1

Different variants were used in the Asante community for this variable, these
are [kyɛnsɪ̃:], [dadɪsɛɲ]26, [sɪrɪba], and [sɪlɪba], with intra-individual variation. The
Asante second generation migrants also used the variants [kyɛnsɪ̃:], [dadɪsɛɲ], and
the English forms [sι:lva], and [sɔ:span] with intra-individual variation.

5.3.11 Earthenware bowl
Two alternative lexemes were used for this variable and these are APOTƆYOWA
and ASANKA. The lexeme APOTƆYOWA is the term generally used in many Twi
speaking communities, with the exception of Akuapem, and the lexeme ASANKA
is what is used Akuapem and some Fante communities. The participants used the
lexeme APOTƆYOWA with different phonetic realisation
Table 5.11 presents the various forms used for ‘Earthenware bowl’.
The variant used in the Kwawu rural community was [ayʊwa], which can be
considered as the clipped form of [apʊtɔyʊwa], a variant for this variable in Akan.
The Kwawu second generation migrants used different variants including
[ayʊwa], [ayɪwa], [apʊtɔyʊwa], and [asaŋka]. The form [Ayʊwa] is the variant
used in the Kwawu rural community and it differs from [ayɪwa] in the nucleus of
the second syllable. The pronunciation [apʊtɔyʊwa] is the full form and [asaŋka]
is the Akuapem and Fante variant.
All participants in the Asante rural community used [apʊtɔyʊwa] but the
Asante second generation migrants used a number of variants, namely,
[apʊtɔyʊwa], [ayʊwa], and [ayɪwa].

26

In many Akan communities [Dadɪsɛɲ] refers to a different kind of cooking pot than what we are considering
here. The cooking pot reffered to as [Dadɪsɛɲ] is made of heavy metals.
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Table 5.12: Forms used for ‘small wooden pestle’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4

1

1

2

1

ƐTA

[ɛta]
TAPOLI

[tapoli]
[tæpoli]
[tapori]
[ta:poli]
[tsapoli]

2
1
1

4

3

1
1
1

5.3.12 Small wooden pestle
Two alternative lexemes: ƐTA and TAPOLI, were used for this variable. The lexeme
ƐTA is used in the Asante communities and TAPOLI is the lexeme for this variables
in other Twi communities such as Akyem, Kwawu and Akuapem. The
participants used TAPOLI with different phonetic realisations. Table 5.12 presents
the various forms used for ‘small wooden pestle’.
Different variants were used for this variable in the Kwawu community, these
included [tapoli], [tapori], and [tæpoli], which are different phonetic realisations
of TAPOLI. The difference between [tapoli] and [tapori] is in the use of the free
allophonic variants /l/ and /r/. In addition, the form [tapoli] has two-harmonyspans: unadvanced - advanced. The variant [tæpoli], however, corrects the
disharmony in the tongue root positions of the vowels in [tapoli] by having the
advanced vowel /æ/ in place of the unadvanced vowel /a/ in the first syllable.
The variant mainly used by the Kwawu second generation migrant is [tapoli];
however there was an instance where [tsapoli], which has /ts/ in word-initial
position, was used. The sound /ts/ occurs only in Fante and before front vowels,
therefore, this variant may be considered as inter-dialect form between Fante and
Twi varieties. It is worth noting, however, that /ts/ is not used in the Fante
variant for this variable.
The variant used in the Asante rural community for this item was [ɛta] but the
Asante second generation migrants used different variants which included [ɛta],
[tapoli], [tapori] and [ta:poli]. The form [tapoli] is the variant used in Kwawu and
in other Twi speaking communities such as Akyem and Akuapem, [tapori] differs
from this variant in the use of the allophonic variants /l/ and /r/. The form
[ta:poli], which has a long vowel instead of the short vowel in [tapoli], may be
considered as an Accra Akan variant which has resulted from limited proficiency.
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5.3.13 Ladle
The participants used four alternative lexemes for this variable. These are
KWANKORA, KWANTERE, TANKORA and LADLE. The lexeme KWANKORA is
normally used in Akuapem, Akyem, and Kwawu communities, and KWANTERE
occurs in the Asante communities. The lexeme TANKORA is also used in some
Akan communities including Kwawu and Fante. The participants used
KWANKORA and KWANTERE with different phonetic realisations.
The forms used for ‘Ladle’ are presented in table 5.13.
The main variant used in the Kwawu community was [kwaŋkʊra] nonetheless,
there was an instance where [tankʊra] was used. The variants used by the Kwawu
second generation migrants were [kwaŋkʊra], [kwa:ŋkʊra], and [taŋkʊra]. The
form [kwaŋkʊra] was the main variant used in the Kwawu community, and the
variant [kwa:ŋkʊra], which has /a:/ instead of /a/ in [kwaŋkʊra] may be
considered as an Accra Akan variant.

Table 5.13: Forms used for ‘Ladle’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

3

3

3
1

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

1

1
1
1

KWANKƱRA

[kwaŋkʊra]
[kwa:ŋkʊra]
[kwaŋkra]
[KWANTERE
[kwantɪrɪ]
[ɪnkwantɪrɪ]
[atɪrɪ]

3
1

2
1

TANKORA

[taŋkʊra]
LADLE
[ladl]

1

1

1

The variants used in the Asante community were [kwantɪrɪ] and [ɪnkwantɪrɪ]
but different variants were used by the Asante second generation migrants. These
variants were [kwantɪrɪ], [kwaŋkʊra], [kwa:ŋkʊra], [kwaŋkra], [atɪrɪ] and [ladl],
an English loan. The variants [kwa:ŋkʊra] and [kwaŋkra] are different
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realisations of [kwaŋkʊra], the variant used in other Twi speaking communities.
The form [kwa:ŋkʊra] has /a:/ instead of /a/ as noted earlier, and the high back
vowel /ʊ/ is deleted in [kwaŋkra]. These variants may be considered as Accra
Akan variants resulting from limited proficiency or a ‘style of speech’ in Accra.
The form [atɪrɪ] is the variant for ‘spoon’ in the Twi speaking communities;
however, one can also argue that it is the clipped form of [kwantɪrɪ].

5.3.14 Kitchen-stool
Three alternative lexemes: ADAMADWA, AKONNWA, and KITCHEN STOOL, were
used for this variable. The lexeme ADAMADWA is the typical term for this variable
in Akyem and Kwawu communities, and AKONNWA is the generic term for any
type of ‘chair’ in Akan. The lexeme AKONNWA was used with different phonetic
realisations.The forms used for ‘Kitchen-stool’ are presented in table 5.14.
The variants used in the Kwawu rural community for this variable were
[adæmædwa] and [akonnwa], and the Kwawu second generation migrants used
the variants [akonnwa], [ækonnwa], and [akonnya]. The form [ækonnwa] differs
from [akonnwa], the variant used in the Kwawu community, in the vowel used
as the singular prefix as a result of the phonological processes involved in this
word. Dolphyne (1988:20) explains that when the open central vowel /a/, which
is unadvanced vowel, occurs after a palatal consonant such as /nw/ to form a
syllable, the syllables that precede it have advanced vowels. As a result, such
words have two-harmony-spans: advanced-unadvanced. The root word [konnwa]
of the variants under consideration falls under this category. The form [ækonnwa]
uses the advanced vowel /æ/ as the singular prefix and, therefore, maintains the
two-harmony-spans, whilst [akonnwa] uses the unadvanced vowel /a/ to create
three-harmony-spans: unadvanced-advanced-unadvanced. The form [akonnya]
uses the palatalised consonant /ny/ as the onset of the last syllable instead of the
labio-palatalised consonant /nw/ used in the others. It is worth noting that
[akonnya] is not used in any variety of Akan and may therefore be considered as
an Accra Akan variant.
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Table 5.14: Forms used for ‘Kitchen-stool’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

3

2
1

3
1

2

4

1

1

ADAMADWA

[adæmædwa]

2

AKONNWA

[akonnwa]
[ækonnwa]
[ækunnwa]
[akonnya]
[akoŋgua]

2

1
1
1

KITCHEN
STOOL

[kitʃιn-stu:l]

1

The variants used in the Asante rural community were [akonnwa] and
[ækonnwa] but the Asante second generation migrants used different variants,
these were [akonnwa], [ækunnwa], [akoŋgua], [akonnya], and [kitʃιn-stu:l], the
English equivalent, with intra-individual variation. The form [ækunnwa] differs
from [ækonnwa], one of the variants used in the Asante community, in the vowel
of the second syllable. The form [ækunnwa] has the back high vowel /u/, whilst
the variant used in the Asante community has the back mid vowel /o/.
Nonetheless, both vowels are advanced vowels and hence the variants have twoharmony-spans as explained earlier. The form [akoŋgua] originates from
[akoŋŋua], variant in Akuapem for this variable, and [akonnya] can be considered
as an Accra Akan variant as noted earlier.

5.3.15 Table chair
Two alternative lexemes: AKENTENNWA and AKONNWA, were used for this
variable. The lexeme AKENTENNWA is the typical term used for this variable in
the Twi speaking communities, and AKONNWA, as I noted earlier, is the generic
term for any type of chair in Akan. The lexeme AKONNWA was used with different
phonetic realisations. Table 5.15 presents the forms used for ‘Table-chair’.
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Table 5.15: Forms used for ‘Table-chair’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

AKENTENNWA

[akentennwa]

2

4

AKONNWA

[akonnwa]
[ækunnwa]
[ekonnwa]
akonnya]
[ækonnya]
[akoŋgua]

2

2

2

2
1

1
1

1
1

2

1
1

1

The variants used in the Kwawu rural community for this variable were
[akentennwa] and [akonnwa]. The Kwawu second generation migrants however,
used the variants [akonnwa], [ekonnwa], and [akonnya] for this variable. The
pronunciation [ekonnwa] adopts the phenomenon in Fante where /e/ is used in
the environment where the Twi varieties have /æ/. This variant has /e/ as the
singular prefix instead /æ/ used by some speakers of the Twi varieties to maintain
two-harmony-spans for this word. Finally, the pronunciation [akonnya] can be
considered as a variant in Akan varieties spoken in Accra.
The variant used in the Asante community for this variable was [akonnwa]
but different variants were used by the Asante second generation migrants these
were [akonnwa], [akoŋgua], [ækunnwa], [akonnya] and [ækonnya]. The form
[akoŋgua] originates from the variants [akoŋŋua] and the phonological processes
involved in [ækunnwa], [akonnya], and [ækonnya] have already been explained.
The forms [Akonnya] and [ækonnya] are variants in Accra Akan.

5.3.16 Bread
Europeans, including the Portuguese and Dutch, came to the coast of Ghana from
the later part of the 15th century (specifically 1470s) to engage in trade (AduGyamfi et al. 2016). Kropp-Dakubu (2012a) reports that it is a well known fact
that a vehicular variety of Portuguese served as the principal language of
communication between Africans and Europeans soon after the first appearance
of the Portuguese on the Gold Coast towards the end of the 15th century until the
demise of the trans-Atlantic slave trade in the 19th century. She further adds that
on the Gold Coast some of the Africans spoke a little Dutch and English as well.
This language contact situation allowed some Portuguese and Dutch loans to
enter the languages spoken on the Coast of Ghana, especially Akan and Gã.
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Kropp-Dakubu (2012a) documents some Portuguese loan words currently in use
in Ghanaian languages. The two alternative lexemes the paricipants used for this
variable are BROOD and PAÕ which are loan words from Dutch and Portuguese
respectively (Forson 1979: 51). These loans, however, are prononced with
phonological assimilation into Akan, as a result, the forms [brodo] and [pã:nʊ:]
are used respectively. The variant [brodo] is used in Akuapem, Akyem, and
Kwawu communities, and [pã:nʊ:] is used in the Asante and Fante speaking
communities.
The forms used for ‘Bread’ are presented in table 5.16.
The variant used in the Kwawu rural community for this variable was [brodo]
and the Kwawu second generation migrants used the variants [brodo] and
[pã:nʊ:].
The variant [pã:nʊ:] was used in the Asante community and the variants used
by the Asante second generation migrants were [pã:nʊ:] and [brodo].

5.3.17 Pillow
Two alternative lexemes: SUMIƐ and PILLOW, were used by the participants for
this variable. TheTwi speaking communities, with the exception of Akuapem, use
the lexeme SUMIƐ. The participants, however, used this with different phonetic
realisations.
Table 5.17 presents the forms used for ‘Pillow’.
The variant used in the Kwawu rural community was [sùmì!ɛ́], which is said
on a low-low-high tone, and the Kwawu second generation migrants also used
[sùmì!ɛ́] and [pιlo], the English equivalent. The variant [sùmì!ɛ́], which was the
variant used in the Kwawu community, is also used in other Twi speaking
communities like Akyem and Asante.

Table 5.16: Forms used for ‘Bread’ in the sample

BROOD
[brodo]

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

4

4

3

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

2

3

2

1

PAÕ

[pã:nʊ:]

1

4
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Table 5.17: Forms used for ‘Pillow’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4

4

3

4

1

2
2

SUMIƐ

[sùmì!ɛ́]
[súmíɛ]́
[sũ̀mì!e]
[sũmwɛ]
PILLOW
[pιlo]

1
1

1

2

1

The variant [sùmì!ɛ́] is what was used in the Asante community but the Asante
second generation migrants used different variants, which included [sùmì!ɛ́],
[súmíɛ]́ , [sùmì!e], [sumwɛ], and [pιlo], with intra-individual variation. The variant
[súmíɛ]́ differs from [sùmì!ɛ́], the variant used in Asante and other Twi speaking
communities mentioned above, in the tone in which it is said. The variant [súmíɛ]́
has a high-high-high tone, whilst the variant used in the Asante and the other Twi
speaking communities has low-low-high tone. The high-high-high tone variant
[súmíɛ]́ is not used in any of the traditional varieties of Akan and may therefore
be considered as a variant in Accra Akan. Additionally, the variant [sùmí!έ]
naturally has two harmony spans: advanced-unadvanced. The vowel in the stem
word [sum] ‘support’ is advanced, whilst the nominalizing suffix -iɛ is made up of
advanced and unadvanced vowels. The form [sùmi!̀é] harmonizes the vowels in
the word by using the suffix -ie which are both advanced vowels. Furthermore,
the form [sumwɛ] is not used in any of the traditional varieties of Akan and can
be considered as an innovation in the Akan variety spoken in Accra.

5.3.18 Stew
Four alternative lexemes were used for this variable. These were ABOM, FRƆE,
MAKO and STEW. The lexemes ABOM and FRƆE are terms in the Akan
communities for this variable, however, these are used with different phonetic
realisations. Although the lexeme MAKO is typically used for pepper in the Twi
speaking communities, some speakers, however, use it for this variable as well.
The various forms used for ‘Stew’ are presented in table 5.18.
Different variants were used in the Kwawu community for this variable and
these are [abom], [æbom], [frɔɪɛ], [frɔ:ɪ], and [mako], with intra-individual
variation. The form [abom] has two harmony spans, because the nominalizing
prefix /a/ is an unadvanced tongue root vowel, whilst the vowel in the root word
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[bom] ‘hit in’ is an advanced vowel. The variant [æbom] harmonizes the vowels
in the word by using the advanced vowel /æ/ as the normalizing prefix.
Furthermore, the form [mako], as used here, has two harmony spans and may be
influenced by L2 speakers or be a result of limited proficiency on the part of the
participants. The variant usually used in the Twi speaking communities was
[mæko], which has advanced vowels. The variants used by the Kwawu second
generation migrants were [frɔɪɛ], [frɔ], and [stιw], the English form, with intraindividual variation. The variant [frɔɪɛ], which was the main variant used in
Kwawu, is also used in other Twi speaking communities, and [frɔ] can be
described as an interlanguage form between ‘flɔ’ the Gã variant for this variable
and [frɔɪɛ] or [frɔɪ]. One can argue that because the Gã variant ‘flɔ’ doesn’t have

Table 5.18: Forms used for ‘Stew’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

ABOM

[abomu:]
[abom]
[æbom]

4
1
1

1

FRƆE

[frɔɪɛ]
[frɔ:ɪ]
[frɔɪ]
[frɔ]

3
1

4

2

3

3
1

2

MAKO

[mako]
STEW
[stιw]

1

2

1

any suffix like the variants in Akan do, this has influenced these participant to
also pronounce the Akan variant as [frɔ] without the suffix.
The variant used in the Asante community for this variable was [abomu:] but
the Asante second generation migrants used [frɔɪɛ], [frɔɪ], [abom], and [stιw], with
intra-individual variation. The variant [frɔɪɛ] is used in many Twi speaking
communities, and [frɔɪ] is the Fante and Akuapem variant. Furthermore, it is
worth highlighting that, [abom], which generally occurs in Akan communities, is
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the lexeme from which [abomu:], the variant used in the Asante community,
originates.

5.3.19 Bottle
Three alternative lexemes were observed in the variants the participants used for
this variable. These are PENTOA, TUMPAN, and BOTTLE. The Twi varieties, with
the exception of Akuapem, use PENTOA, and TUMPAN is the variant for this
variable in Akuapem. The participants, however, used all these three lexemes
with different phonetic realisations.
The forms used for ‘Bottle’ are presented in table 5.19.

Table 5.19: Forms used for ‘Bottle’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

PENTOA

[pɪntʊa]
[pentʊa]
[tʊ̀á]
[tʊ́á]

1
3

2

1
2

1
1

3
1

TUMPAN

[tumpaɲ]

1

BOTTLE
[bɔtʊrʊ]
[bɔtl]

1
1

3

4

1

The variants used in the Kwawu community were [tʊ̀á], [tumpaɲ] and [bɔtʊrʊ],
with intra-individual variation. The form [tʊ̀á] is the clipped form of [pɪntʊa] or
[pentʊa], which is used in Twi speaking communities, and [tumpaɲ] originates
from [tumpaŋ], the Akuapem variants for this variable. The variant [bɔtʊrʊ] is the
lexeme BOTTLE, which has been assimilated into the phonology of Akan. The
Kwawu second generation migrants used [tʊ̀á], [pɪntʊa], and [bɔtl], the English
form. The form [pɪntʊa] is a variant in the Twi speaking community, and [tʊ̀á] is
the clipped form used in the Kwawu community.
The forms [pɪntʊa], and [̀tʊ̀á] were the variants used in the Asante community
and the Asante second generation migrants used [pɪntʊa], [pentʊa], [tʊ́á], and
‘[bɔtl]. One of the variants used in the Asante community was [pɪntʊa] and
[pentʊa] is sometimes by some speakers. Although the form [tʊ́á] originates from
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the clipped form of [pɪntʊa] or [pentʊa], it sounds foreign due to the tone in which
it is said. The form [tʊ́á] has a high-high tone, whilst the usual clipped form [tʊ̀á]
has a low-high tone. The variant with the high-high tone can be considered as an
Accra Akan variant.

Table 5.20: Forms used for ‘Bucket’ in the sample

KwRC
BUCKET
[bokiti]
[bakɛtɪ]
[bʌkεt]

2
1
1

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4

4

4
4

4

5.3.20 Bucket
The participants used the lexeme BUCKET with different phonetic realisations for
this variable.
Table 5.20 presents the forms used for ‘Bucket’.
The variants used in the Kwawu rural community for this variable were
different phonetic realisations of the English loan, bucket, assimilated into the
phonology of Akan. These variants are [bokiti] and [bakɛtɪ]. It can be noted that
all these variants had vowels inserted in word-final positions as the phonology of
Akan usually requires. The English form [bʌkεt], however, was also used in the
Kwawu rural community. All of the Kwawu second generation migrants used
[bʌkεt].
The variant used in the Asante community was [bokiti] and the Asante second
generation migrants used [bʌkεt].

5.3.21 Sugar
Two alternative lexemes: ASSUCAR or SYKER and SUGAR, were used for this
variable. The lexeme ASSUCAR is the equivalent of this variable in Portuguese
(Huber 1999a) and SYKER is its equivalent in Dutch. These lexemes entered Akan
when the then Gold coasters, now Ghanaians, engaged in trade with the
Europeans from the later part of the 15th century as noted in section 5.3.16. These
lexemes are now used with different phonetic realisations, which include [æsikre],
[esikyire] and [æsikyire], the variants in Akuapem, Fante and
Asante/Akyem/Kwawu varieties, respectively.
The forms used for ‘Sugar’ are presented in table 5.21.
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Table 5.21: Forms used for ‘Sugar’ in the sample

KwR
C

KwA
D

KwAn
D

ASR
C

ASA
D

ASAn
D

ASSUCAR/SYKE
R

[æ̀!síkyìré]
[ǽsíkyìré]
[æhyikyire]
[esikyire]
[ehyikyire]
[ekyikyile]
[sikire]
SUGAR
[ʃuga]

3

1

4
1

1
3

2
1

3

1

1
1

1

3

2

The variants used in the Kwawu community were [æ̀!síkyìré] and [æhyikyire].
The difference between these variants is in the onset of the second syllable where
the former has the alveolar fricative /s/, whilst the palatal fricative /hy/ is used
in the latter. The use of /hy/ might have been influenced by the following high
vowel /i/. The Kwawu second generation migrants used different variants:
[æ̀!síkyìré], [esikyire], [ehyikyire], [sikire], and [ʃuga], the English equivalent,
with intra-individual variation. The realisation [æ̀!síkyìré] is the main variant used
in Kwawu and other Twi speaking communities such as Asante and Akyem, and
[esikyire] is the Fante variant for this variable. The form [ehyikyire] originates
from the Fante variant; however, it also has /hy/ instead of /s/ as I noted earlier.
Furthermore, [sikire] can be described as an interlanguage form between the
Akuapem variant [æsikire] and the Gã variant sikli, and is therefore considered
as an Accra Akan variant. One can argue that because the Gã variant does not
have a prefix, this has influenced the participants to also pronounce [æsikire]
without the prefix, hence [sikire].
The variant used in the Asante community was [æ̀!síkyìré] but the Asante
second generation migrants used different variants: there were [ǽsíkyìré],
[esikyire], [ekyikyile], and [ʃuga]. The pronunciation [ǽsíkyìré] differs in tone
from [æ̀!síkyìré], the variant used in the Asante, Akyem, and Kwawu
communities. The variant used by the second generation migrant has a high-highlow-high tone, whilst that used in the Asante and Kwawu varieties has a lowhigh-low-high tone. The high-high-low-high tone is the tone used in the Akuapem
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variant [ǽsíkìré] and therefore [ǽsíkyìré] can be considered as an inter-dialect
form between Asante/Akyem/Kwawu and Akuapem. The realisation [esikyire]
is the Fante variant, and [ekyikyile] also originates from the Fante variant. The
Fante variant has the alveolar fricative /s/, whilst [ekyikyile] has the palatal
affricate /ky/ at the onset of the second syllable. In addition, they also differ in
the use of the allophonic variants /l/ and /r/.

5.3.22 Key
The participants used two alternative lexemes: CHAVE and KEY, for this variable.
The lexeme CHAVE is the Portuguese equivalent that entered the Gold Coast
during the pre-colonial times when the Portuguese engaged in trade with the Gold
Coasters (Dakubu 2012:27). This lexeme is now used with different phonetic
realisations in different varieties of Akan, which include [safι], [[sa:fι:] and [safʊa],
the variants in Akuapem, Fante and Asante/Akyem/Kwawu respectively.
Table 5.22 presents the forms used for ‘Key’.
The variant used in both the Kwawu and the Asante communities for this
variable was [safʊa], and their respective second generation migrants, used [safʊa]
and [ki:], an English loan, with intra-individual variation. There was also an
instance of one of the Asante second generation migrants using [sa:fɪ̃:], the Fante
variant for this variable.

Table 5.22: Forms used for ‘Key’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

4

3

4

4

4

3
1

CHAVE

[safʊa]
[saafɪ̃:]
KEY
[ki:]

2

1
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Table 5. 23: Forms used for ‘Bowl’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

KRUWA

[kruwa]

2

AYOWA

[abomuyʊwa]
[ayʊwa]

1
2

1

KYƐNSE

[kyɛnsɪ̃:]
BOWL
[bo:]

1

2

3

1

4

2

1

4

3

5.3.23 Bowl
Four alternative lexemes were used for this variable. These were KRUWA,
AYOWA, KYƐNSE and BOWL. The lexeme KRUWA, is used for this variable in
Kwawu and Akyem communities. It is noteworthy that this is also the lexeme for
cup in the Twi speaking communities, the lexeme AYOWA is used in the Asante
and Kwawu communities, and KYƐNSE may be used in many Akan communities
to refer to a dish.
The forms used for ‘Bowl’ are presented in table 5.23.
The Kwawu rural community used [kruwa], [ayʊwa], and [bo:], the English
loan, BOWL, assimilated into the phonology of Akan, with intra-individual
variation. The variant mainly used by the Kwawu second generation migrants for
this variable was [bo:]; however, there was an instance where [kyɛnsɪ̃:] was also
used.
The variants that the participants in the Asante community used were
[abomuyʊwa], [ayʊwa], [kyɛnsɪ̃:], and [bo:], with intra-individual variation. The
main variant used by the Asante second generation migrants was [bo:]; however
there was an instance where [kyɛnsɪ̃:] was also used.
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Table 5.24: Forms used for ‘Cloth’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

1
3
1

3

2

1
1
3

3

1
2

NTOMA

[ntʊma]
[ɪntʊma]
[ɛntʊma]
[ɪntɪma]
[ɪntsɪma]
[ɪntama]

1
1
1

1
1

5.3.24 Cloth
The participants used the lexeme NTOMA, which occurs in the Twi speaking
communities, with different phonetic realisations.
The various forms used for ‘Cloth’ are presented in table 5.24.
The variants used in the Kwawu rural community for this variable were
[ntʊma], [ɪntʊma] and [ɛntʊma]. As I have observed in the discussions so far,
Kwawu usually prefix a vowel to the nasal consonant that begins a word, as has
also been documented for Asante (Dolphyne 1988:82). The difference between
[ɪntʊma] and [ɛntʊma], therefore, is the vowel prefix to the nasal consonant that
begins the word. However, both vowels are unadvanced vowels and agree with
the tongue root position of the vowels in the word.
The variants [ɪntʊma], [ɪntɪma], [ɪntama], and [ɪntsɪma] were used by the
Kwawu second generation migrants. The realisation [ɪntʊma] was one of the
variants used in the Kwawu community, and [ɪntɪma] is a variant in Asante. The
form [ɪntama], originates from the Akuapem variant [ntama]. Unlike Kwawu,
Asante, and Akyem, Akuapem does not prefix a vowel to the initial nasal
consonant. Hence, this variant with a vowel prefixed to the initial consonant is,
therefore, an inter-dialect form between Akuapem and the other Twi varieties
mentioned above. Finally, the form [ɪntsɪma] also originates from the Asante
variant [ɪntɪma] with some influence from Fante. As I have noted in earlier
discussions, /ts/ used in [ɪntsɪma] occurs in Fante only and before front vowels
meaning that this variant can be considered as an inter-dialect form between
Asante and Fante.
The variants used in the Asante community were [ɪntɪma], [ɛntʊma], and
[ɪntʊma], with intra-individual variation. All of the vowels prefixed to the initial
nasal consonant agree with the tongue root position of the vowels in the word.
The Asante second generation migrants used [ɪntʊma], [ɪntɪma], [ntʊma], and
[ɪntama], the inter-dialect form between Akuapem and the other Twi varieties.
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5.3.25 Mud-stove
The lexeme used for this variable was BUKIA with different phonetic realisations,
which included the variants [mukyia] and [muka] used in Akyem, Kwawu, and
Akuapem communities, and [bʊkyɪa], the variants in Asante.
The forms used for ‘Mud-stove’ are presented in table 5.25.
The variants [mukyia] and [muka] were used for this variable in the Kwawu
community. The Kwawu second generation migrants used [mukyia]. It should be
noted that many of them could not identify this variable.
The variants used in the Asante community were [bʊkyɪa] and [bukyɪa]. The
form [bukyɪa] has two harmony spans: advanced-unadvanced. The form
[mukyia], the variant used in the Kwawu community and also occurring in
Akyem, was used by the Asante second generation migrants. As I observed in the
Kwawu second generation migrants, some participants among the Asante second
generation migrants could not identify this item.

5.3.26 Window
The participants used three lexemes: VENSTER, MPOMA, and WINDOW, for this
variable. The lexeme VENSTER is a loan word from Dutch which entered Akan
when the Gold Coasters engaged in trade with the Dutch during the pre-colonial
times as I have already explained in section 5.3.16. This lexeme, however, has
been assimilated into the phonology of Akan and pronounced with different
phonetic realisations, which include [mfɛnsɪrɪ] and [mfrɛnsɪ̃:], the variants usually
used in Kwawu/Akuapem and Akyem varieties respectively. The lexeme MPOMA
occurs in the Asante and Akyem varieties.
Table 5.26 presents the various forms used for ‘Window’.
Table 5.25: Forms used for ‘Mud-stove’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

1
3

2

1

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

3

1

BUKIA

[muka]
[mukyia]
[bʊkyɪa]
[bukyɪa]

3
1
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Table 5.26: Forms used for ‘Window’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

3

1

1

1

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

VENSTER

[mfɛnsɪrɪ]
[ɪmfɛnsɪrɪ]
[ɪmfɛnsɪ̃:]
[frɛnsɪ̃:]

1
1

MPOMA

[mpʊma]
[ɪmpʊma]
[ɛmpʊma]
[ɪmpʊma:]
[ɪmpʊrʊma]
[ɪmpɔma]
WINDOW
[wιndәʊ]

1

2
1
1
1
1

2

1
1

1

1

2

3

3

The variants [mfɛnsɪrɪ], [ɪmfɛnsɪ̃:], and [mpʊma] were used in the Kwawu
community. One of the elderly participants, however, explained that [ɪmfɛnsɪ̃:] is
not a Kwawu variant but rather an Akyem variety. Different variants were used
by the Kwawu second generation migrants. These variants are [mfɛnsɪrɪ],
[ɪmfɛnsɪ̃:], [frɛnsɪ̃:], [ɪmpʊma], [ɛmpʊma:], [ɪmpʊrʊma], [ɪmpɔma], and [wιndәʊ],
the English loan, with intra-individual variation. The variant [frɛnsɪ̃:] originates
from an Akyem variant [mfrɛnsɪ̃:]. The variants [Ɛmpʊma] and [ɪmpʊma] come
from the basic form [mpʊma] with vowels prefixed to the initial nasal consonant.
These variants were used in the Asante and Akyem communities. Nonetheless,
the form [ɛmpʊma:], which has a long /a:/ in word final position, [ɛmpʊrʊma],
and [ɪmpɔma], may be considered as Accra Akan variants. I should point out,
however, that those who used the last two variants were not sure whether they
were pronouncing it ‘correctly’.
The variants used in the Asante community were [mpʊma] and [ɛmpʊma],
and the Asante second generation migrants used [ɛmpʊma], [ɪmpʊma],
[ɪmfɛnsɪrɪ], and [wιndәʊ], with intra-individual variation. The form [ɪmpʊma] is
a possible variant in Asante and Akyem communities, whilst [ɪmfɛnsɪrɪ] is the
Kwawu and Akuapem variant [mfɛnsɪrɪ], with a vowel prefixed to the initial nasal
consonant.
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5.3.27 Towel
Three lexemes were used for this variable and these were MPEPAHO, BƆƆDOBA,
and TOWEL, an English loan. The lexeme MPEPAHO is used in the Twi speaking
communities, and BƆƆDOBA typically occurs in Asante. These lexemes were used
by these participants with diferent phonetic realisations.
The forms used for ‘Towel’ are presented in table 5.27.
The variants used in the Kwawu rural community for this variable were [towuro]
and [ta:wl]. The form [towuro] is the lexeme TOWEL, assimilated into the
phonology of Akan. The Kwawu second generation migrants used [ta:wl],
[towuro], and [ɪmpɪpahʊ], with intra-individual variation. One of the variants
used in many Twi communities, especially Akyem and Akuapem is [mpɪpahʊ].
The form [ɪmpɪpahʊ] is this variant with a vowel prefixed to the initial nasal
consonant.
In the Asante community, the forms [bɔ:dʊba], [bɔ:rʊba], [bɔ:lʊba], [ta:wʊrʊ],
and [towuro] were the variants used, with intra-individual variation. The sounds
/d/, /r/, and /l/, which differentiate these variants, occasionally operate as free
allophonic variants in Akan, as it is reflected in these variants. The forms
[ta:wʊrʊ] and [towuro] are different phonetic realisations of the lexeme TOWEL,
assimilated into Akan phonology. The forms [ta:wl], [mpɪpahʊ], and [ɪmfɪfahʊ]
were the variants used by the Asante second generation migrants. The variant

Table 5.27: Forms used for ‘Towel’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

MPEPAHO

[mpɪpahʊ]
[ɪmpɪpahʊ]
[ɪmfɪfahʊ]

1
1
1

BƆƆDOBA

[bɔ:dʊba]
[bɔ:rʊba]
[bɔ:lʊba]
TOWEL
[towuro]
[ta:wʊrʊ]
[ta:wl]

1
1
1

3
1

1
4

4

1
2
3

3
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[ɪmfɪfahʊ] is a different phonetic realisation of the form [mpɪpahʊ] however, the
variant mainly used in the Twi speaking communities is [mpɪpahʊ].

5.3.28 Bathroom
Three lexemes: ADWAREƐ, BATHROOM, and WASHROOM, were used for this
variable. The lexeme ADWAREƐ occurs in the Twi speaking communities, with the
exception of Akuapem, with different phonetic realisations. The participants used
this lexeme with different phonetic realisations, which included [ædwarɪɛ] and
[ædwa:ɪɛ], the variants in Kwawu and Asante/ Akyem varieties, respectively.
The forms used for ‘Bathroom’ are presented in table 5.28.
In the Kwawu community, [ædwarɪɛ], [ædwalɪɛ], and [ædwa:ɪɛ] were the
variants used for this variable, with intra-individual variation. The forms
[ædwarɪɛ] and [ædwalɪɛ] differ in their use of the allophonic variant /l/ and /r/,
and [ædwa:ɪɛ] is the variant in Asante and Akyem varieties. The Kwawu second
generation migrants used different variants, which included [ædwarɪɛ], [edwarɪɛ],
[edwarɪ], [edwarɪbɪa], [bα:θru:m], and [wαʃru:m], with intra-individual variation.
The form [ædwarɪɛ] was the main variant used in the Kwawu community, and
[edwarɪɛ], [edwarɪ], and [edwarɪbɪa] apply the phenomenon in Fante where /e/
is used in the environment where the Twi varieties have /æ/.
Table 5.28: Forms used for ‘Bathroom’ in the sample

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

ADWAREƐ

[ædwarɪɛ]
[ædwalɪɛ]
[edwarɪɛ]
[edwa:rɪɛ]
[edwarɪ]
[edwarɪbɪa]
[ædwa:ɪɛ]
[ædwa:ɪ]
[edwa:ɪɛ]
BATHROOM
[bα:θru:m]
[bα:θ-haʊs]
WASHROOM
[wαʃru:m]

3
1

1
2

2

1
1

1
1

1

1

4
1
2

1

1

2

2
1

1

2
1
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The realisation [edwarɪɛ] can, therefore, be considered as an inter-dialect form
between Kwawu and Fante. In addition to using /e/ instead of /æ/ as the
nominalizing prefix, the nominalizing suffix -ɪ used in [edwarɪ] is what exists in
Fante and Akuapem, and the suffix [-bɪa] in [edwarɪbɪa] is mainly used in
Akuapem to indicate ‘where something takes place’. These variants can,
therefore, be considered as inter-dialect forms between Kwawu, Fante and
Akuapem. The variant mainly used in the Asante community for this variable
was [ædwa:ɪɛ], however, there was an instance where [ædwa:ɪ], which replaces
the Asante normalizing suffix -ɪɛ with the Fante and Akuapem nominalizing
suffix -ɪ, was used, with intra-individual variation. Different variants were used
by the Asante second generation migrants, with intra-individual variation. These
variants were [edwa:ɪɛ], [edwarɪɛ], [edwa:rɪɛ], [edwarɪbɪa], [bα:θru:m], [[bα:θhaʊs], and [wαʃru:m]. The difference between [edwa:ɪɛ], and [ædwa:ɪɛ], the
variant used in Asante and Akyem is that [edwa:ɪɛ] applies the phenomenon in
Fante where /e/ is used in the environment where the Twi varieties have /æ/.
This variant can, therefore, be considered as an inter-dialect form between
Asante/Akyem and Fante. Additionally, [edwarɪɛ] and [edwa:rɪɛ] are interdialect forms between Fante and Kwawu, and [edwarɪbɪa] is also a form that falls
between Fante, Kwawu and Akuapem, as explained earlier.
The summary of the lexemes used for the lexical variables investigated and
their sources are presented in table 5.29.
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Table 5.29: The summary of the type of lexemes the participants used

Variable
Tomato
Pepper
Onion
Lime
Orange
Pawpaw
G. eggs
Cup
Plate
Saucepan

Akan1

Akan2

Akan3

NTOOS

Eng1

Eng2

Dutch

Port.

TOMATO

MAKO
GYEENE

ONION

ANKAADW

ANKAATWA

EA

DEƐ

AKUTU

ANKAA

LIME

Brɔfrɛ

PAWPAW

NTƆREWA

NYAADOWA

G. EGGS

KRUWA

BONSUA

CUP

KOPJE

PLATE
KYƐNSE

DADESƐN

APOTƆYO

ASANKA

SILVER

SAUCE
PAN

E. bowl

WA

S. Pestle
Ladle

ΕTA

TAPOLI

KWANKOR

KWANTERE

A

K. Stool

ADAMADW

TANKOR

LADLE

A

K. STOOL

AKONNWA

A

T. Chair

AKENTEN

AKONNWA

NWA

Bread
Pillow
Stew
Bottle
Bucket
Sugar

SUMIΕ

BROOD

PAÕ

SYKER

ASSUC

PILLOW

ABOM

FRƆE

PENTOA

TUMPAN

MAKO

STEW
BOTTLE
BUCKET
SUGAR

AR

Key
Bowl
Cloth
Mudstove
Window

KEY
KRUWA

AYOWA

KYΕNSEE

CHAVE

BOWL

NTOMA
BUKIA
MPOMA

WINDOW

VENST
ER

Towel
Bathroo
m

MPEPAHO
ADWAREΕ

BƆƆDOBA

TOWEL
BATHROO

WASH

M

ROOM
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5.4 LINGUISTIC PROCESSES INVOLVED
Having reviewed the individual words, I will now try to find generalisations
between these words and isolate the processes operant in their selection and
formation in urban and rural Akan. The linguistic processes used for these lexical
variables, especially by the second generation migrants in Accra, include variants
resulting from contact between linguistic subsystems such as ‘mixing variants
from different varieties of Akan’, ‘creating interdialect forms’ and ‘levelling out
variants which are demographically or regionally restricted’. These processes can
be identified with the linguistic processes found in new-dialect formation or
koineisation (Trudgill 1986a, Siegel 1985, Siegel 1993, Trudgill, Gordon & Lewis
1998, Britain & Trudgill 1999, Kerswill 2002a, Siegel 2001:176, Trudgill 2004,
Meyerhoff 2006:239, Millar 2008, Solheim 2009:194, Knooihuizen 2009) which
will be elaborated on further in subsequent sections. These notwithstanding, there
is also a phonological change in progress which involves the use of /e/ in the
environment where /æ/ would be expected in the Twi varieties. This is also a
consequence of contact between linguistic subsystems: more specifically, contact
between the Fante and Twi varieties. Furthermore we also find borrowing,
especially of English words, and interlanguage forms, which result from contact
between different linguistic systems (Winford 2003, Kerswill 1994). In addition
to these, the second generation migrants also used variants which neither typically
belong to any of the traditional varieties of Akan, though their sources can be
traced to one, nor are they interdialect forms. I will also discuss other
phonological issues of interest which include ‘the application of the vowel
harmony rule’ and ‘prefixing a vowel to the initial nasal consonant’. In discussing
these linguistic processes, I distinguished between the potential contexts in which
a process could take place, and the actual realisations. Every variable, in which at
least one participant applied the process under consideration in the variant she
uses, is considered a potential context where the remaining participants, both
participants in the rural communities and the second generation migrants in
Accra, could have applied that process. Fischer’s exact test is used to determine
the relationship between linguistic contexts and the frequency of use of a
particular linguistic process. The adjusted standardised residuals were inspected
to find out which cell(s)/group of participants contributed the most to a significant
result.
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5.4.1 Linguistic processes from contact between linguistic
subsystems
5.4.1.1 Mixing of variants from different varieties of Akan
Dialect mixing is defined as the coexistence of features with origins in the different
input dialects within the new community, usually because speakers have different
dialect origins (Kerswill and Trudgill 2005). The participants in this study,
especially the second generation migrants, used variants with origins from
different varieties of Akan. The potential contexts and actual realisation of mixing
of variants from different varieties of Akan by the group of participants in the
different linguistic contexts are presented in table 5.30.

Table 5.30: Potential contexts and actual realisations of variables which the
participants mixed in variants from different varieties of Akan

Potential contexts: 17 x 24 = 408 + (2 - 2) = 408
Actual realisation: 408 - 356 = 52
*Kw
RC

KwA
D

KwAn
D

ASR
C

**ASA
D

**ASAn
D

Total

6

10

12

0

17

7

52

Other
variants27

64

58

56

68

50

60

356

Total

70

68

68

68

67

67

408

Variant
from diff.
varieties of
Akan

*There was intra-individual variation (+2)
** One participant could not identify an item (-2)

27

The ‘Other variants’ in the calculations of the potential contexts and actual realisations of a linguistic process
represent all other variants used by the participants with the exception of the linguistic process under
consideration.
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A Fischer’s exact test shows that there is a highly significant relationship in the
degree to which groups of participants in the different linguistic contexts used
variants with origins from different varieties of Akan (p < 0.001). Inspection of
the adjusted standardised residuals and the percentage within columns shows that
the Kwawu second generation migrants (KwAD & KwAnD) and the Asante
second generation migrants living in neighbourhoods in Accra where Akan is
dominant (ASAD) used more of the variants from different varieties of Akan. Of
particular interest are the Asante second generation migrants living in
neighbourhoods in Accra where Akan is dominant. This group of participants has
an adjusted residual of 3.4, which means that they have extremely higher
instances of variants with an origin from different varieties of Akan than could be
expected merely on the basis of random chance.
The second generation migrants, in general, used variants such as [moko],
[ekutu], [esikyire], and [sa:fɪ̃:], which are the Fante variants for pepper, orange,
sugar, and key respectively, and [asaŋka] ‘earthenware bowl’, [akoŋgua] ‘chair’
and [frɔɪ] ‘stew’, the respective variants in Akuapem were also used by some of
these participants. It must be pointed out that [frɔɪ] is also variant in Fante for
stew. Furthermore, the Asante second generation migrants mostly used [brodo]
‘bread’ and [tapoli] ‘small wooden pestle’, which are the variants from other Twi
varieties: Akyem, Akuapem and Kwawu. There were also instances where the
Kwawu second generation migrants used [ɪmfɛnsɪ̃:], [ɪntrʊwa] and [bɔ:frɛ], which
are the respective variants in Akyem for window, garden-eggs, and
papaya/pawpaw, and [ɪntɪma], a typical variant in Asante for cloth. It is important
to note that [bɔ:frɛ] is also a variant in Asante. This is a clear indication of the
mixture of the various varieties of Akan in the Akan variety spoken in Accra. This
is to be expected due to the fact that the speakers of these varieties can be found
in Accra as I noted in our discussion on the sociolinguistic profile of Akan
migrants in chapter four. The respondents used in the survey discussed in that
chapter were from six different sub-ethnic groups of Akan: Akuapem, Fante,
Asante, Akyem, Kwawu, and Bono. These respondents reported that different
varieties of Akan are heard in the streets of their neighbourhoods in Accra, with
91.7% claiming that the Akan variety Akan migrants speak in Accra is a mixture
of the various varieties of Akan. The outcome of the linguistic production test
conducted with these respondent indicated the use of variants from different
varieties of Akan irrespective of their ethnic background. Respondents who are
ethnically Kwawu and Akuapem used [esikyire] and [æsikyire] respectively,
which are the respective variant for sugar in Fante and Asante/Akyem/Kwawu.
These were not isolated cases as this process was observed among a lot of the
respondents. In addition, there were some of the respondents who reported using
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variants from other Akan varieties which are not their native. Respondents who
are ethnically Akyem and Akuapem claimed that they use the variants [fufu] a
local dish prepared from cassava and [ædɥianɪ] ‘food’ instead of [fufuo] and [ædɥiaŋ]
in their respective varieties for these variables. This indicates that the mixing of
variants from differents varieties of Akan as observed in the variants the second
generation migrants used for the lexical variables selected for investigation is an
observable linguistic process in the Akan variety Akan migrants speak in Accra.
As it can be expected, the participants in the rural communities had less
variants from other varieties of Akan. In fact, those in the Asante rural
communities did not use any of these variants at all. This is seen in the outcome
of the analysis of the adjusted residual where the participants in the Asante rural
communities had a value of -3.5, which is an indication that this group of
participants had extremely less instances of variants with origin from different
varieties of Akan. This is not very surprising because the Asante rural
communities, like many rural communities, have less influx of people from
communities who speak different varieties of Akan compared to the situation in
Accra, in recent times. The direction of migration in Ghana presently, as in other
countries, is largely rural-urban due to job opportunities and good social
amenities in the urban centres (Anarfi et al 2003:15). Therefore the variant(s) for
a particular variable in the Asante rural communities are basically the Asante
variant(s). There were a few instances where the participants in the Kwawu rural
community, especially the younger participants, used variants with origins from
different Akan varieties. This has been attributed to influence from the current
Kwawu generation who travel to other communities to attain secondary and
tertiary school education, and also to the borrowing of variants from their
neighbouring Akyem communities.
The mixing of variants with origins from different varieties of the same
language, as I observed among the second generation migrants in Accra, is typical
of koineisation or new dialect formation. Millar (2008:242) writes that mixing
represents the initial linguistic stage of a newly settled territory. He notes that the
pioneer generation, largely adults, on their arrival in the new settlement will
mainly adhere to the linguistic patterns of their place of origin. The first native
speakers (i.e. the second generation migrants), such as those used in this chapter,
will, therefore, inevitably grow up hearing a considerable range of different forms
of the imported language. As Baxter et al. (2009: 263) observe, this means that
the children’s language will contain a mixture of variants originating from
different dialect areas. Due to this development, the speech of the second
generation migrants, which represents the second stage in the process of new
dialect formation (Trudgill 1986a and 2004, Kerswill and Trudgill 2005, Kerswill
2000) will contain both inter-individual and intra-individual variation (Trudgill
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1986a, Siegel 1993:108, Trudgill 2004:101, 110, Meyerhoff 2006: 239, Solheim
2009:194, Kerswill 2000:19, Baxter et al. 2009:263, Honeybone (yet to be
published)). These types of variation were observed in the variants that these
second generation migrants used for the lexical variables selected for investigation
in this study. There was extreme inter-individual variation in the variants these
second generation migrants used for the lexical variables under consideration.
Participants from the same ethnic background who live in the same linguistic
context used diferent variants for the same variable. This variation was observed
in the variants they used for the majority of the variables. With the exception of
the variables sponge, broom, long wooden pestle, and to some extent onion the second
generation migrants did not agree on a particular variants for the rest of the
variables. The Asante second generation migrants living in Akan-dominants
neighbourhoods, for instance, used three different variants: [moko], [meko], and
[mæko] for pepper, and those living in less-Akan-dominant neighbourhood also
used [mæko], [mako], and [mɔko]. Similarly, the Kwawu second generation
migrants in Akan-dominant neighbourhoods used [moko], [meko], and [mæko],
and those in less-Akan-dominant neighbourhoods also have [moko], [meko], and
[mæko]. This observation can be made in other variables. In addition, there were
some intra-indivdual variation; i.e. an informant uses one variant for a variable
on one occasion and on another occasion uses a different variant for the same
variable. There were situations where a participant used both [brodo] and [pã:nʊ:]
for bread, and [frɔɪɛ] and [stɪw ] for stew. This is an indication that the Akan variety
spoken by these second generation migrants is at the second stage of new dialect
formation, which is characterised by extreme variability.

5.4.1.2 Interdialect forms
Inter-dialect forms are forms which were not actually present in any of the dialects
contributing to the mixture but, which arise out of interaction between them
(Trudgill 2004:86, Millar 2008:242, Kerswill and Trudgill 2005, Trudgill 1986a:
62). There are occasions where the second generation migrants’ participants used
variants that can be described as interdialect forms. Table 5.31 presents the
potential contexts and the actual realisation of interdialect forms used by the
group of participants in the different linguistic contexts.
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Table 5.31: Potential contexts and actual realisation of variables which the
participants used interdialect forms

Potential contexts: 10 x 24 = 240 + (1 -1 ) = 240
Actual realisation: 240- 203 = 37
KwR
C

KwA
D

KwAn
D

ASR
C

*ASA
D

**ASA
nD

Interdialect
forms

0

10

14

0

7

6

37

Other
variants

40

30

26

40

34

33

203

Total

40

40

40

40

41

39

240

Total

*There was intra-individual variation (+1)
** A participant could not identify an item (-1)

Applying Fischer’s exact test to determine the association between the group of
participants in the different linguistic contexts and the instances where they used
interdialect forms yields a statistically significant result (p < 0.001).
Inspection of the adjusted standardised residual and the percentage within
columns shows that the second generation migrants, especially the Kwawu
second generation migrants, used more interdialect forms than the participants in
the rural communities. The Kwawu second generation migrants, who live in
neihbourhoods in Accra where Akan is not dominant, have an adjusted
standardised residual of 3.8. This indicates that this group of informants have
obviously more instances of interdialect forms than would be expected from
merely random chance.
Taking a critical look at the types of interdialect forms used by the second
generation migrants, we can isolate forms which basically fall between the Twi
and the Fante varieties. An example of this is [ekutuo] which is a combination of
the Fante variant [ekutu] and the Asante and Akyem nominal suffix /-o/. Other
examples of this category of inter-dialect forms include [meko] and [ekonnwa],
which use the Fante /e/ in the environment where the Twi varieties have /æ/, in
[mæko] and [ækonnwa].
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Interdialect forms between individual varieties such as Asante and Fante,
Kwawu and Fante, and Akuapem and the other Twi varieties, can be identified.
For example, there is the variant [aŋke:twadɪɛ], which uses the Fante /e/ instead
of /æ/ as explained above, in the Asante variant [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ]. This process is
also applied to the Kwawu variant [ædwarɪɛ] to develop the inter-dialect form
[edwarɪɛ]. Furthermore, [ɪntama] which is the Akuapem variant [ntama] with a
vowel prefixed to the initial nasal consonant, a phenomenon which occurs in the
other Twi varieties: Akyem, Asante and Kwawu, was also used. These
notwithstanding, there are also interdialect forms [edwarɪ] and [edwarɪbɪa], which
apply phenomena from three different varieties: Fante, Kwawu and Akuapem.
The form [edwarɪ] is the Kwawu variant [ædwarɪɛ] which uses the Fante /e/ as
the nominalizing prefix together with the Fante and Akuapem nominalising suffix
-ɪ, instead of their respective /æ/ and -ɪɛ, as occurs in the Kwawu variant. Again
the variant [edwarɪbɪa] applies the Fante /e/ and the nominalizing suffix [-bɪa],
which typically occurs in Akuapem, in the Kwawu variant [ædwarɪɛ].
These interdialect forms, which were exclusively used by the second
generation migrants, has resulted from the interaction these participants have
with different varieties of Akan in Accra. We have observed in chapter four and
in section 5.4.1.1 that the Akan migrants in Accra are from different ethnic
backgrounds and therefore different varieties of Akan are spoken in the streets of
Accra. Such linguistic environment is noted as the precursor for the development
of interdialect forms. It is therefore not very surprising that in the rural
communities where there is least interaction between different varieties of Akan,
if any at all, none of the participants used any of these forms. This is seen in the
percentage within columns and the outcome of the adjusted standardised
residuals analysis where the participants in the rural communities have 0.0% and
adjusted standardised residual of -3.0. This is an indication that the participants
in the rural communities also contributed significantly to the outcome of the
Fischer’s exact test.
The development of interdialect forms is noted as one of the key processes in
new dialect formation (Trudgill 2004:86, 94, Knooihuizen 2009:246). Trudgill et
al. note that in a dialect mixture situation, large numbers of variants from different
dialects involved in the mixture will abound. As time passes and focussing begin
to take place, the variants present in the mixture will begin to be subject to
reduction. This will take place as a result of accommodation between speakers in
face-to-face interaction, which may also lead to the development of intermediate,
hyper-adaptive or other interdialect forms which were actually not present in any
of the contributing dialects (Trudgill, Gordon and Lewis 1998:37, Britain and
Trudgill 1999:246, Britain and Trudgill 2005:184). The interdialect forms the
second generation migrants investigated in this study used were mainly
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intermediate forms. Intermediate forms are forms which are phonological,
morphological, or syntactic variants which are novel and intermediate between
variants which existed before the mixture of different dialects (Trudgill 2004,
Penny 2000, Trudgill 1986a). As already seen in this section, the second
generation migrants used forms such as [meko], [ekonnwa], [aŋke:twadɪɛ],
[edwarɪɛ], [edwa:ɪɛ] and [edwarɪ]. These forms, as already explained, use the
Fante /e/ in the environment where the Twi varieties have /æ/. However, these
forms are novel because they do not exist in any of the Akan varieties prior to the
contact of the different varieties. The development of interdialect forms, such as
those we have witnessed among these second generation migrants, can occur at
the different stages in the process of new dialect formation. Trudgill (2004:94)
categorically states that interdialect forms arise for the most part only at stage I
(i.e. the intial stage of the process of new dialect formation) and Kerswill also
associates it generally with the later stages (1994:4). That being said, the speech
of the second generation migrants (i.e. the first native speakers of the new
community), which form the second stage of the new-dialect formation, is also
noted as having interdialect forms (Trudgill, Gordon and Lewis 1998: 38,
Honeybone to appear: 5). The observation made by Trudgill, Gordon and Lewis,
and Honeybone coincides with what I observed in the speech of these second
generation migrants. In addition to the fact that there is variability in their speech,
as we noted from how they mixed in variants from different varieties of Akan,
they also used interdialect forms and contributed to the emergence of a new
dialect.

5.4.1.3 Levelling
Dialect levelling refers to the gradual erasure or loss of the differences that have
traditionally distinguished very local or highly regionalised varieties of a language
(Meyerhoff 2006:236). Dyer notes that in the process of levelling, regionally
restricted, stigmatised and minority forms lose to the supralocal, majority forms
(2002:109). It was realised in this study that there are cases where some of the
second generation migrants applied dialect levelling in the variants they used for
some of the lexical variables selected for investigation. There are some Akan
variants, which about 50% or more of both the Kwawu and the Asante second
generation migrants used, and therefore, which levelled out other variants which
can be described as demographically or regionally restricted variants. An in depth
look at the data indicates that these variants, which the majority of these
participants used, are majority variants in the sense that they are used by the
majority of the other Twi varieties. As a result, these variants may be commonly
used among the Akan migrants in Accra and the second generation migrants have
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been observed using these variants even when there is a different variant in their
native variety for the particular variable in question. For instance, the Asante
variety has the variants [ɛta], [pã:nʊ:], [abomu:], and [ɪntɪma], for small wooden
pestle, bread, stew, and cloth respectively; however, a higher percentage of the
Asante second generation migrants used the variants [tapoli], [brodo], [frɔɪɛ], and
[ɪntʊma], which are the variants used for these variables in the majority of the Twi
speaking communities, which include Kwawu, Akyem and in some cases
Akuapem. The elderly participants in the Asante community used [æmæko] and
[ɪmæko], which have vowels prefixed to the initial nasal consonant of [mæko],
the variants used by the majority in the Twi communities including Asante
because the young participants in the Asante rural community also used this
variant, for pepper. For that reason [mæko], the majority variant, is what is used
by the majority of the Asante second generation migrants. Similarly, the elderly
participants in the Kwawu community used [adæmædwa] and [akentennwa] for
kitchen stool and table chair respectively. My investigation shows that, with the
exception of Asante, these variants also exist in the other Twi speaking
communities: Akyem, Bono, and Akuapem28, but they are mainly used by the
elderly. The current generation in these communities will generally use the
generic term [akonnwa] or [ækonnwa] for both variables, and sometimes add
some adjectives to qualify them. As a result, a higher percentage of the Kwawu
second generation migrants also used [akonnwa], the variant used by the majority
for both variables, and the demographically minority variants [adæmædwa] and
[akentennwa] are levelled out. Furthermore, there are some variants which are
common to all the Twi varieties and these include [gye:ne] ‘onion’, [safʊa] ‘key’,
[sapɔ] ‘sponge’, [praιε] ‘broom’ and [wɔmma] ‘long wooden pestle’29.
Consequently, all of the second generation migrants maintained the use of these
variants in Accra. In table 5.32 I present these majority variants and the
percentage of the second generation migrants and the participants in the rural
communities that used them.
We realised from the above discussions that the variants that are retained by
these second generation migrants are those used by the majority of the Akan
varieties and which therefore have the potential of being heard in many
conversational contexts in Accra. The variants used by the minority of speakers
are accommodated out. Scholars have noticed the non-haphazard nature of the
reduction process and stated that, in determining who accommodates to who,
and therefore which forms are retained and which are lost, demographic factors
involving proportions of different dialect speakers present will be vital (Britain &

28

It should be pointed out that the Akuapem variety uses [akongua]/[ækongua] and [akentengua] for ‘kitchen
stool’ and ‘table chair’ respectively.
The variants in Akuapem for ‘key’, ‘sponge’ and ‘broom’ are [safι], [ sapɔw], and [praι] respectively.

29
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Table 5.32: Lexical variants used by the majority of the second generation migrants

Small pestle
Bread
Stew
Cloth
Pepper
Kitchen stool/
Table chair
Onion
Key
Sponge
Broom
Long pestle

MAJORITY
VARIANTS

KwRC
(%)

KwAD
&KwAnD
(%)

ASRC
(%)

ASAD
&ASAnD
(%)

[tapoli]
[brodo]
[frɔιε]
[ιntʊma]
[mæko]
[akonnwa]

75
100
75
75
100
50

87.5*
87.5*
75
62.5*
50
62.5*

0
0
0
25
50
100

62.5*
62.5*
75
62.5*
62.5*
75

[gye: ne]
[safʊa]
[sapɔ]
[praɪɛ]
[wɔmma]

100
100
100
100
100

100
87.5*
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100

87.5*
87.5*
100
100
100

*There is intra-individual variation, i.e. some of the informants used more
than one variant for the same variable.

Trudgill 1999:246, Britain & Trudgill 2005: 184, Trudgill, Gordon, and Lewis
1998: 37, Mesthrie 1993:39). It has been argued that, usually, the form that
survives the levelling process, is the form which occurs in the majority of the
contributing dialects (and is therefore that which is used by the majority of the
population), and the regionally restricted, stigmatised, and minority forms in the
mix lose out (Trudgill 1986a:101, Siegel 1993:115, Mesthrie 1993:39, Britain and
Trudgill 1999: 246, Kerswill 2002a, Kerswill 2002b:188, Dyer 2002:109, Milroy
2002a:8, Torgersen and Kerswill 2004:24, Trudgill 2004:89-93, Britain and
Trudgill 2005: 184, Millar 2008: 242, Baxter et al. 2009: 263, Knooihuizen
2009:486). This confirms Millar’s observation that forms which are too closely
associated with a particular area, or which are especially different from the usage
of other speakers represented in the community, may be replaced by more
representative or less idiosyncratic usage (Millar 2008). This is what we see in the
speech of these second generation migrants in Accra with regards to the variants
they used for these lexical variables.
The reduction of variants in this way, as we see among these participants, has
been explained in the literature as resulting from the mechanism of short-term and
long-term accommodation between speakers in face-to-face interaction (Trudgill
1986a, Trudgill, Gordon, and Lewis 1998:37, Britain and Trudgill 1999: 245,
Kerswill 2002a, Kerswill 2002b: 188, Torgersen and Kerswill 2004:26). Britain
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and Trudgill, for example write that when mutually intelligible but distinct
dialects come into contact, linguistic accommodation occurs. When this contact
is long term, the accommodation can become routinised and permanent through
the process of koineisation (1999:245). Kerswill further informs us that when
people speak different varieties as they would, for example, in a new settlement,
the dialect differences are likely to be exploited consciously or passively as part of
accommodation. This can explain the mechanism behind the survival of the
majority forms in a koiné: there will be more acts of accommodation involving
the adoption of majority forms than minority variants simply because there are
more conversational contexts in which this can take place (2002a). This gives rise
to greater linguistic homogeneity in the speech of the region concerned, in the
sense that distinctive dialects disappear (Milroy 2002a:7 and Kerswill 2002a).
Levelling has been noted to occur at the initial, second, and later stages in the
process of new dialect formation (Trudgill 2004:89, 109, Kerswill 2002a Kerswill
and Trudgill 2005, Millar 2008:242, Solheim 2009:194, Baxter et al. 2009: 2634), and the speech of the second generation migrants represents the second stage
of new dialect formation as we have already observed. As a result, the levelling of
variants used by these second generation migrants relate to these observations.

5.4.1.4 Using /e/ in the environment where /æ/ occurs in the Twi
varieties: a phonological change in Accra Akan?
We have noted earlier in this chapter that the Akuapem and the Asante dialects
have a tenth vowel quality /æ/, which mainly occurs before syllables with /i/,
/u/, and /o/. It is worth pointing out that using /æ/ in this position also occurs
in the other Twi varieties such as Kwawu and Akyem; however, as we have
observed, the Fante variety has /e/ in this environment. In this chapter I have
already given instances where some of the second generation migrants, despite
being native speakers of Twi, used /e/ in this environment, which is a
characteristic usually found in the Fante variety. The data indicates that this
practice is not evident in only a few of the second generation migrants but that it
cuts across the majority of both the Kwawu and the Asante second generation
migrant, most predominantly with the Kwawus. Examples of this are the Twi
variants [mæko], [ækutu]/[ækutuo], [æsikyire], [ædwarɪɛ]/[ædwa:ɪɛ],
[aŋkæ:twadɪɛ], being pronounced [meko], [ekutu]/[ekutuo], [esikyire],
[edwarɪɛ]/[edwaaɪɛ], and [aŋke:twadɪɛ], respectively by the majority these second
generation migrants. The potential contexts and actual realisation of these
occurrences by the groups of participants in the different linguistic contexts are
presented in table 5.33.
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Table 5.33: The potential contexts and actual realisations of variables which /æ/ was
realised as /e/ by the participants

Potential contexts: 7 x 24 = 168
Actual realisation: 168 – 78 = 90
KwR
C

KwA
D

KwAn
D

ASR
C

ASA
D

ASAn
D

Total

16

3

4

15

6

6

50

0

14

12

0

9

5

40

Other
variants

12

11

12

13

13

17

78

Total

28

28

28

28

28

28

168

/æ/
/e/

A Fischer’s exact test is conducted on the relationship between the different
linguistic contexts and the number of instances where the groups used /e/ in the
environment where /æ/ is expected. The result shows a highly significant
relationship in the degree to which groups of participants in the different linguistic
contexts used /e/ in the environment where /æ/ is expected (p < .001). It can be
observed from the adjusted standardised residuals and the percentage within
columns that the Kwawu second generation migrants living in neighbourhoods
where Akan is dominant (KwAD) and those in the neighbourhood where Akan
is not dominant (KwAnD) have an adjusted standardised residual of 3.5 and 2.7
respectively. These result indicate that these participants used /e/ in the
environment where /æ/ is expected in the Twi varieties more than what would
be expected from random chance alone. Neither the participants in the Asante
nor those in the Kwawu rural communities had such a replacement. These
participants have adjusted standardised residual of -3.8 and -3.9 respectively,
which indicate that they have extremely few instances where they used /e/ in the
environment where /æ/ is expected in the Twi varieties than would have been
expected merely from random chance alone.
This is an indication that the second generation migrants in Accra are shifting
from the use of /æ/ to /e/ found in Fante in these environments. This vowel shift
is observable in the speech of the young residents of Accra and even in Kumasi,
the seat of the Ashanti kingdom, where the Asante variety is presumably spoken
with all ‘purity’. On both national and private televisions that broadcast from
Accra, this vowel shift is heard in the speech of newscasters, when they have to
pronounce Twi names and words that have the central vowel /æ/. For instance,
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names like [ækuffu addo] and [æsiedu nkætia], are usually pronounced [ekuffu
addo] and [esiedu nketia] respectively. Furthermore the names [kwæku] and
[kwæsi] are usually pronounced with the respective Fante equivalents [kweku]
and [kwesi], even if the person they may be referring to is from the Twi ethnic
group. This development, in no doubt, has resulted from the contact the residents
of Accra have with Fantes. The Greater Accra region shares border with the
Central region where Fante is the major language spoken. In the survey discussed
in chapter four, Fantes were the second largest group among the respondents.
This presupposes that Fantes are well represented among the Akan migrants in
Accra and therefore their variety can have some influence on the Akan variety
spoken in Accra.

Table 5.34: Potential contexts and actual realisation of variables which the
participants used English borrowings

Potential contexts: 20 x 24 = 480 + 40 = 520
Actual realisation: 520- 334 = 186
*KwR
C

*KwAD

*KwAn
D

*ASRC

*ASAD

*ASA
nD

English
borrowings

22

34

39

15

42

34

186

Akan
variant

62

52

53

70

46

51

334

Total

84

86

92

85

88

85

520

Total

*There was intra-individual variation (+ 40) i.e. some participants used more than
one variant some variables.

5.4.2 Linguistic processes resulting from contact between
different linguistic systems
5.4.2.1 English borrowings
Borrowing consists of the introduction of single words or short idiomatic phrases
from one language into the other, occasionally without, but most often with,
phonological and even semantic changes in the borrowed items (Gal 1979:79).
There are instances where the participants used English borrowed words for some
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of the lexical variables used for the investigation. In table 5.34, I present the
potential contexts and the actual realisations of English borrowing by these
participants. The potential context is calculated as the number of variables for
which the participants used English borrowed words multiplied by the number of
total participants.
Words that are borrowed into languages undergo different degrees of
phonological assimilations. Sometimes the borrowed items undergo complete
assimilation and other times the assimilation can only be described as partial
because not all the foreign sounds are replaced with indigenous sounds of the
language that borrowed the item. Some borrowed items, however, are close
imitations of the foreign items that have been borrowed with no significant
phonological changes (Gal 1978, Hudson 1996, and Winford 2003).The English
words the participants in this study used went through different degrees of
phonological assimilations into the phonology of Akan. In most cases the forms
of the English words were retained (at least in the sense of the Standard Ghanaian
English pronunciation, see Torto (2013)) without assimilation into the Akan
phonological system. Some of the borrowed items, however, went through
phonological assimilations that can be described as partial or complete
assimilations. Table 5.35 presents the number of instances the group of
participants in the different linguistic contexts used different degrees of
phonological assimilations into Akan for the English words they used for the
lexical variables under consideration.
Table 5.35: Different degrees of phonological assimilation used by the participants for
the English borrowed words they used

Full
assimilation

*KwRC

*KwAD

*KwAnD

*ASRC

*ASAD

*ASAn
D

14

0

0

13

0

0

4

4

5

2

5

4

4

30

34

0

37

30

22

34

39

15

42

34

Partial
Assimilation
No
assimilation
/close
imitation of the
foreign word
Total
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A Fischer’s exact test conducted on the relationship between the different
linguistic contexts and the instances they used different degrees of assimilation of
the English words into Akan phonology, yields a highly significant result (p <
.001). Inspection of the adjusted standardised residuals shows that the participants
in the Asante and Kwawu rural communities (ASRC and KwRC) fully
assimilated the English words they used into the Akan phonological system more
than the second generation migrants in Accra. The participants in the Asante and
rural communities have adjusted standardised residuals of 8.3 and 7.0. These
indicate that these participants fully assimilated the English words they used more
often than would be expected from random chance alone. In addition, they have
the least instances of English words without any form of assimilation with
adjusted standardised residual of -6.6 and -6.1. Forms such as [bokiti]/ [bakɛtɪ],
[towuro]/ [ta:wʊrʊ], and [ple:ti]/ [plɛ:tɪ]/ [prɛtɪ], for instance, which were fully
assimilated into the phonology of Akan, as observed from the data, were
exclusively used by the participants in the rural communities. The second
generation migrants (KwAD, KwAnD, ASAD, & ASAnD), on the other hand,
did not use any English borrowed words with full assimilation into the phonology
of Akan, rather, they used these loans without any form of assimilation more
often than the participants in the rural communities. These group of participants
have adjusted standardised residual of 2.3 for English words without any form of
assimilation. This means that the second generation migrants used more English
words without any form of assimilation than would have been expected merely
from random chance alone. Examples of these words include bucket, towel, plate
and silver, which were fully assimilated into the phonology of Akan by the
participants in the rural communities with the exception of a few young
participants in the Kwawu rural community. It is worth noting that the use of
partially assimilated forms, such as [bo:] and [tomantos]/ [toma:tos], was
observed in both participants in the rural communities and among the second
generation participants in Accra.
In the survey discussed in chapter four, we observed that the Akan migrants
in Accra generally perceived the Akan variety spoken in Accra as a variety that
has a lot of English elements. The respondents cited a lot of English words as
examples of the English elements in the Akan variety spoken in Accra. The use
of English words without any form of assimilation by the second generation
migrants is a confirmation of the characteristics of the Akan variety spoken in
Accra that can generally be observed by the Akan residents of Accra. This
development is attributed to the difficulty residents of Accra have if they have to
refer to an item in Akan. They claim that it is easier to refer to some items in
English than in Akan, expecially when it comes to scientific and technological
inventions that have not yet been named in Akan, or even if it has, they are not
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readily available to the residents of Accra. This notwithstanding, the Akan
equivalents of some words are considered outdated variants to be used in a
modern city such as Accra and anyone who uses them is considered uncultured.
In a survey I conducted in 2005 and reported in Yankson (2009) some of the
respondents claimed that they will not use words like [kruwa] and [towuro] in
Accra because they sound ‘local’ and outdated in Accra and will rather prefer to
use the English equivalents.It is worth noting that the variants [towuro] is an
English loan which has been fully assimilated into the phonology of Akan.
The borrowed words which were assimilated fully into the Akan phonological
system as used by the participants in the rural communities are some of the
English borrowed words that have been integrated into Akan as a result of the
contact Ghanaians had with Britain from pre-colonial to colonial times.
Christaller notes that due to the interactions between Africans and Europeans
from pre-colonial period through to colonial times, the African languages were
influenced by the European languages. As a result, Akan has a few linguistic
remnants which originate from European languages including Portuguese,
Dutch, Danish, German and English (1875:195). Some of these linguistic
remnants from Portuguese are published in Kropp-Dakubu (2012a). In the
discussion on the variants participants used for the variables in section 5.3, I
observed some variants like [brodo] and [mfεnsιrι]/[mfrεnsι:] which originate
from the Dutch brood ‘bread’ and venster ‘window’ respectively, and [pa:nʊ:] and
[safʊa]/[sa:fι:], which are from the Portuguese ‘pao’ and ‘chave’. This crosslinguistic influence on Akan as a result of the contact that speakers of the language
had with these European languages is in line with Winford’s observation.
Winford (2003:29) notes that lexical borrowing is an extremely common form of
cross-linguistic influence, and few, if any, languages resist it. He further writes
that such borrowing can occur under a variety of conditions, ranging from casual
familiarity with the source language (even without real contact with the speakers)
to close interaction between speakers of the recipient and source language in
bilingual communities.

5.4.2.2 Gã borrowings
A few of the second generation migrants used [akutu] the Gã variant for orange to
refer to this item. This development also reflects the contact that these participants
have had with Gã, the language of the indigenes of Accra. However, this is the
only Gã word used by these participants for the variables selected for
investigation.
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5.4.2.3 Interlanguage forms
Kerswill (1994:6) notes that alongside switching and borrowing, migrants’ speech
may have some of the features of interlanguage, the characteristic imperfect
production by people in the process of acquiring a second language. He argues
that perhaps the most significant claim in the study of second language acquisition
is that an interlanguage, though variable and restricted, is a self-contained system
different from both the speakers L1 and L2. As well as the interdialect forms I
have already discussed in section 5.4.1.2, the second generation migrants also
used a few variants which can be described as interlanguage forms between Akan
and Gã. These forms are [frɔ] and [sikre], the variants for stew and sugar, which
were used by some of them. The form [frɔ] originates from the combination of
[flɔ] and [frɔιɛ], which are the respective variants in Gã and the Akan for stew;
while the variant [sikre] is created from [sikli] and [æsikre], the variants for sugar
in the Gã and the Akuapem varieties respectively. These variants, as we have
observed, are different from the variants that occur in both Akan and Gã for these
variables. The variants [frɔ] replaces the /l/ in the [flɔ] with /r/ in [frɔιɛ] and
[sikre] does not make use of the /æ/ in [æsikre] because, [sikli] the Gã variant,
doesn’t have it. There is some interference from both Akan and Gã in these
variants, which make their features unique to be described as interlanguage forms.
All of these processes attest to the linguistic situation of Accra and the
language varieties available to Akan migrants in particular, and the residents of
Accra in general.

5.4.3 Variants which typically do not belong to any of the
traditional varieties of Akan and which are also not interdialect
forms
The data also reveal usages of variants which do not typically belong to any of the
traditional varieties of Akan though their sources can be traced to one. Examples
of these variants include [na:dʊwa] ‘garden-eggs’, [bɔfɪlɛ] ‘pawpaw’/‘papaya’,
[tʊ́á]
‘bottle’,
[sumwɛ]
‘pillow’,
[mako]/[mɔkɔ]
‘pepper’
and
[akonnya]/[ækonnya] ‘chair’. Table 5.36 presents the potential contexts and the
actual realisation of the use of variants which do not belong to any of the
traditional varieties of Akan.
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Table 5.36: Potential contexts and actual realisation of variants which typically do not
belong to any of the traditional varieties of Akan and neither are they interdialect
forms

Potential contexts: 14 x 24 = 336 + 6 = 342
Actual realisation: 342 – 306 = 36
KwR
C

*Kw
AD

KwAn
D

ASR
C

1

3

10

1

Other
variant

55

54

48

Total

56

57

58

Variants not
typically
Akan

*AS
AD

*ASAn
D

Total

7

14

36

55

50

44

306

56

57

58

342

*intra-individual variation (+6)
Applying a Fischer’s exact test to determine the association between the group of
participants in the different linguistic contexts and the instances where they used
forms, which typically do not belong to any of the traditional varieties of Akan,
yields a statistically significant result (p < 0.001). Assessment of the adjusted
standardised residual and the percentage within columns shows that the second
generation migrants, who live in neighbourhoods where Akan is less dominant,
used more of the variants which do not belong to any of the traditional varieties
of Akan. Of particular interest is the Asante second generation migrants, who live
in neighbourhoods where Akan is less dominant. This group of participants have
an adjusted standardised residual of 3.7, which shows that they have extremely
higher instances of variants which typically do not belong to any of the traditional
variaties of Akan than what would have been expected merely on the basis of
chance. Furthermore, the participants in both the Asante and the Kwawu rural
communities have adjusted residual of -2.3, which indicate that these group of
participants had the least of these variants more than what would have been
expected merely on the basis of chance.
The complexities of the linguistic situation in Accra makes it difficult to give
a straightforward explanation of the development of these variants by the second
generation migrants. One can look at this category of variants from three different
theoretical viewpoints. First and foremost, it can be argued that these variants are
substratum variants used by those who speak Akan as L2 in Accra which have
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got into the speech of the second generation migrants. Accra has a large number
of people from different linguistic backgrounds who have acquired Akan through
natural second language acquisition. Winford (2003) notes that natural second
language acquisition (SLA) takes place in community settings where learners
attempt to acquire the target language (TL) through more or less direct interaction
with its speakers (or with those who have learnt it) without the benefit of
instruction. In real life situations, the primary aim is communication, not
acquisition of an optimal knowledge of the TL (Van Coetsem 1988:19). Speakers
attempting to communicate in a language they are acquiring may resort to various
strategies to achieve success. In doing so, they create versions of the TL that differ
in many ways from the varieties used by its native speakers (Winford 2003).
Thomason and Kaufman (1988) have observed that if the minority group learners
are well integrated into the host community (i.e. the native speakers), they may
initiate linguistic changes by using forms resulting from their imperfect learning
of the target language. Given suitable sociocultural conditions, these forms may
be adopted up by native speakers. This situation could be what has facilitated the
use of these variants by the second generation Akan migrants in Accra. The fact
that some of the participants used Gã words and inter-language forms between
Gã and Akan, indicates that the Akans and the other language groups are in close
contact and, in a city where there is little ethnic residential segregation, such
developments are very possible.
Additionally, these variants can also be considered as variants which have
resulted from the limited proficiency these second generation migrants have in
their native Akan varieties as a result of the inadequate exposure they have had
to their native Akan varieties in Accra. My investigation revealed that there are
instances where some of these participants use only English as the medium of
communication at home, with friends, and at school in their formative years.
Winford (2003) notes that the decision to give up an ancestral language (AL) and
cease transmitting it to one’s descendant signals the start of serious attrition in the
language. This is the period of decay both in the individual idiolects, and in the
communal language. This stage, Winford notes, is associated with the emergence
of speakers with limited competence in the AL. The degree of proficiency they
have depends on how they acquired the AL and what opportunities they have to
use it. Sasse 1992b cites Dorian’s (p.c) classification of limited proficiency
speakers into two broad categories: formerly fluent speakers (sometimes called
‘rusty’ speakers) and semi-speakers. The latter can be further divided into those
who acquired the AL as children but abandoned it at school, and those who
experienced ‘abnormal acquisition’ due to inadequate exposure. Those who
experienced ‘abnormal acquisition’ as a result of inadequate exposure are referred
to as the ‘prototypical’ semi-speakers. Semi-speakers of different kinds are the
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primary producers of decayed language. The second generation Akan migrants
used in this study can be considered as ‘prototypical’ semi-speakers because they
are not acquiring the language in their towns of origin where the actual varieties
are spoken, but in an environment where many different languages and interlanguage forms of Akan are in use. The exposure they have to their AL (their
native Akan variety) and the opportunity to use it is, therefore, limited. As a
result, it is possible that these second generation migrants are using variants that
are deteriorated, such as the variants being discussed here.
Finally, these variants may also indicate the ‘style of speech’ that encapsulates
the identity of the contemporary Akan speech of Accra, which is being used by
these second generation migrants. This can be deduced from a comment made by
one of the young participants in the rural community. This participant stated that
when she first went to the boarding house in the city for her senior high school
education, her peers made fun of her whenever she spoke Twi because of the way
she pronounced her words, and they encouraged her to anglicize her Akan words
by softening her sounds.
Whichever angle one looks at these variants from, further investigation is
needed to enable a better conclusion to be drawn.

5.4.4 Other phonological issues of interest
5.4.4.1 ATR Harmony
The distribution of vowels in Akan words is such that it is possible to group the
vowels into two sets: advanced tongue root vowels /i/, /e/, /æ/, /o/, /u/, and
unadvanced tongue root vowels /ɪ/, /ɛ/, /a/, /ɔ/, and /ʊ/. In general, in any
Akan word of two or more syllables, only the vowels of one set may occur;
however, there are a few words which are exceptions to this rule. Some of these
are stem words which naturally have a mixture of advanced and unadvanced
vowels, and others have two or three harmony spans due to their phonological
conditions (Dolphyne 1988:14, 19-23). In discussing the application of the
Advanced Tongue Root (henceforth ATR) harmony rule in the variants in the
participants’ Akan that they used for the variables selected for the study, I will
distinguish between single harmony, i.e. variants whose vowels are supposed to
come from one set of vowels, and two/three harmony spans – variants which
naturally have a mixture of vowels.
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Table 5.37: Potential contexts and actual realisation of variables which participants
did not harmonise vowels in variants which are not exceptional to the vowel harmony
rule

Potential contexts: 20 x 24 = 480 + (4 -10) = 474
Actual realisation: 474 -121 = 353
*KwR
C

**KwA
D

**KwAn
D

*ASRC

**ASA
D

***AS
AnD

Total

Harmony
67

56

53

69

47

49

341

2

0

0

7

0

3

12

Other
variants

14

22

24

5

31

25

121

Total

83

78

77

81

78

77

474

Disharmo
ny

*Intra-individual variation (+3)
** Participants could not identify some items (-9)
***Intra-individual variation and Participants could not identify some items (+1, -1)

Single harmony
Both the participants in the rural communities and the second generation
migrants in Accra generally adhered to the ATR vowel harmony rule in the
variants they used, which is supposed to have a single harmony. There were,
however, a few traces of this category of variants used by the participants which
did not harmonize the tongue root positions of its vowels. The potential contexts
and actual realisations of when the participants did not harmonize the vowels in
a variants which are not exceptions to the vowel harmony rule of Akan are
presented in table 5.37.
Applying a Fischer’s exact test to determine the association between the group
of informants in the different linguistic contexts and the instances where they did
not harmonise the tongue root position of vowels in the variants they used yields
a highly significant result (p = 0.012). It is remarkable that the Asante participants
in the rural community have the highest amount of occurrences of this type of
variant. This group of informants has adjusted standardised residual of 3.2, which
indicate that they have extremely higher instances of variants which the tongue
root position of their vowels did not harmonise than what could be expected
merely on the basis of chance. The Asante participants in the rural community,
therefore contributed significantly to the value of the Fischer’s exact test. This
development is as a result of the variant they used for ‘stew’ [abomu:], which has
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two-harmony-spans; however, this does not fall into the categories of exceptions
to the ATR harmony rule observed in the language (Dolphyne 1988:19-23). The
remainder of this kind of variant used in the rural Asante community mainly
resulted from the vowel prefix they used when a word began with a nasal
consonant. For instance, they used variants such as [ɪnto: s] and [ɪmæko], which
have the unadvanced vowel /ɪ/ prefixed to the initial nasal consonants, whilst the
vowels in the root word are advanced vowels. A similar phenomenon can be
observed in the Kwawu rural community where the variant [amæko], which has
the unadvanced vowel /a/ prefixed to the initial nasal consonant, was also used.
With regard to the variants used by the second generation migrants, only the
Asante second generation migrants who lived in the neighbourhood where Akan
is not the dominant language, had instances of variants in which the tongue root
position of its vowels do not harmonize. These variants are [mɔko] / [mako] and
[pentʊa], whilst the original variants are [mæko] and [pɪntʊa] respectively.

Two/Three-harmony-spans
A few of the variables selected for investigation have variants which are
exceptions to the vowel harmony rule: i.e., these variants naturally have two or
three harmony spans. Both the participants in the rural communities and the
second generation migrants generally produced these variants with two or three
harmony spans, as expected; however, there were a few who produced some of
these variants with a single harmony span. Examples of such variants are
[aŋka:twadɪɛ] and [aŋka:twɛdɪɛ], which harmonize the three-harmony-spans:
unadvanced-advanced-unadvanced,in [aŋkæ:twadɪɛ]. In addition to these
variants, [sumie], which harmonizes the two-harmony-spans: advancedunadvanced in [sumiɛ], was also used. It is worth noting that all of these variants
were used by the second generation migrants in Accra. Although these variants
harmonize a ‘disharmony’, they sound very foreign to the native speaker of the
‘traditional’ varieties of Akan. As a result, these variants may be classified as
variants of the Akan variety spoken in Accra, which have resulted from imperfect
acquisition on the part of these participants or L2 Akan speakers in the
neighbourhoods of Accra. It must be pointed out that [tæpoli], which harmonizes
the two-harmony-spans: unadvanced-advanced, in [tapoli], the commonly used
variant in most Twi speaking communities for this item also occurred in the
Kwawu rural community. The potential contexts and the actual realisations of
when participants harmonised the disharmony which naturally occurs in some of
the variants they used are presented in table 5.38.
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Table 5.38: Potential contexts and actual realisations of instances where participants
used a single harmony span for variants that have two/three harmony spans

Potential contexts: 8 x 24 = 192 - 10 = 182
Actual realisation: 182- 45 = 137
KwR
C

Two/thre
e
Harmony

**KwA
D

**KwAn
D

ASR
C

**ASA
D

**ASAn
D

Tota
l

24

24

20

22

20

20

130

SingleHarmony

1

0

2

1

1

2

7

Total

25

24

22

23

21

22

137

**Participants could not identify some items (-10)
Other variants (45)
A Fischer’s exact test was conducted to determine the association between the
group of participants in the different linguistic contexts and their ability to use
variants which naturally have two or three harmony spans or otherwise. The test,
however yields a non-significant result (p = 0.694), which means that the ability
or inability of the participants to use variants with two/three harmony spans does
not depend on the linguistic environment they find temsleves.

5.4.4.2 Prefixing a vowel to the initial nasal consonant
It is documented in the literature about the Asante variety, that nouns which begin
with a nasal consonant are often pronounced with a vowel prefixed to the nasal
when pronounced in isolation or in emphatic speech (Dolphyne 1988:82). In
discussing this phenomenon in the variants the participants used for some of the
variables, I will consider two environments in which the initial nasal consonant
occurs:
a) When the initial consonant occurs in the environment of +obstruent
b) When the initial consonant occurs in the environment of -obstruent
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Prefixing a vowel to the initial nasal consonants in the environment of
+obstruent
There were four possible contexts in which the variants used by the participants
for some variables have the initial nasal consonant followed by the obstruent /t/,
/p/ and /f/. These variables and their respective variants without a vowel
prefixed to the initial nasal consonant are as follows:
Tomatoes
Cloth
Garden-eggs
Window

[nto:s]
[ntʊma]/[ntɪma]
[ntɔrɪwa]/[ntrʊwa]
[mpʊma]/[mfrɛnsɪrɪ]/[mfɛnsɪ̃:]

It is worth noting that the variant used in Asante for garden-eggs does not fall under
this category. The Asante variety has [nya:dʊwa], which has the initial nasal
consonant /ny/ occurring in the environment of –obstruent. In table 5.39, I
present the potential contexts and actual realisations of when participants prefixed
a vowel to the initial nasal consonant in the environment of +obstruent.

Table 5.39: Potential contexts and actual realisation of when participants prefixed a
vowel to the initial nasal consonant in the environment of +obstruent

Potential contexts: 4 x 24 = 96 +3 = 99
Actual realisation: 99 - 21 = 78
*KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

Total

N/+obstruent
+ vowel prefix

9

14

13

10

11

8

65

N/+obstruent
– vowel prefix

9

1

0

2

0

1

13

Other variants

1

1

3

4

5

7

21

Total

19

16

16

16

16

16

99

*There was intra-individual variation (+3)
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Applying a Fischer’s exact test to determine the association between the group of
participants in the different linguistic contexts and the degree to which they prefix
a vowel to the initial nasal consonant in the environment of +obstruent yields a
statistically significant result (p < .001). It is observed from the adjusted
standardised residual and the percentage within columns that the participants in
the Kwawu rural community contributed significantly to the outcome of the
Fischer’s exact test. This group of participants has adjusted standardised residual
of -4.3, which indicates that they have extremely less instances where they
prefixed a vowel to the initial nasal consonant in the environment of +obstruent
than they would have been expected to do merely by chance. In comparison, the
second generation migrants almost always prefix a vowel to the initial nasal
consonant when it occurs in the environment of +obstruent. This is evident in the
values they obtained for the percentage within column. The Kwawu second
generation migrants in neighbourhoods where Akan is dominant had 93.3%, and
those in less Akan domimnant neighbourhoods had 100.0%. Similarly, the
Asante second generation migrants in Akan dominant neighbourhoods and those
in less Akan dominant neighbourhhod obtained 100.0% and 88.9% respectively.

Prefixing a vowel to initial nasal consonants in the environment of –obstruent
When the initial nasal consonant occurs in the environment of -obstruent, neither
the participants in the rural communities nor the second generation migrants
generally prefixed a vowel to the initial nasal consonant. There were only a few
instances where the elderly participants in Asante and Kwawu rural communities
did prefix a vowel to an initial nasal consonant in this environment to produce
the variants [æmæko], [ɪmæko] and [amæko]. The potential contexts and actual
realisations of instances when the group of participants in the different linguistic
contexts prefixed a vowel to the initial nasal consonant in the environment of –
obstruent are presented in table 5.40.
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Table 5.40: Potential contexts and actual realisation of when participants prefixed a
vowel to the initial nasal consonant in the environment of –obstruent

Potential contexts: 3 x 24 = 72 + (1 – 9) = 64
Actual realisation: 64 -17 = 47
*Kw
RC

N/obstruent
+vowel
prefix
N/obstruent
-vowel
prefix

**KwA
D

**KwA
nD

1

0

0

9

6

3

13

ASR
C

**ASA
D

**ASA
nD

Total

2

1

0

4

6

6

9

7

43

4

3

4

1

2

17

10

9

12

11

9

64

Other
variant
Total

*There was intra-individual variation (+1)
**Participants could not identify an item (-9)
Analysing the data with a Fischer’s exact test yields a non-significant result (p =
0.664). This suggests that prefixing or not prefixing a vowel to the initial nasal
consonant in the environment of –obstruent is not determined by the linguistic
contexts of the participants.

5.5 CONCLUSION
There are significant differences between the Akan varieties spoken in the rural
areas and in Accra with regard to the lexical variables selected for investigation.
The variants used by the second generation migrants for these lexical variables
reflect the contact they have with different varieties of Akan and other languages
in Accra. They mixed in variants from different varieties of Akan, used interdialect forms, and also levelled out variants which are regionally or
demographically restricted. These linguistic strategies adopted by the second
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generation migrants are typical of processes documented in new dialect
formation. In addition to these, they also displayed other contact-induced
language phenomena such as borrowing, using interlanguage forms between
Akan and Gã, and other Akan forms which may be a result of the limited
proficiency that these participants have in Akan, substratum interference from
those who speak Akan as L2, which infiltrated into the speech of these
participants, or ‘a style of speech’ which encapsulates the contemporary Akan
speech in Accra. The participants in the rural communities, however, did not use
such variants. The variants they used for the lexical variables were basically those
belonging to their native varieties. In situations where they used English
borrowings, these were fully assimilated into the phonology of Akan.
The variants for the lexical variables that the second generation migrants used,
with regards to variants that result from contacts with different varieties of Akan
in Accra, relate to the processes found in new dialect formation. I therefore
conclude that at the lexical level, the Akan variety spoken by the second
generation migrants is undergoing the process of new dialect formation; however,
due to the ethnic and linguistic diversity of Accra, there are additional variants in
this variety which result from contact with other linguistic systems in the ethnic
and linguistic diversity of Accra. Secondly, this variety is characterised by
variability (both inter-individual and intra-individual variation) and the levelling
out of variants which are in the minority. These are characteristics of the second
stage of new dialect formation. In addition there are also inter-dialect forms which
can occur at the initial stage, second stage, and the later stages of new dialect
formation.
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CHAPTER SIX

URBAN AND RURAL AKAN:
MORPHO-SYNTACTIC AND
PHONOLOGICAL VARIABLES

6.0 INTRODUCTION
This chapter continues the research on the differences between urban and rural
Akan by concentrating on the morpho-syntactic and phonological variables I
studied among the elderly and young participants in the Kwawu and Asante
traditional home communities and the second generation migrants in Accra
whose parents were originally from these places. As pointed out in chapter three,
my point of departure for selecting the morpho-syntactic and phonological
variables under consideration here is based on the fact that they are indicators in
the sense that they have different variants associated with the different sub-ethnic
groups (different varieties) of Akan as documented in the literature (Dolphyne
1988; Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu 1988:73-74; Osam 1993a, 1993b: 157-158,
1996:58-59, and 2003:4), and also by my own observations. Based on these
factors, four morpho-syntactic and two phonological variables were selected. In
what follows, I will first discuss briefly the methodology and the participants used
to elicit variants for these variables in 6.1 (see sections 3.2 to 3.7 in chapter three
for a detail description of participants and the methodology used). This is
followed by the variants that the participants used for the morpho-syntactic
variables (6.2) and then the phonological variables (6.3). The general linguistic
processes leading to the variants used by the participants for these variables will
also be discussed (6.4). I end with some concluding remarks (6.5).

6.1 METHODOLOGY
The dataset discussed in this chapter consisted of variants of the morphosyntactic
and phonological variables selected for investigations, elicited by means of video
clips selected from the fieldwork materials designed by Bohnemeyer et al. (2001:
90-95) and drawings taken from the story book stimulus designed by Eisenbeiss
et al. (1999). The video clips I used were designed for the elicitation of cut and
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break verbs, motion verbs, and reciprocal constrcutions. I adapted them,
however, to elicit the syntactic reperesentation of the subject, 3rd person singular
animate pronoun, 3rd person inanimate pronoun, phonetic realisation of the
progressive marker, and the phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural animate.
The drawings (pictures) in the story book stimulus were designed for the
elicitation of External Possessor Constructions (EPC) and dative constructions. I
adapted the drawings for the elicitation of EPC to elicit the syntactic
representation of possession. These videos and drawings were chosen because I
realised that their descriptions will elicit variants of the variables under
consideration. The videos and the drawings were shown to the participants to
describe what they see. Variants for these variables, which participants used
during the free, informal conversational interviews designed to enable the
informants to produce their natural, spontaneous, everyday speech, were used to
supplement the data.
As I stated in chapter five, 16 second generation Akan migrants who were
ethnically Asante or Kwawu were used. These participants lived in two different
linguistic neighbourhoods in Accra: Akan dominant neighbourhoods and lessAkan-dominant neighbourhoods. The number of participants was divided equally
between these two different linguistic neighbourhoods. 4 Asante second
generation migrants living in Akan dominant neighbourhoods (ASAD) and 4
Asante second generation migrants living in less Akan dominant neighbourhoods
(ASAnD) were used. In addition, an equal number of Kwawu second generation
migrants living in Akan dominant neighbourhoods (KwAD) and those in less
Akan dominant neighbourhoods (KwAnD) were also used. All of these
participants were females who were in Senior High School or had just completed
it. Their ages ranged from 16 to 22 years. Furthermore, 2 female elderly
participants, who were above 50 years old, and 2 young female participants, who
fell within the category of the second generation migrants, from an Asante rural
community (ASRC) and Kwawu rural community (KwRC) were selected to serve
as baseline controls.
A total of 24 participants were used.
The free, informal conversational interviews were organised in groups where
some participants brought their friends or a relative to form a pair together with
the fieldworker and a research assistant. The dynamics of the interview were
changed from a one-to-one scenario in order to encourage the production of the
natural, spontaneous, everyday speech on the part of the participants.
The data collection took place in Accra, and Kwawu and Asante rural
communities from July to December 2013 and October to December 2014. The
interviews were conducted by me and a research assistant who operated the
recording equipment. In all 14hrs:35mins of recordings were made and
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transcribed. The data discussed in this chapter however, relates solely to the
variants produced by the 24 informants described above.

6.2 MORPHO-SYNTACTIC VARIABLES
The morpho-syntactic variables considered in this study are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The syntactic representation of the subject;
The syntactic representation of possession;
The 3rd person singular animate pronoun;
The 3rd person inanimate pronoun

I will discuss these in turn.

6.2.1 The syntactic representation of the subject
As pointed out in chapter three, it has been suggested in the literature that the
combination of a noun and a pronoun/concord-marker to express the subject has
been lost in most varieties of Akan, and that only the Bono variety shows it
consistently. It is further argued that there are also instances in Fante where a
subject concord prefix can occur on a verb even when there is a full subject NP
preceding the verb (Dolphyne 1988:88, Dolphyne and Kropp-Dakubu 1988:7374, Osam 2003:4). Dolphyne goes on to state that in the Asante and Akuapem
varieties, the subject is always expressed by either a noun or a pronominal prefix
only (1988:88). This means that the Asante and Akuapem varieties should not
use both a noun and a pronoun concord in the same noun phrase to express the
subject and, therefore, there is variation in how the subject is expressed in different
varieties of Akan. As a result, my objective here is to find out (a) the variants the
Asante second generation migrants in Accra use, whose native variety,
supposedly, always expresses the subject with either a noun or a pronominal
prefix, and (b) what the Kwawu second generation migrants do, where little is
known about the syntax of their native variety, in Accra as they come into contact
with speakers of other varieties of Akan who may use different variants.
According to Osam (2003:4), the use of the subject marker on the verb in
combination with the full NP subject (NP + Pron) has been used to argue that
Akan must have been a noun class language in the past. In Osam (1993a), he
argues that noun class systems are concordial. This means, for example, that there
is a subject-verb agreement (as well as agreement between nominals and their
modifiers) in noun class systems. The evidence that Akan had a previous noun
class system is derived from the agreement between the full NP subject and the
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pronominal prefix on the verb found in the Fante and Bono dialects currently.
Therefore the current subject prefix on the verb together with the full NP as subject
at the same time is used as subject-verb agreement markers. He however, states
that the use of the subject marker on the verb together with the full NP subject is
optional, hence it is possible in the speech of many Fante speakers to omit the
agreement marker on the verb. Marfo (2005a:47, 2005b: 102-104), interprets
similar constructions where a noun and a pronoun concord (NP + Pron) are used
at the same time to express the subject in the speech of contemporary Akan
speakers as a subject topicalisation construction, and refers to the NP which
precedes the pronoun concord as topicalised constituent. He explains that a
topicalised subject is replaced in the respective canonical clause positions by a
pronoun, which is referred to as a resumptive pronoun and this pronoun agrees
with the topic in person and number. The fact that the use of a full NP subject in
combination with an agreement marker on the verb at the same time in recent
times is optional, as noted by Osam (1993a), is an indication that speakers may
use both full NP in combination with an agreement marker on the verb to
topicalise the subject. I will therefore consider the co-occurrence of a full NP and
a pronoun concord (NP + Pron) in the same noun phrase, and a pronoun and a
pronoun concord (Pron+Pron) in the same noun phrase, to express the subject,
and the use of the emphatic markers nso ‘also’, koraa ‘even’, and ankasa ‘in
particular’, between these constructions as forms of strategies to topicalise the
subject.
The following examples illustrate the various strategies used by the
participants to express the subject, as indicated above.

BARE SUBJECT
NP
Kwawu-foɔ no
bi
fri
Ɛsante
Kwawu-PL DEF some from Asante
‘Some of the Kwawus come from Asante.’
In this example, only the NP Kwawufoɔ no bi ‘some of the Kwawus’ serves as the
subject of the sentence.

Pron
Me-kɔ-ɔ
sukuu
wɔ
ha
yi
LOC.V
here DEF
1SG-go-PST school
‘I attended school in this same community.’

ara
EMPH
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In this expression, only the 1st person singular prefix me- ‘I’ is the subject of the
sentence

TOPICALISED SUBJECT
NP+Pron
Nkrɔfoɔ bi
ɔmo-ká
Larteh kasa
no
People some 3PL-speak.HAB Larteh language DEF
‘Some people [they] speak Larteh (the Larteh language).’
In this expression, both the NP Nkrɔfoɔ bi ‘some people’ and the 3rd person plural
pronoun ɔmo ‘they’ are the subject of the sentence.
NP (nso) Pron
Akyem nso wɔ-frɛ
no
bɔɔdeɛ
Akyem also 3PL-call 3SG.OBJ ‘bɔɔdeɛ’– ‘plantain’
‘The Akyem ethnic group [they] also call it ‘bɔɔdeɛ’ - ‘plantain’’.
In this example, the NP Akyem (i.e. the Akyem ethnic group) followed by the
emphatic nso ‘also’ and then the 3rd person plural pronominal prefix wɔ- ‘they’ are
the subject of the sentence.
NP (koraa) Pron
Asante-foɔ
no
koraa
ɔmo-ka
Asante-IDENTPL
DEF EMPH
3PL-speak
‘Even the Asantes [they] speak Gã.’

Nkran
Gã

A similar observation can be made in this expression where the NP Asantefoɔ no
‘the Asantes’ followed by the emphatic marker koraa and then the 3rd person plural
pronoun ɔmo ‘they’ serve as the subject of the sentence.
NP+Pron (nso) Pron
Me m-ma
no
baako
ɔno
nso ɔ-yɛ
1SG PL-child DEF one
3SG.ANI also 3SG-do
‘One of my children, she also, [she] is very hardworking.’

adwuma Paa.
work
EMPH

In this expression, the NP Me mma no baako ‘one of my children’, the 3rd person
singular pronoun ɔno ‘she/he’ followed by the emphatic marker nso ‘also’ and the
3rd person singular pronominal prefix ɔ-, all serve as the subject of the sentence.
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Pron+Pron
Ɔmo
ɔmo-ká
no
bokiti
3PL
3PL-say.HAB DEF ‘bokiti’ – ‘bucket’
‘They [they] pronounce it ‘bokiti‘- ‘bucket’.’
In this example, the two 3rd person plural pronouns ɔmo and ɔmo that precede the
verb ka ‘say’ are the subject of the sentence.
Pron (nso) Pron
Yɛn nso ye-n-timi
n-sua
NEG-learn
1PL also 1PL-NEG-be.able
‘We also [we] are not able to learn theirs.’

ɔmo
3PL

deɛ
own

no
DEF

In this expression, the 1st person plural pronoun yɛn ‘we’ followed by the emphatic
marker nso ‘also’ and then the 1st person plural pronoun prefix ye- all refer to the
subject of the sentence.
Pron (koraa) Pron
Ɔmo koraa ɔmo yɛ fast
3PL EMPH 3PL be fast
‘They [they] are even fast’
A similar observation can be made in this expression, where the 3rd person plural
pronoun ɔmo, followed by the emphatic marker koraa and then another 3rd person
plural pronoun ɔmo which precede the verb yɛ ‘be’ refer to the subject of the
sentence
Pron (ankasa) Pron
Ɛno
ankasa ɛ-ɛ-tete
3SG.INA EMPH
3SG.INA-PROG-tear
‘It is tearing by itself.’
Similarly, the 3rd person inanimate pronoun εno ‘it’ followed by the emphatic
marker ankasa, and then the 3rd person inanimate pronominal prefix ɛ- are the
subject of this sentence.
In table 6.1 I present the variants used by the participants in the Asante and
Kwawu rural communities and their respective second generation migrants to
express the subject syntactically.
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Table 6.1: Forms used to syntactically express the ‘Subject’ in the sample

NP
NP+Pron
NP(nso)Pron
NP(koraa)Pron
NP+Pron(nso)Pron
Pron
Pron+Pron
Pron(nso)Pron
Pron(koraa)Pron
Pron(ankasa)Pron
Total

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

50
34
1
0
0
72
20
1
0
0
178

27
7
0
0
0
94
10
3
0
0
141

38
7
0
0
0
115
8
5
0
0
173

35
18
1
0
1
77
2
9
1
0
144

36
14
3
0
1
125
14
2
0
0
195

29
6
0
1
0
139
5
0
0
1
181

As table 6.1 indicates, the participants in the Kwawu rural community (KwRC)
frequently used only a noun phrase (NP) or a pronominal prefix (Pron) to
syntactically express the subject., In addition, however, there were instances
where they topicalised the subject with different strategies which include using a
noun phrase and a concordant pronominal prefix (NP+Pron), or a full pronoun
and a concordant pronominal prefix, and in some cases two full pronouns
(Pron+Pron), in the same noun phrase to express the subject. Notwithstanding
these examples, there were a few cases where the emphatic marker nso ‘also’ was
also used along with a noun phrase and a pronominal prefix (NP (nso) Pron) or a
pronoun and a pronominal prefix (Pron (nso) Pron) in the same noun phrase to
express the subject.
The variants used by the Kwawu second generation migrants in Accra were
similar to those used in the Kwawu rural community. Table 6.1 shows that both
the Kwawu second generation migrants living in the neighbourhoods where Akan
is the dominant language (KwAD) and those living where Akan is not dominant
(KwAnD) frequently expressed the subject by using only a noun or a pronoun.
They also occasionally topicalised the subject using the same strategies observed
in the rural community. A closer look at the data, however, indicates that the
frequency of a noun phrase and a pronoun concord (NP+Pron) being used in the
same noun phrase to express the subject is higher among the participants in the
rural community than those in the second generation migrants in Accra. In
contrast, the second generation migrants had more frequent instances of using a
pronoun and a pronominal prefix together with the emphatic marker nso ‘also’
(Pron (nso) Pron), in the same noun phrase, to express the subject than we
observed in participants in the rural community.
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Considering the variants used in the Asante rural community (ASRC) for this
variable, they also had a higher frequency of using only a noun phrase (NP) or a
pronoun (Pron) to express the subject. Furthermore, there were instances where
the subject was topicalised using the strategies identified in the Kwawu rural
community: (NP+Pron), (NP (nso) Pron), (Pron+Pron), and (Pron (nso) Pron).
We can see from table 6.1, however, that the use of a pronoun and a pronominal
prefix or two full pronouns (Pron+Pron.), in the same noun phrase, to express the
subject was very minimal among the participants in the Asante rural community.
Nonetheless, there was one instance each where they used the emphatic marker
koraa ‘even’ along with a pronoun and a pronominal prefix (Pron (koraa) Pron),
and the emphatic marker nso ‘also’ with a noun phrase, a pronoun and a
pronominal prefix (NP+Pron (nso) Pron), in the same noun phrase, to express the
subject. This observation does not match Dolphyne’s observation that the Asante
variety always expresses the subject by using either only a noun or a pronominal
prefix (1988:88).
The Asante second generation migrants in Accra living in neighbourhoods
where Akan is the dominant language (ASAD) and those in neighbourhoods
where Akan is not dominant (ASAnD) expressed the subject using the same
variants that were realised in the rural community: i.e. they frequently expressed
the subject with only a noun phrase (NP) or a pronominal prefix (Pron), and in
some cases adopted the same topicalisation strategies as the ones identified in the
rural community. I also found instances of the use of a pronoun and a pronominal
prefix (Pron+Pron) in the same noun phrase to express the subject. It was more
frequently apparent among the Asante second generation migrants (ASAD and
ASAnD) than it was among participants in the Asante rural community (ref. table
6.1). There was also an instance where the second generation migrants topicalised
the subject by using the emphatic marker ankasa ‘in particular’ with both a
pronoun and a pronominal prefix ( Pron (ankasa) Pron), in the same noun phrase,
to express the subject.
It is worth noting that the observations made in the rural communities indicate
that the use of both a noun and a pronoun concord to express the subject does not
exist only in the Bono and Fante varieties as it is documented in the literature
(Dolphyne (1988:88) & Osam (2003:4)). Although the Asante variety frequently
expresses the subject with only a noun or a pronoun, they occasionally used a
noun and a pronoun concord in the same noun phrase to express the subject. This
situation was also observed in the Kwawu variety that has barely been
documented. In addition to using a noun phrase and a pronominal concord prefix
in the same noun phrase to express the subject, the Kwawu variety may still use
a pronoun concord even when a pronoun subject is used, in the same noun phrase
to express the subject, a phenomenon which is very minimal in the Asante variety.
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Furthermore, both the Asante and Kwawu varieties had instances of using more
complex structures to express the subject. These involved the use of emphatic
markers nso ‘also’, koraa ‘even’, and ankasa ‘in particular’, together with a noun
phrase and a pronominal concord prefix, a pronoun and a pronominal concord
prefix (in some cases two full pronouns), and a noun phrase, pronoun and a
pronominal concord prefix.
These observations indicate that the use of a subject prefix on the verb even
when there is a full NP is not completely lost in the Asante variety, as has been
proposed in the literature.

6.2.2 Possession
In linguistics, possession is conceived as a relationship between a possessor and a
possessed for which there are specific examples of expression in the languages of
the world. From a conceptual perspective, this relationship ranges from material
possession (alienable) to kinship and body part (inalienable) relationship
(Broschart 2001). Broschart furthermore notes a distinction between attributive
possession (e.g. ‘my house’, ‘the man’s house’) and predicative possession (e.g.
‘the house is mine’, ‘the house belong to me’, ‘I have a house') when one looks at
expressing possession formally.
In Akan, there are different ways of expressing possession in the different
varieties of Akan when one looks at it from the point of view of expressing
possession attributively, be it alienable or inalienable. Dolphyne and KroppDakubu (1988: 73-74) have observed that in some dialects of Akan, the 3rd person
pronoun (both singular and plural) is repeated after the possessor when expressing
possessive attributively. They cite examples in the Bono and the Fante varieties
to show the occurrence of this phenomenon in these varieties. In Dolphyne
(1988:88), Dolphyne notes that the use of a noun possessor and a concordpronoun in the same noun phrase, to express possession, has also been lost in
most varieties of Akan, with Fante and Bono being the varieties known to use it
consistently. She further added that the Akuapem variety occasionally expresses
the possessor with both a noun and a concord-pronoun (implying that they often
express it with either a noun or a pronoun) and the Asante variety always
expresses it either with a noun or a pronoun only. These observations indicate
variation in the variants used for this variable in the different varieties of Akan
(see section 3.8.1 in chapter three for an extensive discussion on these variations).
I will adapt Marfo’s (2005a:47 and 2005b: 102-104) interpretation of the
phenomenon of having a noun and a pronoun concord in the same noun phrase
to express the subject as subject topicalisation in my description of the variants
participants used to express possession. I will therefore consider the use of a noun
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possessor and a concord-pronoun (i.e. a possessive pronoun) in the same noun
phrase to express possession as ‘topicalised possession’, and in situations where
only a noun or a pronoun is used for the possessor, I will refer to that as a ‘bare
possession’. Examples of the various possessive construction used by the
participants are illustrated in the following extracts.

BARE POSSESSOR
NPPOS
Barima30 no
bɔ-ɔ
ɔ-baa
no
DEF hit-PST
SG-female.POSS DEF
Male
‘The male slapped the female’

asũm
ear-in

In this example, only the NP ɔ-baa no ‘the female’ is used to express the possessor
of the asũm ‘ear-in’ (i.e. the possessor of the cheek that was slapped).
PronPOS
Ɛ-hyɛ
3SG.INA-cover.PRES
‘It is on her head.’

ne
3SG.POSS

ti
head

In this example, only the possessive pronoun ne is used to express the possessor
of ti ‘head’.
dPronPOS
Agodie
Game
Na

no,

wei
DEF, this

wei
nso
CONJ this.one also

bɔ
hit

wei
this.one.POSS

a-kɔ-bɔ
wei
PERF-go-hit this.one.POSS

aso-m,
ear-inside,
aso-m
ear-inside

‘The game, this one slaps this one, and this also goes to slap this one.’
In this example, the demonstrative pronoun wei ‘this’ is used to express the
possessor of asom ‘ear-in’ (i.e. the cheek that was slapped).

30
The variant used in Kwawu for this variable is [beema] instead of [bææma], which is the variant usually used in
some Twi varieties, particularly, Asante and Akyem.
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TOPICALISED POSSESSOR
NPPOS (nso)
Ɔ-baa
SG-female
nso
also

baako
one

no
DEF

nso
also

bɔ-ɔ
hit-PST

barima
male.POSS

no
DEF

aso-m.
ear-inside.

‘The other female also slapped the male as well.’
In this example, the NP barima no ‘the male’ followed by the emphatic maker nso
‘also’ is used to express the possessor of asom ‘ear in’ (i.e. the cheek that was
slapped)
NP+PronPOS
Kaprɛ
no
n'akyiri
Pesewa DEF 3SG.poss’back
‘It comes after the pesewa.’

ba
child

In this example, both the NP kaprɛ no ‘the pesewa’ and the 3rd person possessive
pronoun ne, which occurs in this expression as n’, are used to express the possessor
of akyiri ‘back’.
Pron+PronPOS
…Nti
ye-n-timi
…Therefore 1PL-NEG-be able
Kasa
Language

n-kã,
NEG-speak

yɛn
1PL

ye-kurom
1PL.POSS-town

deɛ no
own DEF

‘…Therefore, we cannot say the one in [we] our native language.’
In this example, both the 1st person plural pronoun yɛn ‘we’ and the 1st person
plural possessive pronoun prefix ye- ‘our’ are used to express the possessor of
kurom kasa ‘native language’.
Nnε
mo mo
kasa
no
Today
2PL 2PL.POSS
language DEF
‘That is [you] your language today’.

no
RP

A similar observation can be made in this expression, where both the 2nd person
plural pronoun mo ‘you’ and the 2nd person plural possessive pronoun mo ‘your’
are used to express the possessor of kasa ‘language’.
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Pron (nso) PronPOS
Ɔmo
nso ɔmo
3PL
also 3PL.POSS
a
REL

Twi
Twi

me-n-nim
baabi
DEF, 1SG-NEG-know where
no,

omu-ko-sua firi-iɛ.
3PL-go-learn from-PST.

‘[They] also their Twi, I don’t know where they learned it from.’
In this expression, we have the 3rd person plural animate pronoun ɔmo ‘they’
followed by the emphatic marker nso ‘also’ and then the 3rd person plural
possessive pronoun ɔmo ‘their’ being used to express the possessor of Twi (i.e. the
Twi variety).
Pron (ankasa) PronPOS
Ɔno
ankasa
EMPH
3SG.ANI
hɔ
there

aa (ara)
EMPH

ne
3SG.POSS

number no
number DEF

na
ɔ-a-sesa
then 3SG-PERF-change

ɛ-wɔ
3SG.INA-LOC.V

no
3SG.OBJ

‘[She] in particular, her number, she changes it occasionally.’
A similar observation can be made in this expression where the 3rd person singular
animate pronoun ɔno ‘she/he’ followed by the emphatic marker ankasa and then
the 3rd person possessive pronoun ne are used to express the possessor of
‘number’.
The forms used to express ‘Possession’ by both participants in the Asante and
Kwawu rural communities and the respective second generation migrants in
Accra are presented in table 6.2.
The participants in the Kwawu rural community (KwRC) frequently
expressed possession by using only a noun phrase possessor (NPPOS) or a
pronoun possessor (PronPOS). In addition to these forms, they occasionally
topicalised the possessor by using a noun phrase and a pronoun possessor concord
(NP+PronPOS) or a full pronoun and a pronoun possessor concord
(Pron+PronPOS), in the same noun phrase, to express possession (ref. table 6.2).
The data indicates that where a noun phrase and a pronoun possessor concord
(NP+PronPOS) are used, the 3rd person possessive pronoun ‘ne’ is used along
with a full NP to express possession as indicated in the extract under
‘NP+PronPOS. In this extract, the 3rd person possessive pronoun ‘ne’ occurs as n’
due to the fact that the possessed item begins with a vowel. In addition to this,
expressions which involve the use of e-/ε- such as the following were also found.
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Table 6.2: Forms used to express ‘Possession’ in the sample

NPPOS
NPPOS (nso)
NP+PronPOS
PronPOS
dPronPOS
Pron+PronPOS
Pron(nso)PronPOS
Pron(ankasa)PronPO
S
Total

KwR
C

KwA
D

KwAn
D

ASR
C

ASA
D

ASAn
D

32
0
12
35
0
14
1
0

38
1
3
63
0
1
0
0

33
0
2
69
0
0
0
0

44
0
0
122
6
0
0
0

31
0
1
77
0
7
1
1

28
0
0
78
0
0
0
1

94

106

104

172

118

107

(a) Ɛ-yɛ
me
papa
3SG.INA-be 1SG.POSS
father
‘That is my father’s sister.’
Ɔkraman
no
DEF
Dog
‘The dog’s thigh.’

e-nuabaa…
3SG.POSS- sister

ɛ-srɛ
3SG.POSS-thigh

M'agya-nom
e-fie
1SG.POSS’father-PL
3PL.POSS-house
‘This place is my fathers’ house.’

ne
COP

ha
here

e- and ε- are used as nominal prefixes in the language in combination with o-, ɔ-,
a, i-, ι- (Dolphyne 1988:82, Dolphyne & Kropp-Dakubu 1988:72). As a result
words such as ‘fie’ ‘house’ and ‘srε’ ‘thigh’ usually have e-/ ε- prefixed to them
when said in isolation to produce the forms efie and εsrε respectively. When these
words occur in possessive constructions in Akan, however, these nominal prefixes
are generally deleted and, as a result, the last two expressions in (a) above will be
rendered in (b) as follows:
(b) Ɔkraman
no
Dog.POSS
DEF
‘The dog’s thigh.’

srɛ
thigh
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M'agya-nom

fie

ne

1SG.POSS’father-PL.POSS house COP
‘This place is the house of my fathers.’

ha
here

Based on these data I realised that the participants in the Kwawu rural community
have used these prefixes in the possessive constructions as illustrated in (a). In my
investigation of the inanimate pronoun which is discussed in section 6.3.4, I
realised that there were instances where the inanimate pronoun ε-/e- was used to
refer to animate pronouns. Therefore the question is: are the prefixes ε-/e- in the
expressions in (a) being used as nominal prefixes for the nouns they are attached
to or as possessive pronominal prefixes? In my opinion, in most of these instances,
there is a high tendency for the ε-/e- in these constructions to function as a
possessive pronominal prefix. If we take the first expression in (a) as an example,
the e- attached to nuabaa ‘sister’ clearly functions as the 3rd person possessive
pronominal prefix in this construction. This is due to the fact that nuabaa takes oas its singular nominal prefix but not e- as we see in this expression.
In the case where a pronoun and a pronoun possessor concord
(Pron+PronPOS) are used, the two pronouns can be full pronouns or the first
pronoun is a full pronoun whilst the second one occurs as a pronominal prefix.
Finally, the variant (Pron (nso) PronPOS), which has the emphatic marker nso was
also used in these constructions as we observed in the syntactic representation of
the subject already discussed. These observations indicate that the Kwawu variety
often expresses possession by using a noun or a pronoun and occasionally with a
noun phrase and a concord marker, as documented for other varieties of Akan
such as Bono, Fante, and Akuapem (Dolphyne 1988:88), and even with other
complex structures.
The Kwawu second generation migrants (KwAD and KwAnD) used
equivalents of the same variants that are used in the Kwawu rural community.
They often expressed possession by using only a noun phrase possessor (NPPOS)
or a pronoun possessor (PronPOS) and there were a few occasions where they
topicalised the possessor by using a noun phrase and a pronoun possessor concord
(NP+PronPOS) in the same noun phrase to express possession (ref. table 6.2).
The data indicate that the pronoun possessor concord usually used in such
construction by the second generation migrants, is the 3rd person possessive
pronoun ne. They did not use any of the expressions which involve the
controversial e-/ε- as we observed among participants in the rural community.
There was only one instance where a pronoun and pronoun possessor concord
(Pron+PronPOS) were used in the same noun phrase to express possession. In
addition to these forms, (NPPOS (nso)), which has the emphatic marker nso ‘also’
was also used in these topicalised possessive constructions.
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The participants in the Asante rural community (ASRC) only used a noun
phrase possessor (NPPOS), a pronoun possessor (PronPOS), or a demonstrative
pronoun possessor (dPronPOS) to express possession (ref. table 6.2). This
confirms Dolphyne’s observation that in the Asante variety the possessor is
always expressed by either a noun or by a pronoun (1988:88).
The Asante second generation migrants in Accra (ASAD and ASAnD)
frequently used only a noun phrase possessor (NPPOS) or a pronoun possessor
(PronPOS) to express possession. That being said, as table 6.2 indicates, there
were a few occasions where they topicalised the possessor by using a noun phrase
and a pronoun possessor concord (NP+PronPOS) or a pronoun and a pronoun
possessor concord (Pron+PronPOS), in the same noun phrase, to express
possession in the same manner that we observed among the Kwawu participants.
It must be noted that in situations where the 3rd person singular pronoun was used
in these constructions, the first is the full pronoun and the second is the 3rd person
possessive pronoun ‘ne’. There were also occasions where a pronoun and
Pronoun possessor are used with the emphatic markers nso such as (Pron (nso)
PronPOS) and ankasa such as (Pron (ankasa) PronPOS), in the same noun phrase.
This is an indication that the Asante second generation migrants use variants in
other Akan varieties to express possession in addition to what is used in the
Asante variety.

6.2.3 The 3rd person singular animate pronoun
The 3rd person singular animate pronominal prefix has been documented in the
literature for Akuapem, Fante and Asante as ɔ-/o- depending on the tongue root
position of the vowels in the verb-stem it occurs with (ref Dolphyne 1988, Osam
1996:58, 2003:4). In addition to this, I have personally observed that there were
instances where some speakers of the Asante variety used wɔ-/wo- for this
variable, even though wɔ-/wo- is the pronominal prefix for the 3rd person plural
pronoun in standard Akan. This creates variation in the variants used for the 3rd
person singular animate pronominal prefix in Akan.
The following extracts illustrate the use of the different variants for this
variable identified in the data.
o-/ɔMe
1SG.POSS
Mu
Inside

nana…
ɔ-se
me
Twi
grandmother… 3SG.ANI-say 1SG.POSS Twi
n-hyɛda

n-te

NEG-intentional

NEG-clear

‘My grandmother… she said my Twi is not really clear.’

no
DEF
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In this construction ɔ-, which occurs as a pronominal prefix to –se ‘say’, is used
as the 3rd singular animate pronoun.
e-/ɛ- after emphatic marker ‘na’
Ɔ-barima na
e-e-twa
dua
SG-male FOC 3SG-PROG-cut
tree
‘It is a male who is cutting the tree.’

no
DEF

In this example, e- is used as the 3rd person singular animate pronominal prefix
after the focus marker na.
e-/ɛ- at other environments
Me
papa ɛ-de
me-kɔ-ɔ
1SG.POSS father 3SG-take 1SG-go-PST
‘My father [he] sent me to school.’

skuu
school

This example has ɛ- being used as the 3rd person singular animate pronominal
prefix at other environment, which is not after a focus marker.
wo-/wɔObi
wɔ
Someone LOC.V
Koraa

na

EMPH

CONJ

hɔ
koraa
there EMPH

a
REL

ɔ-ba
3SG.ANI-come

a

Nkran
Accra

wɔ-kɔ-tena
3SG.ANI-go-sit
na

Nkran wɔ-ɔ-ka
REL FOC Gã
3SG.ANI-PROG-speak

‘There could even be someone, when s/he goes to stay in Accra and s/he
comes back, then it is Gã s/he speaks.’
Table 6.3: Forms used for the ‘3rd person singular animate pronoun’ in the sample

ɔ-/oWɔ-/wo
ɛ-/eɛ-/e- after the focus
marker ‘na’
Total

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

F
8
2
5

F
0
1
6

F
0
1
3

F
15
3
3

F
0
1
4

F
0
0
0

141

44

45

119

97

42

In this construction, we have wɔ- being used as the 3rd person singular animate
pronominal prefix along with ɔ-.
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The variants used for the ‘3rd person singular animate pronoun’ by the
participants are presented in table 6.3
The variant frequently used in the Kwawu rural community (KwRC) for this
variable is o-/ɔ- depending on the tongue root position of the verb stem it occurs
with; this is documented in the literature related to Akuapem, Asante, and Fante
(Dolphyne 1988:87, and 89, Osam 1996:58, 2003:4). Nonetheless, the
participants also occasionally used wɔ-/wo- and e-/ɛ- for this variable (ref. table
6.3). These variants are documented in the literature as the pronominal prefix for
the 3rd person plural animate pronoun and the inanimate pronoun respectively,
for Asante and Akuapem varieties. Dolphyne 1988:90 writes that in Asante, the
inanimate pronoun prefix ɛ-/e- is also used for referring to animate forms, both
singular and plural, in emphatic sentences after the emphatic particle na. This
phenomenon also exists in Kwawu because there were instances where my
participants in the Kwawu community used the inanimate pronoun prefix ɛ-/eafter the emphatic particle na for animate reference. The inanimate pronominal
prefix ɛ-/e- , however, was not only used for animate reference after the emphatic
particle ‘na’ by these participants, but was also used at ordinary places where ɔ/o- would have been expected.
The variants the Kwawu second generation migrants used for this variable, in
a way, reflect what is used in the Kwawu rural community. We can observe from
table 6.3 that the Kwawu second generation migrants in Accra ( KwAD and
KwAnD) frequently used o-/ɔ- for the 3rd person singular animate reference and
there are a few cases where they used ɛ-/e- for this variable after the emphatic
particle na as well as in ordinary environments. Unlike in the Kwawu rural
community, the second generation migrant did not use wɔ-/wo- for this variable.
The variant frequently used by the participants in the Asante rural community
(ASRC) for this variable was o-/ɔ- which confirms what has been documented in
the literature for the Asante variety (Dolphyne 1988:87, and 89, Osam 1996: 58,
2003: 4). In addition to this, they occasionally used the impersonal/inanimate
pronoun e-/ɛ- after the emphatic particular ‘na’ as observed in Dolphyne (1988:90)
as well as in other environments. This notwithstanding, wɔ-/wo- was also used for
this variable as we observed among the participants in the Kwawu rural
community.
The variants used by the Asante second generation migrants for this variable,
in a way, reflect the variants used in the Asante community. They frequently used
ɔ-/o- for the 3rd person singular animate reference and there were a few occasions
where the inanimate pronominal prefix ɛ-/e- was used for this variable after the
emphatic particle ‘na’ as well as in other environments. We can see from table
6.3, however, that the Asante second generation migrants, just like their Kwawu
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counterparts, did not use wɔ-/wo- for this variable, as is done in the Asante
community.

6.2.4 3rd person inanimate pronoun
The 3rd person inanimate pronoun as documented in the literature is either ɛ-/eor ɔ-/o-, depending on the Akan variety in question. Dolphyne (1988:87), Saah
(1994:3) and Osam (2003:4) indicate that the Akuapem, Asante, and some
varieties of Fante have ɛ-/e- as the inanimate pronominal prefix. In other varieties
of Fante, the form for animate reference (ɔ-/o-), is also used as an inanimate
reference. Osam further explains that the subject pronouns in the language (Akan)
are distinguished on the basis of animacy. This distinction exists only in the Twi
dialects and it is relevant only in the 3rd person singular subject pronoun. The 3rd
person singular subject prefix is o-/ɔ-, but for the inanimate nouns is e-/ε-. In the
Twi dialects, the distinction in the animacy as reflected in the 3rd person singular
subject prefixes is strictly maintained. In Fante however, this distinction is
neutralised since the same pronominal form is used irrespective of the animacy
status of the antecedent pronoun (1993b: 157-158). The observation made by
these scholars indicates variation in the variants used for this variable in the
different varieties of Akan.
The following examples illustrate the use of these variants by the participants.
e-/ɛƐ-yɛ
paake so na
bɔɔ
3SG.INA-be park PP CONJ ball
Obi
Someone

a-bɔ

na

PERF-hit CONJ

da so,
lie PP,

asɛ
as.if

ɛ-ɛ-kɔ
3SG.INA-PROG-go

‘It is a park and there is a ball lying on it. It is as if someone has hit it and it is
going.’
In this example, we have ɛ- as the inanimate pronoun which is the same as would
occur in the Twi varieties.
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ɔ-/oƆ-hɔ
3SG.INA-there
Brɔfo
English

no
DEF

n-ka
NEG-add

ɔmo-o-ka
Twi
3PL-PROG-speak Twi
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ɔmo-m-fa
3PL-NEG-take

a
REL

ho
self

‘There, if they are speaking Twi, they don’t add English.’
Ɔ-hɔ
a-kɔ-yɛ
3SG.INA-there PERF-go-be
‘The place is like an estate.’

sɛ
like

estate
estate

bi
INDEF

saa
that

no
DEF

These constructions have ɔ- as the inanimate pronominal prefix as it occurs in
some Fante varieties.
The variants used for the ‘3rd person inanimate pronoun’ by the participants in
both the Asante and the Kwawu communities and their respective second
generation migrants are presented in table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Forms used for the ‘3rd person inanimate/impersonal pronoun’ in the
sample

ɛ-/eɔ-/oTotal

KwRC
160
0
160

KwAD
83
0
83

KwAnD
55
1
56

ASRC
82
0
82

ASAD
79
0
79

ASAnD
69
1
70

The variant used by the participants in the Kwawu rural community and the
Kwawu second generation migrants for this variable was e-/ɛ-, as we can see from
table 6.4. However, there was one occasion where the Kwawu second generation
migrants used ɔ-/o- which is the variant used in some Fante varieties for this
variable (Dolphyne 1988:87, Saah 1994:3, Osam 1993b:157-158 and Osam
2003:4).
Similarly, both the participants in the Asante rural community and the Asante
second generation migrants used e-/ɛ- for this variable as documented in the
literature about the Asante variety. Nonetheless, just like the Kwawu second
generation migrants, there was one case where the Asante second generation
migrants used the Fante variant o-/ɔ- (ref. table 6.4). It is worth pointing out that
both participants lived in less-Akan-dominant neighbourhood.
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6.3 PHONOLOGICAL VARIABLES
The phonological variables considered for investigation in this study are: (a) the
phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural animate pronoun (wɔn) (6.3.1), and
(b) the phonetic realisation of the progressive marker (6.3.2). As pointed out
earlier in the introduction of this chapter (section 6.0), these variables were
selected on the basis of the fact that their realisation displays variation in the
different varieties of Akan under consideration.

6.3.1 The phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural animate
pronoun (wɔn)
As pointed out in chapter three, the personal observations that I have made
indicate that the 3rd person plural pronoun, which occurs as wɔn in the standard
orthography of the Asante and Akuapem varieties (see Dolphyne 1988, Osam
2003, Agyekum 2010), has different phonetic realisations in different varieties and
sub-varieties of Akan. The Akuapems pronounce it [wɔŋ], some Fante varieties
pronounce it [wɔn] and the Asantes pronounced it either [wɔɔmʊ] or [woomu].
Dolphyne (1988:87) also documents [wɔɔnʊm] as one of the realisations in the
Asante variety for this variable. The Akyems generally pronounce it [wɔŋw], but
the Akyems from Begro and its surrounding villages realised it as [wɔɲ]. These
observations indicate the variation that exists in how this variable is phonetically
realised in different varieties of Akan.
The following are extracts from the conversations that I had with the
participants, which illustrate the realisations of these variants.
[wɔŋw]
Wɔŋw nso nso… wɔŋw
ɛnnan yɛ
3PL
also also… 3PL
four be
‘They also… the four of them are females.’

ɛm-maa
PL-female

This construction phonetically realises the 3rd person plural animate pronoun,
which occurs in the orthography as wɔn as [wɔŋw].
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[wɔnɪ]
…Wɔne n-te
aseɛ, esiane
sɛ
…3PL
NEG-hear under because COMP
a
REL

wɔne kã
no
3PL speak DEF

wɔne nso Twii no
3PL also Twi DEF

wɔne kã
ɛ-de
3PL speak 3SG.INA-take

fra
mix
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nso
also

Brɔfo
English

‘… They don’t understand, because the Twi they speak, they speak it by
mixing it with English.’
In this construction, the 3rd person plural animate pronoun wɔn is phonetically
realised as ‘wɔne’ -→ [wɔnɪ].
[wɔmʊ]
… Wɔmo firi
Nkwaansa, ɛ-hɔ
…3PL
from Nkoranza, 3SG.INA-there
nso
also

firi
na
wɔmo
from CONJ 3PL

nso
also

na
FOC

wɔmo
3PL

kɔɔ-eɛ
go-PST

‘… They are from Nkoranza, that is where they also come from, and they also
left.’
In this example, ‘wɔmo’ → [wɔmʊ] is used as the phonetic realisation of the 3rd
person plural animate pronoun wɔn.
[wɔɔmʊ]
O-firi
3SG.ANI-from

kuro yi-m
nanso ne
m-ma no
a
town DEM-inside CONJ 3SG.POSS PL-child DEF REL

ɔ-kɔ-wo-o
3SG.ANI-go-give.birth-PST

wɔɔmo
3PL

Nkran
Accra

no
DEF

yɛ-n-te
Twi
3PL-NEG-hear Twi

‘She is from this town but her children she gave birth to in Accra, they don’t
understand Twi.’
The variant ‘wɔɔmo’ → [wɔɔmʊ] is used as the phonetic realisation of the 3rd
person plural animate pronoun wɔn in this example.
[woomu]
N-saase no, woomu nyinaa, ye-n-nim
so
PL-land DEF, 3PL
all
3PL-NEG-know on
‘The lands, all of them they don’t know where it is’.
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This example has [woomu] as the phonetic realisation of the 3rd person animate
plural pronoun wɔn.
[wɔɔnʊm]
Mampõ-foɔ
sei
wɔɔnom nko ne
wɔmo
like.this 3PL
alone CONJ 3PL
Manpong-IDENTPL
‘Those from Mampong for instance, their language is different.’

kasa
language

In this construction, the 3rd person plural animate pronoun wɔn is phonetically
realised as ‘wɔɔnʊm’ → [wɔɔnʊm].
[ɔmʊ]
Accra, ɔmo-te
Twi paa
ɛna bebree
nso, ɔmo-te Gã
Twi DEG.ADV CONJ many
also, 3PL-hear Nkran
Accra, 3PL-hear
‘Accra, they really speak Twi productively, and many also speak Gã.’
The variant ‘ɔmo’→ [ɔmʊ] is used as the phonetic realisation of the 3rd person
plural animate pronoun in this example.
The variants used for ‘wɔn’ by the participants in this study are presented in
table 6.5.

Table 6.5: The forms used for ‘wɔn’ in the sample

*yɛn31
[wɔŋw]
[wɔnɪ]
[wɔnʊ]
[wɔmʊ]
[wɔɔmʊ]
[woomu]
[wɔɔnʊm]
[ɔmʊ]
Total

KwRC
50
18
17
1
2
0
0
0
54
142

KwAD
19
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
98
117

KwAnD
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
85
96

ASRC
43
0
0
0
19
5
1
2
30
100

ASAD
13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
111
124

ASAnD
10
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
84
95

The 3rd person plural animate pronoun, which occurs in the Akuapem and Asante
orthographies as wɔn (Dolphyne 1988:88), has different phonetic realisations in
the Kwawu rural community (KwRC), which include [wɔŋw], [wɔnɪ], [wɔnʊ],

31

My interest is in the phonetic realisation of wɔn, therefore this variant will not be considered here.
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[wɔmʊ] and [ɔmʊ] (ref. table 6.5). The phonetic realisation of wɔn as [wɔŋw],
[wɔnɪ] and [wɔnʊ] by these participants can be explained by referring to an
explanation that Dolphyne (1988:39, 109) gives as to how words with
phonological conditions such as wɔn are pronounced in the Asante variety. She
writes that it is only in Fante that /n/ occurs in word final position; therefore,
stem words which have the form CVn are pronounced in the Asante variety with
a tongue movement from the vowel sound towards a palatal nasal /ny/ or a
labialised velar nasal /ŋw/ depending on whether the vowel is front or back
respectively. This explains why the Kwawu variety, which has some similarities
with the phonology of Asante, has one of its variants for ‘wɔn’, which has the
back-mid vowel /ɔ/, as [wɔŋw]. Dolphyne further notes that the final nasal
consonant position /ny/ or /ŋw/ may not be reached where the vowel of the stem
is a non-high vowel, and as a result, the stem may end in a nasalised high vowel.
This condition, in my opinion, results in the realisations of the variants [wɔnɪ]
and [wɔnʊ], which do not necessarily replace the final nasal consonant with a
nasalised high vowel, but instead, insert a high vowel after the final nasal
consonant. Considering the number of occasions on which [wɔmʊ] was used by
these participants, the form [wɔmʊ] seems to have been borrowed from Asante
(ref table 6.5); and [ɔmʊ], in my opinion, may have originated from [wɔmʊ].
The overview in table 6.5 shows that the variant generally used by the Kwawu
second generation migrants was [ɔmʊ]; however, there was one occasion where
[wɔŋw] was used.
In the Asante community (ASRC), this variable also has different phonetic
realisations, namely [wɔɔnʊm], [wɔɔmʊ], [woomu], [wɔmʊ], and [ɔmʊ] (ref table
6.5). These variants can be related to each other in various ways. The realisation
[wɔɔnʊm] makes use of the plural suffix [-nʊm], which is usually suffixed to
kinship nouns (Dolphyne 1988:85); however, I have observed that some speakers
from the current generation used the suffix [-mʊ] in place of [-nʊm] in such
contexts. This means that you will hear people, especially young people, saying
[mι papamʊ] ‘my fathers’ and [mι maamιmʊ] ‘my mothers’ instead of [mι
papanʊm] and [mι maamιnʊm]. This can be related to the transition from
[wɔɔnʊm] to [wɔɔmʊ]/ [woomu]. The difference between [woomu] and [wɔɔmʊ]
is in the tongue root position of the vowels in the variants. The pronunciation
[wɔɔmʊ] has unadvanced vowels, whilst [woomu] has advanced vowels; these
variants differ from [wɔmʊ] in the vowel length. As I stated earlier, my
assumption is that [ɔmʊ] might have originated from [wɔmʊ] through the deletion
of the initial /w/ of this variant because I have observed that speakers of the
Asante variety occasionally pronounce words such as these without the initial
/w/. For instance, some speakers usually pronounce the word [wɔfa] ‘uncle’ as
[ɔfa], without the initial /w/.
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Like the Kwawu second generation migrants, the Asante second generation
migrants generally used [ɔmʊ], although there was one instance where [wɔmʊ]
was used.

6.3.2 The phonetic realisation of the progressive marker
The progressive marker, which occurs in the standard orthography of Akan as re, has different phonetic realisations in the different varieties of Akan. In the
Akuapem variety, however the pronunciation does not vary. The vowel is always
realised with the high front unadvanced vowel /ι/, therefore, the progressive
marker is pronounced as [rι], irrespective of the tongue root position of the vowel
in the stem. In Fante, the progressive marker has four allomorphs [ri], [rι], [ru],
[rʊ] because it harmonises with the vowel of the stem in both tongue root position
and lip rounding. Asante realises it as the lengthening of the vowel of the
preceding syllable (Dolphyne 1988:92, Osam 1994a:61, 2003:8). These
observations indicate the variation in the phonetic realisation of this variable in
Akan.
The following extracts illustrate examples of these realisations by the
participants.
Lengthening the vowel of the preceding syllable
O-o-twitwa
biribi
soro hɔ
3SG.ANI-PROG-cut something up
there
‘He is cutting something up there.’
In this example, the progressive marker is realised as the lengthening of the 3rd
person singular animate pronominal prefix o-, which precedes the verb twitwa
‘cut’.
Re- → [rɪ-]
Ɛno
nã
3SG.INA FOC
a
REL

a-hem-fo
PL-chief-PL

ɛ-so
3SG.INA-carry

no

koraa

DEF

EMPH

obi
a,
someone REL

baabi
PROG-go somewhere
re-kɔ

yɛ-de
si
3PL-take put

hɔ
there

‘That is what even when the chiefs are going somewhere, someone carries and
they put it there (for him to sit on).’
In this construction, the variant [rɪ-] is used as the phonetic realisation of the
progressive marker.
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The variants used for the ‘Progressive marker’ by the participants in both
Asante and Kwawu rural community and their respective second generation
migrants are presented in Table 6.6:

Table 6.6: Forms used for ‘Progressive marker’ in the sample

Lengthening of
vowel
[rɪ]
Not marked
Total

KwRC

KwAD

KwAnD

ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

103

40

44

61

43

33

6
0
109

0
0
40

0
1
45

0
0
61

0
2
45

0
0
33

As it can be observed from table 6.6, the participants in the Kwawu rural
community (KwRC) basically lengthened the vowel of the syllable that precedes
the position of the progressive marker to mark the progressive as, this has been
documented in the literature for the Asante variety. However, they also
occasionally used [rɪ], the variant which occurs in Akuapem for this variable. The
Kwawu second generation migrants (KwAD and KwAnD) only marked the
progressive by lengthening the vowel which precedes the position of the
progressive marker and there were a few instances where they did not mark the
progressive at all.
The participants in the Asante rural community (ASRC) and their second
generation migrants (ASAD and ASAnD) also lengthened the vowel of the
preceding syllable to mark the progressive (ref. table 6.6), this was documented in
the literature for the Asante variety (Dolphyne 1988:92, Osam 2003:8); however,
it must be pointed out that there were a few instances where, like the Kwawu
second generation migrants, the Asante second generation migrants did not mark
progressive.

6.4 LINGUISTIC PROCESSES INVOLVED
Having discussed the individual morpho-syntactic and phonological variables, I
will now try to take a broader view across these variables and isolate the processes
identified in the choice of variants used. The processes identified in the variants
used, especially by the second generation migrants for the morpho-syntactic and
phonological variables are: ‘maintaining the variant used in the rural community’,
‘mixing variants from different varieties of Akan’, and ‘levelling out variants
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which are demographically and regionally restricted’. As we realised for the
lexical variables in chapter 5, these processes adopted by the second generation
migrants to choose the morpho-syntactic and the phonological variants that they
use, can also be identified with the linguistic processes found in koineisation/ new
dialect formation as documented in the literature (Trudgill 1986a, Siegel 1985,
Siegel 1993, Trudgill, Gordon and Lewis 1998, Britain and Trudgill 1999,
Kerswill 2002a, Siegel 2001:176, Trudgill 2004, Meyerhoff 2006:239, Millar 2008,
Solheim 2009:194, Knooihuizen 2009). Furthermore, it has been observed in the
literature that there is extensive diversity, variability and levelling in the speech of
the second generation migrants, who fall under Trudgill’s second stage of new
dialect formation of the language in question in the new community (Trudgill
1986a, Siegel 1993: 108, Kerswill 2002a, Trudgill 2004:100-110, Millar 2008:242,
Solheim 2009:194, Knooihuizen 2009:486).
In discussing the individual linguistic process used by the second generation
migrants, I distinguished between the potential contexts in which a process could
take place, and the actual realisations (see appendix). Every variable, in which at
least one participant applied the process under consideration in the variant she
used, is considered as a potential context where the remaining participants – both
the participants in the rural communities and the second generation migrants in
Accra – could have applied that process as well. As a result of this, the potential
context is calculated as the number of contexts (i.e. variables) in which a
participant applied the process under consideration multiplied by the total
number of the participants. The actual realisation is the number of times that the
process was actually used by each group of participants as presented in the tables
in each section. As it was done in Chapter five, a Fischer’s exact test was used to
determine the relationship between the linguistic contexts of the group of
participants and their use of a particular linguistic process where necesssary.
Furthermore, an analysis of adjusted residual and percentage within columns
were employed to determine, which cell or cells contributed to the significance of
the outcome of the Fischer’s exact test. The outcome of these statistical analysis
is reported in the subsequent discussions.

6.4.1 Maintaining the variants used in the rural community (native
variety)
There is only one variable for which the variants used by both the participants in
the Kwawu and Asante communities were the same as those used by the
respective groups of second generation migrants in Accra. This variable is ‘the
syntatctic representation of the subject’. In addition to this, the Asante second
generation migrants used the same variant the Asante participants in the the rural
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community used for the ‘phonetic realisation of the progressive marker’ variable.
Tables 6.7a and 6.7b present the contexts all participants in the different linguistic
contexts, and the Asante participants maintained the variants used in their native
varieties for the morphosyntactic and phonological variables.
Since the contexts in which all the participants maintained the variants used
in their native variety was the same, no statistical analysis was employed.

Table 6.7a: Potential contexts and actual realisation of variables all participants in the
different linguistic contexts maintained the variants used in their native varieties

Context : 1 x 24 = 24
Actual realisation: 24 – 0 = 24
Kw
RC
Maintaining
variants used in
native variety

Kw
AD

KwA
nD

ASRC

ASA
D

ASAn
D

Total

4

4

4

4

4

4

24

Not
maintaining

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total

4

4

4

4

4

4

24

Table 6.7b: Potential contexts and actual realisation of variables the Asante
participants in the different linguistic contexts maintained the variants used in their
native varieties

Potential contexts: 1 x 12 = 12
Actual realisation: 12 = 0 = 12
ASRC

ASAD

ASAnD

Total

Maintaining variant
used in native
variety

4

4

4

12

Not maintaining

0

0

0

0

Total

4

4

4

12
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Considering, first of all, the variants used by the participants to syntactically
express the subject, it can be seen from the data (see table 6.1) that both the
participants in the rural communities and the second generation migrants
frequently used only a noun phrase or a pronoun to express the subject (bare
subject). In addition to this, all of the participants (i.e. both in the rural
communities and Accra) occasionally topicalised the subject by using a noun
phrase and a concord pronominal prefix, or a pronoun and a concord pronominal
prefix, and in some cases two full pronouns, in the same noun phrase, to express
the subject. These examples notwithstanding, there were a few instances where
they used various topicalisation strategies which involve the use of emphatic
makers to express the subject as illustrated in section 6.2.1.
The retention of these variants by the second generation migrants in Accra can
be attributed to the number of Akan varieties (or speakers) that use them.
Dolphyne (1988:88) and Osam (2003:4) have documented that using a noun
phrase and a pronoun concord in the same noun phrase to express the subject is
very consistent in the Bono variety. In addition, they write that the Fante variety
will sometimes use a noun phrase and a pronoun concord, and at other times will
use only a noun phrase or a pronoun to express the subject. My investigation has
also revealed that both the Kwawu and the Asante varieties frequently use only a
noun phrase or a pronoun and will occasionally use other topicalisation strategies,
which involve the use of a noun phrase and a concord pronoun in the same noun
phrase for this function. These observations are indications of the fact that using
a bare subject or a topicalised subject is a strategy followed by many varieties of
Akan and, as a result, these variants will be very readily available in the linguistic
melting pot of Accra where all of these different varieties of Akan can be found.
This in turn makes the accessibility of these variants to the second generation
migrants in Accra very high because there are no competitive variants.
In addition to both the Kwawu and Asante second generation migrants
maintaining the variants used in their native varieties to express the subject, the
Asante second generation migrants retained the same variant used by participants
in the Asante community for the phonetic realisation of the progressive marker.
They lengthened the vowel of the preceding syllable to mark the progressive. It is
worth noting that phonetically realizing the progressive marker as the lengthening
of the vowel of the preceding syllable is also the variant used in the Akyem variety
and in some inland Fante varieties such as Agona, although Agona uses an
intonation that is different from the Twi varieties. In addition, our investigation
indicates that the Kwawu variety also often uses this variant. This means that the
ability of the Asante second generation migrants to maintain this variant could
also be the result of the accessibility of it in Accra.
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In summary, the retention of these variants by the second generation migrants,
as I have discussed above, can be attributed to the number of Akan varieties (and
therefore speakers) who use it. In dialect contact scenarios, it has been observed
that generally, the variants which are common to the majority of the contributing
varieties, have the potential to be retained in the mix because there are more
conversational contexts in which this can take place (Trudgill 1986a:101,143,
Siegel 1993:115, Kerswill 2002a, Dyer 2002:109). Although this argument has
always been formulated with regards to which variants are retained during the
dialect levelling process where there is a reduction in the number of variants
available in the mix, it can also be applied in this context. It can be argued that in
a dialect contact scenario, the variant that is used by almost all the varieties which
come in contact with one another, will be retained by its native users because
there are no competing variants. This argument, especially, holds for the
‘syntactic representation of the subject’ variable in which the second generation
migrants’ ability to retain the variants used in their native variety: i.e. either a bare
NP or a topicalised NP, can be attributed to the fact that these variants are also
used by the other varieties of Akan. With regards to the ‘phonetic realisation of
the progressive marker’, the Asante second generation migrants are able to retain
the variants used in their native variety in the linguistic melting pot of Accra
because these variants are also used in other varieties of Akan and the competing
variants are in the minority. As Kerswill notes, there will be more acts of
accommodation involving the adoption of the majority rather than the minority
variants simply because there are more conversational contexts in which this can
take place (2002a). More importantly, we should bear in mind that, because these
variants are the variants used in the native varieties of these second generation
migrants, there is a high possibility of them having access to these variants from
their parents as well. This is noted from a comment made by one of the second
generation migrants who stated that every child in Accra is brought up with the
Akan variety spoken by his or her parent, but that they also hear people speaking
differently from what they know. Omdal also observes in his Hɸyanger study that
the first generation to be born and raised in Hɸyanger (i.e. the second generation
migrants) have a spoken language that, to a great extent, bears the imprint of their
parents’ dialect (1977:7). All these factors contribute to these second generation
migrants’ ability to retain these variants in their native varieties in the linguistic
melting pot of Accra.

6.4.2 Dialect mixing
Kerswill and Trudgill define dialect mixing as the coexistence of features with
origins in the different input dialects within the new community, usually because
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speakers have different dialect origins (2005). There are only a few cases where
some of the second generation migrants mixed in variants from other varieties of
Akan for the morpho-syntactic and phonological variables under consideration.
The variables that fall under this category are ‘inanimate pronoun’ and ‘the
syntactic representation of possession’. In table 6.8, I present the potential
contexts and the actual realisations of these occurrences.The potential context is
the number of contexts (i.e. variables) in which a participant mixed variants from
different varieties of Akan multiplied by the total number of participants. The
actual realisation is the number of the actual mixing of variants from other
varieties of Akan by each group of participants in the different linguistic contexts.

Table 6.8: Potential contexts and actual realisation of variables which the second
generation migrants mixed variants from different varieties of Akan

Potential contexts : 2 x 24 = 48
Actual realisation: 48 – 42 = 6
KwR
C

KwA
D

KwAn
D

0

0

1

0

Not
mixing

8

8

7

Total

8

8

8

Mixing

ASR
C

ASA
D

ASAn
D

Total

3

2

6

8

5

6

42

8

8

8

48

A Fischer’s exact test conducted between the group of participants in the different
linguistic contexts and the instances they mixed in variants from different varieties
of Akan for these variables yields a non-significant result ( p = 0.154).
As I discussed in section 6.2.4, the variant largely used by both the Asante and
the Kwawu second generation migrants for the inanimate pronoun was ɛ-/e-,
which is the variant used in their native varieties for this variable. There were,
however, traces of ɔ-/o-, the variant in Fante for this variable, among the variants
that a few of the second generation migrants used as the inanimate pronoun.
There were occasions where the Asante second generation migrants used
variants from other varieties in addition to those which exist in their native
variety, to express possession. The Asante variety expresses possession by using
only a noun phrase or a pronoun as we observed among the participants in the
Asante community. Some of the Asante second generation migrants, however, in
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addition to using only a noun or a pronoun to express possession, had occasions
where they topicalised the possessor by using a noun and a pronoun concord, or
a pronoun and a pronoun concord, in the same noun phrase to express possession
as it has been documented for other Akan varieties. There were also cases where
they topicalised the possessor by using strategies that involve the use of emphatic
markers. Expressing possession by using a noun phrase and a pronoun concord
in the same noun phrase is documented in the literature for Bono, Fante and
Akuapem (Dolphyne 1988:88). My investigation has also revealed that the
Kwawu variety occasionally expresses possession by topicalizing the possessor:
i.e. using a noun phrase and a pronoun concord or a pronoun and a pronoun
concord, in the same noun phrase, to express possession. These observations
indicate that topicalizing the possessor to express possession is a strategy that is
used in a number of Akan varieties. As a result, the Asante second generation
migrants could have it at their disposal in Accra where the speakers of all these
varieties can be found, and may mix it with the variant in their native variety.
Millar explains that mixing represents the initial linguistic state of a newly
settled territory. The pioneer generation, largely adult on their arrival in the new
settlement, will mainly adhere to the linguistic patterns of their place of origin. As
a result of this, the first native generation will inevitably grow up hearing a
considerable range of different forms of the imported language (2008:242) which
means that the speech of the first native-born speakers (i.e. the second generation
migrant) in the new community as documented will be characterised by extreme
variability both within and between individuals because these children have many
different linguistic models to aim at (Omdal 1977, Trudgill 1986a, Trudgill 1998,
Trudgill, Gordon, Lewis 1998, Trudgill et al 2000, Kerswill 2002a, Trudgill 2004,
Solheim 2009:194). The mixing of these morpho-syntactic variants by a few of the
second generation migrants indicates that these variants are coexisting with the
variants in their native varieties for these variables in the linguistic melting pot of
Accra. The variability in the variants they used for these variables, however, is
not as large as we would have usually expected among second generation
migrants in the process of new dialect formation. There are two schools of thought
for this development. One can argue that, since the variants that these participants
used are largely from their native varieties, they may be diverging from others by
accentuating the differences that exist between them and the minority groups of
Akan who use different variants from theirs. According to the speech
accommodation theory by Giles, divergence can be used by ethnic groups as a
symbolic act for maintaining their identity and cultural distinctiveness (Giles
1977:34 in Siegel 1993:106). Trudgill (2004:89) notes that, at the initial stage of
contact and mixing between adult speakers of different regional and social
varieties, rudimentary levelling takes place and this usually involves the
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elimination of minority, very localised, and traditional dialect features. Therefore,
it can also be argued that the minority variants of these variables have already
been levelled out in the first stage by the pioneer generation and, as a result, the
variants used by these participants have become the acceptable variants for these
variables in Accra

6.4.3 Dialect levelling
Torgersen and Kerswill (2004:24) define dialect levelling as the reduction of the
number of realisations of linguistic units found in a defined area, usually through
the loss of geographically and demographically restricted or ‘marked’ variants.
Following this definition, there were instances where the second generation
migrants levelled out some variants for some of the morpho-syntactic and
phonological variables under consideration. These variables are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The 3rd person singular animate pronoun
The phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural pronoun
The phonetic realisation of the progressive marker
The 3rd person possessive pronoun concord.

It is worth noting that all the second generation migrants levelled out some of the
variants used in the rural communities for ‘the 3rd person singular animate
pronoun’ and ‘the phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural pronoun’ to use the
same variant for these variables. In addition to these, the Kwawu second
generation migrants levelled out some of the variants used in the Kwawu rural
communities for ‘the phonetic realisation of the progressive marker’ and ‘the 3rd
person possessive pronoun concord’. Table 6.9 presents the potential contexts for
levelling by these participants and the number of actual levelling found in the data.
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Table 6.9: Potential contexts and actual realisation of variables which the second
generation migrants levelled out some of the variants used in the rural communities

Potential contexts : 4 x 24 = 96
Actual realisation: 96 – 48 = 48
KwR
C

KwA
D

KwAn
D

5

13

13

2

Not
levelling

11

3

3

Total

16

16

16

Levelling

ASR
C

ASA
D

ASAn
D

Total

8

7

48

14

8

9

48

16

16

16

96

A Fischer’s exact test was conducted to dertermine the association between the
group of participants in the different linguistic contexts and the instances of
levelling in the variants they used for these variables. It yields a highly significant
result (p < 0.001). This reveals that there is evidence that levelling out some of the
variants for these variables is dependent on the linguistic environment the
participants find themselves. Both the Kwawu second generation migrants in
Accra in neighbourhoods where Akan is dominant (KwAD), and in areas where
Akan is less dominants (KwAnD) have adjusted standardised residual of 2.7. This
value indicates that these participants have more levelling than would have been
expected merely on the basis of chance. The Asante participants in the rural
community (ASRC) have adjusted standardised residual of -3.3, which means
that this group of participants have extremely less cases of levelling than would
have expected merely on the basis of chance.
The variants used in both the Asante and Kwawu rural communities for ‘the
rd
3 person singular animate pronoun’ were ɔ-/o- and wɔ-/wo-, depending on the
tongue root position of the vowel in the verb stem; however, the second
generation migrants levelled out wɔ-/wo-, and used only ɔ-/o- . This can be
associated with two factors. First and foremost, according to the data wɔ-/wo-, is
a demographically minority variant: i.e. it is usually used by the elderly in the
rural communities. The variant used by the majority for this variable is ɔ-/o-. The
variants used by the young participants in the rural communities and even the
elderly participants have more occurrences of o-/ɔ- than wo-/wɔ-. Furthermore
the same variant is used in other varieties of Akan such as Akuapem, Akyem, and
Fante for this variable. As a result, it can be concluded that this variable has a
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higher representation in Accra where all the speakers of these different varieties
of Akan can be found. This development, therefore, makes this variant very
accessible to the second generation migrants in Accra. In addition, in the standard
orthography of Akan, wo-/wɔ is the pronominal prefix for the 3rd person plural
animate not singular. The variant for the 3rd person singular animate pronoun in
the standard orthography is ɔ-/o-. As a result, it is possible to assume that the
second generation migrants, having received at least some basic education in
Akan, are well informed about the variant to use for this variable.
The elderly participants in the Kwawu and the Asante rural communities used
different phonetic realisations for the 3rd person plural animate pronoun ‘wɔn’;
however, the young participants in these communities used almost the same
variant. The variants used in the Kwawu community were: [wɔŋw], [wɔnɪ],
[wɔnʊ], [wɔmʊ], and [ɔmʊ], and the Asante community used [wɔɔnʊm],
[wɔɔmɔ]/[woomu], [wɔmʊ], and [ɔmʊ]. Both the Kwawu and the Asante second
generation migrants in Accra, however, used [ɔmʊ] and levelled out all the others.
Using [ɔmʊ] as the 3rd person plural animate pronoun is observable in the Akan
variety spoken by the Akan residents of Accra, especially the younger generation.
Irrespective of their linguistic backgrounds, Akan migrants in Accra usually use
[ɔmʊ] for this variable. In Yankson (2009), I report on the use of this variants by
the respondents I used in that investigation. Of particular interest is one household
where the mother uses [wɔɲ] the variants in her variety for this variable, and her
children use [ɔmʊ]. I, therefore, conclude that the various phonetic realisations
of ‘the 3rd person plural pronoun’ ‘wɔn’ are undergoing change towards [ɔmʊ] in
Accra with the younger generation leading this change.
Another variable for which I observed some levelling taking place is the
phonetic realisation of the progressive marker. This was particularly observed
among the Kwawu participants. The variants used in the Kwawu rural
community for this variable were ‘the lengthening of the vowel of the syllable
which immediately precedes the position of the progressive marker’, and [rɪ]. The
Kwawu second generation migrants levelled out [rɪ] and used only the
lengthening of the vowel of the preceding syllable. Lengthening the vowel of the
preceding syllable to mark the progressive marker was also the variant mostly
used in Asante and Akyem varieties whose intonation the Akan variety spoken
in Accra adopt. For this reason, this variant stands a chance of being used in the
Akan variety spoken in Accra and, therefore, the Kwawu second generation
migrants will have more access to this variant in Accra than [rɪ]. It must be noted
that the young participants in the Kwawu community also levelled out [rɪ] and
used only the lengthening of the vowel of the preceding syllable and the Kwawu
elderly participants in the rural community had more occurrences of the
lengthening of vowel for this variable than [rι]. This development may be a
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possible influence of the Akyem ethnic group, who shares borders with Kwawu,
on the Kwawu variety.
The participants in the Kwawu rural community and the majority of the
Kwawu second generation migrants expressed possession by using only a noun
phrase possessor or pronoun possessor. Furthermore, they occasionally
topicalised the possessor by using a noun phrase and a pronoun possessor
concord, or a pronoun and a pronoun possessor concord, in the same noun phrase
to express possession. We observed that in the Kwawu community two variants
were used as the 3rd person pronoun possessor concord in situations where a 3rd
person (either a noun or pronoun) possessor is topicalised. These variants are the
3rd person possessive pronominal prefix ɛ-/e- and the 3rd person possessive
pronoun ‘ne’. Nonetheless, the Kwawu second generation migrants levelled out
the 3rd person possessive pronominal prefix ɛ-/e- to use only the 3rd person
possessive pronoun ne. This can be attributed to the fact that ne is used in almost
all the varieties of Akan as the 3rd person possessive pronoun and is, therefore,
very accessible to the second generation migrants. Furthermore, it is also the
variant used in standard Akan for this variable and it can therefore be assumed
that this variant is better known by the second generation migrants than the 3rd
person pronominal prefix ε-/e-, since they all have some basic education in Akan.
These factors make the 3rd person possessive pronominal prefix ɛ-/e- a restricted
variant and, hence, the potential variant for the second generation migrants to
level out.
In my discussion of the linguistic processes adopted by these participants in
the variants they used for the lexical variables in chapter five, I addressed the
systematic nature of the reduction of variants in the process of new dialect
formation, and stated that in determining who accommodates to who and,
therefore, which forms are retained and which are lost, demographic factors
involving the proportions of different dialect speakers are vital (Britain and
Trudgill 1999:246, Britain and Trudgill 2005: 184, Trudgill, Gordon, and Lewis
1998: 37, Mesthrie 1993:39). It was realised that usually, the form that survives
the levelling process, is the form that occurs in the majority of the contributing
dialects (and that is therefore used by the majority of the population), and that the
regionally restricted, stigmatised, and minority forms in the mix lose out (Trudgill
1986a:101, Siegel 1993:115, Mesthrie 1993:39, Britain and Trudgill 1999: 246,
Kerswill 2002a, Dyer 2002:109, Milroy 2002a:8, Torgersen and Kerswill 2004:24,
Trudgill 2004:89-93, Britain and Trudgill 2005: 184, Millar 2008: 242, Baxter et
al. 2009: 263, Knooihuizen 2009:486 ). This is also what happened with regards
to the variants that these second generation migrants used for the morphosyntactic and the phonological variables and which ones they levelled out. This
reflects Millar’s observation that forms that are too closely associated with a
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particular area or which are especially different from the usage of other speakers
represented in the community, may be replaced by more representative or less
idiosyncratic usage (2008). This type of levelling is attributed to short-term and
long-term accommodation between speakers in face-to-face interaction (Trudgill
1986a, Trudgill, Gordon, and Lewis 1998:37, Britain and Trudgill 1999: 245,
Kerswill 2002a, Kerswill 2002b: 188). When mutually intelligible but distinct
dialects come into contact, linguistic accommodation occurs. When this contact
is long-term, the accommodation can become routinised and permanent through
the process of koineisation (Britain and Trudgill 1999:245). Kerswill further notes
that when people speak different varieties in a new settlement, the dialect
differences are likely to be exploited consciously or passively as part of
accommodation. This can explain the mechanism behind the survival of the
majority forms in a koiné as there will be more acts of accommodation involving
the adoption of majority forms than minority variants simply because there are
more conversational contexts in which this can take place (2002a). This gives rise
to greater linguistic homogeneity in the region concerned in the sense that
distinctive dialect disappears (Milroy 2002a:7 and Kerswill 2002a).
One of the stages in the process of new dialect formation where levelling is
known to occur is the second stage (Trudgill 2004:89, 109, Kerswill 2002a,
Kerswill and Trudgill 2005, Millar 2008:242, Solheim 2009:194, Baxter et al.
2009: 263-4). Therefore the levelling out of variants by these second generation
migrants shows that in the process of new dialect formation, the Akan variety
spoken by these participants is at the second stage of new dialect formation.

6.5 CONCLUSION
With the exception of ‘the phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural pronoun’
and, to some extent, ‘the 3rd person singular animate pronoun’, I found no
significant differences in the variants that the second generation migrants in Accra
and the participants in the rural communities used for the morpho-syntactic and
the phonological variables discussed in this chapter. The variants used by the
participants in the rural communities for ‘the syntactic representation of the
subject’ are the same variants as those used by the second generation migrants in
Accra. In addition to this, the participants in the Asante community and their
second generation migrants in Accra used the same variants for the ‘phonetic
realisation of the progressive marker’. I attribute the ability of the second
generation migrants to retain the variants used in the native varieties for these
variables in the ethnic and linguistic diversity in Accra to the fact that these
variants are also used in other Akan varieties and, therefore, there are more
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conversational contexts within which these are used. In addition, because these
variants are the variants used in the native varieties of the second generation
migrants, there is a high possibility of the second generation participants having
access to these variants from their parents.
There are, however, a few cases of the second generation migrants mixing
variants from different Akan varieties, but this is not significant. These involve
the inanimate pronoun for both groups of second generation migrants and the
‘syntactic representation of possession’ by the Asante second generation migrants.
Although this mixing is not significant, it is an indication of the co-existence of
variants from different Akan varieties for these variables in the ethnic and
linguistic diversity of Accra.
The second generation migrants levelled out some of the variants used in the
rural communities for some variables. These are the ‘phonetic realisation of the
3rd person plural pronoun’ and ‘the 3rd person singular animate pronoun’. In
addition, the Kwawu second generation migrants levelled out some of the
variants used in the rural community for ‘the phonetic realisation of the
progressive marker’. The variants the second generation migrants levelled out are
those that can be described as regionally and demographically restricted. This
levelling creates some differences in the variants used in the rural communities
and those used by the second generation migrants for these variables. There is
variation (both inter- and intra- individual) in the variants used in the rural
communities, whereas, the second generation migrants are more homogenous in
the variants that they use in Accra for these variables.
The linguistic processes of the variants the second generation migrants used
for the morpho-syntactic and phonological variables selected for investigation,
especially mixing variants originating from different Akan varieties, and levelling
out demographically restricted variants, relate to the linguistic processes in new
dialect formation. The speech of second generation migrants, which represents
the second stage of the process of new-dialect formation, is characterised by
extreme variability and further levelling. As we have realised, however, there is
not much variability with regards to the variants these participants used for the
morpho-syntactic and phonological variables selected for study. Nonetheless,
there is levelling out of the minority variants for these variables, which is gradually
leading the variants used by these second generation migrants for these variables
towards a more homogeneous norm in Accra.
I realised that unlike in chapter five where the variants the second generation
migrants used for the lexical variables included variants which resulted from
contact with other languages in the linguistic melting pot of Accra, the variants
they used for the morpho-syntactic and the phonological variables did not reflect
such contact. Instead, all the variants they used are mainly a result of contact
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between the different varieties of Akan, which relate to the linguistic processes in
new-dialect formation/koineisation. This chapter has shown that there are
indications to suggest that new-dialect formation is well on its way in Accra.

CORRELATING EXTRA-LINGUISTIC PARAMETERS AND LINGUISTIC
PROCESSES

CHAPTER SEVEN

CORRELATING EXTRA-LINGUISTIC
PARAMETERS AND LINGUISTIC
PROCESSES

7.0 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, I will discuss the effects of the linguistic heterogeneity of Accra on
the linguistic processes used by the second generation migrants for the lexical, and
morpho-syntactic and phonological variables discussed in this study. As pointed
out in chapter three, Kerswill (1994:49, 50) notes that for the purposes of a
sociolinguistic study, finding a set of extra-linguistic parameters relevant to the
participant group is of crucial importance. He further points out that the majority
of urban sociolinguistic surveys, for instance Labov (1966) and Trudgill (1974a),
have focused on differences in age, sex, and social class as the extra-linguistic
parameters in investigating their participant group. As noted in chapter three, the
second generation migrants in Accra considered in this study for the lexical, and
morpho-syntactic and phonological variables discussed in chapters five and six,
were 16 females of similar age with similar education. Additionally, as we have
already observed, the participants were either Asante or Kwawu second
generation migrants. The aim of this homogeneity in the participants was to
control the linguistic variation that may have resulted from differences in age, sex,
educational status, and ethnicity. This, in turn, enabled me to monitor and
explain the variation I observed in the speech of these participants.
As I stated in chapter 3, section 3.9, the general consensus in the literature is
that the type of social networks of the individual influences his or her language
practices (Gal 1978a, L. Milroy 1987a, L. Milroy 2002b, Milroy and Milroy 1992,
Bortorni-Ricardo 1985, Kerswill 1994, and Milroy and Gordon 2003). An
individual’s social network is defined as the aggregate of relationships contracted
with others, a boundless web of ties which reaches out through a whole society
linking people to one another however remotely (Milroy and Milroy 1992, L.
Millroy 2002, and Milroy and Gordon 2003). The number and strength of ties
which bind an individual to others, are not easily determined, especially in a
socially and geographically mobile sectors of the economy (Milroy and Milroy
1985). Therefore, for practical reasons, research interest generally focusses on
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first-order network ties. The first-order network ties constitute those an individual
directly interacts with. Within the first-order zone, a distinction is made between
the strong and weak ties of everyday life: i.e. ties that connect friends and family
as opposed to those which connect acquaintances (Milroy 2002:550). Networks
constituted mainly of strong ties support localised linguistic norms and resist
pressures to adopt competing external norms. A person with a weak social
network is more exposed to competing external norms and therefore creates
conditions favourable to language change (Milroy 1980, L. Milroy 2002).
Furthermore, Kerswill (1994) suggests that there are qualitative differences
between networks. In many cases, these have to do with the differences in the
ethnicity or in a similar social parameter of the people an individual has social
contact with in his or her network, irrespective of the density or multiplicity of the
network. Gal (1978a) found in Oberwart, a bilingual village in Austria, that a
person’s use of Hungarian or German can be largely predicted by the degree to
which his or her social contacts can be regarded as ‘peasant’ or ‘worker’. The
‘peasant’ is associated with the use of Hungarian and the ‘worker’ with German.
Kerswill (1994) also suggests that among the Strill migrants in Bergen, Norway,
a difference that is clearly ethnic in character is likely to be relevant. A Stril
migrant’s use of a Stril or Bergen variant is influenced by whether his or her
contacts are predominantly Stril or Bergen. For migrant communities, therefore,
this extra-factor of the ethnicity of the social network, is likely to be decisive for
the speech of the individual.
Kropp-Dakubu (1997:57) has also observed that in an urban domain,
especially a linguistically mixed one such as Accra, a non-domestic social domain
of linguistic interaction such as work, church, school, and leisure activities
depends on networks of linguistic contacts that are not necessarily closely linked
with the networks of kin and affines.
Therefore, taking the linguistically mixed urban domain of Accra into
consideration and adapting to the social network approach as I discussed in
chapter three, the extra-linguistic parameter selected for investigation in the
current study is the participants’ ethnic and language contact in their informal
social network. As I noted in chapter three section 3.9, I define social network as
used in this parameter as those who participants directly interact with in their
households, neighbourhood, school, and in church, as they are the most
important social domains in Ghana. Secondly, participants’ contact with their
towns of origin where their ethnic varieties are spoken is also taken into
consideration. As already observed in chapter three, I obtained the information
on the participants’ ethnic and language contact in their social network by directly
questioning the participants during a semi-structured and free, informal
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conversational interviews.This means that the information I obtained for the
extra-linguistic parameter is qualitative in nature.

7.1 THE NEIGHBOURHOODS OF THE PARTICIPANTS
As I have already made known in chapters three, five and six, the second
generation migrants used for the investigation of the lexical, morpho-syntactic
and phonological variables selected for investigation in this study lived in two
different linguistic neighbourhoods in Accra. These are:
(a) Neighbourhoods where Akan is predominantly spoken
(b) Neighbourhoods where Akan is less spoken.

In chapters two and three I discussed the ethnic and linguistic neighbourhood of
Accra. The Location Quotient (QL) index calculated by Agyei-Mensah and
Owusu (2010) indicated that two different ethnic and linguistic neighbourhoods
can be identified in Accra: Akan dominant neighbourhoods and less Akan
dominant neighbourhoods. Secondly, the survey discussed in chapter four also
showed that some neighbourhoods of Accra have Akan as the dominant language
spoken in the streets, whilst others have other languages competing with Akan.
Based on Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010), the survey discussed in chapter four,
and by my own personal observations, the Akan dominant neighbourhoods
represented in the study are Dansoman and Alajo, and the less Akan dominant
neighbourhoods are Accra New Town, Kokomlemle, Teshie, and Achimota. All
these neighbourhoods traditionally belong to the Accra Metropolitan Area
(AMA). It must also be pointed out that, with the creation of new municipalities
and districts in the year 2012, Teshie now belongs to the Ledzokuku-Krowor
municipality, which is at the fringes of AMA.
What I gathered from my investigation is that in the neighbourhoods where
Akan is predominantly spoken, there are some pockets in the wider
neighbourhood where other languages are spoken. Similarly, Akan can also be
heard more in some pockets of the neighbourhoods where other languages are
predominantly spoken, especially with regards to Achimota. The immediate
neighbourhood of the participants used here, however, meet the linguistic
description required for the study. Due to the difficulty I encountered in getting
people to participate in this research, the selection of these neighbourhoods was
basically based on the neighbourhoods where the second generation Akan
migrants who fit the category I was looking for (i.e. female senior high school
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students, from Asante or Kwawu ethnic origin, as I have already described in
chapter three) and were willing to participate in the study, lived. The main
languages spoken in the neighbourhood were also taken into consideration. The
choice of these two linguistic neighbourhoods: Akan dominant and less Akan
dominant, was made in order to find out how they affected the Akan variety
spoken by the second generation migrants.

7.2 THE EXTRA-LINGUISTIC PARAMETERS
As I have already shown in chapter three, based on the ethnicities and languages
the participants are likely to be in contact with in Accra, the sub-parameters
considered under the broad extra-linguistic parameter the participants’ ethnic and
language contact in their informal social network are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Contact with English,
Contact with other local ethnic groups and languages,
Contact with other Akan varieties, and
Contact with the native Akan variety under consideration32.

A quantitative approach is required to enable a direct comparison between the
linguistic processes used by the individual participants and the pattern of their
ethnic and language contact in their social network to be made. Therefore, since
the information I obtained from the second generation migrants on these subparameters was qualitative in nature, there was a need to devise a means to
measure them so that I could examine possible links between the ethnic and
language contact patterns of the individual in her social network and the linguistic
processes she used. Milroy (1987a) had noted that, since a quantitative approach
is required in order to allow a direct comparison between the language of speaker
A and of speaker B, a means of measuring the language contact patterns in the
social networks of A and B is also needed so that we can examine possible links
with the variants (linguistic processes) used.
Adapting to the approaches used by Milroy (1987a) and Kerswill (1994) in
calculating the network scores of their participants, as I pointed out in chapter
three section 3.10.2, I constructed a scale with reference to the ethnic and
language contact pattern of the second generation migrants in their social network
for each of the four sub-parameters selected. The language contact patterns are
selected as criteria and points are scored for each of the criteria a participant fulfils.
32

There are situations where participants are from different sub-ethnic backgrounds of Akan, i.e. parents of
participants are from different sub-ethnic groups of Akan.
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Each individual is assigned a score at some point on the scale according to which
of the criteria she fulfils. These criteria are indicated at the end of the discussion
of each sub-parameter, and each scale is constructed on the basis of considerable
accumulated evidence from the criteria. The scores range from zero for someone
who fulfils none of the criteria, to maximum points for the sub-parameter in
question for participants who fulfil them all. None of the participants scored zero
and instances of the maximum points being scored was rare.
In measuring these sub-parameters, ethnic and language contact and language
use in the participant’s neighbourhood, educational setting, and church are taken
into consideration in the measures for sub-parameter (a), (b), and (c). In addition
to these, other factors are added in the measures of individual sub-parameters
where necessary. These will be made explicit in the discussions of the subparameters and the criteria used in quantifying them.

7.2.1 Contact with English
After establishing trade contact with the Gold Coast, the British colonial
government became more directly involved in the administration of the country
and, as a result, extended their influence and control beyond the coastal
communities. The impact of some of the various social, political, and
administrative institutions that were established by the British colonial
government on the spread and influence of English was immense. Because Ghana
had no common indigenous language which could serve as a national vehicular
language for all of the citizens, and also function as the language of government,
law, education, and social interaction at all levels, it was relatively easy for
English to penetrate various spheres of the life of the citizens throughout the
colonial period until Ghana became independent in 1957 (Owusu Ansah and
Torto 2013). As observed in chapter two, this led to the establishment of English
as the most prestigious and the only official language of the country and the
language of instruction in education. The policies affecting such official languages
affect the viability and the stability of other languages (Herriman and Burnaby
1996). As a result of this English now enjoys great prestige in Ghana, unlike the
other local languages, and is seen as the language of power and security. Saah
(1986) has already realised that in Ghana, competence in English gives the power
to exercise authority and it is key in one’s advancement in society. A person who
wants to feel secure learns English as it is one of the requirements for employment
in many areas. Guerini writes that, as a consequence, English is tied to the idea
of well-being, and to the economic development commonly associated to life in a
Western country (2007:6). As I noted in chapter two, many Ghanaians associate
English with modernity, and modernity with Accra. It is also worth noting that
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English is seen as a symbol of education and modernity in our part of the world,
and the city is very much tied to these qualities (Yankson 2009).
Accra plays host to all the multinational companies, financial institutions,
government agencies, NGOs, all types and levels of educational institutions, and
to all of the jobs and institutions associated with modernity. The language of the
people who have been employed to occupy prestigious positions in these
companies and institutions is English. They frequently use it in their working lives
both in the office and wherever they have to perform any official duty. It is also
very common for them to use it with colleagues outside official duties, even if
they share the same linguistic background. Furthermore, students at all levels of
education in Accra often prefer to use English when they meet their peers because,
as hinted by one of my second generation migrant participants, they can all speak
it. The use of English is, therefore, usually seen as an assertion of prestige based
on education, and economic and social class, which encourages its use.
Individuals who want to identify with such qualities in the city simply try to speak
the language associated with the learned no matter what the level of their
education is. This notwithstanding, there are occasions when speakers use it
because it has no implication of ethnic identity and hence has little, or at least far
less political salience, as noted in Kropp-Dakubu (2009). For all of these reasons,
many residents of Accra feel very comfortable using English as a lingua franca
when they are communicating with people who they do not know or share their
ethnic or linguistic background with. This means that the use of the English
language in Accra is not the preserve of the well-educated. Forson (1979:187)
makes an observation that there are some illiterate labourers and drivers in Accra
who have to use some form of English (usually Pidgin English) to be able to get
along. Huber (1999) identifies two main Pidgin English varieties in Ghana:
uneducated Ghanaian Pidgin English and educated Ghanaian Pidgin English.
The uneducated Ghanaian Pidgin English is the Pidgin variety spoken usually in
the streets of multi-ethnic urban areas as identified in Accra by Forson (1979).
The educated Ghanaian Pidgin English (also called students’ Pidgin English) is
spoken primarily by male students on the secondary and tertiary campuses and
also by the male products of these institutions. The speakers of the educated
Ghanaian Pidgin use it exclusively for their out-of-classroom communicative
needs and it also serve as in-group identity marker (Huber 1999 and Dako 2002).
English is therefore spoken in various degrees of fluency ranging from Pidgin to
the Standard Ghanaian English.
The Standard Ghanaian English can be described as a nativised variety of
English as observed in the early 1970’s by Sey (1973) and in recent times by Torto
(2013). Nativised varieties of English and French in other African countries,
specifically Cameroon, have been discussed extensively in Anchimbe (2014), who
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refers to it as indigenisation. Nativisation is a process of linguistic change in which
a foreign language becomes an integral part of the culture of a society which
employs it as an additional language whilst it still maintains many features of the
language as it is used by the native speakers. With this process, the foreign
language in question loses some of its native-like characteristics and acquires
some features of the languages present in the society into which it has been
introduced (Owusu-Ansah 1997). Torto (2013) has observed the nativisation of
English at the phonological level by the Educated Ghanaians and states that the
nature of the nativisation is the influence of indigenous languages on the
pronunciation of English words by Educated Ghanaians. The pronunciation of
Educated Ghanaian English is, therefore, obviously different from Received
Pronunciation (RP) spoken by the British, although the latter is supposed to be
the model aimed at in schools (Sey 1973).
Furthermore, it is usually very common for speakers to mix this nativised
variety with their ethnic languages or to switch back and forth between them
whilst speaking. This has been illustrated in previous studies (see Forson 1979,
Amuzu 2002, and Quarcoo 2012 for a detailed discussion on this). English, in all
of these forms, is widely heard in the streets of Accra.
In measuring the index scores for the sub-parameter ‘participant’s contact with
English in her social network’, linguistic repertoire and language used at home, is
added to the factors noted earlier in section 7.2, i.e. ethnic and language contact
and language use in the neighbourhood, educational setting, and church.

At home
Some of the participants mentioned English as one of the languages they speak at
home, even though both of their parents were Akan. Due to the prestige accorded
to English in Ghana, and the position it occupies in the Ghanaian educational
system, some parents insist on their children speaking English at home. OwusuAnsah and Torto have observed that this practice is adopted in order to improve
the children’s chances of receiving a good education and better prospects of
economic advancement (2013:71). This observation was confirmed by one of the
participants who observed that some parents prefer to use English with their
children at home in the hope that by doing this, their children will have good
grounding in the language which will enable them to perform better in school.
Furthermore, in homes where parents are from different ethnic background
and are elite, English may be used as the language of communication. This
practice was gathered from one of the participants, who lived with her Ewe
maternal grandmother, and stated that she communicates with her grandmother
in English because she (the participant) does not speak Ewe.
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Neighbourhood
Furthermore, some of the participants indicated that English is one of the
languages spoken in the streets of their neighbourhoods. From my data, these
neighbourhoods are mostly where Akan is the dominant language such as
Dansoman. One of my participants in this neighbourhood observed that, due to
the fact that some of the residents in the neighbourhood are not proficient in
Akan, they use English to communicate with the members of the neighbourhood
or mix the Akan they speak with English to facilitate their communication.
Another point that came up in my conversation with some of these participants
was that, because most of the youth in these neighbourhoods have some level of
education (from Junior high school upwards), they prefer to use English to
communicate with each other even if they have a common ethnic language that
they could have used. This is because they feel more comfortable communicating
in English than in Akan, and they also enjoy the prestige associated with the use
of the language. As a result, these participants mentioned English as one of the
languages they use to communicate with friends in their neighbourhood. In the
survey discussed in chapter four, the participants also mentioned English as one
of the languages widely spoken in the streets of their neighbourhood. The use of
English in the neighbourhoods of Accra as reported by these participants confirms
Kropp-Dakubu’s observation that English is one of the languages of wider
currency in Accra (1997:67). This is particularly observable in the educational
institutions, at the workplace, and the neighbourhoods of the elite.

At school
All of the participants in this study mentioned English as at least one of the
languages generally used in their educational environment and also one of the
languages they use with their school friends. Bodomo et al. (2009) have realised
that many school children in Accra communicate in English with friends even if
they share the same first language. This situation is not very surprising because,
as I have pointed out in the previous discussions in this section and in chapter
two, English occupies a very important position in the Ghanaian educational
system. It is a subject of study from primary one, and the only language of
instruction from primary four onwards (Anamoah-Mensah 2002). In private
schools, also known as international schools, these directives are not adhered to
and English is used as the language of instruction from the very beginning. Some
of these schools even forbid the pupil to speak the local languages and a pupil is
punished if he is caught doing so. All of these are attempts to enable the pupils to
have good proficiency in English. Teaching children at that early stage of
education in English is encouraged by the choice of English over the local
languages made by parents. Given the prevailing attitude that English-medium
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education is best (because of the good prospects it brings), it is not surprising that
parents opt for it in the belief that the earlier a child is exposed to instruction in
English, the better its chances of success in higher cycles of education will be
(Owusu-Ansah and Torto 2013). This attitude is facilitated by the fact that in
Ghana, one has to get at least a credit in English in order to move to the next stage
of the educational ladder i.e. from junior high school to senior high, and then
from senior high to tertiary. This is in consonance with Guerini’s (2007:2)
observation that admission to secondary and university education is impossible
without a good competence in the language officially adopted as the teaching
medium within the educational system.

In church
Finally, some of the participants mentioned English as one of the languages
generally used in their churches for teaching, preaching, and sending out notices.
Some of these churches run two services: one in English and the other in a local
language they consider important in the neighbourhood in order to reach out to
as many people as possible. Others also use interpreters to interpret from English
to the local language they consider necessary. In addition to this, some of the
participants mentioned that they use English for informal interactions with friends
outside the church service. Bodomo et al. (2009) have shown that in Accra more
children use English at church even when they are communicating with friends
with whom they share the same first language.These linguistic practices in the
churches are usually a result of the linguistic heterogeneity of Accra, and the
communicative demands of the interlocutors. Owusu-Ansah and Torto (2013:70)
note that some churches such as Methodist, Catholic, Anglican, and Charismatic
churches, in the urban areas, use English for the whole service or some parts of
the service (e.g. liturgical activities), due to the linguistic heterogeneity of the
environment. Furthermore, in their study of language use at Catholic Masses and
in informal social interactions by worshippers in Accra, Albakry and Ofori (2011)
found that English is used extensively and in different combinations with the
indigenous languages. They noted that in the multilingual urban environment of
Accra, both priest and worshippers make use of their linguistic resources
according to the communicative demands of the occasion.
The following are the criteria and the point(s) used to measure the subparameter Englishness of participant’s language contact in her social network. I
calculated a participant’s Englishness score by assigning her points for each of the
following criteria she fulfilled, as shown, the resulting index is cumulative.
Criteria and point: Range 0-11
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(a) Contact and language used at home
1 1 0 -

Participant mentions English as one of her linguistic repertoires.
Participant mentions English as one of the languages used at
home.
Participant does not use English at home.

(b) Contact and language use in neighbourhood
1 0 1 0 -

Participant mentions English as one of the languages used in her
neighbourhood.
English is not one of the languages used in participant’s
neighbourhood.
Participant mentions English as one of the languages she uses with
friends in the neighbourhood.
Participant does not use English with friends in her
neighbourhood.

(c) Contact and language use in educational settings
2 2 1 0 -

Participant mentions English as one of the languages used in her
educational settings.
Participant mentions English as the only language she uses with
friends in her educational settings.
Participant mentions English as one of the languages she uses with
friends in her educational settings.
Participant does not use English with friends in her educational
settings.

(d) Contact and language use in church
0.5 - Participant mentions that a bit of English is used in her church.
1 - Participant mentions English as one of the languages used in her
church.
0 - English is not one of the languages used in participant’s church.
2 - Participant mentions English as the only language she uses with
friends in church.
1 - Participant mentions English as one of the languages she uses with
friends in church.
0 - Participant does not use English with friends in her church.
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The Englishness of language contact in social network score for each participant
is given as follows:

KwAD
Participants:
Score:

BE
4

N
4.5

AN
5

B
11

CA
4

NA
4

SI
4

AK
9

Participants:
Score:

ES
4.5

SE
5

AD
8

AM
9

Participants:
Score:

JA
5

JE
5

SA
7.5

MA
8.5

KwAnD
Participants:
Score:
ASAD

ASAnD

With the exception of a few participants who have relatively high scores for their
Englishness index, almost all the participants have approximately the same score
(i.e. between the range of 4 and 5). This is because there seem to be only some
particular contexts where English is the norm for this group of participants. For
instance, all the participants reported English as one of the available languages in
their educational environment, that English is part of their linguistic repertoire,
and listed English as one of the languages they use with their friends in school. In
addition to this, almost 70% of them claimed that English is one of the languages
used in their church. Those who had higher scores reported using English at
home, in their neighbourhood, had English as the only language they use with
friends at school and also in church, or claimed that English is one of the
languages spoken in the streets of their neighbourhood. Participant B, one of the
Kwawu participants who lived in the environment where Akan is the dominant
language, for instance, has the highest Englishness score of 11. This participant
gave English as the only language she uses with friends in school and in church.
In addition to this, she also mentioned English as one of the languages in the
streets of her neighbourhood, the language she uses with friends in her
neighbourhood, and at home.
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7.2.2 Contact with other local languages and ethnicities33
As I noted in chapter two, the Ghanaian population is linguistically very
heterogeneous with a vast range of indigenous languages: Akan, Gã, Ewe,
Dangme, Dagbani, Kasem, Nzema, Dagaare-Wale, Gonja, Kusaasi, Frafra, and
many others. One cannot be certain about the number of languages spoken in the
country because there is no census data explicitly collected about language in
Ghana. More importantly, there is sometimes a conflict regarding which variety
can be classed as a distinct language, and which are to be considered as dialects
of the same language. For this reason, different authors (e.g. Lewis 2009, Guerini
2007, Kropp-Dakubu 2005a, and Agbedor 1996) cite different figures for the
number of languages spoken in the country. According to Kropp-Dakubu (2005a)
and Anyidoho and Kropp-Dakubu (2008), there are approximately 50 distinct
non-mutually intelligible indigenous languages in Ghana. Each of these
languages is usually tied to one ethnic group. Agyei-Mensah and Owusu (2010)
note that all ethnic groups indigenous to Ghana can be found in Accra.
Furthermore, Kropp-Dakubu (1997) gives a description of the multilingual nature
of Accra and further observes that, apart from Akan and English, there are dozens
if not hundreds of additional languages from all parts of Ghana and the subregions in the city, if we confine ourselves to the African population (KroppDakubu 2009:19). This indicates that there is a high possibility of the Akan second
generation migrants in Accra socialising with people from different linguistic and
ethnic backgrounds, in their homes (especially for those who use the compound
housing system), neighbourhoods, schools, churches, and other places of interest.
As a result of this, the other local ethnicity index focusses on participants’ contact
with other local ethnic groups and languages in Accra, and their use of any of
these languages. The factors that are taken into consideration in measuring the
index scores for this sub-parameter are the linguistic repertoire of participants,
the ethnicity of members of the participants’ household, and, in addition, the
‘ethnic and language contact and language use in the neighbourhood, educational
setting, and church, which were mentioned earlier.

At home
Due to the affordability of compound housing, many migrants in the city resort
to this housing type. As a result, it is quite possible to have migrants from different
linguistic background sharing the same house and, therefore, the compound. One
of the typical characteristics of the compound house is that activities such as
cooking, washing and the leisure activities of the residents are done on the

33
The other local languages and ethnicities refer to the other local ethnic groups and languages indigenous to
Ghana and does not include English.
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compound. It is therefore possible for the members of the household to come into
contact with each other’s language(s) on the compound. None of my participants,
however, mentioned using the languages of other ethnic groups at home, even
though there were some who shared or had shared a household with people from
different ethnic backgrounds through the compound housing system. During the
conversations I had with the participants, it was discussed that although the
members of their household from different linguistic background used their ethnic
languages with their kin in the household, the common language in the entire
household was Twi, and those who were proficient in Gã, sometimes used Gã.

Neighbourhood
When participants move out of their homes into the streets of their
neighbourhood, they are faced with the linguistically diverse nature of Accra, in
terms of the different languages spoken by the residents of Accra. As already
pointed out throughout this study, two linguistically different neighbourhoods
were selected for this study: Akan dominant neighbourhoods and less Akan
dominant neighbourhood, in order to find out whether these different
neighbourhoods affect the Akan variety spoken by the second generation Akan
migrants. Even in the neighbourhoods where Akan is dominant, participants in
these neighbourhoods reported that the other languages, especially Gã, could
sometimes be heard, though to a very minimal extent. In one of these
neighbourhoods, Hausa was also reportedly heard, but also on a very minimal
scale. As one would expect, in the neighbourhood where Akan is less dominant,
the participants came into contact with more of the other ethnic languages in their
neighbourhoods. The languages mainly reported by these participants included
Gã, Ewe and Hausa, followed by other minority languages, which these
participants could not name but usually referred to as ‘others’, implying that there
are many such languages. Some of the participants claimed that they did not have
friends in their neighbourhood, but those who did, had friends who came from
other ethnic backgrounds, usually from Gã and other Northern Ghana ethnicities
(i.e. people from the Gur language group). With regards to the languages
participants used with friends in the neighbourhood, none of the other ethnic
languages were used, with the exception of Gã which was mentioned by a few
people.

At school
The linguistic atmosphere of Accra is also felt, to some extent, in the educational
settings; i.e. from the nursery through to the senior high schools, where these
participants have been. Bodomo et al. (2009) show that the number of languages
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spoken by school children in Accra range from two to six. This is a reflection of
the multi-ethnic and multi-lingual nature of Accra in educational institutions.
This means that in educational institutions in Accra, members are in contact with
different languages and people from different ethnic backgrounds. Formal
interactions in the educational settings are, however, usually in English, and
English is sometimes also used in informal contexts as we have already seen in
section 7.2.1. However, participants reported situations where individuals used
their ethnic languages during informal interactions. These languages included Gã,
Hausa, Ewe, and Dangme. The only language among these that was mentioned
by a number of the participants as the other ethnic language they sometimes used
with their friends in the educational environment, was Gã. Nonetheless,
participants had some friends from other ethnic groups, which include Gã, Ewe,
Larteh (Guan), North (Gur), Dangme, and others.

In church
Albakry and Ofori (2011) have realised that all the major languages in Accra:
English, Akan, Gã, Ewe, (and also Dagaare, a Gur language), are used in
Catholic masses in Accra. From what the participants told me, however, the
linguistic diversity of Accra, especially with regards to the use of the local
languages, is not much felt in their church environment. The only other ethnic
language that the participant reported as one of the languages used during church
service was Gã, and even then, they usually said that ‘a little bit of it is used’. With
regards to the ethnic backgrounds of the friends they have in church, only Gã was
mentioned as the ethnic background of some of the friends they had in church by
a few of the participants. Furthermore, none of the participant used any other
ethnic language to communicate with friends in church.
The points and criteria for quantifying the sub-parameter ‘other local
languages and ethnicities of participants’ ethnic and language contact in their
social network’ are given as follows. I calculated a participant’s other local
ethnicity score by assigning her point(s) for each of the following criteria she
fulfilled, as shown, and the resulting index is cumulative.
Points for criteria. Range 0-23
(a) Linguistic repertoire
0.5
1
1
0

-

Participant is receptive in one other local language.
Participant is receptive in two other local languages.
Participant speaks one other local language.
Participant does not speak any other local language.
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(b) Ethnicity of members of participant’s household
4

-

3

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

Participant shares household with members of four other
ethnic groups
Participant shares household with members of three other
ethnic groups.
Participant shares household with members of two other
ethnic groups.
Participant shares household with members of one other
ethnic group
Participant does not share household with members of any
other ethnic group.

(c) Contact and language use in neighbourhood
1

-

0.5

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

A bit of two other local languages is heard in participant’s
neighbourhood.
A bit of one other local language is heard in participant’s
neighbourhood.
Two other local languages are used in participant’s
neighbourhood.
One other local language is used in participant’s
neighbourhood.
Participant did not mention any other local language being
spoken in her neighbourhood.
Participant mentions two other ethnic groups as ethnic origin
of friends in her neighbourhood.
Participant mentions one other ethnic group as ethnic origin of
friends in her neighbourhood.
Participant does not have friends from any other ethnic group
in her neighbourhood.
Participant mentions one other local language as the only
language she uses with friends in her neighbourhood.
Participant mentions one other local language as one of the
languages she uses with friends in her neighbourhood.
Participant does not use any other local language with friends
in her neighbourhood.
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(d)

Contact and language use in educational settings

3

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

3

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

1

-

0

-

(e)

Contact and language use in church

1

-

0.5

-

0

-

1

-

0

-

1

-

0

-

Participant mentions three other local languages as part of the
local languages used in her educational settings.
Participant mentions two other local languages as part of the
languages used in her educational settings.
Participants mentions one other local language as part of the
languages used in her educational settings.
Participant does not mention any other local language as part
of the languages used in her educational settings.
Participant mentions three other ethnic groups as ethnic origins
of friends in her educational settings.
Participant mentions two other ethnic groups as ethnic origins
of friends in her educational settings.
Participant mentions one other ethnic group as ethnic origin of
friends in her educational settings.
Participant does not have friends from other ethnic groups in
her educational settings.
Participant mentions one other local language as one of the
languages she uses with friends in her educational settings.
Participant does not use any other local language with friends
in her educational settings.

Participant mentions one other local language as one of the
languages used in her church.
Participant mentions that a bit of one other local language is
used in her church.
Participant does not mention any other local language as part
of the languages used in her church.
Participant mentions one other ethnic group as ethnic origin of
friends in church.
Participant does not have friends from any other ethnic group
in church.
Participant mentions that she uses one other local language
with friends in her church.
Participant does not use any other local language with friends
in church.
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The ‘other local ethnicity’ score for each participant is given as follows:
KwAD
Participants:
Score:

N
2.5

BE
2.5

AN
5

5.5

KwAnD
Participants:
Score:

NA
8

AK
8.5

SI
10.5

CA
11

ASAD
Participants:
Score:

AD
2.5

SE
3.5

ES
3.5

AM
6.5

ASAnD
Participants:
Score:

JE
6

JA
6

SA
8.5

MA
11

B

As can be expected, the participants living in the neighbourhoods where Akan is
less dominant (KwAnD & ASAnD) have higher ‘other local ethnicity’ index
scores than those living in Akan dominant neighbourhoods (KwAD & ASAD).
This can be attributed to the fact that the participants in the less Akan dominant
neighbourhood usually shared their household with members of other ethnic
groups, they had more contact with other ethnic languages in their
neighbourhood and also had friends from other ethnic backgrounds in their
neighbourhood. Secondly, these participants were usually multilingual in
English, Twi, Gã, and some of them had receptive competence in Hausa.
Furthermore, a few used the language of another ethnic group, usually Gã, with
their friends in their neighbourhood and when they were in school. This is not the
case, however, with the participants who lived in the Akan dominant
neighbourhood. The contact that these participants had with other ethnic groups
in their neighbourhood was very minimal, as little of the other ethnic languages
was reportedly heard in their neighbourhood. Again, over 60% of this group of
participants did not speak any other ethnic language and the rest, i.e. almost 40%
were only receptive in Gã and/or Hausa. The contact these participants had with
other ethnic groups was mainly in the educational setting, where they had friends
from other ethnic backgrounds. Participants AM and B among this group of
participants, for instance, had relatively high scores for this sub-parameter and
had a lot of friends from other ethnic groups in school. It is worth pointing out
that only participant AM shared a household with members of the other ethnic
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group (Gã), and therefore had the highest score for this parameter among this
group of participants.

7.2.3 Contact with other Akan varieties/ethnicities
As noted in chapter two, the Akan language group has been classified as
consisting of the Twi-Fante dialect cluster, the Anyi-Baule cluster and Guan
dialect cluster (Westermann and Bryan 1952). The term Akan34 is generally used
in Ghana as an umbrella term that covers the Twi-Fante dialect cluster, which is
made up of two major sub-varieties: Twi and Fante. Dolphyne and KroppDakubu (1988) note that the Fante variety has many sub-varieties; the main ones
include Anomabo Fante, Abura Fante, Gomua, and Agona. In addition to these
are Ekumfi, Iguae, Nkusukum, Breman (Osam 2003). Twi is also the broad term
that is used for the non-Fante varieties spoken by other sub-ethnic groups of Akan
such as Akyem, Akuapem, Asante, and Kwawu. With the exception of
Akuapem, the varieties spoken by Akyem, Asante, and Kwawu are very closely
related, with some differences mainly at the lexical and phonological levels, as we
saw in chapter five. There are also other varieties like Assin, Akwamu, Bono,
Ahafo, and Denkyira (Osam 2003).
Due to the influx of migrants from all part of the country to the capital,
speakers of all these varieties can be found in the capital; however, in the analysis
of the participants’ contact with other Akan varieties/sub-ethnic group of Akan
in their informal social network, the sub-varieties Akuapem, Asante, Akyem,
Kwawu, and the broad category Fante are considered. In addition to these, the
umbrella terms Twi and Akan are also considered where necessary. This is
because these are the varieties/sub-ethnic group or the terms that came up during
my conversations with the participants. It should be noted that in measuring the
index for the sub-parameter ‘participant’s contact with other sub-varieties of
Akan/sub-ethnic group of Akan in her social network’, the linguistic repertoire of
the participants and the Akan variety they speak with friends in the various
contact situations are not considered. This is because all of the participants
referred to the variety they speak either at home or with friends in the various
contact situations as Twi, which covers different sub-varieties, including their
native Akan sub-variety. More importantly, the Akan variety these participants
speak in Accra, which I discussed in the previous chapters five and six, indicate
that the ‘Twi variety’ these participants refer to as what they speak is a mixture of
everything, which includes the different varieties of Akan and English, with some
traces of Gã. As a result, it is impossible to consider it in this analysis which seeks
to uncover the cause of these mixtures. The factors considered for quantifying this
34

Akan is also used as an ethnic term for the speakers of these varieties.
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sub-parameter are the (a) sub-ethnic Akan group of members of participant’s
household (b) contact and the Akan variety used in neighbourhood (c) contact
and the Akan variety used in educational settings, and (d) Contact and the Akan
variety used in church.

At home
The linguistic heterogeneity of Accra is also seen in the members of different subethnic groups of Akan with whom participants shared a household. This is
particularly seen in the situation where participants are using the compound or
family housing system. Almost all of the participants who fell into this category
mentioned that they shared a household with members of other sub-ethnic Akan
who were not members of participants’ ethnic group. The sub-ethnic groups of
Akan mentioned by these participants were Akyem, Kwawu, Asante, and Fante.
In addition, some of the participants could not mention the particular sub-ethnic
group of Akan some members of their household belonged to, and therefore,
generally referred to them as members of Twi or Akan ethnic group.
It is worth pointing out that there were a number of the participants (about
37.5%) whose parents came from different sub-ethnic groups of Akan. Some of
the Kwawu participants’ parents were members of Kwawu and Akyem sub-ethnic
groups and the Asante participants also included those who had parents from
Asante and Kwawu sub-ethnic groups. As a result, there is the possibility of these
participants coming into contact with these different varieties at home. Both the
participants who used the compound or family housing system and those who
lived alone with their parents in a flat generally referred to the Akan variety
spoken in the household as Twi.

Neighbourhood
All of the participants generally referred to the Akan variety spoken in their
neighbourhoods as Twi. In addition to this, a few of the participants who lived in
Akan dominant neighbourhoods mentioned that Fante could also be heard in
their neighbourhoods to a certain degree. Participants’ contact with other subethnic group of Akan in Accra is also felt in the ethnic background of friends they
had in their neighbourhood. Their friends in the neighbourhood came from the
different sub-ethnic groups of Akan, which are Akyem, Asante, Akuapem, Bono,
and Fante. In addition, there were a few participants who generally referred to
the ethnic background of their friends as Twi, but could not specify the sub-ethnic
Twi group they belonged to.
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At school
English occupies a prestigious position in the educational system of Ghana as
already hinted in this study. It is a subject of study from the very beginning and a
medium of instruction from primary four. Ghana government, however, has
sponsored some Ghanaian languages to be used in education. These are Akan
(Akuapem Twi, Asante Twi, and Fante), Ezema, Ewe, Gã, Dangme, Gonja,
Kasem, Dagaare, and Dagbane. In the localities where these languages are the
major languages, they are the medium of instructions from primary one to three
and a subject of study from primary one to the Junior High School (i.e. from year
one to nine) where they are compulsory subject at the Basic Education Certificate
Examination (BECE). These Ghanaian languages are also studied as elective
subjects at the Senior High Schools, College of Educations and Universities
(Agyekum 2012, Anomoah-Mensah 2002). As a result, in addition to English,
other local languages as observed in the pervious section and different varieties of
Akan are used in educational institutions. Furthermore, there are members of the
educational institutions from different Akan sub-ethnic groups.
In the educational setting, participants referred to the Akan variety generally
used in the environment as Twi. However, a few specifically mentioned Akuapem
Twi because that is the variety they studied at school. It must be pointed out that
Akan, (i.e. the Twi-Fante dialect cluster), has three orthographies: Akuapem Twi,
Asante Twi, and Fante. The variety one studies at school, especially at the basic
and secondly school levels, depends on where one attends school. From the
interaction I had with my participants, I found that most of the schools in Accra
teach the Akuapem orthography. Others also mentioned Asante Twi and Fante
because they attended school in the regions where these are the varieties that
everyone speaks. In the educational environment, participants had friends from
the different sub-ethnic groups of Akan, which included Fante, Akuapem, and
Kwawu. Others also generally referred to the ethnic background of their friends
as Akan or Twi.

In church
In churches where Akan is used, the participants generally referred to this variety
as Twi. One of the participants, however, mentioned Akuapem Twi as the typical
variety used in her church. This participant attended the Presbyterian Church and
the missionaries who established this church settled on the Akuapem ridge due to
favourable weather conditions. They were also the missionaries who produced
the Akuapem orthography and this was done, primarily, to enable them to
produce liturgical and hymn books in the local language. Therefore initially, all
the reading materials for the church (Bible, liturgical books, and hymn books)
were in the Akuapem orthography. Due to the fact that the missionaries
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established themselves on the ridge, until recently, members of the Akuapem subethnic group were naturally known to be Presbyterians. Hence, it is not surprising
that this participant specifically mentioned Akuapem as the variety generally used
in her church in Accra. In church, participants generally mentioned Twi as the
sub-ethnic Akan background of their friends; however, a few specifically referred
to their friends as Akyem and Fante.
The points and criteria for the measurement for the sub-parameter
‘participant’s contact with other sub-varieties of Akan/sub-ethnic group of Akan
in her social network’ are given below. In situations where a participant was not
able to specify the sub-ethnic group of Akan her friends belonged to or the
particular Akan variety spoken in her neighbourhood but generally referred to it
as Twi or Akan, a score of 1 point is given. I calculated the other sub-variety/subethnicity of Akan score for each participant by assigning her points for each of the
following criteria she fulfilled, as shown, and the resulting index is cumulative.
Points for criteria. Range 0-21
(a) Sub-ethnic Akan of members of participant’s household
1

-

3

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

Participant mentions that she shares household with members
of Twi/Akan variety.
Participant shares household with members of three other
specific varieties of Akan, none of which is her native variety.
Participant shares household with members of two other
specific varieties of Akan, none of which is her native variety.
Participant shares household with members of one other
specific variety of Akan, which is not her native variety.
Participant does not share household with a member of any
other Akan variety.

(b) Akan variety used in the household
1

-

0

-

Participant mentions Twi as the Akan variety used in the
household.
Participant does not mention any Akan variety as one of the
laguages used in her household.
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(c) Contact and Akan variety used in the neighbourhood
1
0.5
2
1
0
1
2
1
0

- Participant mentions Twi as one of the language varieties used
in her neighbourhood.
- Participant mentions that a bit of Twi is spoken in her
neighbourhood.
- Participant mentions two other specific Akan varieties as part of
the language varieties used in her neighbourhood.
- Participant mentions one other specific Akan variety as part of
thelanguage varieties used in her neighbourhood.
- Participant does not mention any Akan variety (or Akan) as
part of the languages spoken in her neighbourhood.
- Participant mentions Twi as the ethnic origin of friends in her
neighbourhood.
- Participant mentions two other specific Akan varieties as the
ethnic origins of friends in her neighbourhood.
- Participant mentions one other specific Akan variety as the
ethnic origin of friends in her neighbourhood.
- Participant does not have friends from any other Akan variety
in her neighbourhood.

(d) Contact and language use in educational settings
1

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

1

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

Participant mentions Twi as one of the language varieties used
in her educational settings.
Participant mentions two other specific Akan varieties as some
of the languages used in her educational settings.
Participant mentions one other specific Akan variety as one of
the languages used in her educational settings.
Participant does not mention any other Akan variety as part of
the languages used in her educational settings.
Participant mentions Twi as ethnic origins of friends in her
educational settings.
Participant mentions two other specific Akan varieties as the
ethnic origins of friends in her educational settings.
Participant mentions one other specific Akan variety as the
ethnic origins of friends in her educational settings.
Participant does not have friends from any other Akan variety
in her educational settings.
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(e) Contact and language use in church
2

-

1

-

0

-

1

-

2

-

1

-

0

-

Participant mentions Twi/Akan or one other specific Akan
variety as the only language used in her church.
Participant mentions Twi/Akan or a specific Akan variety as
one of the languages used in her church.
Participant does not mention any Akan variety as part of the
languages used in her church.
Participant mentions Twi/Akan as the ethnic origins of friends
in her church.
Participant mentions two other specific sub-ethnic group of
Akan as the ethnic origins of friends in church.
Participant mentions one other specific sub-ethnic group of
Akan as the ethnic origin of friends in church.
Participant does not have friends from any other Akan ethnic
group in church.

‘Other Akan variety’ score for each participant is given as follows:

KwAD
Participants: BE
Score:
4

B
6

AN
6

N
7

KwAnD
Participants: NA
Score:
3.5

SI
6

CA
6.5

AK
9

ASAD
Participants: AD
Score:
5.5

ES
9

SE
9.5

AM
10

ASAnD
Participants: MA
Score:
2.5

SA
7

JE
7

JA
9.5

Generally speaking, there is not much difference between the participants living
in Akan dominant neighbourhood and those in Akan less dominant
neighbourhood with regards to their index scores for this parameter. With the
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exception of the Asante participants living in the Akan dominant neighbourhood
(ASAD), who have higher scores, the scores of the others are almost the same.
This is because the Asante participants in the Akan dominant neighbourhood
were able to refer to specific varieties spoken in their neighbourhood and
sometimes, in church, rather than generally referring to it as Twi. It is only in this
neighbourhood that some of the participants mentioned Fante, Akyem and
Asante as the varieties spoken in the streets. It will again be of interest to know
that it is only in this neighbourhood that one of the participants was able to
differentiate between Asante and Akyem, which are very closely related varieties,
with this statement ‘I am an Asante, we all speak Twi, but the Twi of the Akyem
is really pure’, an observation which has long been made in the literature by
Christaller who describes Akyem as the purest and the nicest dialect (of Akan)
(Christaller 1875: XII cited in Forson 1979:57). The observation made by this
participant indicates that the speakers of the sub-varieties of Akan in this
neighbourhood are in closer contact than the Akan dominant neighbourhood of
the Kwawu participants.
This notwithstanding, the majority of the participants, including those living
in less Akan dominant neighbourhood, shared a household with members of
other sub-ethnic Akan groups. It is worth noting that those living in the less Akan
dominant neighbourhoods, reported sharing a household with sub-ethnic groups
of Akan other than those in the Akan dominant neighbourhoods. 75% of the
participants living in a less Akan dominant neighbourhood reported that they
shared a household with other sub-ethnic Akan group, whilst only 50% of those
in the Akan dominant neighbourhood did. This may also be because there were
more participants who used a compound house in the less Akan dominant
neighbourhood than those in the Akan dominant neighbourhood. Secondly, all
of the participants reported that Akan could be heard in the streets of their
neighbourhood although it was less reported in the Akan less dominant
neighbourhood than it was in the Akan dominant neighbourhood as we have seen
in the previous discussions. It must be pointed out that participant MA, who had
the lowest index score of 2.5 for this sub-parameter, lived in a less Akan dominant
neighbourhood. Her lowest score for this parameter is an indication of how Akan
is less felt in her neighbourhood and her social network. In the educational
environments, all the participants reported that Twi could be heard in their
schools, with a few mentioning specific varieties like Akuapem and Fante. Most
of the participants who had friends in the various contexts under consideration
(i.e. neighbourhood, school, church) had some friends from other sub-ethnic
group of Akan, irrespective of whether they lived in Akan dominant or less
dominant neighbourhoods. It is of interest to note that the participant with the
lowest score of 4 among the Kwawu participants living in an Akan dominant
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neighbourhood generally had limited social contacts as she claimed she didn’t like
too much friendship.

7.2.4 Contact with native Akan variety/ethnicity
In the midst of the ethnic and linguistic diversity of Accra, participants had
contact with members of their own sub-ethnic group of Akan in addition to the
contacts they had with people from other ethnic and sub-ethnic backgrounds, as
discussed above. The native Akan variety index, therefore measures the
possibility for participants to have contact with their native Akan variety, mainly
through the contacts they have with members of their sub-ethnic group in their
informal, social networks in Accra. It also takes into consideration participants’
contact with their towns of origin where the actual variety is spoken. The factors
considered in the measurements for this sub-parameter are the (a) ethnic origin of
participant’s parents, (b) ethnic origin of members of participant’s household, (c)
ethnic contacts in neighbourhood, (d) ethnic contacts in educational setting, (e)
ethnic contacts in church, (f) contacts with ethnic association(s) in Accra, and (g)
participants’ contacts with or visits to their towns of origin. With the exception of
participants’ towns of origin where, there is no doubt that their native Akan
variety is spoken, one cannot be sure whether the members of the participants’
sub-ethnic group of Akan in their social network in Accra speak their native Akan
variety as it is spoken in their towns of origins, although there is that possibility.
None of the participants observed specifically that she speaks her native variety
with any of these people but rather generally referred to the variety they speak as
Twi. As a result, the linguistic repertoire of participants and the Akan variety
they use with the people in their informal social network are not considered here.

At home
There are inter-marriages between the sub-ethnic groups of Akan and between
Akan and other ethnic groups. It is therefore common to come across children
who are offspring of parents with different language backgrounds (see also KroppDakubu 1997: 58). 62% of both the Asante and Kwawu participants in this study
had parents who come from the same sub-ethnic group of Akan, i.e. participants
whose parents were either both Asante, or both Kwawu. Participants’ contact
with members of their sub-ethnic group of Akan in the linguistically and
ethnically diverse environment of Accra is much more felt at the household level.
In addition to their parents, some of the participants lived with their grandparents,
aunts and uncles who are from the linguistic background of interest in this study.
These participants were usually those using the family housing system; there are
two of such participants each among the Asante and Kwawu participants. The
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majority of the participants who were using the compound housing system also
had non-relative members of their household from the same sub-ethnic
background as theirs.

Neighbourhood
When participants move out of their homes, the contact they have with members
of their sub-ethnic group may decrease depending on the language situation in
their neighbourhood. In the neighbourhood, participants reported having little or
no direct contact at all with members of their sub-ethnic group. There was only
one participant each from the Asante and Kwawu participants, who mentioned
that they had friends from their sub-ethnic backgrounds in their neighbourhood.

At school
Similarly, in the educational setting, participants’ contact with members of their
ethnic background was very minimal. Only two participants each from the subethnic groups under consideration mentioned Asante or Kwawu as part of the
ethnic background of their friends in school.

In church
In church, none of the Kwawu participants had friends who were Kwawu and
only two of the Asante participants mentioned that some of their friends in church
were Asante.

Ethnic association
From the conversations I had with my participants, I realised that the ethnic
associations in Accra are mostly attended by the elderly. Not all of my
participants had any knowledge about their ethnic association in Accra and the
few who knew about them stated that they are attended by their parents. Only
one of the participants claimed that she had attended one with her aunt.

Contact with towns of origin
Kropp-Dakubu observes that in Ghana, a person’s claim to come from a certain
place, or in other words their claim to a town of origin (referred locally as
‘hometown’), does not necessarily refer to that person’s birthplace nor to a place
of protracted residence, but rather signals cultural or political allegiance to a
polity. It is possible, though not usual, to ‘come from’ a place to which one has
never been. Such an allegiance is usually viewed as a natural function of kinship.
Since this ‘hometown’ is associated with a language, we would expect to see a
strong but absolute relationship between the two (1997: 49, 50). This observation
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was confirmed by my participants as 37.5% of them had never visited their towns
of origin but hoped to do so soon or when they had grown up. In addition, others
had been in their towns of origin once, twice or thrice. Only a few (18.75%) had
continuous contact with their towns of origin. One of these participants had
stayed with her grandmother in her town of origin for about a year and a half and,
from our discussion, I understood that the father had purposely sent her there to
improve her proficiency in her native Akan variety.
The points and criteria for quantifying the sub-parameter ‘participant’s contact
with her native Akan variety are now given. I calculated the native Akan variety
score of each participant by assigning her points for each of the following criteria
she fulfilled, as shown, the resulting index is cumulative.
Points for criteria. Range 0-11
(a) The ethnic origin of parents
2

-

1

-

Both parents are natives of the Akan variety in question
(Asante or Kwawu).
One parent is a native of the Akan variety in question (Asante
or Kwawu).

(b) Members of participant’s household
`

2

-

1

-

0

-

Participant lives with grandparents, parents, (and uncles) who
are natives of the Akan variety in question.
Participant shares household with other members of her native
Akan variety who are not relatives.
Participant does not share household with other members of
her native Akan variety except her parents.

(c) Contact in neighbourhood
1

-

0

-

Participant has friend(s) who are members of her native Akan
variety in her neighbourhood.
Participant does not have friends who are members of her
native Akan variety in her neighbourhood.

(d) Contact in educational settings
1

-

Participant has friend(s) who are members of her native Akan
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0

-

variety in her educational settings.
Participant does not have friends who are members of her
native Akan variety in her educational settings.

(e) Contact in church
1

-

0

-

Participant has friend(s) who are members of her native Akan
variety in church.
Participant does not have friends who are members of her
native Akan variety in church.

(f) Contact with ethnic association in Accra
1
0

-

Participant frequents ethnic association meetings.
Participant does not attend ethnic association meetings.

(g) Contact with town of origin
3

-

2
1
0

-

Participant lived in town of origin for one year and six months
at some point in her life.
Participant has visited town of origin five times or more.
Participant has visited town of origin twice or more.
Participant has visited town of origin once or never.

The native variety score for each participant is presented as follows:
KwAD
Participants: BE
Score:
4

N
4

AN
5

KwAnD
Participants: AK
Score:
2

NA
3

SI
3

CA
4

ASAD
Participants: AM
Score:
2

AD
3

ES
5

SE
7

ASAnD
Participants: SA
Score:
2

JA
3

JE
3

MA
7

B
5
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The Kwawu participants living in the Akan dominant neighbourhood (KwAD)
have a slightly higher score for the native variety index than those in the less Akan
dominant neighbourhood (KwAnD). This is as a result of two main factors.
Firstly, the parents of all the Kwawu participants in the Akan dominant
neighbourhood were both ethnically Kwawu. In addition to that, participants BE
and B visited their towns of origin regularly. Participant BE attended boarding
school in the Kwawu region and had also visited her town of origin regularly with
her parents, and participant B shared a household with Kwawu relatives and had
visited her town of origin with family members annually for the past six years.
Though participants N and AN had never visited their town of origin, they shared
a household with their grandparents, aunts and cousins, and parents. With the
exception of CA, all of the participants in the Akan less dominant neighbourhood
had parents with different language backgrounds; hence, only one of their parents
was ethnically Kwawu. Secondly they had visited Kwawu only once or twice.
Participants NA and SI shared a household with members of the Kwawu ethnic
group who were not relatives, but AK did not have any Kwawu member in her
household with the exception of her mother.
The Asante participants in the different linguistic environments had relatively
similar scores. With the exception of ES, both parents of all the participants in the
Akan dominant neighbourhood were ethnically Asante. Although ES had parents
from different ethnic backgrounds (Asante and Kwawu) she lived with
grandparents and uncles who were ethnically Asante and had direct contact with
members of the Asante ethnic group in her neighbourhood. This resulted in her
having a relatively high score for this index. SE, who had the highest score, shared
household with members of the Asante ethnic group who were not relatives, she
had friends who were ethnically Asante in her neighbourhood and in church, had
visited her town of origin on three occasions and had attended boarding school in
the Ashanti region. Although both parents of AM were ethically Asante, she had
never visited her town of origin. Furthermore, her contact with other members of
Asante in Accra was limited to the household where some of the occupants were
Asante. These factors resulted in her having a low score for this parameter.
The parents of two of the Asante participants in the Akan less dominant
neighbourhood (MA and JE) were both Asante and the other two (SA and JA)
had parents from different ethnic groups. MA, who had the higher score, had
stayed with her grandmother in her town of origin for a year and a half in order
to attend school there and some of her friends in her church in Accra were
ethnically Asante. SA, who had the lowest score, did not stay with her parents
but rather with her maternal grandmother who was Ewe. However, before she
came to live with her grandmother, she was living in her father’s family home
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with some of Asante relatives, this was the only direct contact she has had with
Asante in Accra.
Since I have been able to assign each of the second generation migrants a
numerical score for each of the sub-parameters selected, we can now examine the
effect of the variable ethnic and language contact in participants’ social network
on the linguistic processes (variants) they used.

7.3 CORRELATING THE EXTRA-LINGUISTIC PARAMETERS
AND LINGUISTIC PROCESSES – LEXICAL VARIABLES
At this point, I will try to correlate the index scores of the participants’ ethnic and
language contact and language use in their informal social network discussed in
section 7.2 with the linguistic processes adopted by the participants, focussing on
the processes they used for the lexical variables as discussed in chapter five. The
linguistic processes, which will be considered in this correlation are (a) English
borrowing, (b) Gã borrowing and inter-language forms between Gã and Akan, (c)
mixing variants from different varieties of Akan, (d) using typical variant from
native variety, (e) inter-dialect forms, and (f) levelling. Each of these processes
will be correlated with one of the particular index scores of ethnic and language
contact in participants’ social network that is of interest and this will be
exemplified in the correlations. It should be pointed out that in all of the
correlations, the index scores of the participants’ ethnic and language contact and
use in their social networks are correlated with the number of instances that
participants adopted that linguistic process in a total of 31 lexical variables
considered in this study.

7.3.1 English borrowed words
We showed in chapter five that the second generation migrants more frequently
used English borrowed words in the lexical variants they used for the picture
naming task than the participants in the rural communities did. It is worth noting
that some of the second generation migrants were more ready to do the picture
naming task in English than in Akan. However, I insisted that my interest was in
the Akan variant they use in Accra for the items presented. Nonetheless, there
were some items for which almost all the second generation migrants in Accra
used English borrowed words with the claim that they did not know the Akan
variant for those items or that the English equivalent was what they used in Accra.
The items that fall under this category are plate, cup, bucket, towel, and bowl. It
should be pointed out that with regards to bowl, all of them assimilated their
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pronunciation into the phonology of Akan and therefore pronounced it as [bo:].
In addition to these, there were other items for which some of the participants
used English borrowed words. The number of English equivalents used by the
participants therefore differs from one participant to the other.
In order to find out if the contact they had with English in their social networks
in Accra has any influence on the number of occasions they used English
borrowed words in the task, a scattergram was drawn and Spearman’s rank order
correlation for bi-variate data was carried out to measure the correlation between
their English index scores i.e. the contact they had with English in their social
networks and the contexts in which they used English, and the number of
instances they used English borrowed words for the 31 items presented for the
task. The result indicates that there is a moderate positive relationship between
the English index scores and the number of instances that English borrowed
words were used by the second generation migrants (rs (16) = 0.473, p (two-tailed)
= 0.064). This shows that the contact the participants have with English and their
use of English in their social networks does not have much effect on how
frequently they used English borrowed words.
The English index scores and the number of instances participants used
English borrowed words, and a scattergram showing the correlation between
these two variables, are presented in table 7.1 and graph 7.1 respectively.

Table 7.1a English Index scores of the second generation migrants and the instances
they used English borrowed words: Akan dominant neighbourhood

English index
scores
English
borrowed
words

BE

N

AN

B

ES

SE

AD

AM

4

4.5

5

11

4.5

5

8

9

9

7

8

11

9

10

14

9
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Table 7.1b: English index scores of the second generation migrants and the instances
they used English borrowed words: less-Akan-dominant neighbourhoods

English index
scores
English
borrowed
words

CA

NA

SI

JA

JE

SA

MA

AK

4

4

4

5

5

7.5

8.5

9

10

6

9

5

12

11

9

13

Tables 7.1a and 7.1b show that participants in Akan-dominant neighbourhood
have slightly higher English index scores than those in the less-Akan-dominant
neighbourhood. This is a result of the fact that those living in the Akan-dominant
neighbourhood usually reported English as one of the languages spoken in the
neighbourhood. This situation is not usually the case, as reported by those in the
less-Akan-dominant neighbourhood. However, there was not much difference in
the number of instances these participants used English borrowed words for the
variables presented for investigation, as indicated by the outcome of the
correlation. This can be attributed to the unavailability of Akan words for some
items to these city dwellers due the linguistic environment they find themselves
in. This situation compels them to resort to the use of English equivalents,
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irrespective of how often they come into contact with English in their social
networks. One of the participants commented that ‘in Accra we don’t know the
Akan words for many things and therefore we resort to the use of English words’.
This concern was also raised by a few of the participants for the questionnaire
survey discussed in chapter four. Though this may be a genuine concern for many,
as we saw in section 7.2 , an individual’s attitude towards English and the local
languages may also play a role in which variant (Akan or English), they choose
to use.

7.3.2 Gã borrowed words/interlanguage forms between Gã and
Akan
Though I specifically asked the second generation migrants to give me the Akan
variants they use in Accra for the items presented for the task, a few of them used
Gã words and forms that can be described as interlanguage forms between Gã
and Akan. They included akutu ‘orange’, the only Gã word in the data. In
addition to this, were the interlanguage forms frɔ and sikle, which a few of the
participants used for ‘stew’ and ‘sugar’ respectively, as pointed out in chapter five.
Since akutu is a Gã variant and frɔ and sikle have some influence from Gã, it could
be expected that participants who have a lot of contact with Gã or other ethnic
groups in their social networks would use these variants. The use of these variants,
however, seems to be scattered among the participants with no particular
reference to the contact they have had with other ethnic groups in their social
network. A scattergram and Spearman’s rank order correlation for bi-variate data
conducted indicate that there is a near-zero correlation between participants
contact with other ethnic groups in their social networks and the Gã borrowed
words or interlanguage forms between Gã and Akan they used (rs (16) = 0.023, p
(two-tailed) = 0.933). This means that in my data set participants’ contact with
other local ethnic groups in their social networks has no influence on the use of
Gã borrowed words or interlanguage forms between Gã and Akan.
The ‘other ethnicity’ index scores of participants and the number of instances
that they used Gã borrowed words and interlanguage forms, and a scattergram
showing the correlation between these two variables, are presented in table 7.2
and graph 7.2 respectively.
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Table 7.2a: Other local ethnicity index scores of the second generation migrants and
the instances they used Gã borrowed words and inter language forms between Gã and
Akan: Akan dominant neighbourhoods

BE

N

AN

B

ES

SE

AD

AM

Other local
ethnicity scores

2.5

2.5

5

5.5

3.5

3.5

2.5

6.5

Ga words/
interlanguage
forms

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

Table 7.2b: Other local ethnicity index scores of the second generation migrants and
the instances they used Ga borrowed words and interlanguage forms between Ga and
Akan: less-Akan-dominant neighbourhoods

CA

NA

SI

AK

JA

JE

SA

MA

Other local
ethnicity scores

11

8

10.5

8.5

6

6

8.5

11

Ga words/
interlanguage
forms

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0
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It is worth noting that all the participants, who used the full Gã word, live in
Akan-dominant neighbourhoods, whilst those in the less-Akan-dominant
neighbourhoods used the interlanguage forms between Gã and Akan. However,
none of the participants in the Akan-dominant neighbourhood speaks Gã
productively. Two of them reported having receptive competence in Gã and the
other does not speak it at all. Secondly, only one of those in the less-Akandominant neighbourhood speaks Gã productively, and the remaining participants
do not speak Gã. Therefore these variants may be available in the linguistic
melting pot of Accra for use by the residents without necessarily being determined
by the languages or ethnicity of those individuals have contact with in their social
networks, as the correlation indicates.

7.3.3 Mixing variants from other Akan varieties
Dialect mixing is defined as the coexistence of features with origins in the different
input dialects within the new community, usually because speakers have different
dialect origins (Kerswill and Trudgill 2005). As noted earlier in chapter five there
were instances where the second generation migrants mixed in variants from
other varieties of Akan in addition to variants from their own Akan varieties. For
instance, some of the Kwawu second generation migrants used the variants
[moko] ‘pepper’, [ιntrʊwa] ‘garden eggs’, and [pããnʊʊ] ‘bread’, which belong to
Fante, Akyem, and Fante/Asante varieties respectively. Some of the Asante
second generation migrants also used the variants [aŋkaadwʊa]35 ‘lime’, [esikyire]
‘sugar’, [akoŋŋua] ‘chair’ [ιntɔrιwa] ‘garden eggs’ and [brodo] ‘bread’ which are
variants
in
Akyem/Kwawu,
Fante,
Akuapem,
Kwawu,
and
Akuapem/Akyem/Kwawu respectively. This is an indication that these varieties
of Akan are coexisting in the linguistic environment of Accra and that the contacts
the second generation migrants have with these varieties in their social networks
may necessitate their use of these variants. A scattergram and Spearman’s rank
order correlation for bi-variate data were run to determine the correlation between
participants’ contacts with the different varieties of Akan in their social network
and their use of variants from other varieties of Akan. The results indicate that
there is a very weak positive correlation between the contact that participants have
with the different varieties of Akan in their social network and the use of variants
from other varieties of Akan (rs (16) = 0.181, p (two-tailed) =0.502). This means
that in my dataset, the contacts participants have with other varieties of Akan or

35
The variant used especially by the elderly is [aŋkaadwιaa] but in the Kwawu community, the young participants
used [aŋkaadwʊa], which is also used by the second generation migrants in Accra.
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members of other sub-ethnic groups of Akan in their social networks, have little
or no influence at all on their use of variants from other varieties of Akan.
The ‘other variety/ethnicity of Akan’ index scores of the second generation
migrants and the instances they used variants from other Akan varieties, and a
scattergram showing the correlation between these two variables, are presented in
table 7.3 and graph 7.3 respectively.

Table 7.3a: Other Akan variety/ethnicity index scores of the second generation
migrants and the instances they used variants from other Akan varieties: Akan
dominant neighbourhoods

BE

N

AN

B

ES

SE

AD

AM

Other Akan variety
/ethnicity index scores

4

7

6

6

9

9.5

5.5

10

Variants from other
Akan varieties

3

2

2

3

2

3

3

7

Table 7.3b: Other Akan variety/ethnicity index scores of the second generation
migrants and the instances they used variants from other Akan varieties: less-Akandominant neighbourhoods

CA

NA

SI

AK

JA

JE

SA

MA

Other Akan variety /
ethnicity index scores

6.5

3.5

6

9

9.5

7

7

2.5

Variants from other
Akan varieties

1

4

3

3

4

0

3

2
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This observation is an indication of the availability of variants from different
varieties of Akan to these participants in the linguistic melting pot of Accra as a
result of the coexistence of the different Akan varieties in Accra. Hence, the use
of these variants by the second generation migrants is not dependent on the direct
contacts they have with other varieties of Akan or members of the sub-ethnic
group of Akan in their social network. Instead, it seems that these variants are
available in the linguistic melting pot of Accra and the participants get to use
them.

7.3.4 The use of typical variants from participants’ native varieties
In addition to all the different types of variants that the second generation
migrants used, are variants which are typically from their native Akan varieties.
There are some Asante second generation migrants who used some variants
which are typically Asante and these included [aŋkæætwadιε] ‘lime’, [nyaadʊwa]
‘garden eggs’, [εta] ‘ small pestle’, [kwantιrι] ‘ladle’ and [aŋkaa] ‘orange’. Some of
the Kwawu secondly generation migrants also used the variants [brɔfrε] ‘papaya’,
[εntɔrιwa]/[ιntɔrιwa] ‘garden eggs’ and [mfεnsιrι] ‘window’, which are typically
Kwawu variants. The assumption is that the use of such variants in Accra by these
participants was the result of the contact they have had with their native Akan
variety through the contact they have with members of their sub-ethnic group of
Akan and their towns of origin. A scattergram and Spearman’s rank order
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correlation for bi-variate data were, therefore, conducted between participants’
native Akan variety index scores of their social network and the instances that
they used these variants. The results indicate that there is a weak positive
correlation between participants’ contact with their native variety or members of
their sub-ethnic Akan group in their social network and their use of typical
variants from their native varieties (rs (16) = 0.356, p (two-tailed) = 0.177). This
indicates that, although the correlation between these two variables is positive, an
increase in the native variety index score of these participants does not necessarily
increase their use of typical variants from their native variety.
The ‘native Akan variety’ index scores and the instances of typical native
variety variants used by the second generation migrants, and a scattergram
showing the correlation between these two variables, are presented in table 7.4
and graph 7.4 respectively.
Table 7.4a: Native variety index scores of the second generation migrants and the
instances they used typical variants from their native variety: Kwawu participants

Native variety index
scores
Typical variants from
native variety

BE

N

AN

B

AK

NA

SI

CA

4

4

5

5

2

3

3

4

2

1

2

0

0

1

1

0

Table 7.4b: Native variety index scores of the second generation migrants and the
instances they used typical variants from their native variety: Asante participants

Native variety index
scores
Typical variants from
native variety

AM

AD

ES

SE

SA

JA

JE

MA

2

3

5

7

2

3

3

7

1

1

4

2

2

1

3

3
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These findings show that the access these participants had to these variants and
their abitlity to use them is not so much dependent on how often they came into
contact with members of their native sub-ethnic group in their social networks.
Nonetheless, it is an indication that in the midst of the linguistic heterogeneity of
Accra, participants were in contact with some of the typical variants of their native
Akan varieties to some extent. This is not very surprising because these
participants lived with parents, relatives and other members of their sub-ethnic
groups, who may use these variants.

7.3.5 Inter-dialect forms
Inter-dialect forms are forms which were not actually present in any of the dialects
contributing to the mixture but which arise out of interaction between them
(Trudgill 2004, Kerswill and Trudgill 2005, Millar 2008). The inter-dialect forms
used by the second generation migrants are mainly forms which resulted from the
interactions between the Twi varieties and Fante. For instance, one of the major
inter-dialect forms used by the second generation migrants is [meko] which results
from the interaction between the Twi variant [mæko] ‘pepper’ and /e/, which
occurs in Fante before syllables with the vowels /i/, /u/ and /o/, an environment
where the Twi varieties have /æ/ as explained in chapter five. This process is also
observed in the inter-dialect form [edwarιε] which results from the interaction
between the Kwawu variant [ædwarιε] ‘bathroom’ and the Fante /e/.
Furthermore, there is another inter-dialect form [ekutuo] which is the
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combination of the Fante variant [ekutu] and the nominal suffix /-o/, which
occurs in the Asante, Akyem and Kwawu varieties. One would therefore expect
that the second generation migrants’ direct contacts with the different Akan
varieties in their social network contribute to the use of these inter-dialect forms.
As a result, a scattergram and Spearman’s rank order correlation for bi-variate
data were run between participants ‘other Akan variety/ethnicity’ index scores of
language contact in their social network and the inter-dialect forms they used. The
result indicates, however, that there is a very weak inverse correlation between
these two variables (rs (16) = -0.183, p (two-tailed) = 0.498). This indicates that
the participants’ direct contact with other Akan varieties in their social network
has little or no influence on the interdialect forms they used. Although the inverse
relationship indicates that the higher the index scores of participants’ ‘other Akan
variety/ethnicity’, the less inter-dialect forms they use, this relationship is very
weak in the sense that a higher index score in ‘other Akan variety/ethnicity’, does
not necessarily call for a decrease in the use of inter-dialect forms by these
participants.
The ‘other Akan variety’ index scores of the second generation migrants and
the instances they used interdialect forms, and a scattergram showing the
correlation between these two variables, are presented in table 7.5 and graph 7.5
respectively.
Table 7.5a: Other Akan variety /ethnicity index scores of the second generation
migrants and the instances they used interdialect forms: Akan dominant
neighbourhoods

BE

N

AN

B

ES

SE

AD

AM

Other Akan variety
/ethnicity index scores

4

7

6

6

9

9.5

5.5

10

Interdialect forms

2

2

2

5

0

4

1

1

Table 7.5b: Other Akan variety /ethnicity index scores of the second generation
migrants and the instances they used interdialect forms: less-Akan-dominant
neighbourhoods

CA

NA

SI

AK

JA

JE

SA

MA

Other Akan variety /
ethnicity index scores

6.5

3.5

6

9

9.5

7

7

2.5

Interdialect forms

4

2

2

2

2

1

0

2
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Since the majority of the inter-dialect forms result from interaction between the
Twi varieties and Fante, I carried out another correlation between participants’
contact with Fante in their social network with their use of these inter-dialect
forms. The result again indicates that there is a weak inverse correlation between
participants direct contact with Fante in their social networks and their use of
these variants (rs (16) = -0.264, p (two-tailed) = 0.324). Participants who reported
less contact or no direct contact at all with Fante in their social networks, used
more inter-dialect forms that involve Fante than those who had some contact with
Fante in their social network. However, this correlation is weak, which means
that a lower score in Fante index score does not necessarily call for an increase in
the use of the inter-dialect forms by these participants.
The Fante index scores and the inter-dialect forms used by the second
generation migrants, and a scatter gram showing the correlation between these
two variables, are presented in table 7.6 and graph 7.6 respectively.
Table 7.6a: Fante index scores of the second generation migrants and instances they
used interdialect forms: Akan dominant neighbourhoods

Fante index scores
Interdialect forms

BE
0
2

N
0
2

AN
0
2

B
0
5

ES
3
0

SE
1.5
4

AD
0
1

AM
3
1
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Table 7.6b: Fante index scores of the second generation migrants and instances they
used interdialect forms: less-Akan-dominant neighbourhoods

Fante index scores
Interdialect forms

CA
1
4

NA
0
2

SI
0
2

AK
0
2

JA
3
2

JE
0
1

SA
1
0

MA
0
2

These results indicate that inter-dialect forms like those used by these participants
are not determined by the participants’ contacts with the input Akan varieties in
their social network, but rather, I can conclude that these variants are available to
the participants in the linguistic melting pot of Accra.

7.3.6 Variants generally used in the Twi varieties/Levelling
I have shown that the second generation migrants used different types of variants;
however, the variants largely used by them are those used in almost all the Twi
varieties. As pointed out in our discussions of these variants in chapter five, in the
situation where participants have alternative variants in their native variety, some
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of these participants have levelled out those variants which are typical to their
native varieties in order to use the variants of wider communication. For instance,
consider the typical Asante variants for, ‘small wooden pestle’ [ɛta], ‘bread’
[pããnʊʊ], ‘stew’ [abomuu] and ‘cloth’ [ɪntɪma]; the majority of the Asante second
generation migrants levelled out these variants and used [tapoli], [brodo], [frɔιε]
and [ιntʊma]/[εntʊma], which are mainly used in other Twi communities such
as Akyem and Kwawu, and in some cases Akuapem. Furthermore, the elderly
participants in the Kwawu communities used [adæmædwa] ‘kitchen stool’ and
[akentennwa] ‘table chair’; however, both the Asante and Kwawu second
generation migrants used the generic terms [akonnwa]/ [ækonnwa], the variants
in the Twi varieties, specifically Akyem, Asante and Kwawu, for both items. I
assumed that the second generation migrants’ ability to use the variants
commonly used in the Twi varieties resulted from the contact they have had with
the Twi varieties and members of the Twi sub-ethnic groups in their social
networks. Hence, a scattergram and Spearman’s rank order correlation for bivariate data were run between participants’ use of the variants generally used in
the Twi varieties and the contact they have had with Twi varieties/members of
the Twi ethnic groups in their social network. The result indicates that there is a
very weak inverse correlation between these two variables (rs (16) = -0.133, p (twotailed) = 0.624), which means that there is little or no influence of participants’
direct contact with the Twi varieties/ethnicities in their social networks on the
generally Twi variants they used. This is an indication that the the variants that
are generally Twi that these participants used for the variables presented for
investigation is not determined by their language contact in their social networks.
Instead, it impliest that these variants are available in the overall linguistic
environment of Accra.
The participants’ Twi index scores and the instances they used general Twi
variants, and the correlation between these two variables are presented in table
7.7 and graph 7.7 respectively.
Table 7.7a: Twi index scores of the second generation migrants and instances they
used variants that are generally Twi variants: Akan dominant neighbourhoods

Twi index scores
Generally Twi variants

BE
7
13

N
10
14

AN
10
13

B
10
15

ES
10
11

SE
14
11

AD
7.5
8

AM
8
12
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Table 7.7b: Twi index scores of the second generation migrants and instances they
used variants that are generally Twi variants: less-Akan-dominant neighbourhoods

Twi index scores
Generally Twi variants

CA
8.5
12

NA
5.5
13

SI
8
14

AK
10
8

JA
8.5
11

JE
9
10

SA
7
13

MA
8.5
11

7.4 CORRELATING EXTRA-LINGUISTIC PARAMETERS AND
LINGUISTIC PROCESSES - MORPHO-SYNTACTIC AND
PHONOLOGICAL VARIABLES
I have identified only a few linguistic processes in the variants used by the second
generation migrants with regards to the morpho-syntactic and the phonological
variables selected for the study. These are (a) maintaining the variant used in their
native variety, (b) dialect mixing, and (c) levelling. These linguistic processes
adopted by the second generation migrants have resulted from the contact they
have had with the different Akan varieties in Accra but not with other ethnic
groups or languages. As a result, the social parameters considered in this section
are the contact the participants have had with their native Akan variety, and other
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Akan varieties in their social network. It is worth pointing out that the type of
variants the second generation migrants used for the selected morpho-syntactic
and phonological variables were rather uniform despite their native Akan variety
or other Akan varieties index scores of language contact in their social network.
Nonetheless, I will try to correlate the participants’ contact with Akan varieties,
either native or other, in their social network, with their use of these linguistic
processes to find out if their direct contact with these varieties in their social
networks has any effect on the processes they used.

7.4.1 Maintaining the variant(s) used in native varieties
As pointed out in chapter six, there is only one variable for which the variants
used by both the participants in the Kwawu and Asante communities were the
same as those used by the respective groups of second generation migrants in
Accra. This variable is ‘the syntactic representation of the subject’. Both the
participants in the Asante and Kwawu rural communities frequently expressed
the subject with a noun phrase or pronoun and occasionally topicalised the subject
by using a noun and a concord pronoun in the same noun phrase to express the
subject. As we observed in chapter six, these strategies were also used by all of the
Asante and Kwawu second generation migrants to express the subject. In addition
to this, the Asante second generation migrants used the same variant the Asante
participants in the the rural community used for the ‘phonetic realisation of the
progressive marker’ variable.
As explained in chapter six, the ability of the second generation migrants to
maintain these variants in their native varieties in Accra may not only be as a
result of the contact they have had with their native Akan varieties but also the
contact they have had with the different varieties of Akan which also have these
variants. I noted in chapter six that it has been documented in the literature that
the Bono variety consistently expresses the subject by using a noun and a pronoun
concord in the same noun phrase. In addition, the Fante variety frequently
expresses the subject by using a noun or a pronoun and occasionally uses both a
noun and a concord pronoun in the same noun phrase (Dolphyne 1988:88, Osam
2003:4). Phonetically realising the progressive marker through the lengthening of
the vowel that precede the position of the progressive marker occurs in all the Twi
varieties with the exception of Akuapem. My investigations indicate that this
variant also occurs in some Fante varieties such as Agona although Agona uses a
different intonation. One can, therefore, conclude that the second generation
migrants’ ability to maintain the use of these variants in Accra results not only
from the contact they have had with their native Akan variety in their social
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network, but also from the contact they have had with the other Akan varieties,
that reinforced the continued use of these variants36

7.4.2 Mixing variants from different varieties
There are a few of the morphosyntactic variables that some of the second
generation migrants used variants from different varieties of Akan. In chapter
three section 3.8.1 and chapter six section 6.2.4, I have discussed that the Twi
varieties use e-/ε- as the inanimate pronoun and some Fante varieties use o-/ɔ- for
this function. However, some of the second generation migrants, in addition to
using e-/ε-, which is the variant in their native variety, also used the Fante variant
o-/ɔ- as the inanimate pronoun. Furthermore, I noted that the Asante variety
expresses possession by using only a possessive noun phrase or a possessive
pronoun. However, all the Asante second generation migrants, in addition to
expressing possession by using only a possessive noun or pronoun, occasionally
expressed possession by topicalizing the possessor, which is the variant used in
other Akan varieties such as Bono, Fante, Akuapem and Kwawu as we realised
in chapters three and six. I can, therefore, expect that the mixture of these
morpho-syntactic variants from different varieties of Akan by these participants
results from the contact they have with other Akan varieties in their social
network.
A scattergram and Spearman’s rank order correlation for bi-variate data were
conducted between participants’ use of morpho-syntactic variants from other
Akan varieties and the contact they have with other Akan varieties and ethnicities
in their social networks. The result indicates that there is a near-zero correlation
between these two variables (rs (16) = 0.059, p (two-tailed) = 0.828). This means
that there is little or no effect of participants contact with other Akan varieties and
ethnicities in their social networks and the use of morphosyntactic variants from
other Akan varieties.
The ‘other Akan variety/ethnicity’ index scores of the second generation
migrants and the instances they used morphosyntactic variants from other Akan
varieties, and a scattergram showing the correlation between these two variables
are presented in table 7.8 and graph 7.8 respectively.

36
Correlation analysis between the participants’ language contact in their social network and their ability to
maintain the variants used in their native varieties for these variables, however, was not run because all the second
generation migrants maintained these variants in their respective native varieties irrespective of the index scores of
language contact in their social networks.
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Table 7.8a: Other Akan variety/ethnicity index scores of the second generation
migrants and instances they used morphosyntactic/ phonological variants from other
Akan varieties: Kwawu participants

Other Akan variety/ethnicity
index scores
Variants from other Akan
varieties

BE

N

AN

B

AK

NA

SI

CA

4

7

6

6

9

3.5

6

6.5

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

Table 7.8b: Other Akan variety/ethnicity index scores of the second generation
migrants and instances they used morphosyntactic/ phonological variants from other
Akan varieties: Asante participants

Other Akan
variety/ethnicity index
scores
Variants from other Akan
varieties

AM

AD

ES

SE

SA

JA

JE

MA

10

5.5

9

9.5

7

9.5

7

2.5

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1
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These outcomes of the correlations suggest that the variants the participants used
from different varieties of Akan are available in the linguistic melting pot of Accra
and the participants can use them irrespective of the direct contact they have with
the different varieties of Akan in their social network.

7.4.3 Levelling
We realised in chapter six that there are some morpho-syntactic and phonological
variables for which the second generation migrants levelled out some of the
variants used by the participants in the rural communities. All the second
generation migrants levelled out some of the variants used by the participants in
the rural communities for two variables: the 3rd person singular animate pronoun
and phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural animate pronoun. The variants
used by the participants in both the Asante and Kwawu rural communities for the
3rd person singular animate pronominal prefix were ɔ-/o- and wɔ-/wo-. The second
generation migrants, however, levelled out wɔ-/wo- and used only ɔ-/o-. As
explained in chapter six, this can be attributed to the fact that o-/ɔ- is the most
popularly known variant and is used in all of the varieties of Akan mentioned in
this study and it is also the variant in standard Akan. Secondly, the wo-/wɔvariant for this variable can be considered as a demographic minority variant in
the sense that it was used by only the elderly participants in the rural community.
The second generation migrants’ use of o-/ɔ- for this variable in Accra can be
attributed to the fact that it is the majority variant and the variant mainly used by
the younger generation for this variable. The participants in both the Asante and
Kwawu rural communities used different variants for the phonetic realisation of
the 3rd person plural animate pronoun, which occurs in the orthography as ‘wɔn’.
These are presented in table 7.9.

Table 7.9: The phonetic realisation of ‘wɔn’ by participants in the rural Asante and
Kwawu communities

Asante rural
community
[wɔɔnʊm]
[wɔɔmʊ]
[woomu]
[wɔmʊ]
[ɔmʊ]

Kwawu rural
community
[wɔŋw]
[wɔnʊ]
[wɔnι]
[wɔmʊ]
[ɔmʊ]
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Nonetheless, all the second generation migrants used [ɔmʊ] and levelled out all
the other variants used by the participants in the rural communities, irrespective
of their native variety and ethnicity index scores. It must be pointed out that the
young participants in both the Asante and Kwawu rural communities, like the
second generation migrants in Accra, mainly used [ɔmʊ]. The use of this variant
by the second generation migrants in Accra may be as a result of age grading since
all the second generation migrants used this variant regardless of the index score
of their language/ethnic contact in their social network.
In addition to these variants, the Kwawu second generation migrants again
levelled out some of the variants used by the participants in the Kwawu rural
community for the phonetic realisation of the progressive marker. Participants in
the Kwawu community used [rι] and the lengthening of the vowel that precedes
the position of the progressive marker. The Kwawu second generation migrants,
however, levelled out [rι] and used only the lengthening of the vowel that precedes
the position of the progressive marker to mark the progressive aspect. The
lengthening of a vowel for this purpose is the variant mainly used by the Asante
and the Akyem varieties whose intonation the Akan variety spoken in Accra
adapts. The Kwawu second generation migrants’ use of these variants is a result
of adapting to the variant of wider communication in Accra for this variable.
Due to the fact that all the second generation migrants levelled out the same
variants irrespective of the index scores of language contact in their social
network, no correlation analysis was performed.

7.5 CONCLUSIONS
The linguistic behaviour of the second generation participant groups is almost the
same with regards to the linguistic processes they adopted for the variables
selected for this study irrespective of the direct contact they have with particular
ethnic groups and languages in their social networks.The outcome of the
correlation analysis between the linguistics processes used by the participants and
the index scores of ethnic and language contact in their social networks ranges
between moderate to zero correlations. This is an indication that participants’
direct contact with particular language varieties and ethnic groups in their social
networks has little or no effect on the linguistic processes they adopted. This
seems to suggest that the variants, which fall under the linguistics processes, used
by these second generation Akan migrants is the characteristics of the Akan
varieties spoken in Accra and therefore can be described as the off-the-shelf
changes in the Akan variety spoken in Accra. Off-the-shelf changes are often
highly visible and hence easily borrowed. As a result, one does not require
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repeated exposure and regular social interaction with a particular language or
group of people to acquire them (Eckert 2003, Milroy 2007). Milroy (2007:152)
writes that off-the-shelf changes are relatively freely available to appropriately
position social actors as stylistic and social resources, regardless of the structure
and location of the primary social networks. Cheshire et al. (2011) add that such
variants are highly ‘available’ and, linguistically speaking, simple to acquire, as a
result, face-to-face contact will not be a necessary condition for people to acquire
them. These observations made by Eckert and Milroy can be associated with the
variants that were used by the second generation migrant participants. The use of
English loans, for instance, is higly observable in the Akan variety spoken in
Accra by Akan migrants as we observed in the survey discussed in chapter four.
The respondents in that survey indicated that Akan migrants use a lot of English
elements in the Akan variety they speak in Accra. This is attributed to the fact
that the Akan migrants in Accra, especially the youth, do not know the Akan term
for many items. This observation was also confirmed by some of the second
generation migrants during the conversational interviews I had with them. If that
is the case, then it can be concluded that English borrowed words, such as those
used by these participants, are freely available and therefore one does not require
direct contact with English in his or her social network before one can use them.
Secondly, we have also observed in chapter five that the vowel shift involving
the use of the Fante /e/ in the environment where the Twi varieties have /æ/,
which created many of the interdialect forms is very noticeable in the speech of
the younger generation and newscasters on television. In such a situation, the
variant becomes freely available to the residents of Accra and as a result face-toface contact with the speakers of language variety from which it originates in the
individual’s social network is not a pre-requisit for one to acquire it. This is an
indication that the variants used by the second generation migrants for the
variables under consideration in this study are dominant features in the Akan
varieties spoken in Accra and are therefore freely available.

CONCLUSION

CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

8.0 INTRODUCTION
The most significant linguistic consequence of multilingual practices concerns the
way the various languages influence each other, not just in terms of word
borrowing, but also in terms of phonological, morphological, and syntactic
changes that occur as a result of contact (McLaughlin 2009). This is also found in
the Akan variety spoken by Akan migrants in Accra, a linguistically
heterogeneous urban community. In this concluding chapter, I give a summary
of the main questions I tried to answer (8.1), an overview of my main findings
(8.2), and I present some issues for further research (8.3).

8.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this study, I set out to look into the Akan variety spoken by the Akan migrants
in Accra, the capital of Ghana, West Africa, a linguistically heterogeneous urban
community. In doing this, I concentrated on answering four main questions,
which are:
(a) What is the sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra and how
do the Akan migrants perceive the Akan variety that they speak in Accra
when compared to what is spoken in the rural regions of origin?
(b) How different is the Akan variety spoken in Accra from what is spoken
in the rural areas of origin: lexically, grammatically, and phonologically?
(c) Is a new dialect of Akan being formed in Accra, and what is the status of
Akan in Accra currently, given that a new dialect is in the process of
being formed?
(d) Can the differences between urban and rural Akan be explained in terms
of ethnic and language contact within the social networks of the
participants in Accra?
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8.2 OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS AND MAIN FINDINGS
Chapter two detailed the linguistic heterogeneity of Ghana and Accra and
concluded that the multilingualism in Ghana results from the diverse indigenous
ethnic groups of the country with different linguistic backgrounds. In addition,
there are other languages in the country due to migration from the neighbouring
West African countries and due to colonisation. Of all of the languages used in
the country, Akan is the most widely spoken; however, English occupies a very
prestigious position in the Ghanaian context. This multilingual situation of the
country is reflected in Accra where the population is fed by migrants from all over
the country and beyond. Although Accra is characterised as operating with a
system of four languages: Akan, English, Hausa, and Gã, Akan and English are
the languages mostly used as languages of wider communication.
The research design and methodology were discussed in chapter three. The
study was methodologically eclectic in nature as various research methodologies
were employed at various stages in the research. I studied the sociolinguistic
profile of Akan migrants in Accra and their perception of the Akan variety they
speak, discussed in chapter four, through a questionnaire survey given to a
number of Akan migrants in Accra. In order to prevent having too much variation
in the variants used by participants for the linguistic variables selected for the
investigation of questions (b), (c), and (d) as indicated above, quota/judgement
sampling methodology was employed to select the type of participants needed. In
Accra, second generation female Akan migrants in senior high school or those
who had just completed senior high school and were ethnically Asante and
Kwawu, were selected. These second generation migrants lived in either Akan
dominant neighbourhoods or in less Akan dominant neighbourhoods. Following
the research tradition of traditional dialectology which considers the variety
spoken in the rural areas as the baseline traditional variety, I selected participants
in the Asante and Kwawu rural communities to serve as baseline controls for the
second generation migrants in Accra. I used a network approach to recruit the
participants.
A sociolinguistic interview technique involving both semi-structured, and free,
informal, conversational interviews was used to collect linguistic data from the
second generation migrants in Accra and the participants in the Asante and
Kwawu rural communities. Information on the extra-linguistic parameter
‘participants’ ethnic and language contact in their social networks’ was collected
from the second generation migrants.
The linguistic variants the participants used were analysed by adopting the
framework of new dialect formation, which is linguistic and descriptive in nature.
In addition, due to the linguistic situation of Accra, other language contact
phenomena such as borrowing, inter-language, and code switching were also
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employed in the analysis. Furthermore, processes such as second language
acquisition and attrition were also considered in the discussion. A quantitative
approach was required in order to allow a comparison between the linguistic
variants the second generation migrants used and the extra-linguistic parameter
‘participants’ ethnic and language contact in their social networks’. As the data
collected on the extra-linguistic parameters was qualitative in nature, a
quantitative approach was devised in order to analyse it.
Chapter four focuses on the sociolinguistic profile of Akan migrants in Accra.
The Akan migrants in Accra had had varying degrees of contact with their towns
of origin and, therefore, with the native Akan varieties spoken there. The majority
of them claimed to speak their native Akan varieties in Accra; however, there are
a few who did not speak their native Akan varieties in Accra due to lack of
proficiency and stigmatisation.
The Akan migrants were in contact with several languages in their
neighbourhoods in Accra, the major ones being Akan, Gã, English, Ewe and
Hausa. The language varieties that they spoke often in Accra were usually
determined by the language varieties spoken in the streets of their
neighbourhoods. This is because the majority of them accommodate to the
language varieties spoken by those they interact with in Accra most frequently.
The majority of those who claimed to speak their native varieties in Accra
claimed that what they speak is the same as what is spoken in their towns of
origin. There were a few, however, who claimed that, although they speak their
native Akan varieties in Accra, the variety that they speak is not exactly the same
as what is spoken in their towns of origin. This group of Akan migrants gave some
linguistic examples of the differences. The majority of these were lexical and
phonological, with a few syntactic differences. Others also gave explanations of
what they think the differences are.
With regards to their perception of the Akan variety generally spoken by all
the Akan migrants in Accra, the majority of them viewed this variety as a mixture
of the various varieties of Akan. Only a few participants thought otherwise. A
linguistic production test that I conducted confirmed the perception of the
majority, and I also observed variants that could be described as inter-language
forms between Akan and Gã. In addition to this, others perceived the Akan
variety generally spoken by Akan migrants in Accra as a variety that contains a
lot of English elements. The examples of the English forms they cited were nouns
and adjectives, which confirmed the ‘hierarchy of borrowability’ constraint where
open-class content items lend themselves most easily to borrowing.
Lexical variables differentiating urban and rural Akan were the topic of
chapter five. Having established that the Akan variety the Akan migrants in
Accra speak is different from what is spoken in the original, rural areas of the
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language, the focus now turned to a detailed linguistic investigation of the Akan
variety spoken by the Akan second generation migrants in Accra. In this chapter,
31 lexical variables with different variants in different varieties of Akan were
investigated among the Akan second generation migrants.
The variants used by the second generation migrants were quite different from
those used by the participants in the rural communities for the selected lexical
variables. The variants that the second generation migrants used for the lexical
variables reflected the contact that they have had with different varieties of Akan.
They mixed in variants from different varieties of Akan. For instance, they used
variants such as [moko] ‘pepper’, [asanka] ‘earthenware bowl’, and [ɪntrʊwa]
‘garden eggs’, which are variants in Fante, Akuapem, and Akyem, respectively.
Variants which can be described as inter-dialect forms, were also used; these
included [ekutuo] and [edwarɪbɪa]. The variant [ekutuo] is a combination of the
Fante variant [ekutu] and the Asante and Akyem nominal suffix /-o/.The variant
[edwarɪbɪa] applies the Fante /e/ and the nominalising suffix [-bɪa], which
typically occurs in Akuapem, in the Kwawu variant [ædwarɪɛ]. Furthermore they
levelled out variants which are regionally or demographically restricted; for
instance, the Asante variety has the variants [ɛta] ‘small wooden pestle’, however,
a higher percentage of the Asante second generation migrants used [tapoli], which
is the variant used for this variable in the other Twi speaking communities such
as Kwawu, Akyem and Akuapem. These linguistic processes used by the second
migrants, relate to the linguistic processes documented for new dialect formation
or koineisation. The linguistic processes in new dialect formation include mixing
variants which originate from different varieties, creating inter-dialect forms and
levelling out variants which are regionally or demographically restricted. In
addition, the variants that the second generation migrants used are characterised
by extreme variability (both intra-individual and inter-individual variability) and
levelling. These are characteristics of stage II of the new dialect formation process
meaning that at the lexical level, the Akan variety spoken by the second
generation migrants is at stage II of the new dialect formation process.
In spite of this, they also displayed other contact-induced language
phenomena such as borrowing, using interlanguage forms between Akan and Gã,
and other Akan forms which may be a result of the limited proficiency that these
participants have in Akan, substratum interference from those who speak Akan
as L2, which has been integrated into the speech of these participants, or ‘a style
of speech’ which encapsulates the contemporary Akan speech in Accra. The
variants that they borrowed from other languages were basically English words
which included [bʌkεt], and the Dutch loan venster ‘window’, and Portuguese pao
‘bread’, which have been assimilated into the phonology of Akan. The
interlanguage forms they used also included the variant [sikre], which is a
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combination of [sikli] and [æsikre], the variants in Gã and the Akuapem for sugar.
The other Akan forms they used, which may be a result of their limited
proficiency, included [na:dʊwa] ‘garden-eggs’. The participants in the rural
communities did not use such variants. The variants they used for the lexical
variables were basically those which belong to their native varieties. In situations
where they used English words, these were assimilated to the phonology of Akan,
and they also used Dutch and Portuguese loans assimilated into the phonology of
Akan.
A phonological change which involved the use of the Fante /e/ in the
environment where the Twi varieties have /æ/, was also discovered. The central
vowel /æ/ mainly occurs before syllables with /i/, /u/ and /o/ in the Twi
varieties and the Fante variety has /e/ in this environment; however, there were
many instances where the second generation migrants used /e/ in typical Twi
variants where /æ/ is expected. An example is [meko] where the variant in Twi
is [mæko].
This chapter concluded that, at the lexical level, the Akan variety spoken by
the second generation migrant is undergoing the process of new dialect formation
and shows the characteristics of stage II of the new dialect formation process. Due
to the ethnic and linguistic diversity of Accra, however, there are additional
variants in this variety which are the result of their contact with other languages
in the ethnically and linguistically diverse environment of Accra.
In chapter six, the investigation of the linguistic differences between the Akan
variety spoken by the Akan second generation migrants in Accra and the
participants in the rural communities continued with some selected morphosyntactic and phonological variables. With the exception of the phonetic
realisation of the 3rd person plural pronoun and to some extent the 3rd person
singular animate pronoun, there were no significant differences in the variants the
second generation migrants and the participants in the rural communities used
for the variables selected for investigation. In most cases, the variants used by the
second generation migrants were those used by the participants in the rural
communities; for instance, both the second generation migrants and the
participants in the rural communities frequently used a bare subject, i.e. only a
noun or a pronoun, to express the subject and occasionally topicalised the subject
by using both a noun and a pronominal prefix in the same noun phrase to express
the subject. The following examples illustrate.
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Bare subject
Me-kɔ-ɔ
sukuu
wɔ
ha
yi
ara
1SG-go-PST school
LOC.V
here DEF EMPH
‘I attended school at this same place (community).’
Topicalised subject
Nkrɔfoɔ bi
ɔmo-ká
Larteh
People some 3PL-speak.HAB Larteh
‘Some people [they] speak Larteh.’

kasa
no
language DEF

There were only a few traces of the second generation migrants mixing variants
with origins from different Akan varieties. These involved the inanimate pronoun
for both the Asante and Kwawu second generation migrants and the syntactic
representation of possession by the Asante second generation migrants. As an
example, the majority of the second generation migrants used ε-/e- for the
inanimate pronoun just as it was used by the participants in the rural community.
A few of the second generation migrants used ɔ-/o-, the Fante variant for this
variable in addition to ε-/e-. The following are examples.
ε-/e
Ɛ-yɛ
paake
3SG.INA-be park
Obi
Someone

so

na

PP

CONJ

bɔɔ
ball

da
lie

so,

asɛ
as.if

PP,

ɛ-ɛ-kɔ
PERF-hit CONJ 3SG.INA-PROG-go
a-bɔ

na

‘It is a park and there is a ball lying on it. It is as if someone has hit it and it is
going.’
ɔ-/oƆ-hɔ
3SG.INA-there
Brɔfo
English

no
DEF

n-ka
NEG-add

ɔmo-o-ka
Twi a
3PL-PROG-speak Twi REL

ɔmo-m-fa
3PL-NEG-take

ho
self

‘There, if they are speaking Twi, they don’t add English.’
The second generation migrants demonstrated significant levelling of the variants
used by participants in the rural communities for the phonetic realisation of the
3rd person plural pronoun and the 3rd person singular animate pronoun. In
addition, the Kwawu second generation migrants levelled out some of the
variants used by the participants in the Kwawu rural community for the phonetic
realisation of the progressive marker. For example, the participants in the Asante
rural community used the variants [wɔɔnʊm], [wɔɔmʊ], [woomu], [wɔmʊ], and
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[ɔmʊ] and those in the Kwawu rural community used [wɔŋw], [wɔnɪ], [wɔnʊ],
[wɔmʊ] and [ɔmʊ], as the phonetic realisation of the 3rd person plural pronoun
which occurs in the orthography as wɔn; however, the second generation migrants
used only [ɔmʊ] and levelled out the others. This levelling created some
differences between the variants used in the rural communities and those used by
the second generation migrants for these variables. There were both inter- and
intra- individual differences in the variants used by the participants in the rural
communities; however the second generation migrants were more homogenous
in the variants they used for these variables.
The linguistic processes, i.e. mixing variants with origins from different
varieties of Akan and levelling out demographically restricted variants which the
second generation migrants adopted for these variables, relate to some of the
linguistic processes in new dialect formation. Therefore, at the morpho-syntactic
and phonological level, the process of new dialect formation is under way as well.
Although the speech of second generation migrants represents stage II of the newdialect formation process and is therefore expected to show extreme variability,
this was not the case with regards to the morpho-syntactic and phonological
variables selected for investigation. Instead, there was extreme levelling out of the
minority variants, which indicates that the variants they use for these variables
are heading towards a more homogeneous norm in Accra, unlike what we
observed in the variants they used for the lexical variables. Furthermore, the
variants the second generation migrants used for the morpho-syntactic and
phonological variables only reflect the contact they have with other Akan varieties
but not the other languages found within Accra.
Correlations between the extra-linguistic parameters and linguistic processes
were discussed in chapter seven. The main extra-linguistic parameter that I
considered in this study for the second generation migrants was the participants’
ethnic and language contact in their social networks. Out of this, four subparameters were developed based on the ethnic groups and language varieties the
second generation migrants are likely to be in contact with in Accra. These subparameters are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Contact with English
Contact with other local ethnic groups and languages
Contact with other Akan varieties
Contact with native Akan variety under consideration

I correlated these extra-linguistic parameters with the variants (linguistic
processes) used by the second generation migrants using scatter gram and
Spearman’s rank order correlation for bi-variate data, and I realised that the
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variants these participants used are almost the same irrespective of their ethnic
and language contact in their social networks. I concluded that the linguistic
processes adopted by the second generation migrants for the linguistic variables
considered in this study do not depend on the direct contact they have with the
language(s) and ethnicities of those in their social networks; instead, these
variants are dominant features in the Akan variety spoken in Accra and, therefore,
direct contact with a particular language or ethnicity is not a primary requirement
for one to acquire them. These variants are, therefore, described as off-the-shelf
changes, which are freely available and, therefore, easily borrowed. As a result,
these participants are able to use them regardless of the language(s) or ethnicities
of those they directly interact with in their social networks.

8.3 ISSUES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
African cities are a work in progress and so are their languages (McLaughlin
2009). This research project is the first attempt to describe the linguistic properties
of the Akan variety spoken in Accra, Ghana’s capital. It therefore considered only
a small subset of the residents of Accra, who form a kind of cross-section: the
second generation female Akan migrants who are ethnically Asante and Kwawu.
To complete the story, it will be necessary and interesting to look into the varieties
spoken by the rest of the population. These include:
(a) The variety spoken by other second generation, female Akan migrants,
who are from the other sub-ethnic groups of Akan such as Fante,
Akuapem, Akyem, and Bono.
(b) The varieties spoken by the second generation male Akan migrants of all
the sub-ethnic groups of Akan, considering gender differences in
language use.
(c) The variety spoken by the parents of these groups of second generation
Akan migrants.
(d) It will also be very interesting to look into the details of the Akan variety
spoken by the Akan migrants in Accra in general, to find out whether the
new comers who join the linguistic melting pot of Accra modify any
aspect of their variety, and why this modification is necessary.
(e) Akan is spoken as L2 by uncountable number of the residents of Accra
from different ethnic and linguistic backgrounds. It will be necessary to
look into the linguistic features of the L2 varieties spoken by the different
ethnic groups in Accra.
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As the selection of the linguistic variables investigated in this book was based on
variables that can be described as indicators, i.e. linguistic variables that
differentiate group of speakers, in this case sub-ethnic groups of Akan, only a few
variables were selected.
Future research should address other variables, for instance the tense and
aspectual distinctions, which may not necessarily be indicators, to see how these
are affected by the ethnic and linguistic diversity of Accra. This kind of study is
important because it will enable a comparative study to be carried out between
the Akan variety spoken in Accra and the relatively few urban vernaculars that
have been investigated on the African continent in this direction. McLaughlin
(2009) has observed that of the relatively few studies that have been done on the
structure of urban vernaculars in Africa (e.g. urban Wolof spoken in Dakar
(Senegal) and Lingala spoken in Kinshasa (Democratic Republic of Congo) and
Brazzaville
(Republic
of
Congo/Congo-Brazzaville),
morphological
simplification is most often cited as the primary type of restructuring. She further
notes that restructuring of this sort may go on in the verbal system where the
number of tense and aspectual distinction is reduced.
There are koineised varieties in the neighbourhoods of Dakar, Senegal, where
speakers of Casamance Portuguese Creole and Cape Verdean Creole live
together, and also of Pulaar speakers from northern Senegal interacting with
Guinean Pular speakers from Fuuta Jaloo (McLaughlin 2009). It would be
interesting to do a comparative study between these varieties and the koineisation
process we have observed in the Akan variety spoken in Accra that I have
investigated in this book.
Furthermore, Arabic koinés have been investigated in the cities of North
Africa. Hachimi explores contact between an old urban variety (Fessi) and a new
urban variety in Casablanca, Morocco (Hachimi 2007 and 2009, Miller 2007). A
comparative study between the results of this contact situation and the results of
the contact between the different varieties of Akan as spoken in Accra will help
us to understand the new dialect formation/koineisation process on the African
continent and how this contrasts with or conforms to the new dialect formation
process in the West as documented in the literature (see Trudgill 1986a and 2004).
Finally, the extra-linguistic parameters considered in this book are the ethnic
and language contacts of the participants in their social networks amidst the
ethnic and linguistic diversity of Accra. It will be interesting and necessary to
consider other social variables like age, sex, education, and social class, which are
usually considered in variationist studies (see Labov 1966, 1972 and 2001,
Trudgill 1974a), to see the effects of these social variables on the Akan variety
spoken by the residents of Accra. A comparative study between the effects of these
social variables on the Akan variety spoken in Accra and other languages like
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English in Europe and the United states will help us to know whether the effects
of these social variables on language use as it has been documented in the
literature (Labov 2001) are also relevant for African languages.
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APPENDIX 1
ENGLISH WORDS THE RESPONDENTS GAVE AS EXAMPLES
OF THE ENGLISH WORDS IN THE AKAN VARIETY SPOKEN BY
AKAN MIGRANTS IN ACCRA
Nouns
School
Shoe
Car park
Watch
Admission
Apron
Trousers
Computer
Lipstick
Paper
Station
Fan
Ball
Bag
Petrol
Key
Ice water
Fruits
Powder
Rice
Bathhouse
Spoon
Greetings
Plate

Table
Phone
Good afternoon
Time
Wig
Plastic
Shirt
Car
Number
Ink
Flask
Party
Omo
Container
Good evening
Light off
Flying tie
Alphabets
Good-bye
Bible
Sugar
Knife
Diesel
Good-night

Pen
ladle
Cupboard
Belt
Chalk
Colour
Skirt
Socks
Card
Good morning
Bus stop
radio
Video
Air conditioner
Cement
Pencil
Brown
Milk
Engine
Fish
Oil
Remote control
Taxi
Compound house

Television
cup
envelope
Credit
Calendar
Bowl
Laptop
Brush
Box
Tyre
book
Charger
Desk
Wire
motor
Teacher
Vegetables
Salad
Ship
Light
Market
bungalow
Board
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Nouns listed by more than one respondent
Nouns
Overall
requency
Computer
4
School
6
Television
4
Table
3
Time
2
Phone
5
Cup
3
Plate
3
Sugar
2
Greetings
11
Number
7
Alphabets
6
Watch
2
Book
2
Car
2
Good morning
2
Good afternoon
2
Good evening
2
Market
2

Verb
Use
Brush

Adjectives
Blue
Bad
Like
Okay
Nice

Promote
Look

Fast
Wash

Private
Stubborn
What
Sorry
Good

Plastic
Fast
White
Short

APPENDIX 1
Adjectives listed by more than one respondent
Adjectives
Overall
frequency
Okay
24
Sorry
14
Like
5
Bad
3
Good
3
Stubborn
2

Adverb
Okay
How
What
Why

Please
Especially
Yeah
Really

Fast
Instead
Yes
Slow

Adverb listed by more than one respondent
Adverb
Overall
frequency
Okay
24
Please
6
Especially
5
Instead
2
Yeah
6

Preposition
But

In fact

Like

Prepositions listed by more than one respondent
Preposition
Overall
frequency
But
4
like
5
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Conjunction
But

Because

How

Conjunctions listed by more than one respondent
Conjunction
Overall
frequency
But
4
Because
4

Interjection
Wow!

Interjections listed by more than one respondent
Interjections
Overall
frequency
Wow!
3
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SAMENVATTING (DUTCH SUMMARY)
Het belangrijkste doel van deze studie is om te kijken naar het effect van
taalcontact op de variëteit van het Akan zoals die gebruikt wordt door Akan
migranten in Accra, de hoofdstad van Ghana. De studie onderzoekt het
sociolinguïstisch profiel van Akan migranten in Accra en hoe zij tegenover de
Akan variëteit die zij gebruiken staan in vergelijking met wat wordt gesproken in
de oorspronkelijke gebieden waar zij vandaan komen. Het onderzoek richt zich
verder op de talige eigenschappen van het Akan zoals gesproken door de tweede
generatie Akan migranten in Accra. Er is bijzondere aandacht voor de talige
processen die gevonden worden in de genese van nieuwe dialecten, waarbij wat
wordt gesproken in de plattelandsgebieden van de taal als de vergelijkingsbasis
dient. Ten slotte worden de extra-linguïstische parameters onderzocht die aan
deze veranderingsprocessen ten grondslag liggen. De belangrijkste vragen zijn:
a) Wat is het sociolinguïstisch profiel van het Akan migranten in Accra en
hoe staan de Akan migranten tegenover de Akan variëteit die zij
gebruiken in Accra vergeleken met wat er wordt gesproken in de
plattelandsregio’s waar de migranten vandaan komen?
b) Hoe verschillend is de Akan variëteit die gebruikt wordt in Accra van wat
er gesproken wordt in de plattelandsgebieden van oorsprong: lexicaal,
grammaticaal, en fonologisch?
c) Ontstaat er een nieuw dialect van het Akan in Accra, en wat is de status
van het Akan in Accra op dit moment, gegeven dat een nieuw dialect aan
het ontstaan is?
d) Kunnen de verschillen tussen stedelijk en plattelands Akan verklaard
worden in termen van etnisch en taalcontact binnen de sociale netwerken
van de deelnemers in Accra?
Verscheidene soorten onderzoeksmethodologie werden in de etappes van het
onderzoek ingezet om deze vragen te beantwoorden. Er werd een questionnaire
afgenomen bij een grote groep Akan migranten in Accra om hun sociolinguïstisch
profiel vast te stellen en hun perceptie van de Akan variëteit die zij spreken.
Daarna werden deelnemers geselecteerd, binnen de onderzoekstraditie van de
klassieke dialectologie, uit de Asante en Kwawu plattelandsgemeenschappen om
als controlegroep te dienen; hun taalgebruik werd vergeleken met het Akan zoals
dat door de tweede generatie Asante en Kwawu migranten in Accra. Taaldata
werden verzameld door middel van sociolinguïstische interviewtechnieken,
zowel door semi formele gesprekken als meer vrije, informele interviews. Ook de
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sociale netwerken van de deelnemers zijn onderzocht om de invloed van de extralinguïstische parameter in het taalontstaansproces inzichtelijk te maken
De verzamelde taaldata werden geanalyseerd in het kader van het onderzoek
naar nieuwe dialectvorming, dat talig en descriptief georiënteerd is. Dit kader lag
voor de hand omdat het Akan van de onderzochte migranten en de tweede
generatie meer beïnvloed wordt door verwante Akan-variëteiten dan bijvoorbeeld
door het Engels, Ewe of de andere talen die Ghana rijk is.
Omdat meertaligheid de norm is in Accra, en talen als gevolg van deze
meertaligheid voortdurend in contact staan met elkaar, zijn ook andere
taalcontactverschijnselen zoals ontlening, tussentaal, en code-wisseling
meegenomen in de analyse. Ook problemen met betrekking tot
tweedetaalverwerving en taalverlies (taalerosie) werden meegenomen in de
analyse van.
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt het sociolinguïstisch profiel van Akan migranten in
Accra beschreven op basis van vragenlijst gestuurde interviews met 120 Akan
migranten in Accra. Zij werden verder ondervraagd over hoe zij contact
onderhielden met de mensen in de regio’s waar ze vandaan kwamen. Ook hun
perceptie van de manier waarop zij Akan spreken in vergelijking met anderen was
onderwerp van gesprek tijdens het interview. Mijn bevinding was dat de Akan
migranten in Accra verschillende graden van contact met hun steden van
oorsprong en dus ook met de Akan moedertaalvariëteiten die daar gesproken
worden. Sommigen hadden ook contact met andere Akan gemeenschappen waar
verwante, maar niet dezelfde, variëteiten worden gebruikt. De Akan migranten in
Accra staan in contact met verschillende talen in hun buurten. De belangrijkste
zijn Akan (i.e. verschillende variëteiten van het Akan), Gã, Engels, Ewe, en
Hausa. De taalvariëteiten die zij vaak gebruiken in Accra worden gewoonlijk
bepaald door de taalvariëteiten gebruikt in de straten van hun buurt. Met
betrekking tot de perceptie van het Akan zoals het door de migranten zelf wordt
gesproken, merkt de meerderheid van de deelnemers op dat ze hun taal zien als
een mengvorm van verscheidene Akan variëteiten in Accra. Maar er zijn ook
deelnemers die hun taal zien als een tussentaalvorm tussen Akan en Gã, de
oorspronkelijke taal van Accra. Verder wordt door verschillende deelnemers
opgemerkt dat de taal van de Akan migranten sterk vermengd is met Engelse
leenwoorden.
Hoofdstukken vijf en zes richten zich op de analyse van de gevonden varianten
van de geselecteerde lexicale, en morfo-syntactische en fonologische variabelen.
Er zijn significante verschillen tussen de Akan variëteiten gebruikt in de
plattelandsgebieden en in Accra met betrekking tot de lexicale variabelen., Deze
worden besproken in hoofdstuk vijf, Stedelijk en plattelands Akan: lexicale
variabelen. De varianten van de tweede generatie migranten reflecteren het

SAMENVATTING (DUTCH SUMMARY)
contact dat zij hebben met verschillende variëteiten van het Akan en de andere
talen in Accra. Zij vermengen varianten uit verschillende variëteiten van het
Akan, gebruiken inter-dialect vormen, en nivelleren varianten uit specifieke
gebieden of van bepaalde bevolkingsgroepen. Deze talige strategieën worden
vooral door de tweede generatie toegepast. Dat is kenmerkend voor de vorming
van nieuwe dialecten. Daarnaast zijn er ook andere contactverschijnselen
aangetroffen in de verzamelde taaldata, zoals ontlening, tussentaalvormen tussen
Akan en Gã, en andere Akan vormen die het gevolg kunnen zijn van een beperkte
beheersing van het Akan door sommige deelnemers. Ik vond ook bewijs van
substratum interferentie door degenen die het Akan als tweede taal spreken. Dit
kan een individueel verschijnsel zijn, maar het zou ook de spreekstijl van het
moderne Akan van Accra kunnen weerspiegelen. De geïnterviewde deelnemers
in de plattelandsgemeenschappen gebruiken deze varianten niet. De varianten zij
gebruikten voor de lexicale variabelen waren meestal die van hun
moedertaalvariëteiten. In situaties waarin zij Engelse ontleningen gebruikten,
waren deze volledig aangepast aan de fonologie van het Akan.
Ik concludeer daarom dat op het lexicale niveau het Akan van de tweede
generatie verwikkeld is in het ontstaansproces van een nieuw dialect. Er zijn
echter ook, als gevolg van de etnische en talige diversiteit van Accra, nog andere
varianten in deze variëteit die resulteren van contact met andere taalsystemen in
de complexe samenleving van Accra. Verder wordt deze variëteit
gekarakteriseerd door variabiliteit (zowel inter- als intra-individuele variatie) en
het weg nivelleren van varianten die in de minderheid zijn. Dit zijn
karakteristieken van de tweede fase van het ontstaansproces van een nieuw
dialect. Ten slotte zijn er ook inter-dialect vormen die kunnen voorkomen in de
beginfase, tweede fase en de latere fases van nieuwe dialectvorming.
Met uitzondering van een paar variabelen (zoals de fonetische realisatie van
‘het 3rde persoon meervoud voornaamwoord’ en ‘het 3rde person enkelvoud
bezielde voornaamwoord’), heb ik geen significante verschillen gevonden in de
varianten die de tweede generatie migranten in Accra en de deelnemers in de
plattelandsgemeenschappen gebruikten voor de onderzochte morfo-syntactische
en de fonologische variabelen. Dit wordt besproken in hoofdstuk zes, Stedelijk
en plattelands Akan: morfo-syntactische en fonologische variabelen. Er zijn
een paar gevallen van taalvermenging door de tweede generatie, maar dit levert
geen significant verschil op. Het gaat hier om vermenging van verschillende Akan
variëteiten, de voorbeelden betreffen het niet bezielde pronomen voor beide
groepen van de tweede generatie en de syntactische representatie van bezit door
de tweede generatie van Asante in Accra.
Ik vermoed dat dergelijke voorkomens het gevolg zijn van de etnisch en talig
diverse samenleving van Accra en het bestaan van gesprekscontexten waarin deze
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vormen voortbestaan. De tweede generatie hoort deze vormen wellicht in gesprek
met hun ouders en nemen deze vormen over maar alterneren ze met andere,
nieuwe vormen.
De tweede generatie laat sommige varianten weg die in de
plattelandsgemeenschappen gebruikt worden voor bepaalde variabelen. Dit zijn
de ‘fonetische realisatie van het 3rde persoon meervoud pronomen’ en ‘het 3rde
persoon enkelvoud bezielde pronomen’. Ook nivelleert de tweede generatie
Kwawu in Accra de fonetische realisatie van de progressief markeerder. Het valt
op dat de varianten die genivelleerd worden door de tweede generatie precies die
varianten zijn die als regionaal en demografisch specifiek kunnen worden
beschreven. Verder heeft de nivellering ook gevolgen voor taalvariatie. Ik
constateer dat er variatie is (zowel inter- als intra-individueel) met betrekking tot
de varianten die gebruikt worden door de deelnemers uit de
plattelandsgemeenschappen. Deze variatie is minder aanwezig in het taalgebruik
van de tweede generatie in Accra; de varianten van de onderzochte variabelen
zijn meer homogeen.
Samenvattend, het onderzoek naar de varianten van de geselecteerde morfosyntactische en fonologische variabelen legt verschillende talige processen bloot
die onderdeel zijn van het ontstaansproces van een nieuw dialect. Deze processen
zijn de oorzaak van het voorkomen van mengvarianten uit verschillende Akan
variëteiten in de taal van de tweede generatie, het in ongebruik raken van
demografisch specifieke varianten en de toegenomen homogeniteit met
betrekking tot de onderzochte morfo-syntactische en fonologische variabelen in
de taal van de tweede generatie.
De varianten die de tweede generatie migranten gebruikten voor de lexicale,
morfo-syntactische, en fonologische variabelen worden in hoofdstuk zeven,
Correlatie tussen extra-linguïstische parameters en talige processen,
gecorreleerd met hun etnisch en taalcontact binnen hun sociale netwerken. Het
directe contact van de deelnemers met specifieke etnische groepen en talen in hun
sociale netwerk heeft geen significant effect op de varianten die zij gebruikten. De
varianten die de tweede generatie migranten gebruikten voor de geselecteerde
lexicale, morfo-syntactische, en fonologische variabelen zijn de dominante
taalkenmerken van de variëteit van het Akan gesproken in Accra en daarom is
direct contact met één specifieke taal of etnische groep geen vereiste om deze te
verwerven. Deze varianten lijken daarom zogenaamde ‘off-the-shelf’
veranderingen te zijn, de varianten zijn vrijelijk beschikbaar zijn en daarom
gemakkelijk ontleenbaar. Als een gevolg hiervan nemen deze deelnemers ze over
los van de talen of etnische groepen van degenen met wie zij direct contact
hebben.

SAMENVATTING (DUTCH SUMMARY)
In het afsluitende hoofdstuk worden de belangrijkste onderzoeksvragen en
bevindingen samengevat, gevolgd door enkele vragen voor verder onderzoek.
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